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An 0.03 scale model of the MDAC/MMC Space Shuttle Booster was tested 
in the MCAIR Low Speed Wind Tunnel (Test MCAIR rWT 249) 18 through 94 
February 1971 to determine the stability and control characteristics and 
power effects at subsonic speed. The tests were conducted at Mach numbers 
of 0.26 and zero, Reynolds number of 1.76 x 106 per foot, and a dynamic 
pressure of 0.695 psi. Test variables included, canard configuration and 
location, canard Jet flap deflection, engine Jet pressure ratio, configu­




An 0.03 ',ficle model oL the MDAO/NMC Space Shuttle Booster was tested 
in the MCAIR Low Speed Wrid Tunnel (Test MCAIR ISWT 249) 18 though 24 
February 1971 to determine the stability and control characteristics and 
power effects at subsonic speed. The tests were conducted at Mach numbers 
of 0.26 and zero, Reynolds number of 1.76 x 106 per foot, and a dynamic
 
pressure of 0.695 psi. Test variables included, canard configurations and 
location, canard jet flap deflection, engine jet pressure ratio, configu­
ration buildup, ind elevon deflections. 
Thls report contains plots of force and mom( nt cofficient tint i only. 
Body bqsc preiure coefflionts for Mach 0.26 'cr( recorded and havL been 





1. Positive directions of force coefficients 
moment coefficients, and angleb are 
indicated by arrows. 
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability 







Figure 1. Axis systems, snowing direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle 
SADSAC NOMENCLATURE 
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME 
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS 
CA Total Axial Force CA 
CAB Base Axial Force CAB --
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAP 
CD Total Drag Force CD CDTOTL 
CDB Base Drag Force CDB CDBASE 
CDF Forebody Drag Force CDF CDFORE 
CL Lift Force CL CL 
CN Normal Force CN -
Cy Side Force CY CY CC 
Cl Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL 
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM 
Ca Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN 
L/D Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio L/D CL/CD 
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio L/DF CL/CDF 
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A 
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF 
SUMMARY OF SADSAC NOMENCLAIJRE - AERODYNAMIC FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICENTS
 
MODEL DESIGN AND COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS
 
The second series .030 scale space shuttle low speed wind tunnel model
 
is a canard configuration with a high wing and wing tip fins. Figure 2 
depicts the general arrangement of the baseline jet canard configuration, 
and also the moment reference center. Figures 3 thru 7 present sketches 
of the various model components, while Table I gives the detailed specifi­
cations of all the components.
 
The baseline configuration incorporates a propulsive canard with a
 
trailing edge Jet flap and in the prototype houses the flyback jet engines.
 
The model was provided with a powered version of the 8-engine canard 
(JO).id *ilso unpowered versions of the canards which simulLe the span 
of ither the 8-engine (J7 or j8) or 10-engine (J6 or J9) canards All 
csnvrd3 nro fitted with trailing edge flaps, however, in the case of the 
j6 and J9 configurations the flap is fixed at zero degrees deflection. 
Canards J7, 8, and J10 have jet flap settings of -300 to 600 in 150 
increments. The details oL the jet flap canard model are shown in Figures 
4 and 5. 
The model propulsive canard design rquires tn air supply distribution 
system that will simulate mass flow from eight F-15 type engines over the 
asnard flap. The mass flow rate requirements are plotted in Figure 8 
The Uir supply system included flow metering orifices and valves to calibraLe 
and monitor (during test) mass flow. 
Th& model was supported in the low speed wind tunnel by a single main 
strut and a pitch strut. The compressed air for the propulsrve canard was
 
supplied to the model by four 3/4 inch inside diameter flex ho,es Boundary
 





Trunnition strips (1/8 inch wide) were installed 3/4 inch aft of the
 
flin lcdding cdges and 1 inch aft of the wing leading edges (0.0080 inch
 
glas5 .pheren were used).
 
Both the canard and wing have incidence settings of 3 - The wings
 
have 7.67 degrees dihedral and are equipped with elevens having deflections
 
0 +000of +30', , +100, and 0° . The model has 2 sets of vertical tails tip
 
mounted on the wings. The tip fins are fixed at an angle of 250 outboard
 
with respect to the vertical and have no toe-in. The booster body is
 
12.23 inch diameter and fabricated of wood and metal. The fuselage base 
geometry is shown in Figure 3. Any mismatch of the various model component 
joints were faired to a smooth aerodynamic contour with clay, wax, or tape 







MODEL COMPONENT BODY - B3 




NOT' Cull acnle nose qLatlon ib at X1030
 
256-19-0001DRAWlING NUWMR " 
DImUiIions FUI L-SCAIF " MODEL SCAIf( 03) 
Length in 18t/ 86.61 
Max Width, in lOIR 12 25 
Max Depth, in 408 12 25 




Max Cross-Sectiona] 90f 817 
Planforia, i t-2 513 6 76 
Wetted, ft 2 2965 20 7 
ft 2BaovIill, 856 .770 
6
 
TABLE I (Cont.) 
MODEL COMPONENT WLng - W5
 
GENERAL DLSCRIPTION wep, tapered airfoil mounted high onaft end of body 
DRAWING NUMBER 256-19-0001
 












Span (equivalent) r 52. 

Aspect Ratio 3 54'3 54
 
Rate of Taper --

Taper Ratio 435 435
 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7 67 7 61
 
Incidence Angle, degrees 3.0 3 0
 






Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 44 44
 
Trailing Edge 28 28
 




Root (Wing Sta 0 0) 690 20,7
 




Fus. Sta of 25 MAC X3625
 
W P of 25 MAC 2603
 
B L of 25 MAC __Y_._ -
Airfoil Section ' 
Root XAQAOOXO-64 NACA 0010-6: 
Tip " " 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area, ft2 4180 3.77
 
Span, (equivalent) inch 1342 40 3
 
Aspect Ratio 30 3.0
 
Taper Ratio 5 .5
 
Chords , inch 
Root 599 18 0 
Tip 300. 90 
MAC -1-66. 14.0 
Fus Sta of 25 MAC X3728 
H.P of 25 MAC 2637
 








MODEL COMPONENT Jet ICanard 36 and J9 (see General Descrivtlon for differeice 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Rectangular planform with simulated jet flap. Has flap_ 
setting of zero only J9 is same as 36 except sta for .25 MAC J9 sta for
 










Planform 1656 1 49 
Wetted 2060 1 855 
Span (equivalent), inch 846 25 4 
Aspect Ratio 3.0 _0 
Rate of Taper .... 
Taper Ratio 1 0 1 0 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 0 0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 3 3 
- Aerodynamic Twist, degrees o 0 
Toe-In Angle .... 
Cant Angle .... 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 0 0
 
Trailing Edge o o
 




Root O 282 
 8 46 
Tip, (equivalent) _____ _84_6 
MAC 282 8 46 
Fus. Sta of 25 MAC -X1962 (X2204)
 
W.P of 25 MAC Z231
 
B L of 25 MAC Y211 5 
Airfoil Section 
Root- FPL;35% a theoretical 360 inc. 




Area , 1030 930 
Span, (equivalent) inch 526 473 
Aspect Ratio 1.86 1.86 
Taper Ratio 1 1,0 
Chords , inch 
Root 2 8 46 
Tip 282 8 46 
MAC 282 8 46 
Fus. Sta of 25 MAC x1962 (R2204) 
W.P. of 25 MAC Z231
 




TABLE I Cont. 
MODEL COMPONENT Jet Canard J7 and 38 
GENERAL DLSCRIPTIO., J8 aine as J7 except sti for 25 MAC _J8 sta for 
25 MAC ac X2204 
DRAWING NUMBER IT40606
 











Wetted -=r - I 5_
 
Span (equivalent) 750 22 5
 
Aspect Ratio 2.66 2 66
 
Rate of Taper ....
 
Taper Ratio 1.0 1 0 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 0 0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 3. 3 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0 0 
Toe-In Angle -- _ -- . 
Cant Arsle .... 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 0 0
 
Trailing Edge 0 0 .
 
0 25 Element Line 0 0
 
Chords inch 
Root O xu=axe 282 8 46 
Tip, (equivalent) 282 8 46 
MAC 282 8 46 
Fus Sta of 25 MAC X1962(x2204) 
WP. of 25 MAC Z231 
B L of .25 MAC y _ _
 
Airfoil Section
Root o e c







Span, (equivalent) inch 4 . __
 
Aspect Ratlo 1 1.52
 
Taper Ratio 1.0 10'
 
Chords, inch 
Root 282 8 46 
Tip 282. 8.46 
MAC 282 8 46 
Fus. Sta of 25 MAC X196,(2x 04) 
W.P of 25 MAC Z231
 





MODEL COMPONENT Jet Cinard 310 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Siine is J8 except his provisions to simulate power effects 
ith cold flo itt nd hais jot flap gettn. of -30 0,15 30.45 and 6o dprpg 
DRAWING NUMBER IT40606
 




ft 2 Area , 
Planform 1470. 1.32 
Wetted 16B4 1 52 
Span (equivalent) 750 22.5
 
Aspect Ratio 2.66 2.66 
Rate of Taper I -_. 
Taper Ratio i.o 1.0 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 0 0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 3. 3. 






Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge o a 
Trailing Edge 0 0 
0 25 Element Line 0 o 
Chords inch
 
Root *Lklxp Axxtti* 282. 8.46 
Tip, (equivalent) 282. -87476_ 
MAC .282 . 8.46 
Fus Sta of 25 MAC X2204.
 
W.P of 25 MAC Z231. 
B L of 25 MAC Y187.5 
Airfoil Section Front 35A of theoretical 360 in 




Area, ft2 842. .758
 
Span, (equivalent) 430 -387 
Aspect Ratio 1.52 1,52 
Taper Ratio 1.0 1.0 
Chords, inch
 
Root 282. 8 46
 
Tip 282. 8.46 
MAC _fT.-- 8.46 
Fus. Sta of 25 MAC X2204. 
W.P. of 25 MAC Z231. 




MODEL COMPONENT .V tical Fin V6
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION iodel has 2 vertical fins, one at each wing tip
 
DRAWING NUMBER 256-19-0001 
DIMENSIONS FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 





Wettcd 874 .786 
Span (equivalent) inch 276. 8.28 
Aspect Ratio 1 21 1 21 
Rate of Taper ....
 
Taper Ratio 52 52
 65 65
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees .... 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0 00 0
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle I 25 25 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 12 0 12 0
 
Trailing Edge -17 0 -17
 
0.25 Element Line 7 0 __7___ 
Chords inch 
Root eqMGmu 300. 9 0 
Tip, (equivalent) 4156 
MAC 2360
 
Fus. Sta df 25 MAC X4065
 



























Fus. Sta of 25 MAC
 
W.P of 25 MAC
 






MODEL COMPONENT .. J.grtical Fin V7 













 655. 5 
Wetted 










Diehedral Angle, degrees 65 

Incidence Angle, degrees 65 65
 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees a 
Toe-In Angle 
 0Cant Angle 25 0 
















Root 94E xxwft 300. 9 0 
180 54MAC54
 C245. 7 35




W P of 25 MAC 

































 of 25 MAC Abo..
 
W.P. of 25 MAC
 






MOULL COII'OIILIT Jet ElayFI 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Ict flap for 8-engine canards (J7, J8 and JIO)
 
Flap can b, set at -30, 0, 15, 30, 45 and 60 degrees on J10
 
DRAWING NUMBER IT 40647
 
DIMENSIONS (tich panel) FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
ft2
Area (hinge line to t e.). 70 8 0637 
Span (equivalent) , in 200 6 00 
Inb'd equivalent chord hinge line 51 1 53 
Outb'd equivalent chord j to t e , in 51 1 3 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord
 
At Inb'd equiv chord .182 182 
At Outb'd equiv chord 182 182 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 0 
Tailing Edge 0 o 
Hingeline _ . 0 





MODEL COMPONENT Jet rlaJ F3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION ict flap for 10-engine canard (J6 and J9), 
Can be set tt itro d&lgrecs only 
DRAWING NUMBER IT 40647
 
DIMENSIONS (CdJlt pant1) FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area(hinge line to t e ) fL2 86.2 ft2 0776 t2
 
Span (equivalent), in 243 7 30 
Inb'd equivalent chord 1 hinge line 51 1.53 
Outb'd equivalent chard J to t.e , in. 51 1 53 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord
 
At Irb'd equiv chord .182 182
 
At Outb'd equiv chord .182 182
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 0 0 
Tailing Edge 0 0 
Hingeline 0 0 
3
 





MODEL GOLIPON UT Elevon t3 
GENERA DESCRIPTION Elevens on wing W5 Area shown is for each elevon, 
hing lin aft 
DRAWING NUMBER IT 40648
 
DIMENSIONS FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Area, ft2 617 0,555 
Span (equivalent), in. 650 19.50 
Inb'd equivalent chord, in 180 5.41, 
Outb'd equivalent chorg , in 93. 2 79 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord
 
At Inb'd equlv chord 0.3 0.3
 
At Outb'd equiv chord 0 3 0 3
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 











2998 ft3 139 9 in 3







MODEL COMPONENT Rudder R6
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Rudder for unsweytpertical fin V6
 
Area shown is for each rudder from the hingelLne aft
 
DRAWING NUIIBrR IT 40648 
DIMFNSIOS FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area, it2 185 .167 
Span (equivalent), in 244. 7.32 
Inb'd equivalent chord, in 141. 4 23 
Outb'd equivalent chord, in 78 0 2 34 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv chord 0.5 0.5 
At Outb'd equiv chord __5 0 5 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge -20 20 
Tailing Edge -170 -17' 
Hingeline -3 
° 0 -3°0 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 871 ft




MODEL COIPONI Nt Ruddt r R7 
GENERAL DLLRIPTION Rudder for swept vcrtiLal fin V7
 
Area shown is foL tacit rudder from thL hingcline aft 
DRAWING NUMBER IT 40648 
DIMENSIONS FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Area , ft2 200 180
 
Span (equivalent), in 361 10 83 
Inb'd equivalent chord, in 98 7 2 96 
Outb'd equivalent chord, inj 61 2 1.84 




At Inb'd equiv chord .34 .34
 
At Outb'd equiv chord 34 34
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 250 250
 










SECOND SERIES 3% LOW SPEED BOOSTER COMPONENT NOMENCLATURE 
REFERENCE DIMENSIONS 
MODEL FULL SCALE 
2
Reference Area 9 0 ft2 10,000 ft

Reference Length 6 0 ft 200 ft
 
Xref - 61 74 in. aft of nose sta 3088 in (nose at sta. 1030), landing e.g
 
Zref 72 in. above centerline 24 in. above centerline
 
Yref on centerline on centerline
 
MODEL DESIGNATION is Ll
 
COMPONENT DESIGNATIONS (Full Scale Sizes Given)
 
B3 . 241 5 ft long body
 
145 ...High Wing, includes E3, A - 3 53 V6 . Wing tin fin, 437 ftZ each, includes R6
 
J6 ... 10 engine canaxd, L E. at sta 1892, includes F3 V7 Wing tip fin, 655 ft2 each, includes R7
 
J7 8 engine canard, L.E. at sta 1892, includes F1 R6 Rudder for V6 
J8 . . 8 engine canard, L E. at sta 2134, includes Fl R7 .. Rudder for V7 
Fl . . Jet flap on 8 engine canard J1O ... 8 engine powered canard, includes Fl I E srA2/39 




NIl Rocket nozzel-and base arrangement with full skirt
 
... 0 ENGINE CANAPJ L E AT $rA 2 3SiNcLtUbE F3 
COMPONENT ANGLE DEFINITION
 
SE ... Elevon Angle, T E. down is positive 
SJF ... Canard Flap Angle, T E down is positive 
6WF .. Wing Flap deflection angle, T.E down is positive 
1W ...Wing Incidence Angle 
SIJ Jet Flap Canard Incidence Angle 
1IT "'" Aero Canard Incidence Angle 
SR . Rudder Deflection Angle, T.E left is positive 
5 V ... Wing Tip Fin Toe-in Angle 
[1w ...Wing Dihedral Angle 
rv *.. Wing Tip Fin Dihedral Angle, measured from horizontal 
-- - - --
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPIION 
The McDonnell Douglas Low Speed Wind Tunnel at St. Louis 
wasused in iLis test. This is a closed-circuit, single retdrn, con­
tintious flow, atmospheIlc wind tunnel. The cloied test section is 
8.5 it high by 12 ft widc by 18 ft long. An auxiliary air supply 
(20 1I'/5ec at 300 pig) iq available. The tunnel has a couttaction 
ratio of 7.35/1 and a turbulence factor of 1.13. The 412.6 ft long 
tunin(I circuit is cooled by externally sprayed water This facility 
includes a propulsion test cell (20 ft x 30 ft x 15 ft high) foi 
testing powered models under zero airspeed conditions A 1750 lip train
 
drive with variable rpm provides the tunnel power.
 
This facility is capable of force and moment, pressure, flutter, 
inlet, two-dimensional, and dynamic separation testing. The tunnel 
is equipped with an external pyramidal balance and internal sLraivl Sage
 
balances. Model mounting consists of single-dual-triple struts, sting
 
and other special types of supports. A water spray system his been 
used for rain simulation testing. A pneumatic (using auxiliar' air
 
supply) auxiliary model power supply is available (6-70 lip, 3-200 hp).
 
An auxiliary evacuation system (13 lb/sec at 1/2 atmospheres) for drawing
 
air from the tunnel circuit is being used. Data is recorded with a
 
Datex 9 channel and D.S.C. 20 channel recorders and reduced on a
 












26 x 10 6 695 80 
BALANCE UTfLIZED. ]'vramidlI 
COEFFICIrNT 
CAPACITY. ACCURACY. TOLERANCh 
t/ rrf +3000 lbs +3 lbs 
SF 1500 1b0o - _T /15_1 _b_ 
PM +--1)00 ft 1 ±1 5 it lbs 
YM ± 750 ft lbs L 75 f Ilbs,,, 
RM +1500 it lbs ±1 5 ft Ibs 
CONMENrS 
Aa = +.03 DEG 
Aq - ± 15 PSF 
3P 
DATA 	 RILUCTION FOR SADSAC 
Tarc and intrriuren(e data were obtained with the unpowered model 
end thc,, iffccts are Included in the unpowered model data reduction. 
liunhermore, the flow angularity correction was obtained for configura­
tion BJNl1W5V6, this correction is indicated by a prefix of 1 on the 
basic run number. The powered model data reduction include the inter­
ference corrections determined for the corresponding unpowered configu­
rations. The powered model data were also reduced in two separate forms 
of. follows: 
1) 	 A bnsic data set where only the weight tares tire removed, 
(that 	is jet effects are included),
 
2) 	 A data set identified by a prefix of 2, wherein the combined
 
thrust and weight tares at zero air speed are removed from
 
the Mach .26 data.
 
The forte data were referenced to the baseline model total planform area 
of 9.00 ft2, (10,000 ft2 full scale). In addition, the pitching, yawing. 
and rolling moment coefficients were referenccd to the body length (6.00 ft). 
The moment reference center is 61.74 inch rift of the model nose, (full 
i(cale vehicle eta 3088), and .72 inch above the centerline, ('4 inch full 
scale). 
33 
The meuurrd base prvoiuroa were redued to (oefficient form 
VKlI' (1b - P,)/q. and then were used to provide an exlul forte rofP­
fl(ienb increment as follows: 
( S0A3 O +[OpCp8 + Op 1 	 1N2SN)CAB o 4 +P AB - AN +Al 









ANl+A 2	 O2 ) 
2S
 
Pressure coefficients 7 thru 11 are for base plate tstic presnurcs 
and 1 thru 6 are for static pressures at the nozzle exit pl'nc, see 
FLgure 3 for the locations of the various numbered pri ure tdps. 
-=Area of base = 0.77 ft2AB 

, Reference Area 9 0 ft
2
 
AN - ToWaL cross-secl tonal area ol no/ It,, it, 
)8,0 plate = 0.3039 ft 2 
AN' Tobn.L] nozzle exit plane area - 0. 1311 I b 
C -ihrough CplI (see Figure 3) 
34
 
DATA REDUCTION IN SADSAC
 
There v( r seven force and moment coetiic±enLs input into SADSAC; 
bt, y wi(zr cc,, C), CTM, CY, UL, and CAB. The SADSAC module FVARBL was 
ueCd to r i1culatc L/D and this calculation va,, bn ,ed on the total drng 
Loi cr CD. 'the bAIXAC module FCAXIS w i, ud to convert the stabiliLty 
,Is dn L, (CDI, CL, GT, CSIL, CIM, and CLN) to body , cldt i (C% CL, C , 
clL, l,(7PInc] cGN), th- vtLveos of the second TIndepondk i vaii wi. [DYVAR(2) 
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FIGURE 9. 	 PHOTOGRAPH OF MDAC/MMC BOOSTER IN MCAIR 
I.SWT. AFT VIEW 
SNOr REPRODUCIBLE 
FIGURE 10. PHOTOGRAPH OF MDAC/MMC BOOSTER IN MCAIR 




SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Ab base area; 
2
m2 , t2ft , i2in 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REFB wing span or reference span; m, It, in 
c wing chord; m, it, in 
c wing mean aerodynamic chord or refurenec 
chord; m, it, in (see I ref or refl) 
C.g. center of gravity 
C. P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSrot 
C Ab CAB base axial force coefficient,(Ab/Sre) (p, -P) /q I 
CA CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 






CD drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, Fj/q Sre f 
CL CL lift force coefficient (stability 
FL/q Sref 
or wind axis) 
C CBL rolling moment coefficient 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
m body axis 
C1, s CSL rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, M, /q Sref b 
C1,w CWL rolling moment coefficient m the wind axis 
system, M w/q Sre f b 
C 
m 
CLM pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 






pitching moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, C = Cm,s m 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M w/q Sref Iref 
CN CN normal force coefficient in the body axis 





SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 
C CYN 	 yawing moment coefficient m the body axis
 
system, M z/q Sref b
 
Cn,s CLN 	 yawing moment coefficient m the stability
 
axis system, C = C
n,s nI 
C CLN 	 yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M z,w/q Sref b
 
Cp CP pressure coefficient, (p-po) /q
 





C CC 	 side force coefficient (wind axis system),c 	 F/q Sref 
FA 	 anial force, N, lb 
FD drag force m wind axis system, N, lb 
F' drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system), N, lb 




















side force, N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; in, ft, in (see C) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (stability axis 
system) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (wind axis system) 
Mach number
 
abbreviation for moment reference point
 












rolling moment in the body axis system.
N-m, ft-lb 
























rolling moment in the wind axis system,N-m, ft-lb I 
pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment m the wind axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the body axis system, 
N-m, ft-lb 
yawing moment in the wind axis system, N-m, ft-lb 
static pressure; N/m 2 , psi 
total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
2wing area; m , ft2 
I 
2reference area; m , ft2 
temperature; 0K, °C, OR, OF 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
NOMENCLATURE (continued) 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
IT tail incidence positive when trailing edge 
down, deg 
"V velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
at ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axs 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
ly ratio of specific heats 
r DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg; 
acontrol surface deflectio angle; dog 
positive deflections are: 
AILRON aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELEVTR elevator - trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the loft 
FLAP flap - trailing edge down 
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 





SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 
8 	 pitch angle, angle of xotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the posittve X-axis, deg 
0 PHI 	 roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis, deg 
4' PSI 	 yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 


















elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 












6 JF CANFLP 
"jT/Po RPJTPO 
CHANGES 
 TO SADSAC NOMENCLATJE 
DEFINITION 
(see section on Data Reduction)
 
I 
aileron - left aileron trailing 
edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 




canard jet llap deflection
 
angle (dogrccs)(see Figures 
4 and 5) 
ratio of jot engine exhuisL 












- 1-- - Configuration Buildup, 
Longitudinal Charscteristics, 




2 Configuration Buildup, Aft 10-Engine 




3 Effect of Tip Fin 
Characteristics 
on Longitudinal (A) Tip Fin 19-27 
4 Configuration Buildup, Aft 8-Engine 




Configuration Buildup, Fwd 8-Engine-




6 Effect of 10-Engine Canard Location 




7 Effect of 8-Engine Canard Location 
Longitudinal Characteristics 
on (A) Canard 
Location 
55-63 
8 Effect of Canard Span on Longitudinal 




3 Effect of Canard Span on Longitudinal 




ZC Configuration Buildup, Longitudinal 





11 Elevon Effectiveness for Configuration
B3N11W5V6 
(A) Elevon 91-99 









12 Elevon Effectiveness for Configuration 
B3tN1lJ6W5V6 
(P) Elevon 100-108 
13 Elevon Effectiveness for Configuration 
B3NlIW5V7 
() Elevon 109-117 





15 The Variation of Longitudinal Character-
istics with Sideslip Angle 
(C) Angle of 
Attack 
153-250 
16 Lateral-Directional Characteristics 
Various Angles of Attack 
at (D) Angle of Attack 251-306 
17 Rudder Effectiveness, Configuration 
B3N11J6W5V6, Alpha = 0 
(D) Rudder Deflection, 
Elevon Deflection 
307-310 
18 Rudder Effectiveness, Configuration 
B3N1JSW5V6, Alpha = 8 
(D) Rudder Deflection 
Elevon Deflection 
311-314 
19 Rudder Effectiveness, Configuration 
B3NIlJ6W5VY, Alpha = 0 
(D) Rudder Deflection 315-318 
20 RBdder Effectiveness, Configuration 
3llJ6w5V7, Alpha = 8 
(D) Rudder Deflection 319-322 
21 Aileron Effectiveness, Configuration 




22 Aileron Effectiveness, Configraenon 













23 Aileron Effectiveness, Configuration 




24 Aileron Effectiveness Confguration 




25 Lateral/Directional Characteristics 




26 Lateral/Directional Characteristics 




27 Lateral/Directional Characteristics 




29 Lateral/Directional Characteristics 




29 Lateral/Directional Characteristics for 




30 Lateral/Directonal Characteristcs for 




32 Effect of Alpha on Rudder 
B3NllJ6W5V6, Elevon = 0 
Effectiveness, (D) Angle of 
Attack 
363-36 
32 Effect of Alpha on Rudder Effectiveness, 
B3NllJ6W5V6, Elevon = -0 
(D) Angle of 
Attack 
37-370 
33 Effect of Alpha on Rudder Effectiveness, 
BNfilJ6W5Vt Elevon = 0 





Effect of Alpha on Aileron Effectiveness, 
Configuration B3NmIJ6W5V6 



















36 Effect of Jet Flap Deflection, Mach=O, 
Various Power Settings, B3NllJOW5V6 
(E) Canard Jet Flap 
Deflection 
383-4o6 
37 Effect of Jet Flap Deflection, Mach=0.26, 
Various Power Settings, B3NllJ10 
(E) Canard Jet Flap 
Deflection 
Lo7-446 
38 Effect of Jet Flap Deflection, Mach=0.26, 
Various Power Settings, B3NllJlOw5V6 
(E) Canard Jet Flap 
Deflection 
447-486 
39 Longitudinal Characteristics With Power 
at Various Jet Flap Deflections, M=0.26 
(E) Power Settings 487-550 
40 Longitudinal Characteristics With Power 
at Various Jet Flap Deflections, M=O 
(E) Power Settings 551-582 
Li Effect of Jet Flap Deflection, Zero Air-
speed, Various Power Settings, B3NllJlO 
(E) Canard Jet Flap 
Deflection 
583-614 
L7 Incremental Effects of Jet Downwash (E) Canard Jet Flap 
Deflection 
615-654 
43 Effect of Jet Power Setting on Longitudinal 
Characteristics, Alpha = 0, M = 0, B3NllJlO 
(F) Canard Jet Flap 
Deflection 
655-678 
44 Effect of Jet Power Setting on Longitudinal 
Characteristics, Alpha = 0, M = 0, 
B3N1IJIOW5V6 
(F) Canard Jet Flap 
Deflection 
679-702 
45 Effect of Jet Power Setting on Longitudinal 
Characteristics, Alpha = 0, M = 0.26, 
B3NllJlO 
(F) Canard Jet Flap 
Deflection 
703-726 
1_6 Effect of Jet Power Seting on Longitudinal 
Characteristics, Ilpha = , l = 0.26, 
B3llJlOW5V6 
(F) Canard Jet Flap 
Deflection 
727-750 
DATA PLOT INDEX 
(Continued) 
PLOTTED 
TITLE COEFFICIENTS CONDITICS 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES 
47 Incremental Effect of Canard Down- (E) N/A 751-782 
wash 
48 Incremental Effect of Tip Fins (G) Tip Fin 783-837 
49 Rudder Effectiveness (G) Rudder 838-892 
50 Aileron Effectiveness (G) Aileron 893-947 
PLOTTED COEFFICIENT SCHEULES: 
(A) CIM vs. CN, CL vs. CD, CL, CIM, CD, L/D, CA, CN, and CAB vs. a 
(B) CL, CIM, CD, L/D, CA, CN, and CAB vs. a 
(C) CL, CM, CD, L/D, O, CA, and CAB vs.)9 
(D) CYN vs. CY; CY, CYN, and CBL vs. 6 
(E) CIM vs. CN, CL vs. CD, CL, CIM, CD, CA, CN, and CAB vs. a 
(F) CL; CIM, CD, CA, CN, and CAB vs. RPJTPO 
(G) CON vs. CY, CI, GI, CBL, CL, C12, CD, L/D, CN, CA, and CAB vs. / 
A.tbulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
 
and those crested in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.,
 
(b) 	 a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson
 
MDAC-West Mr. T. Jarrett
 
If copies 0± this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­





Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 








VOTE* 	This report contains plots of force and moment coefficient data
 
only Body base pressure coefficients for Mach 0.26 were re­
cordod and have been input to the SADSAC data file (see Collation
 




CONFIGURAT ON BUILDUP, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FWD 10-ENGINE CANARD
14.I + 










-I0 I 0 0I 
_ ___- _0 4 0___5 _ _0 06 9 
C 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH EVON RUDDER CANFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{C¢oSO) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC SCSTER B3NiIJCW5VS a 26-1 G Go 0 010 U Ulu REFS 9DD OF 
CCOG1) HCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT MHC BOOTER BSNlLW5V6 0 260 a Dug a DUG RE L 6 DODD T F 
CCO,0S, MCAXR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOSTER BoINjtJ5W5 U 269 U Gov U DUG REFS 6 DbuO FT 
ccOPaz, MLAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 83411W5 a Z60 a Go, XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
:CC0004) MCAJR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOSTER B3N11IJ6 U 26C DOD YMRF D GOOD FTICCCO03) HCAXR LSWT Z45 S 0 FCT PMC SOOTER 83 lf a 260 ZMRr 0 100 REFL 
BETA U 005 SCALE 0 03UU SCALE 
PAGE I 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FWD 10-ENGINE CANARD
 








__ _ _ _ 
LL 
-0 15 10 -105 Go DO 10 000 E0 95 30F 40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
OATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER CANFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ICCOoOO) 2 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 B PCT NXC BOOSTER S3NtIJ6W5V6 0 260 0 OU LDb DI 0 QUO REF$ 9 DOO SO FT 
I CCCO0 ) HCAIR LbSl 249 3 0 PCT BOCOBSTER 03NII5V6 6 260 0 as 0 0 0 REF- 6 Gno FT 
(CCOGS) HCAIR LSWT 249 5 C PCT HC SOOS R 3N113J645 a 260 a 000 0 DUO REFS 6 0000 FT 
ICCOODZ; MCAJ: LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER 83NIIW5 0 260 0 00 XMRP 0 O 75 REFL 
(CC0O04 ICAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6 0 26D b D0 YHRP 0 000 FT 
(CCOD3) HCAXR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3Nil 0 260 ZHRP 0 ciao REF 
BETA DUD SCALE 0 U300 SCALE 
PAGE 2 













6-4 o 4 1 S
z 1 

e-W 8 - 6____ - 4 ___ ___ 8 101_14 161_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
aATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER CANFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CCOCG6j 2 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMCBOOSTER S3NllJ6W5VG 0 260 a CUD 0 DOG U OUD REFS 9 uuuu SQ FT
 
(CCO0%} HCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIIWSV6 a 26U a0b o a DU REFL 6 0 no FT
D 

5 .C0 249 3 0 FCT MMC SCOSTZR 83NIIJ6WS a 260 1 no U OU, REFS 6 OUD-1 FT
CAIR LS.WT 
HC° I.A1 L.W 249 Z 5 rCT MMC SCOTER 05NIlWs a ?6 0 a 00 xMRF a 6575 REFL 
a 000 YMRF u GOOD FTI CCO0504 MCAIR LSWT 24, 3 0 FCT MMC BCOSTM a 3NIJ6 0 260 
ICCOD03) b HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER 83NII a 260 ZMRP a Ulou REFL
 



















- 10 8 4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA $CT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIPTICN MACH ELEVON RUDDER 
(CCO156) C) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT FMC BOOSTER 05NIIJ6 SV6 0 260 a Duo a cup 
[CCO01 LS CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FLT MMC BOOSTER B5NillM5V6 0 960 0 Duo a DuO 
(COOS 4CI L 49 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 03NIIJ6W5 0 260 a DUO 
{CC?1.05; 1a-R UST Z49 0 FCT MMC 5TER 53NIIW5 9 26U a sou 
CCO04 MIAIR L$WT 249 3 U FCT MHC BDSTER S IJ6 u 260 
ICCOUDS M CAIR LSWT C49 3 0 FCT HHC BOOSTER 93HII 0 260 






14 16 la 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 DOUG SO FT 
REFL 6 OIODO FT 
REFS 6 Goun FT 
XMRP 0,8575 REFL 
YHRF a 0660 FT 
ZHRP 0 o1oo REFL 
SCALE a 0300 'CALE 
PAGE 4 




















-10 a 6 -4 z 0 D 4 6 $0a I 4 is D8o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI O DescurITrON MACH ELeVON RUDDER CANFLF REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CC0006) (D MCAIR LSWT S 3 0 POT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ W5V6 aEG600 00b 0DOG 0 UGG REFS 9 Due. SO FT 
(CCOD'I HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 POT MHC SWSTER B3NIIW5V6 a 26U 00bD 0 UOU 9EFL 6 BUDDG FT 
(CC0D05, MCA IR LSWT 49 3 0 TOT HMC BOOSTER B301IJ6W5 0 Z60 a GoD 0 OUU REFS 6 souc FT 
(CCOO52, MCAIv L1WT 149 3 G FCT M4C BOOSTER SNI1W5 0 260 0 60C XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
(CCODU4; MCAR LSWT 249 3 0 POT MMC BOOSTER B311 1J 6 0 260 0 DUD YMRP 0 DUUL FT 
{CCO D 3 MCAlR LSWT 249 S 0 FCT MMC DOOSTEP ISHII 0 Z65 ZHRF 0 aloe REFL 
BETA 0 000 
 SCAE 0 0300 SCALE
 
PAGE 5 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. FWD 10-ENGINE CANARD 
to I I F II III 
-6 
-o 
- 0 6 -4 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 $6 18 20 
ANGLL OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER CAtNFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCOU06) (D MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER 55N 2JGWSV6 a 2600 Dob 0 005 0 UOU REFS 9 uuo $Q FT 
fccorD1) L HCA19 LSWT 249 3 0 CT HMC BOSTER B3N$1WSV6 0 260 0 BUG 0 b DO REFL 6 U 00 FT 
'CCOD5 -CAI LSWT 249 3 0 rCT HMC BOOSrER B3411J6W5 0 26, a 000 00", REFB 6 catu FT 
(C "000-2 ); MCAI LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER 63N;LWS a 26U 0 D0 yHRP 0 8575 REFL 
CCCO594) MCAIq LSWT 249 3 D PCT MMC BOOSTER E3NllJ6 a 260 0 BUD YHRP b 0000 FI 
( CO'3 -CAIR LSWT 246 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 83NII D 260 2MRP a 0 0 R£FL 
o CALE a 0300 SCALEBEA I 

PAGE G 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FWD 10-ENGINE CANARD
 
4 -,-r-i~l rrT -rii ,,- i -,'-r i-t- 7-I-rj-7--I-










-10 a - -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 10 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER CANFLP REFERENCE IN ORMATION 
(CC40O6. D MCAIR LSWT Z49 5 0 FCT VMC BOOSTER B3NliJ6W5V6 0 260 D boo 0 C00 0DO REFS 9 00Ua SO FT 
iCCOODI) 3 MCAIR LSWI 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER 93NIiWSV6 a 260 u 000 0 Do REFL 6 D00 FT 
£CCC0 ) - 3 0 FCT 1MC BOOSTER 3NIIJGW5 0 Z6 000 a b0 REFB 6 000 FTNCAIR LSWI 249 

{CCC,1O) NCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 3NI11W5 a Z6i a CO XMR 0 S5 REF
 
NCCC616,3 240 3 U 0 260 YMR FT
MAIR LSWT PCT HMC BOOSTER S3NSlJS 0 u00 a0U000 
1CCCOG3 [ MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MI4C BOOSTER BSNI1 0 260 ZMRF 0 0±10 RErL 
BETA a 000 SALE a 030r SALE 
PAGE 7
 


















ala a 6 4 2 a 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONF16URA71ON DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER CANFLP REFERENCE INFOR ATION 
{ c"on) , HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOTER D3NtiJ6W5V6 a 260 a coo 0 OG a ago REFS S GOD 00 rT 
, CCO002) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FeT MMC BOOSTER B3NliW5VG 0 Z60 a DOD 0 ag0 REF5L 6 5500 FT 
cc COS5) HCAI LSIT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 63NttJGW5 0 260 0 OD 0 ODCb REFS 6 05GU FT 
0 MCAR 'SWT '49 3 0 PCT MMC SCOTER 53NILWS 0 20 a "go XMRF U SSTI REFL 
5 3 3 P a YHRP 0000( C00GI. ) MCAIR LSWT 9,9 0 T HMC SOOSTER 93NIIJ6 Z60 0 Sao D FTN L 6 0  
(CCOS0 M CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER 3 I 0 2 ZMRF a 6100 REFL 
85TA 0 000 SCALE 0 U30V SCALE 
PAGE 8 














-10 - 8 - 6 - -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 JA 16 is zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION nESCRIFTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER CANFLF REFERENCE I05ORMATION 
ICCC 56) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PeT MHC BOOSTER BStlIiJ6W5V6 0 260 a bou 0 Duo 0 000 REFS 9 Uouu SQ FT 
{CCODool HlCAIR L5WT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER 53NllWSV6 a z6c 0 oo a oca REFL 6 bula FT 
HAC-1-} L.T 249 3 0 PT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJ6WS a z6v 0o GOU 6 FTREFS 'Dor CD ., 21 AI-. Ll.T Z49 5 0 FCT H C BOOSTER B3NllW5 0 16b 0 ODU XMRF 0 $575 REFL 
CCCOO4 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOSTER 53NIIJ6 0 260 U 000 YHRF 0 Dbab rT 
(CCOD3 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 83NII a 260 ZHrP a ulab REFL 
SCALE 0 4300 CALE
BETA 0 Gou 
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_________ ____ ____ 









03 -0 2 -0 1 0 01 0 2 03 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 S 0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
DATA ST 3YH5OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTI MACH ELEVON RUDDER CANFLP REFERENCE INFORVATION 
(CcOolO) C) CAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT INC OBOSTER S3NIIJSW5VS 0 260 0 1o u ObO 0 1OU REFS 9 U'sO SO FT 
ICCOU01S MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCUT MC BOOSTER B3NflWSV6 0 260 0 D0 0 0o1u REFL 6 OUDU FT
 
CCCOOI2) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER S3NiIJ9W5 0 260 0 00 0 000 REFB 6 O00 FT
 
CcOnOQ) I MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BSOSTER 83N1IW5 0 260 0 o XNRP 0 8575 REFL
(CCu0fi L CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCI HHC BSTER 53N11J9 
 0 260 0 o YMRP 0.0000 FT
(CcCO03> CAIR £5WT 249 3 0 PCT MNC BOSTER 3NI 0 260 ZNRP 0 bMRO REFL
 








5 WA I .4 
z 
ED55 i0 05 10 15 20 Z5 30 35I0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOW MACH E EVCN RUDDER CANFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CC051Q) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT FMC BOOSTER B3N1I39W5V6 a ?G60 Du aODU 00DUB0 REFS 9 0000 SO FT 
(CcOual) MCAIR LSWT 049 3 0 FT HMC BC0$TER B3NII.W6V6 0 260 bob u bbv REFL 6 BUBB FT 
(¢cc 12) - LSWT 29 3 0 FCT HMC BCO5IER B3NI.J9W5 D EG 0 000 0 00 REFB 6 D005 FT l¢ccll. HCAI LSWr 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5 0 m6 0 Duo XHRF u 0575 REFL 
(Ccoull MCAIR LSWT 249 3 9 FCT HMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ9 a 260 b CUD ymHzP a BUBB FT (CCOO03 MCAIR LSWT _49 5 0 P¢T MMC B OTER R3NII 0 260 ZMRP 0 100 R rL 
BETA 0UBO SCALF a 0300 CALE 
PAGE 11 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, AFT 10-ENGINE CANARD, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 





46 -4 - C 26 il 1 6 8
 
I-. 
DATA - 6 - 40 4 e s i o 2 4t 1 1
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAtOt DESCRIFTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER CANFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CC, 0±) MCAir LSWT e49 3 0 PCT MNC BOOSTER BSNI±J9W5V6 a 260 0 Do a 000 0 OU REFS 9 0000 S FTFT249 3 0 FCT MC BOOSTER B3NIW5V6 0 260 0 000O oOC 0 0 REaL 
C gccooIZ) 3 0 FCT "MC SOOSTEK SNItJSW5 0 260 0 OUO 0 000 REFB 6 0000 FT
 ,CCOI)o 
*"CAll LSWT 
MCAIR LSWT 249 

:CC0Z0) CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BSOSTER BS3NlW5 0 250 a 0ob XmRp D 8575 REFL
 
(CCO jI, NMI LSWT 2-9 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 63N12J9 0 260 n 000 YHRP 0 DUDS FT
 
¢CO003) fN CAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT XNC BOOSTER 6SNll 0 260 ZMRP 0 0100 REIL
 























-±0 - -s 4 -2 0 2 4 $ IS1 104 16 10 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELEVON RUDDER CANFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IC'COD ) MtCAIR LWT 249 3 0 FCT MNC BOOSTER B$NliJWvG 0 200 uo 0 QO 9 aCCo FTO UI a c00 REFS SiI MCCO01)N AIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HXC BOOSTER B3NIIWSVS 0 260 0 Goo a ODD REFL 6 00 FT
'CCCOIZ) ECAIR LSW Z49 3 0 PCT NHC BOOSTER 83NIJ9WSS 260 a 00 0 000 REFS 6 0000 FT 
'CC rOZ) MCAIR LSIT 249 3 0 PCI NHC BOOSTER E3NIlW5 0 260 u 0Dc XNRP 0 8,75 REFL 
ICCOols) NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCIT HMC BOOSTER BSNZIJ9 060 0 uDu YIRP 0 000 FT 
(CCOD0S) I HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT EMC BOOSTER SNII 260 ZNRP 0 0±00 REFL 
BETA u BID SCALE 0 0300 S ALE 
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, AFT 10-ENGINE CANARD, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 








- 05 ___ 
- 15 
s o 1 - -S -4 -Z a '4 6 a 10 12 14 16 IS 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 











LSWT 249 5 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER BS3iiJSWSV6 
LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MXC BOOSTER B3Nll45V6 
LSJT 249 3 0 PFCT HC BOOSTER B3NI1JW5 



























HCAIR LSw4 249 3 FCT HNC BOOSTER B3N1iJ9 
MNCAIE LSWT 249 3 0 FCT H-C BOOSTER 63Nil 
0 260 
0 260 






BETA 0 000 SCALE 0 03o0 SCALE 
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4 4____ z____ a I _4_ _ 1 1 1 1 
-1 -O - 6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 8 50 I 4 8
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDOER CANFLP REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCOOIDI Q MCAIR LSWT 249 5 G PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGWSVS 0 260 a 00 0 00r0 0 0Db REFS 9 00 S4 FT
~lI'CO 4CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MXC BOOSTER 838IW5V6 D 260 a 000 a 1o REFL 6 bJIO FT 
ICCO012 MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT HC BOOSTER 63N±IJ9W5 D 260 0 go 0 U09 REFB 6 000 FT 
ICCOS.I CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER B3NL15 a Z65 0 GO0 XMRF 0 8515 REFL 
cIoo1 X ICAIR LSWT 249 3 C PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIIJB 260 0 OBUD yHp 0 0000 Ft
 
CCCC003) M CAIR LSIT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER S3NII 0 260 ZHRP 0 0100 REEL
 
SCALE 0 b300 Z ALE
BETA 0 000 
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4__ 68__ 1 1 2-IV - - ANGLE 4 ERE 2 IFATCAPA s 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUBBER CA14FLP REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I CCO10a MCAI: LSWT 249 3 0 PCT VMC BOSTER B3NlIJgU5v6 0 6 aG O a B0U0 U SBO REFS 9 UGOO SO FT
 
{CCC491 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 P T MMC BOOTER 65NIIW5V6 0 260 a Dob 0 BUD REFL 6GOG0 z'
 
cCO MCAI ST 49 3 0 FCT MMC BOOTER 53NIIJ9W5 a 26 0 a BO 0 COV REFS 6 000. FT
 
( } HAlE LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3NiIWS 0 260 DObXR 55 RF
 
(£CcOol MLAIR LSWT 249 3 o rCT HMC BOOSTER B3NiiJ9 0 260 0 Duo YMRF 0 DOOD FT
 
(CCO03) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT MMC VOOSTER 53NII 0 260 ZHRF a Gvub REFL
 
BETA 1 0ID SCALE 0 03V CALE 
PAGE 12
 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, AFT 10-ENGINE CANARD, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
00 -






ANGL OFA TCK L H . ERE
 
a4 MCA LST2930FTMCBOTR8NI5a20 aGaXR 55 R 
0 u G
 
-P0 -- 2 4
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SflIBOL CONF1GURAT1ON DESCRIPTION NACH ELEVON RUDDER CANFIP REFERENCE XNFCR'4ATION 
ICCOOID) IAHCAIRLSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER 63N11J9W5V6 D ZED 50-D 0 000 D DOD REPS 9 0OGa SQ FT 
(CC0Di HCAIR LS 4T 249 3DG PCT NMC BOOTE QSNI±W5V& U Sb 0 DD 0 OD REFL $ OLUU rT 
ECCOOTS) 0 NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PET NEC BOOSTER 63'41.J9W5 0 260 0 000 0 000 REPS 6 OdD PT
 
CCZODDZ) U CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCI NHC BOOSTER 83M1lW5 0 260 0 000 KHRP U 8515 REFL
 
£CCOOIX L NCAII LSWT 249 3 0 PET MMC BOO$TEP 53N119 U 260 0 CDb (HNF 0 IUOD FT
 
LCCC'DDS) j HCAIR LSIJT 249 3 0 PCI NHC BOOSTER SSNII 0 260 ZNRP 0 0±00 EPL 
T SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 17 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, AFT 10-ENGINE CANARD, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 




LO o- - -- --LL 02 






< -0 6 - 4 _ a 2 4 6 a 10 12 4 16 to 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOM MACH ELEVON RUDDER CANrLP REFERENCE INFORPATION 
{CCo1aO C ICAIR SWT 249 3 0 VCT MMC BOOSTER BS3NiJ$W5V6 0 260 0 Obe 6 Cub L DUG REFS 9 bt, SQ FT 
(CCOGDI) Ll MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT 41C BOOStER B3NI1W5V6 a 260 0 00 0 OD REFL 6 Do00 FT 
(CC112, 0 XCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC.BOOSTER BSiIJSW5 a 260 0 OD 0 000 REFB 6 a006 FT 
(CCODOZ, [ C1AIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER asli3W5 D 260 0 '30 XHRF u $575 REFL
 
(CCOD±) 1 CAIR L$WT 2 9 0 FCT M41 BOOSTER B3S5iJ9 a 260 0 bDb YHRp 0 0000 FT
 
(CC003) FCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 POT MHC BOOSTER B3NIi 0 260 MNRF 0 0100 REFL
 
SCALE 0 030a SCALE
BETA a 000 

PAGE 18 
EFFECT OF TIP FIN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 

















ul-0 2 0 0 a 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 a 0 9 $ a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER A ILROM REFERENCE INFOAVATLON 
{COQ) MCAII LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER 85ftlW V7 u 260 0 0 bou U U69 REFS 9 006- SQ FT 
(cc ) HCAIg LS'. 249 3 0 FCT HHC 500STER 53NlII5V6 0 260 0 Goo 0 CC0G CUOD RSFL 6 bnDq FT 
(CCOU 2) MCAIR L WT 249 3 0 PCT MMC B STER BaJI1W5 a 260 U gob U Cbb 	 REFB 6 baou FT 
XMRP D 2575 REFL 
YMRF 0 couO FT 
ZHRF 0 cluo REFL 
BETA 0 U06 
 SCALE a 0300 SCALE
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201 IS -5 OD 05 IV Is ea a5 30 35 4; 
ORAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION MACH ELEVEN RUDDER AILRONI REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3 B 
MCC 3 0 0 260 0D U oQo O OU REFS 9 ocuu SO FTAR L5WT Z49 PT FMC BOOSTER B3NllW5V7 
{CCO=2 L llAll Ll.T 249 3 U rCT MHC BOOSTER B3NiIWSV6 0 260 a coo SaO K0EFI 6.u F­fCCOO62) M CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER S3N 1W5 b 260 a cog 0 000 REFS 6 aou0 FT 
XNRP 0 8575 REFL 
THEP a D0o FT
 
ZMRF 0 0100 R5FL
 
BETA a 009 SCA" . 03UD, CAL
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-- -8 6 -4 - 2 4 6' la 10 14 16 is so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyMB L CoNFIGURATION DESCRIFTI MACH eLEVCN RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
(ccoon) C) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U FCT MHH BOOSTER 63NIIW5V7 U 266 0 Uob U ULU 9 UOU REFS 9 Lbbb SO FT 
(Ccoull;a MAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PET HMC BOOSTER B3NliW5V6 0 z6v 0 ODD b 000 a 000 REFL 6 OQUU FT 
{ccocb2 <> MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PeT MMC BOOSTER 53N1IW5 a Z6U a Goa 0 UOU REFS 6 UOU, F T 
XHEP 0 8575 RE L 
yHRr 0 uUba FT 
ZMR a 500 REFL 
BEA 0 SCALL a 13,10 CALE 
PAGE 21 
EFFECT OF TIP FIN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
12 ----










_-2 0 2 4 6 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER 
(CCO158) 0 NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT rHC BOOSTER B3NIIW5VT 0 Z6b 0 Do a OD (CCOOoZ) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 ?LT HMC BOOSTER 8N±1W5V6 U 260 0 ODD 0 o, 
cCCODz, MNCAIR LSWT 29 3 0 PCT MHC SCOSiER 33".W6 a 260 0 010 






14 Is is 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 o0aO SQ FT 
REFL 6 BOUD FT 
REFB 6 0000 FT 
XHRF 0 857$ REFL 
YORP a ugOL FT 
ZNRF 0 G10 RE0 L 
S CALF 0 0500 CALE 
PAGE 22 





- a 2 4 	 _ _ 1 ' 14 1 6 I s 2 0 20 80-- 6 - 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCO0DDS) 2 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HC BOOSTER 53NIiWSV7 a 26 D hO0 6U boo0 GUI6 REFS 9 uouo So FT 
(¢C050al FCAIR LSWT 249 3 U PCT MMC BOOSTER 83N$EW5V6 a 260 u DOG OD 0 OU REFL 6 Dcuo FT 
ECC0OD21 <> MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER BStilW5 a z6a 0 Goo 0 D00 	 REFB 6 0000 FT 
xMoF 1 5S75 REFL 
YM tF b 0000 FT 
ZMRP a ubov RCFL 
SCALE U 03ou qCALEBETA 0 OUG 

PAGE 23 







i6 - -e -4 -z 0 2 4 6 8 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SCT SYMBOL C NFZGURATION D5SCRFTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER 
ICOOO$ Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U T MI1C BOSTER 83NllW5V7 L 260 G GOD 0 0B0 
(CC=8I CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT Ni-C BOOSTER B3NI1WSV6 0 260 0 000 0 Luj 
(CC D02 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT C BOOSTER BSN-IW5 0 260 0 0o 






14 16 1 g0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 1uOf Se- FT 
REFL 6.tUJU FT 
REFS 6 0001 FTXHRp u 0575 REFL 
YHRP a 000 FT 
ZMRP 0aciu REEL 
SCALE 0 030a SCALE 
PAGE 24 
EFFECT OF TIP FIN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
14 1 1 
10 - !___ 





IS 42 2 	 s 
-- 02 
-J 0R 
-- 01 -S 6 2- 3 64 0 4 8 10 t2 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
15ATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGUflAT10N DESCRJFTION 
 HACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORHATLON 
ICCC150S) 0 NCAIR LSWT 340 5 1. FCT MUIC BOOSTER SZNLIW5- 1. 265 9 01 0 001. 1 00 REFS S 1.0511 SQ FT 
cccoOO)i LX CAIR LSWT 249 5 15 iPT MMC BOOSTER BSNU W5S 0 260 0 000 0 000 0 000 REFL 6 001.0 FT 
(CCO f2i (5 IAI LSW" 24953 UPeT HHC BOOSTER B3Ni 5S 0 2815 0 0015 15 1.0 	 REFO 6 001.0 FT 
XNRF 0 8575 REFL 
YNRr 1. 0uuO FT 
ZNRF 1 0 O0 REFL 
BETA L 010 SCLE 	 0 03Db S A 
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EFFECT OF TIP FIN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
-r ,r ,-rr -rr --r-r-r rrr -r--r -r-r-r- -rr- r-rr ,-r-r 1, 1 m @
1 0 














IV B 6 -4 - 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 8 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DAT SET Sy.SQL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE lNr.RNATION 
CCC*06 MCA R LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MEC BOOSTER 33NIIW5V7 0 260 a DIC 0 UnbD 0 UD REFS 9 o"D Sa FT 
{cCOVD6C11 HAle LST 24 3 0 PCT HHC BOOST R B3NllW5S 0 Z60 a,b 0 a uo 0 DI REFL GOUD FTW-

(CCOL12) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HHC BOOSTE.R. 1 WS a 260 a DID u GOO 	 RFB 6 DULD 5T 
XHAP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF a oguu FT
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL
 
5CALE 0 " oo CALE
BETA 5 coo 

PAGE 26 
EFFECT OF TIP FIN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS












10 -o -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 






HCAIR LSWT "9 
MCAIR LSWT 249 
HCAIR LSWT Z49 
3 5 pCT IHC BOOSTER D331IWS%7 
3 0 FCI MNC BOOSTER B3NlIWSVS 






















XHRP 0 8575 RE L 
YMR u 000 FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
BETA COc SCALE 0 0309 CALE 
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-0 3 1 0 .2 0 3 a4 5 a 6 o a a 0 9 1 0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DES IFTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
, CCO014) (: MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U PCT VMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ8WSV6 a 265 0 000 a U(00 0 DOU REFS 9 auob so FT
 
(C¢0001) L MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MHC 5 $TER B3NiIWSV6 a 26G 0 Oou a Oua U 000 ReFL 6 .000 FT
 
(CCOO13; CAf: LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIIJS a 265 FEFS 6 OU6O FT
 
(-COO"2} NCI LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIlWS a 260 u uuO u bas XMRF a $575 REFL
 
(CK0003) MCAI LSWT 249 3 0 POT MMC BOOSTER S3Nll a 260 YMRF 0 Gooo FT
 
Z-RP 0 0100 REFL
 





























DATA SETSYMBO CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION MACH FLFVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(¢CCC14) 2 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BWSTER B3NIIJ6WSV6 a 26b 0 DO,, 0 Do U 'DO REFS 9 obb 'a FT
 
CCCO51r PCAIR L$WT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOSTER B3NiIWSV6 0 260 0r abUu 0 00 REFL 6 0000 FT
 
CC0513 CAHIR L$WT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER B3NtIJ8 0 260 REFB 6 OUOL, FT
 
(c U52 C..R LSW' 249 3 D P T MHC BOOSTER 53NIIW5 a 260 6 CCU a Duo XMRP a 6575 REFL
 
icco'U3 MCAIR LSWr 249 S 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER 83NIL a 260 YMFF u OUOO FT
 
ZMRP 0 also REFL
 
BETA 0 660 
















-10 -a -6 -4 -a a 2 4 6 18 10 I 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNSO CCMFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCO04) f HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT FMC BOOSTER B5NiiJ8W5V6 0 260 0 oo 0 c1o0 0 000 REFS 9 0001 SO FT 
IccoO02 NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NNC BOSTER BSNIIWSV6 0 260 0 000 0 000 GasrJ REFL 6 Oflj FT 
ICCO013) M 3 0 260 RETS 6 000, FTNCAIR L$WT 249 0 PCT XNC BOOSTER S3N'1J8 

(CCjOOV2 NCAIR LSIWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5 0 E60 000o 0 Go XMRF 0 8575 REFL
 
5S MCCut
N AIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NNC BOSTER S3N11 0 260 YMRF 0 o0,o FT 
Z4RF 0 0io0 REFL
 
BETA 0 o0 
 SCALE 0 05,0 -CALE
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-10 - - - 4 - a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION GESCRIFTIO MACK ELEVON ROQUE. AILRON REFERENCE INF,RMATION 




Ll MOAIR LSWT 249 3 0 2CT MNC BOOSTER B3NIIWV6 
MCALR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BFOSTER 3N iJA 

















(CCOOS, HICAIR LSWT 249 3 C PCIT IC BOOSTER 03N11 U 260 YMRF U 000 FT 
ZMRr 0 010b RErL 
BETA 0 000 SCALE 0 U1SO3 CLE 
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, AFT 8-ENGINE CANARD, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 



















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATLC4 CESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFOR14AIION 
, CC 14) (: MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 rCT MHC BOOSTER V5NltJ8W5V6 0 260 0 Sao 0 cu0 UnaO REFS 9 Covu SQ FT 
I cc 0) n MCAIR L5WT e4a Z 0 FCT MMC 500TER 9NllW5VG U 25U u U~u5 1 9 Lou D UbU REFL 6 Vann FT 
(CCO ,; -IAR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MMC BOOTER 05NItJ8 0 266 REFR 6 DUOS FT 
(Cc~O."2 q IA . LS.T 249 3 0 FCT HMC BC,0TER 03NILW5 b 26, 0 Sao 0 DO XMRF u S575 RCFL 
llcopv ; MGAIR "3WT 24 3 5 PCT MHC OU0TER S N1l 0 zbu YMRr u UOUD FTZ0R0 a 5100 REFL
 
- 5TA 0 Guo SCALE 0 u___ SCALE 
PAGE 32 
CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, AFT 8-ENGINE CANARD, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
I 
-6 -4 - 2 a 2 4 6 s 111 1 16 is 21 
ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELEVON RUDDER AILROW REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCC f4} CI T Z49 0 FCT H C BSOTER 05 Iij8W5V6 O 26D0 U DU 0 OIN, 0 000 REF5 9 C'ub $ FT 
IC, ADAIR L$WT 249 a c0 P T HMC CO$TER 3NllwSV6 a 260 u GUEJ a0O b 00 REFL 6 UUO FT 
CC013 - L~k 249 3 U FCT "MC BOOSTER 03NLIJ8 a 260 REFS 6 0000 FT 
(CCOOIa IA1R LSlWT 249 3 0 FCT IMC BOOSTER 03NIWS a 260 G CCO a DUO XmRF U $575 REFL 
(CCO103 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 b FCT MMC BOOSTER 03NII 0 260 YMRP a suuo FT 
ZoRP a aluo REFL 
BETA 4 DOD CAL a 03,10 CALC 
PAGE 33 








A 5Z1 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a t0 la 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER ATLRON REFERENCE INFORVATION 
CCO14) M CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT 11MCBOOSTER B3Nt1J8WSV6 0 260 0 U00 u UDU 0 DO REFS 9 "all SO FT 
(Ccovol MCXIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER 83NIIW5V6 0 Z65 a Duo 0 Do 0 000 REFL- 6 UuOO ITT_ . . . FCT MC BOSTER 83N1IJ8 a ZGO REFS I5 D.0- T 
CCO HCAIR L.WT 24 3 U PeT MHC BOOSTER 53NI1W5 0 2G0 a0 aDoug XHRF 3 8575 REFL 
(¢COD01 VCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NI1 a 260 YMRF a 0000 FT 
ZMRP 0100 PEFL 
BETA 5 Do, 3 C¢ALESCALC 0Oh 
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- 310 -B -6 -4 -a a 4 6 a to 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ICCC;4) 0 NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PFC NHC BOOSTER B3NIiJSWSVG 0 20 U D0 0 DOD 0 DOD REFS 9 0o0 59 FT 
(CCOO S) MCAIR LS.T 249 0 PCT IMC BOOSTER B3N1W5VS a 250?o 000 0 uO0 0 O0 REFL 6 300J FT 
(CCOOIS 
1rC..A02) 
NCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT NXC EW.TER 83KIJ8 
4CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT C BOOSTER BONIIWI 
0 260 







(cCOh03, NCAIR LSWT 240 i a PCT MC BOOSTER OSNIS 0 260 YHRP 0 O00D FT 
ZNRP 0 0101 REFL 
0 0 SCALE 0 03b SCALE 
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- 10 6 4 - 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCODI) 
(cco00n 
0L MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT ?MC BOOSTER 83N1IJSW5V6 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PT MNC BOOSTER 33N11WSV6 0 260 0 260 0 00 U ObO 0 ov 0 00D 0 000 0 000 REFS REFL 9 jOab60000 SO FS FT 
(CCOO1S, MCAXR LSMT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BSNIIJ8 0 260 REFB 6 0oo0 FT 
coa;i MCAXR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT lHC BOOSTER 63NiWS 0 260 0 DO OO XNRF b 8575 REFL 
CCvu$' NCAIR LSWT Z49 3 u FCT MMC BOOSTER B5N1 a 260 YMRp 0 O00b FT 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
BETA 1 GOO CALE u 0330 OCALE 
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, FWD 8-ENGINE CANARD, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
,,, ..
... .... ... . .. .. . ... .... .... .... . .. . .
 











- 04 -- __2 _0 ____8 __ 
- 14_ _ _ __ _ _­
C-)1
 
02 2___ -01 a aa _____ a , a5 a aa a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CSSCRIFT1 ON ACH 9LEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMAT10N 
(¢¢0D161 CAHIRLSWT Z49 3 0 PeT MC BOOSTER B3NilJTWBV6 0 260 1 Dun 0 so r000 REFS 9 0009 SQ FT 
(CCOUL H CIR L$WT 249 5 0 PCT MMC SCOSTER B3NllWSV6 0 26U Du 0 Urn 6 F­00b U Db REFL UOUD 
(CC0g MHCAlR L.51T 249 5 0 PCT MHC S STER 33NILW5 U 260 0 GOU 0 000 REFB 6 cuou FT 
(CCO015 . LSWT 249 3 0 FCT AMC SWSTER 33NtIJ7 0 .60 xmRP 0 8515 REFZ AI 
(CC,003 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MmC BOOSTER 63Ntl G Z69 YMRF a Done FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFI-
BETA 5 000 S, ALE , 03cle CALE 
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, FWD 8-ENGINE CANARD, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
F_ I_ j_ I_ I_ I I I -jjI 







2 , * t 1 l n n e1 * l * ~ , l * , i ______,____l,r  l t 
-I~~~~ p_ ._ . .__ _ _ _ _ 
-20 is5 - 5 0 0 1 20 25 30 35 AD 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIUN DESCRIFTIa4 MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{CC051$; Cl CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT FMC BOOSTER BSNIIJ76SVe b 26 0 000 a G0 U DUG REFS 9 0000 SA FT (CcOo0x, L MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HHC BOOSTER B3N1IW5V6 0 26 0 00 0 000 0 600 REFL 6 ub1, FT 
CCCOvz2 I4CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 53NIiW5 U 260 0 Goo 0 uo REFS 6 60D FT 
(CC5) § MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER B3N11J7 a M60 XMRF 0 8575 REFL (CC0003 MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 U KCT HNC BOOSTER B3NII 0 260 YNRF 0 Doug FT 
ZRF a (5100 REFL 
BETA U obu SCALE 0 0300 'CALE 
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- a0 --6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 i8 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCO016) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER S3NIIJTWV6 0 260 a Go0 a D0 0 000 REFS 9 uCm, SQ FT 
CCOVI1 MCAIR LSW1 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER S3NIIWSV6 0 260 u QUO 0 0ob 0 000 REFL 6 coUtg FT 
(CCO0UO) 0 fCAIR LSW 249 3 0 ECT MMC BOOS ER B3NIW5 0 260 u CUO 0 UD0 REFS 6 0000 FT 
CCCLAiS HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIiJT a 260 XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
(CCO903) MCAIR LSWT 24, 3 0 PCT -MCBOOSTER 83MI4 0 260 YHRF a 0000 FT 
Z$RP 0 01o REFL 



















-Da 6 -4 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 IS 14 16 IS 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CA TA SeT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION PESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUUCER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC0016) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MC BOOSTER 65NiIJ765V6 0 260 0 Gou u cuo a 000 REFS 9 ouco So FT 
1CCOVIII) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER S3NIIWSV6 D 260 a O U U00 0 006 REFL 6 coob F 
CCOO - CAIR LSWT 249 
.C.HAl. LGWT '49 
a 0 PCT MC BOOSTER 05NLIW5 
3 0 FCT HMM BOOTER 63NlIJT 
0 260 
0 Z60 
















AGTA F ATC A D3ER SCALE CAL 
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, FWD 8-ENGINE CANARD, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 





o '-- -8 	 -- - --- 0 - I 16_4 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCO016 Q MCALR L5WT Z49 Z 0 PCT 1MC BOOSTER 03NI±J4W5V6 0 260 0 000 C 000 0 000 REFS 9 UU00 sa FT (CCO00I) fl MCAIR LS4T 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER QINIIWSV6 b 260 a 000 c OUC 0 bOO REFL 6 0030 FT 
{CCOOZI 0 MCAIR LSUT 249 3 0 PCT HNC B OSTER B3NIiW5 0 260 0 000 0 000 REFS 6 001" FT 
{CCo005I I MCAIR LWI 249 5 0 FCT NMC BOOSTER 03NliJ7 u 260 XhRF b 857 REFL 
(CCOO03; HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HM¢ BOOSTER 65NiS 0 260 	 YHRF u iOuo FT
 
ZHRF 0 0±00 REFL
 
BETA aloDo SCALE 	 0 0300 SCALE
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, FWD 8-ENGINE CANARD, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
<­
-10 s 6 4 a 4 614 a I0 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVCN RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCOO16) Q NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 ECT 4MC BOOSTER B5N1IJ745V6 0 260 a 00 a 000 0 000 REFS 9 o0o SQ FT 
LCCO00 I MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC OOSTER 53Ni1W5V6 0 260 0 DO 0 obO a 000 REF, 6 0,00 FT 
(CCO00 ) 0 NCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 FCT HMC 8OCSTER BSNiIW5 0 260 a 0013 a Oa REFB 6 OOC FT 
(CCjO)~~ L I ICAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT INC BOOSTER B3NIiJ7 0 260 YNRP 0 S575 REFL 
(CC0503) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 b FCT MHC BOOSTER "3111 0 260 YHRF U 0o FT 
ZHRP 0 01o REFL 
BETA p Gnu SCALE 0 0300 3CALE 
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-10 -6 - 6 A 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CO016) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER SBNltJ7W5V6 0 26D 0 000 0 00 U ObDO REFS 9 
 sOGO 30 FT
¢CCOG± 2 MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER BSNIIW5V6 U 260 0 D'U 0 000 0 000 ReFL 6 0000 F.
 
'CCOO02i NCAIR LST 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BZNLJW5 0 260 0 DcO 
 U b'U REFB 6 OO1 FT
 
'coE.15; I MCAIR LSWI 249 3 0 PCT MNC BOOSTER 05NIJ7 0 460 XMRp U 0575 REFL
 (CCO03) MAIR LSWT 249 5 U PCT MHC BOOSTER BSNI 0 z6u YMRF 




















0-6 -4 -2 0 4 6 a 1" '2 14 16 is zu 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ccO516) CD MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ'WSV6 a 26U a Goo a obD 0 OO REFS 9 UOU0 SQ FT 
, CCO01) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 COTMHC BOOSTER 83NlIWSV6 0 260 a ago u o U DUD REFL 6 Gao FT 
(CCc50 CA.9 LEWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTM S:NIIW5 0 26r 0 000 0 boo REFS 6 Doaa FT 
( cc 5)1 CA'. "'WT 245 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER B3NIlJ7 U 260 XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
(CCC,03) HCAIR LSWr 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER B31415 a 260 YMRP u 0000 Fr 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL
BETA ogo SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
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- o 6 -4 --2 a 2 4 6 a Is 12 14 16 Is i0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CA rA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONCESCRIPTICM MACN EL-EVON RUDDER A I RON REFERENCE INFORVATION 
, C¢W26; CAIR LSWT Z49 Z U FCT IMC BOCSTER V3N11.7W5V6 0 Z60 0 ago a 000 0 CUB REFS 9 roua SQ FT {CC0061] NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOCSTER B5NllW5V6 0 Z60 0 DOE 0 Gou 0 060 REFL 6 U000 FT(cCQZ CAIR LS1T 249 3 0 FCT M14C BOOSTER M iLW5 0 Z60 0 Doe 0 Bull REFB 6 V09 FT(co.5' 49 3 0 PCT MMC 5 $TER
W 2CI 53NIIJT a 260 XmRp 0 5575 REFL {CC05031 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER SSN11 0 zGe YHRF 0 Bass FT 
BETA 0 Goo ZMRF 0 also REFL
 SCALE 60 ±CALE
 
PAGE 45 










__2 a a3 a5 G7 09a I 04 a6 a8 1 a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 
DATA SET SYMBOL0CC60u4) CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONMCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MiSt 8CO$ER 3NIiJ6 CANFLF0 MACH26U ELEVOM RUDDER REFERENCEREFS 9 INFORMIATION OLD SQ FT 
CCO611J Ll CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BCOSTR B3NIlJ9 0 000 b 260 REFL 6 ODoG FT 

















u Dube0 0100 FTREFL 
BETA 5 Dou SCALE 0 0 300 , ALE 
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EFFECT OF 10-ENGINE CANARD LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
I *1 _ 
I 
 I 







20 -15 10 05 00 05 10 15 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLf MACH ELEVON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ICCOOO4) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MC BOOSTER B3NIIJE 0 o b 260 REFS 9 C'1L So FT 
CCC.Ii, R NCAIR LSWT 249 3 5 FCT 41C BOOSTCR S3NIIJO u 0o 0 26 REFL 6 Logo FL 
ICC006) 0 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HIC BOOSTER 93N.IJEW5V6 0 bob 0 260 0 u, 0 1150 REFS 6 0001 FT 
(CC jlC) U HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT INC BOSTER 03NIXJSW5V6 0.,1,0 0 266 0 015o1 XMRF u 8575 REFL 
YHR? a 0000 FT
 
ZNRF 0 Cl, REFL
 
BETA 0 Cog SCALE b 03n -CALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF HACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
cCC0004) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 AHC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6 Oo REFS CJUJ FT
0 PCT 0 b 26 S9 S0 

(CCOO) L CAR LSWT 249 3 0 ECT MNC BOOSTER B3NIIJ9 0 000 0 26 REFL 6 OUO FT
 
(CCO006) NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER 5S3liJ6W5V6 0 bOO a 260 0 (UG 0 060 REFB 6 (000 FT
 
(Cc0503 CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER BSNIiJ9WSV6 0 DUb 260 0 (DUD 000 XHRP 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 OU0 FT 
ZHRP 0 0oo RCFL 
BETA 1, , SCALt 0 0300 aCALE 
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EFFECT OF 10-ENGINE CANARD LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
-r-



















 6 -4 2 0 2 4 a 1 12 14 166 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL COMFlaUgATION DECRIPTTON CANFLE MACH 
 ELeVOM RUDDER
( C C 04 ) 2 CA I A LSW T 2 9 3 0 REFORENCE INFORMATIONT
PC M C BOOS TE R S N I J 6 
{cc 01 CA I L a a bu a 26 0 








BETA a DOD ZMRF a 0100 REEL 
CALE a 0310 -CALE 
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EFFECT OF 10-ENGINE CANARD LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYMBOL C FIGUgATICV DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RVDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, CCO ) Q HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIiJ6 DU 260 REFS 9 vuob $0 FT00b
(CCO0511) L- CALA LSWT 249 3 U FCT HOC BOOSTER 83NIIJ9 a Dub 0 260 REFL 6 Bolin FT 
1CCO506) < MCA19 LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HOC BOOSTER B3NIlJGWSV6 0 uuu u 260 0 009 0 O RER15 6 Done FT 
[ccc 0) U[ CAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MviC BOOSTER S3hliJ9W5V6 a coo 0 260 0 000 0 ODD XMRF U 8575 REFL 




BETA 0 090 
 SCALE u ouoO S CA E
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EFFECT OF 10-ENGINE CANARD LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 






- 6 - 4 14 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCC 14FORNWTION 
{CCO004) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIJ6 U 0o0 U 260 REFS 9 0,30 SQ FT 
, L ICAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTZR B3NitJ9 a 0oo 0 260 REFL 6 0GoE FT 
(CCO0 6 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 53NI4J6W5V6 0 coo 0 20 0 g0 0 000 REPO 6 o0u FT 
CCO10) El MrAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NMC BOOSTER 83NIIJ9W5V6 D co0 0 Z60 B 0BN U 000 XMRP U 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 090 FT 
ZMRP 0 BBB REFLSCALE 0 bSbc SCALE 
BETA P 501 
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- 10 - -6 -4 -2 0 E 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 2o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CCOOO4) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT IMC BOOSTER S3N11J6 0 050 u 260 REFS 9 0b, SQ FT 
(CCOOII) NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BS3NIIJ9 000 0 260 REFL 6.0000 FT 
(CCO0D6 0 HCAIR LS'T 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6WSV5 000 26 a 000 u 0oo REFS 6 OO FT 
CC,0IUa MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT FC BOOSTER S3NIIJSWSVS C 000 0 260 1 000 0 000 XNRF 1 855 REFL 
YNRF 0 bout FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 REEL 
BETA 0 0 SCALE 0 0300 CALE 
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EFFECT OF 10-ENGINE CANARD LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 





d 0 4 
0
 
-1 -8 -.6. -4 -Z 0 2 4 6 a 10 ±2 i± I6 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFGURATO DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER R rERENCE INFORATION
 
(CC104) C MCAIR LSWI Z49 3 0 PFCT 4HC BOOSTER BSNIIJ6 a0DU b 260 REFS 9 OULU SQ FT (CCO1) MCAIR LSWT 749 3 0 rCT MC BOOSTER B3NIlJ9 0 DE0 0 260 REFL 6 b1,0 FT 
'CO OII 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 $ 0 POT mHc sosrER B34±1J8W5V6 a oo 0 260 0 000 0 o REPO a00GG FT 
IC O0±0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NiIJ9WSV6 0 00 0 260 0 000 0 000 XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP a ObOo Fl 
ZMRP a 010 REFL 
SCALE 0 0500 SCALE



















051 - 1- 4 - a 0 4 6 0 10 ±2 14 ±0 le zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN CESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ICCO0O4, ( MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MiC BOOSTER BSNIXJ6 0 Ot, a 260 REFS 9 OUOG 59 FT
 
(Ccool i HCAIR LSWT 249 3 D PCT MHC BOOSTER BSNtIJ9 a oaa u Z60 REFL 6 OG,9 FT
 
CCOOO6S MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PC NHC BOOSTER BSNIIJ6WSV6 0 o 0 260 0 0us0170 REFB 6 oDao FT
 
Ccc010) Li MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER BSNI±JSW5V6 a 000 a 26n 0000 0 000 XMRP 0 $575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 UJ00 FT
 
ZIRF 0 0100 REFL
 

















- a02 a :1 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7' a a a 9 1 0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELFVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( cool ) G) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 V PCT HC BOOM:R B5NLIJ? 0 coo a 269 R EF$ 9 U9U0a So FT 
(CCO13)
CCOIG 
LX CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER SNlIJS 













(CC0014}) a MCA19 LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTeR B5NilJ6WSV6 a Do, 0 2.0 00abo 5 000 XMRF 0 6575 REFL 
YMRF 0 DODO FT 
ZMRp 0 ao o REFL 
BETA 5 ODD SCALE v 0309 SCALE 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'CCOC15) Q NCAIR LSJT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER 83NIIJ7 0 000 0 260 REFS 9 0ss0 so FT (CCoo13) LS MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 CT XHC BOOSTER SSNIIJ8 0 000 a 26u REF- 6 o0 FT 
(CCOO163 NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT M*C BOOS.ER B311±1J7W5V6 1 0oo 0 260 0 QUo 0 000 REFS 6 USC FT 
(CCO0143 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HNC BOOSTER B3NISJSW5V6 0 go0 a 250 5 D0 a OUD XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 0000 FT
 
ZHR? 0 0±10 REFL
 




EFFECT OF 8-ENGINE CANARD LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

-I-,-,- il - lfi Jr r- l , -I- r"aTrr l -,-- n-,t- n 1-r-r J-Tt l 
I I 4 
__ 







a$ 8 - 6 - 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 &6 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA" DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ccoli5) Q MCAIR LEVI 249 5 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER S3NllJ7 u Dou U 260 REFS 9 LU U SQ FT 
CCO~lat Zj CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER 03NIiJS a coo u 26V REFL 6 bob" FT
 
1 CCCGD6} p MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 CT MMC BOOSTER 03hiIJW5V6 0 coo 0 20 a 500 0 000 REFS 6 obou FT
 1CCO014,[ MCAIR LSWT 249 3 G PCT MHC BOOSTER 03511JSWSV6 a U69 0 ?60 b ago a GUU XHRF 5 8575 RE L
 




BETA 0 ODD 
 sAL 03 D CALE
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-10 a-g 6 A 2 4 6 a Is 12 14 16 16 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA 5ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC0 15 M CAlR LSWT 49 3 U PCT INC BOOSTER 53NIIJ7 0 000 0 Z6o REFS 9 Vasa $0 FT 
(CC Jo' HCAI L WT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER D3NIIJS a OUG a 260 REFL 6 UOUGO ­
(CCOO16) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT VMC BOOSTER B3NllJTW5V6 a 000 U 260 0 Gun 0 000 REFS 6 vooo FT 
(CC'S14) L MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V6 0 CUD 0 260 0 000 0 1100 XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHMRF 0 couO FT 
ZMRF C 0100 REFL 
BETA 0 Gus S AL 0 GaV CALE
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-10 a- 6 4 -Z 0 
 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 Be 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ICCOuls, Q 4CAIR L3WT 249 5 0 ECT MIC BOOSTER 63N11J7 0 0O 0 60 REFS 9 UQ00 SO FT (CCC'0X3) Z[ HCAIR LSWT E49 2 0 PCT HNC BOOSTER B3NIJ8 0 oo 0 260 REFL E DOUG FT 
(CCO0O16) 0 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 - FCT HMC BOOSTER S3NIZJTWSV6 00 260 0 000 0 DO0 REFS 6 DOUG FT1
 (CC O 4) [] HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER b3N±lJSWV6 0 050 v BED 0 001 0 uu1 	 XMRF u 8575 REF. 
YmRP 0 0000 FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REF, 
SCALE 0 0300 S-ALE 
BETA 0 0co 
PAGE 59 
EFFECT OF 8-ENGINE CANARD LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
 
4 _ _I 
-"------------------6-_ 2 0 
_ __1R 1 6 8 2 
cc 0.. , MCA i 49 0, FCt MlC 8t3 0,Duo 260 oiUi0RES
t, IISTE tIJ7 0 t0 6VO
 
ICCO15) M CA]R LSWT 949 3 0 PCT MMC B STER B3NIIJ7WV a U00 0 26 U aU6R RFS 9 0 R$ FT
 
Y0RF 0 0000 FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
BETA 5 DOD SCALZ a 0300, CALE 
PAGE GO 
EFFECT OF 8-ENGINE CANARD LOCATION ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
















±0 - - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a i0 12 14 16 ±0 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCO0X) M CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PET MC BOOSTER 5SNIIJT 0 000 0 260 REFS 9 ULuu 3 FT (CCOG13) L NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 POT MNC BOOSTER B5NIIJS a 000 a 260 REFL 6 0UDO F
'CCOO16, " MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PET MC BOOSTER BSNI1J7W5V6 0 DO0 a 260 0 0o0 0 00 REFB 6 000 FT 
CCC014) L MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PET MHC BOOSTER B3N1J0W5V6 a aoo 0 260 0 00D ODbO 	 XHRP a 8575 RZFL 
YHRP a ODoO FT 
ZHRF b 0±00 REL 
SCALE 0 0300 CALE 
BETA 0 coo 
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- -a - 6 - 4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION (CCO0±5) R HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HNC BOOSTER 83N11J7 D 0Db 0 260 REFS 9 D00O $0 FT 





LSWT 249 3 0 pT AMC BSOSTER 93N1IJ7W5VO 















YHRF 0 gOvu FT 
ZNRP 0 0lo0 REFL 
BETA 0 .u0 SCALE 0 030D SrALE 
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-a -a 6 -4 -2 a z 4 6 8 1 2 14 16 is aD 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIUATI O DESLR1PTION CANFLP HACH ELEVON RODGER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( CCO15) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 FCT MC BOOSTER S3NIIJ7 a CUD 0 260 REFS 9 o~ou SQ FT 
LC¢00131 4 MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3NILJS 0 boo 0 260 REFL 6 GOOD F! 
COOD16; 8 MCAIR LSVT 249 3 6 FCT MMCBOOiSTER B3NllJ7W5V6 0 Goo 260 0 GOb 0 000 REFS 6 GOOD FT 
(CC-'14) [ HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3NiIJ8W5V6 0 *O 0 2 6b 0 Go, 0 DUG XMRP 0 6575 REFL 
YHRF a GOUO FT 
ZMRF 0 PICO REFL 
BETA 0 UPC SCALE 0 06 CALE
 
PAGE 6 3 
EFFECT OF CANARD SPAN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FWO LOCATION
 
. _. . . . . . .to _. _ _ . . _ _ _. . __.. . .. .. . . . ._. .. . . . .. . .. . ... , .. .14
 
.08 ' " 





t0 a____ 4 05 a6 _____ 0Y _____ 0aI-I
 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION EC$CRIPTION CANFLP MAC1H ELeVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORPATION 
(CCC,151 M)CA15 LS T B4 B 0 FIT IMI BOOSTER B3NilJ7 0 U00 u 2 j REFS 9 bO*O SO rT 
(C Go.,) 
(C¢0016) 
MCAI. L WT 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER 05NIiJG 











lc GdOp}C MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 03NIIJGWSVG a 000 0 260 0 Goo 0 Goo XMRp 0 8,75 R rL 
YMRF 0 0000 FT 
ZMR? 0 UIOD A5FL 
SCALZ u 03au CALE 
BETA G Ob 
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-20 - 5 o1 05 00 as 1o is ?a A5 50 35 AD 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET SYYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCOOIS) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MC BOOSTER B3Sl±J7 u oO 0 260 REFS 9 UDOD SQ FT 
(CC004) 41 MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 U PCT MMC BOOSTER 53NiIJ6 U 0Du 0 260 R5FL 6 ULUO FT 
(CCOD16) C MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT lIC BOOSTER B3NIJTW5V6 0 000 b,260 0 0bu 0 000 R5FB 6 DUO. FT 
cc00006 [] MCAIR LSWT g49 3 0 POT lIC BOOSTER B3N±ij6W5V6 0 Ob 1 200 0 000 u 000 X$RP 0 8575 REFL 
yHRP 0 POo. FT 
ZNRP 0 0100 REFL 
BETA 0 00a SCALE 0 0300 CAL
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EFFECT OF CANARD SPAN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FWD LOCATION
 












- 4I 	 4 6 a 1IS 12 14 16 A0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYABOL CONFIGURATION DESCRI PT TO CANFLF MACH ELEVOM RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCOI ) M CA1R LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC SC'STER B5NllJ7 D obo 0 260 REFS 9 0000 SO FT
-C1S04)R CAIR LSW 249 3 0 FCT 0$TER 2C 43NIiJ6 60Go 0 260 	 REFL 6 10bOFT 
ICCO06) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJTWSV 0 000 0 260 0 Dug 0 OU 	REFB 6 Saco FT 
,CCO5O6, MCAIR LSWT 2.9 3 0 PCT M C BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V6 0 0o 0 260 0 O 0 oo 	 XMRP 0 6575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 000 FT
 
ZHRP 0 "iCO REFL
 

















0 - 02 ­
z 
't 04 





-to -a - -4 -a 0 2 4 6 a jo 13 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCODIS) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT IHC BOOSTER B3NIIJ7 bj.O0 0 ?eu REFS 9 unOO SO FT 
(CC0404) 
CCOO16 
£Q CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER BSNIJ6 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT AMC BOOSTER B3NIZJTWSV6 0000 0 o00 0 260 0 EEO 0 000 0 CUO REFL REFB 6 0o0 6 0ODU FT FT 
¢CC,006) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 RCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIJ6WSV6 0 uOD 0 260 a 000 0 000 XMRF U 8575 REFL 
YRF U 0C00 FT 
zM'RF 0 u0100a REFL 
BElA 0 000 SCALE 0 0300 .CALE 
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EFFECT OF CANARD SPAN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FWD LOCATION















0 - - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE XNFORHATION 
CCo151 G MCAIR LSWT E49 3 0 FCT FMC BOOSTER D3NIJT one Z260 rs 9 0000 Q FT 
(CCOOO41 CAIR LSWT 249 3 D PCT NHC BOOSTER B3NiIJ6 00 J Ia 260 REFL 6 D0(c FT 
(CCO016) MCAIR LSW Z4 3 0 FCT HMC BOOStLR E3NIIJW5V6 a uOt I 260 a 000 0 000 REIB 6 000j FT 
(CC 506) NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 rCT HHC BOOSTER B3N1J61W5V6 0 000 0 260 0 00 0 00 XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 B000 FT 
ZHR 0010 REFL 









C-.- ____ i__I I F [ i F il- --. ----llit I 
- 4 
44 - 2 4 6 a 1 14 16 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCoo15) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT H4C BOOSTER D3N$1J? I Go, a 260 REFS 9 alou sa FT 
(¢CO004) 11 AIR LSWT 24 9 5 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER B3MIiJ6 U Dog 0 z6b REFL 6 OUG FT 
{¢CO163 <> MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B301IJT70V6 a 000 a 26, a Duo a UES REFS 6 O0005 FT 
Ej 3 0 0 XMRp 8575(cc GGvs [ AIR LSWT 249 6 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlJ6SV6 0 Coo 260 b Coo Dub 1 REFL 
YHRP 0 0001 FT 
ZHRr a bi " REFL 
TA 0 SCALE 0 0300 -- ALE 
PAGE G9 
_____ 
















110- 6 -4 2 0 1 4 6 10 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF HACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCOOIS) C MCAIR LSWT 249 3 B FCT NMC BOOSTER 0 bA0 U REFS 9 ODO FTSSNIIJ7 tL SQ(CC0004) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 9 PCT HMC BOOSTER B3NIJ6 0 0O 0 260 REFL 6 Obo FT
 (CCOOIe, ICAIR LSCT 249 3 0 PeT MC BOOSTER BSIJTW5V6 u 0ob 0 260 0 BOD 0 D0 REF 6 000a FT
5 6  (CCO Lj MCAIR LSWT 249 3 D FCT MMC BOOSTER B3NliJSW56 0 O 0 z o u u 0 u 0 u XHRF U $575 REFf-
YHRF D ODS FT 
ZHR 0100 RE-L 
SCALE 0 usan 'CALE 
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EFFECT OF CANARD SPAN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FWD LOCATION
a* .......T---~-- .. .. .. .. .. .ir - r-rr .... ... . 
09 
07 - __ 
z 
LI­









-10 - 6 4 - 0 a 6 a8 O 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCJ01) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSIER 03N±1J7 u 000 a 260 REFS 9 6OC SO FT 
1CC0004) LS $CAIR LSWT 249 3 D FCT MMC BWSTER B3NiIJ6 0 00 0 Z60 REFL 6 UOOI FT 
CC0016) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1IJIW5V6 0 UDO 0 Z60 0 o00 0 000 REFS 6 DOLU FT 
(CCOGs6 MCATR LSWT 249 3 0 ROT NMM BCOSIER B3NIIJGWSV6 0 1o, 0 £60 a 000 u 0o0 )RF )08575 REFL 
YHRF 0 000 FT 
ZHRP 0 0100 R9FL 
BETA 1)0o0SCALE 0 0o3u SCALE 
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- 03 l 
10 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 2 4 6 8 10 2 *4 16 is 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CAFL MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCO015i MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 FCT MM1CBOOSTER B3NIIJ7 0 000 0 260 REFS 9 Do00 5Q FT 
(COD4) £ MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1iJ6 0 0oo 0 260 REFL 6 0U00 FT 
tccwe16; MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 POT MMC BOOSTER S NliJ7W5V6 0 Dog 0 260 0 Duo 0 000 REFB 6 o00 FT 
(CO'30065 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 CT MMC BOOSTER BS3NlJ6W5V6 0 co0 L 260 0 Oo 0 000 XMRF U 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 000 FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 
BETA 0 0(0 SCALE a 0300 CALE 
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3 -a z -01 a aOl1Q oz a 04 a5 0 6 aT 08a9 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICfENT, CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANF F MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C05B13) Q MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT HMC BOOTER 05NIIJ6 0Go 0 260 REFS 9 UOUL SQ FT 
CC¢0511) L MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER 03N iJ9 B Goo 0 26O REFL 6 0000 FT 
(MO HAIR LEWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC 801TER 93111J8W5V6 c Do 0 E60 0 one a BUD REFB 6 DODO FT 
( C OU HCAIR Z49 C0b a XMRP) U LSWT 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER S3NIIJgW5v6 Du u 60 Dub 0 Dun ' 8575 RLFL 
YHR- 0 _OuO FT 
Z0RP 0 U1ub REFL 
SCALE I s3bo SCALE
aETA 6 DOD 
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20 t5 10 05 o0 05 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION CANFLF MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCOO13) C HCAIR LSWT 249 0 PCT MC BOOSTER B3NIJ8 a BOB 0 260 REFS 9 GOO0 SO FT 
[CCO 1S) 
ICC00I4) 0 HCAIR LSWT CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 GCT XNC BOOSTER 249 3 0 PCT HC BOOSTER BSNIIJ9 B3NII1J8WSV6 a 0o0 0 oa 0 260 0 260 0 o0 a 'iou REFL REFB 6 6 GOut 0000 FT FT 
(CCOOLw) [ MCAIR LSWT 249 3 S PCT HC BOSTER 83IiJ9WJ5V a DUG 0 26D 0 Doa a Do XMRP c 8575 REFL 
YARF u DOUG FT 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
BETA G aao SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
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-1 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 ±0 12 14 16 18 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CC013) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 D PCT 4H( BOOSTER S3NiJ$ U.000 b 260 REFS 9 0000 so FT 
IC0b1I) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 D FCT MMC BOOSTER BINIIJ9 a 0ue 0 260 REF. 6 0ou0 FT
 
CCCOOI4, MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSiER 13111JSW5V6 0 Go a 260 0 Dbe 0 00 REFS 6 OCCO FT
 
,CroliD I NHCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 03NIIJ9WSV6 u 000 0 260 0 Bob u 000 XMRF 0 O575 REF
 
YNRF 0 oc00 FT
 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL
 
SCALE 0 OODb SCALE
BETA 0 o0 
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EFFECT OF CANARD SPAN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, AFT LOCATION
 














to - -6 -1 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 t6 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOC DESCRIFTIOM CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFQOMATION 
(CCO1) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT t1CBOOSTER 63NIJ8 DUO 0 26U REPS S LOLD 62 FT 
(CCO1l) L AIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT IMC ROOSTER B3NllJ9 0 UOD 0 26, REFL 6 UOO FT 
(CCC.14) a CAIR LSW' 249 3 b PCT FNC 80STER BSNIIJBWSVG 0 ODD 0 260 a DUo b DUO REFS 6 OCUb FT
 
(CLOIJ L MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HHC ROOSTFR BZNIlJgWSV6 U bob 0 260 0 00 0 DOt, X4Rp 0 $575 REF.
 
YMRF 0 L4uL PT
 
4R4F 0 5100 R;FL 
OCTA 0 ODD OCAL 0 tA TALE 
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EFFECT OF CANARD SPAN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, AFT LOCATION
 
40 l ,i i l -.- trf -,-rr -i-r- -r-rr



















-0 -e -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a tO 12 14 IS 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYhBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE IWFORMATION 
(CCO.13) 0 NCAIR LSWT ?49 3 0 PCT MMC BCSTER BSNiSJa b Ulu 0 260 REFS 9 L,10 SO FT 
CCCO11 HCAIR LSWT 3 U FCT 0 UOD u 260 6249 MC BODSTER aSNIlJ9 REFL DO-b FT
 
BCC0014) ICAIR LS T 249 3 0 PCT MtC BOOSTER B3N±IJSWSV6 0 00D 0 2G0 b 000 0 UGO REFS 6 oaOa FT
1CCO3GMCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC SBOSTER B3N11j9W5V6 0 DUO 0 26 0 00 0 uou XMRP U 855T REFL
 
YMRF b o0o0 FT
 
ZMRP 0 CiQ0 REFL














- 4 $ , 1 o t i e i _ I I t f Ii _ __il t l t 
-0 - ~ 6 -4 - a 2 4 6 8 O 12 14 16 t8 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
Cc g3) 2 HCAIR LSWT E49 3 0 PCT MMC 500STER $3NIIJ8 u 010 a 260 REFS 9 G00'6 Sa FT 
(CCO01I, MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NMC B STER B3N±1J9 0 0D 0 260 REFt 6 Co FT
CcOOI4; HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HC BOOStER S3 ,lJ0w5V6 0 000 0 260 0 BO0 0 000 REF S OOO FT 
ICC " I HGICAIRLSWT 249 3 0 PCT NHC BOOSTER B3NIIJ9WSV6 0O9 0 2.0 0 a00 0 aBUO XKRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRP 0 000 RE-L 


















-zlo a 6 4 2 4 6 a 10 Iz 14 1 b I 8 o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OFGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER RCFRENC5 INFORMATION 
, CCOG$5) MCAIR LSWI E49 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER B5NiW1J0 Du 0b 2 6C REFS bU6 Se FT 
(¢C0011) MCAIR LSWT 24: 3 b roT NMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ9 0 coo a 260 REFL 6 oun FT 
(CCOO14) M CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT 14MC BOOSTER BNiIJSW5V6 a COG a 260 b Gnu 0 UUU REFS COU0 FT 
(LC0O10) [ MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT M14C BOOSTER 53NIIJ9WSV6 0 Von a Z60 0 010 a UD XMRP 8575 REFL 




SC ALE 03ou SCALE
BETA 0 000 
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LL 0 5 








-10 -s -6 4 -2 0 a 4 6 a i0 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFZGURATICN DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORIATLON 
{CC.±3) G M-CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BCOSTER 53NIIJ 0000 0 260 REFS 9 uOL SQ FT 
CCCoo11) Ll CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCI NMC BCOSTER S3NIIJ9 0 0o 0 260 REFL 6 onrO FT 
ICC0141 HCAIR LSWT 949 3 0 PCT HIC BOOSTER B3N1iJSWBVG 0 006 0 260 0 000 0 000 REFB 6 1.,0 FT 
ICCvIUO) MCAJR LSWT Z49 5 0 PCT MKC BOOTER S33tiJ9W6V6 0 001 0 20 0 000 0 uuu XHRP 0 6575 REFL 
YHRF 0 6000 FT 
ZNRF 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE u 0:0 SCALE 
BETA 0 000 
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EFFECT OF CANARD SPAN ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, AFT LOCATION
 









-s -B - -4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 lz 14 is 1_ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBEL CCFIlURAION DESCR]PTlCQ CANFLF OACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORPATION 
ICCOD I M CAIR L5WT 249 3 U FLT MMC O05TER 55NIIJa u PUP u 26D REFS 5 uguu Sa FT 
( C001 I CAIR LSWT 249 5 0 FeT MHC OWSTER B5NiIJ9 a oo 0 260 REFL 6 Doug FT 
(CCOD14) M CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MN C BOOSTER B3NlIJ8W5VE 0 OBU 0 260 b DUD a PUG RcFB 6 04O0 FT 




0 6 104 SCALE P 1GE 0 20B ETA4 

CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FWD 1O-ENG CANARD. FIN V7 






J - 04 V _ 
1-
S -0 Z -- 1 0 a 1 0 2 a 3 04 0 5 a 6 _ 0 7 a a 9 1 0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCODC 23 MCAIR LSWT 49 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 63NIIW5 0 260 0 alu REFS 9 GDOU SQ FT 
(C'003) MCAIr LSWT 049 3 0 FCT MHC BOC)TER B3NiL 0 ZED REFL 6 0VUV F. 
1 IC 'COLS'T 2.9 3 0 PCT HC 800STE R BN1 J6 0 0 2ED
OBD REFS 6 10 0 FT
 
I cc oo5 CAIR LIWT 049 3 0 PCT MMC 10CSTER B HIJJ6W5 a OD a 266 U BDO 
 XMRF a S575 REFL
 
llc 6061 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 b PCT MHC BOOST ER E5NIIWSv7 a 260 u 000 a all, YMRP a BUD PT
 
ZHRP a 0100 REFL
 
BETA D abo 
 SCALE a 03nu CALC
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Lii - -I 
0 
- -- 5 10 Is 20 25 30 5 40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLF MACH E..EVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORhATION 
ICCOO02) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT VC BOOSTER B3Nl1W5 0 260 u ODO REFS 9 LbtU SO FT 
(CCOO3) a HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PET NHC BOOSTER BSNIJ 0 260 REFL 6 ocu, FT 
(CCOOV4) HCAIR LSWT 949 5 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER 83141J6 a O0 0 Z60 REFS 6 0000 FT
 
CLOD05 L NCAIR LST 249 3 0 PET MHC BOOSTER 33Njj6W5 0 ObDD C 60 13 ODD XHRF U 8575 REFL
 
(CCOV08) NCAIR LSWT 2.9 3 0 PCT HE BOOSTER 33N11W5V7 0 260 0 Dab 0 000 YNRP 1 ObOU FT
 
ZNRr 0 oleo REFL
 








1 -B4 - 0 2 4 6 a 1 a 1 a 14 6 1 s 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SEI SYMPOL CONFIGURATION DSCR1PTjCV CANFLF MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, CCO5521 C) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 POT NMHCBOOSTER S3NlIW5 a 260 0 Goo REFS 9 ODOR SQ rT 
I ¢C603) 11 CAIR LSWT 24 9 3 0 POT M14C BOOSTER B3NII 0 260 REFL 6 o bo FT 
IcO AILS 240 3 9 POT M C BSS.R 83NIIJ6 a Gob b 260 REFS 6 GOOD rT 
,cc M5 HCAIn LN 249 C 0 BIG 0 260 a BID XMRF 0 $575 REeLPT MIMC BOOSTER 83NIIJGW5 
lccoob8] MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 eCT HMC DCOSTCR 03N IWSV7 0 e a b Goo 0 BUD YMRF 0 ODOUG FT 
Z'9P 0 , loo RE L 
BETA 0 060 SCALE a 0300 -CALE 
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to - - 6 4 2 0 2 A 6 8 t0 12 14 Is i8 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFL? 14ACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCOIS) MICAIR LSWT Z49 3 a PCT MMC BOOSTER SSNlW5 0 260 U 1u0 REFS 9 01b0 sO FT 
(CCOOOS) VCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NMC BOOSTER B5NI1 0 260 REFL 6 0600 FT 
LCCOO04) I4CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT VMC BOOSTER BSNIiJ6 o coo 0 260 REEB 6 ubt1 FT 
(CCOO5I CMCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER 83N11J6W5 0 cOo 0 260 a 000 XHRP 0 8515 REFL 
HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HC BOOSTER 83N11W5V1 0 260 0 Dub U 30 YHR? D 0bo FT 
ZHRP a 0±00 REFL 
BETA 0 000 SCALE a 3300 SCALE 
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2010 a 6 -4 -2 1 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 Is 90 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSOL C FISURATIOM DESCRIPTION CANFLP HACH ELEVON RUDDCR REFERENCC INFORMATION 
(CC0062) MCHAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER 55NIlWA 0 260 D Dog REFS 9 0060 SO Fr 
I CCODD53 Z CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 ICT MC BOSTER 03NII a 260 REFL 6 bou FT ICC004 CAIR L..T 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER 83N;IJ6 0 coo a ?60 REFS 6 OQ;I0 FT
 
(C-0.1) HCAJ, L.WT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER 03N IJ6W5 C ago a a6b a O0 XMRP a 8575 REFL
 
{Ccosrs) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 C FCT MHC BOOSTER D3NlIW5V7 0 ago a 000 Dog YMRP U Doug FT
 
ZHRP 0 OlOu REFL
- TA 0UD_ Sct 0 03GO SCALE 
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2-- - 1 -14 8 I D'.' 14 1 8 
-6~ -4 -2 a a a_ 1 6 s 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CCO002) ( ICAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMCBOOSTER B3N1I45 0 260 0 000 REFS 9 DOUO Q FT 
(CCO503} ZY MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NMC BOOSTER BSNI± 0 260 REF, 6 UCO0 FT(CCO0 0) 0 NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOS ER 3t 11J6 b 0BU 0 26U REFB bibbo FT6 
(CCO05 MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 FC MMC BOOSTER 83N11J6W5 0 00 0 2.0 0 DO XNRP 0 8575 RE9L
 (CCOUOS) XCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1±W5V7 U 'b0 0 D0 U CUJ YMRP 0 0000 FT
 
ZMRP 0 000 REFL 
BETA 0 000 SCALF 0 0300 SCALE 
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FWD I-ENG CANARD, FIN V7
 











In a 6 -4 4 6 I 10 12 14 16 is Do 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO4 DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,CCOQ02) 0 CAIR LSWT 249 5 U PCT MC BOOSTER B3NIl45 0 260 0 010 REFS 9 fOLuc 50 FT 
(CCO003) LS NCAIR LsWT 249 3 0 PCT HC BOOSTER B3NII 0 260 REFL 6 0000 FT 
(CCO01Z MCAIR LSJT 249 3 0 PCT NNC BOOSTER 311J6 a D00 0 260 REFB S ODun FT 
CcOD05) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HNC BOOSTER BSNIIJ61 0 000 0 260 0 000 XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
(CCOlOs) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HINC BOOSTER B3NIIWV7 0 260 0 Goo b oo YM9P a 0000 FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 LEFL 




CONFIGURATION BUILDUP, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, FWD I-ENG CANARD, FIN V7
to -i-i-nlj -rin i i-n-n- -r--i -~ 1-,t, -- -'- -rli-rj -r--r-r ,-rr-r 
07 ----- ~ - ________ 
z 
0 5 








a1 a 4 6 a i0 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CAMFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFuRNATION 
'o MCAIR LSWT 30 13HCBOOSTER a oDu 9 r~uU SQ FTcc¢0 ) 249 CT 83NlW5 a ZGU REFS 
CCO00S); HCAIR LSWT 249 3 D F T MMC BOOSTER B3Ntl D 26D REFL 6 0000 FT 
4 MCA .R L$/ 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER 83NIlJ6 0 ou a Z60 REFB 6 ouca F7 
"CODS 249 3 0 FCT M"C BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5 O BUD a z6a 005O XMRP 0 8575 REFLHAIR LSW 

'COODOO) MCAIR L5WT 249 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 53NIIW5VT U z6u 0 UU a UDU YMRF 0 BOLD FT
 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL
BETA I oco $CALL a G300 CAIE 
PAGE 89 
















- 8 - 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 Is18 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CANFLP MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C¢0002> ) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER B3NllW5 0 960 a BUD REFS 9 uOao SO FT 
(CC0005) MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 FCT MMC INKSTER 83N11 a 26G REF- 6 Uroo FT 
(CC00 CA£R LSWT 249 3 D PCT MMC BQQ5-ER B3MllJ6 00bou 0 26D REFB 6 OGLO FT 
CcO'05) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJ6W5 a Dub a 2.0 0 ago XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
(¢COU'a PCAIR LSWT 249 3 U PCT MMC BOOSTER B5NllW6V7 D C.9 a soo, 0 goo YHRP 0 oboo FT 
ZMRF a alao REFL 
BETA G 050 SCALE 0 U300 SCALE 
PAGE 90 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS FOR CONFIGURATION B3N11WSV
 
-I 








a 3 -0 a 1 0 a 0 1 0_ 2 0 4 0 5 0 _0 9 2 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
51 POL ELEVCW PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 0 000 HACM 1 26U RFJTFO I cou ReFs 9 OU00 so FT 
00P AILRO u bOO RUDOER a o0 REFL 6 bb00 FT
oREFB 6 'Doo FT 
ri XNRP a 8575 FTon, YH UU69 REFL
 
ZRP 0 0100 REFI 
DATN VCE OIST FOOG SCLE 0 0NTo CALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT 0C ECC0201] PAGE 9TBOOSTER03NIIW5V0 25 MAR 71 
- - -










StHBOL EL"VON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- u 0 260 RrJTPO I Goo ___ACH REFS 9 UDU3 $a FT 
0 01 AILROI 0 000 RUDDER 5 Gor REFL 6 Dolt) FT 
10 0 REFS 6 abgo FT 
0 8575 REFLGXRF
E3 I yg a avo FTOfl YHRP 
ZHRF a 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST COD V4E SCALE 0 0300 CAL9 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5VG (CC0201) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 92 














-40 -8 -6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYIBCb ELEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- O6 HACH 0 26a RfJTFO I uba REFS 9 Dbuo, SQ FT 
0 5OO AILRC4 0 t 0 RUDDER 0 00 REFL 6 0GO FT 
RERB 6 0ou0 FT 
XoMKRF 0 8575 REFL 
FM 2 000 YMRP 001,1) FT 
ZMRP b 0100 REFL 
DATA "lST CODE V*E SCALE 0 U 
¢ALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC ROOSTER B3NIIWSVS (CC02011 25 MAR 71 PAGE 93 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS FOR CONFIGURATION B3NIIWSVS
 








in - 6 6 4 2 a 2 4 6 8 ill 12 14 16 18 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
S MBOL ELEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
U~b so 
b Dan AILRON 0 Gun RUDDER 0 Goo REFL 6 aboo FT 
0COREFB 6 GDQO FT 
Z' CDC 
REFS 9 v FTl CGG MACH 0 26U RFJTPO I Goo 
xM9p 0 $575 RsrL 
[] DDYMRP a Doug FT 
ZHRP 0 DIOU REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 1 0300 -CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11W5VG CCC0201) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 94 










-10 a 6 -4 0 4 6 8 10 12 14 6 la 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYBOL ELEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
 2- 0oD HACH 0 260 RFJTFO I Dun REFS 9 0606 SO FT 
0 000 AILRON 0 006 RUDDER 5 005 REFL 6 9 0b FT 
R00EF 6 ODO FT.o G XHRF 0 8575 REFLEl 2 0 yHRF 0 0000 FT 
ZR 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 O3s SCALE DATA HIST CODE V*E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5VS (CC0201) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 95
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-2ID a 2 4 6 a to 12 14 26 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMSOL ELcVCM FARAOETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
to1000 MACH 0 260 RPJTrO I ou REFS 9O~Cu S FT 
0 cog 
to 060 












20 COD0y"Rp aouvo rT 
ZHRF C 1to REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SAE OG CL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1W5V6 CCC0201) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 96 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS FOR CONFIGURATION B3NIIW5VG
 












-10 a -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 a IQ 2 14 16 18a 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREEPS
 
SYMBOL 	 ELEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
±0 G00 MACH 0 EstU RFJTO I IjUD REFS 9 5L3Ltt SQ FT 
0 000 	 AILRON 0 000 RUDDER 0 bU, REFL £ 00(jO FT 
o DIDoo 	 REFS 6 000D FT 
z 	 XlMRF 0 85t REFLo 20o0, 	 YNR? 0 0000 FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*e SCALE 0 03 " S-ALE 
MCA]R LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 63N11W5V6 CCC0201) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 97 





0 a - 6 -4 - 2 4 6 8 10 1 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5ymBOL ELCVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
la 0 FACH b 26r RPJTP0 I CCU REFS 9 o ub SQ FT 
IVG AILRON 0 DUO RUDDER 0 0 6 REFL 6 Uou~ FT 
REFS 6 UOUb FT 
in ova XM r 0 8575 REFL-
Z Do YMRP a scuo FT 
ZMRP 0 Blau REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0309 S ALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5V6 CCC0201) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 98 



















-5. . 6 L-- a tJ4 a t 4 6 a 1114A .t 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CLEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o - Go0 MACH 0 260 RFJTPO I G0 REFS 9 0$u 50 FT 
0 0OD AILROt b oo RUDDER a Do RSEL 6 DOS Fl 
REFS 6 Daub FTio00,O XMRF 0 6575 RCFL 
20 000 YMRF 0 0000 FT 










MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1W5VS CC0201) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 9 
_____ 












-0 z -00 1 04 __ 5 06 07 O_a 





L CLEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 Goal So PT5au M~ACH 11 26a RJTPO £ c 
GOO A"LRG a 00 RUDDER a 05r REFL 6 ODbO FT 
G66 CWFF aDoREFO 6 UDOO FT 
ODXmRp
IG 0 C FF G U575 REFL 
YRF a0 00 FT 
ZMRP 0 01, REFL 
DATA MIST CODE "E SCALE a 0300 S$CALE 
-CAIRLSWT 249 3 0 PCT MC BOOSTER B3NIW5VGJG CC0202 25 MAR 71 PAGE 100
 




D CD 1 
_-I 
- F 
Eli2 0 AFF C O XA s75 R 
- 20 -1I5 -. 10 5 O05 1 5O 250350 
SYHIOOLo- ELEVI-' ±0 00t NACH pARAIAETt 1 0 260 VALULSFRNC RFJTPO 1g RF09C~ NFRATO F 
A 000 AILRON 0 000 RUD0ER 0 ODE, REFOG6U0 FT 
±0 00 CAUIS6 ObOD FT 
YHR 
ZHRF 
Oa bOuU 0iou FTREFIL 
DATA HZST CODE V SCALE a 05U5 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5V8J8 tCC0202) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 101 
-3 






-41I -8 ~-6 -4 -Z 0 2 4 6 6 10 14 14 16 1S 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK . ALPHA, DEGREES 
;Y$BOL CLEVCN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Gov MACH 0 ?6u RPJ1FO I V00 REFS 9 DOD 50 FT 
0 ALRCfl I DID RUDDER 0 0c0 REFL 6 0O00 FT 
-Co0 CANFLP co 0 REFS 0000 FT 
YARF 0 000A FT 
ZHmR 0 OtbO RZFL 
DATA HIST CODE V4E SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIWSVEJ6 CC0202) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 102 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS FOR CONFIGURATION B3NIIJGW5VS
 
_ _ 4 
0 	 ­
- 04C-	 ­







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0A MAH 26 RJTPO I ago 	 REFS 9 aDo SO Fr
 
0 o,0 AILRON 0 	 Old RUDDER 000 REFL 6 0000 FT 
10cn CNFF uODREFS 6 coon FT 
%MR , 0 $575 FE'L 
YMRF U UODU FTZRP 004 a u-FL
 
SCALE 0 300 CALE
DATA MIST CODE V*E 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5SG (CC0202) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 103
 









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CLEVC. PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 0 bout MACH U 26U RPJTFO I Gou 	 REFS 9 sub, SQ FT 
0 000 AIllRO u Ubb RUDDER 0 out) 	 R EFL 6 oubb FT 
REFS 6 RUUD FT su cou CANFLP u 009 
 xmRr 0 $575 REFL 
YMRF a 0000 FT 
ZHRF 0 " 00 RE L 
DATA HJST CODE V*E 
 SCALE 0 030L SCALE. 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5V6JG CCC0202) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 104
 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS FOR CONFIGURATION B3NIIJGW5VG







-IQ - -4- 2 4 6 a 1a 12 14 16 16 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
WSYHOL ELEV FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1- oo M0ACH u 260 RFJTPO 1 560 REFS 9 0100 SQ FT 
0 00 AILRON a CIO RUDDER a Gua REFL 6 0000 FT 
IQ CAFL 0Go 65 FT 
10 0 CNFP a REFL00XmRP 6575 
YHP a U000 FT 
ZMFP O uloo REFL 
DAA IS C V£SCALE 0 0300 'CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIIW5VGJG CCC0202) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 105 





















-i -o -6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1& 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMPOL ELCVO4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10 Goo MACH 0 260 RFJTPO I o0b REFS 9 o00b 5Q FT 





S 6005 CAELp 0 DUD XMRF 0 8575 REFL, 
YNRF a 0000 FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
AATA HIT 2ODP VA 
SCALE 0 0300 -CALE 
ACAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5GJG (CC0202) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 106 











6 4 -2 0 4 6 a 10 2 L4 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CLEVO1N PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATI{ON 
- 0.060 MACH 0 260 RFTPO I oo REFS 9 BUDD >Q FT 
0 GD AILRON 0 Dlau RUDDER bJDob REFL- 6 GOOD FT 
REFB 6 Baca FT 
la Goo CANFLF 0 Goo RP 0 8575 REFL 
yjRF 0 Saab FT 
Z-R 6 0 e10D REFL 
HNbT COE VA AATA C P0H0 DCALE SCALE 0 
14CAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT C BOOSTER B3NAIWLVOJ6 25 MAR 71 PAGE 107
NCC 202) 

ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS FOR CONFIGURATION B3NIIJ6W5V6
 



















a - a 6 
 4 
­ 2 a 2 4 6 a 
-l ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
141 2 1 6 Is iALPHA, DEGREES 
1 0 
0 
SY 4BO E4EVaH 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES
1 00 0 
 MA CH 
 5 260 R 
 TPJ PO o
I co 

a ova REF ERENC I NFORVATION
AlLRON 5 o, RUEDDE RE Fs








 a a'oO~ 
 T
ZMRF 
 0 0100 REFL
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllW5VGJG 
 CCC0202) 




ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS FOR CONFIGURATION B3NIIW5V7
 

















-03 -02 01 0a t 02 03 04 05 06 07 0a 09 10 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
SY.O0L ELEVU 'ARAMERIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOROATXON 
-- 050 HACH 0 360 RJTPO i 000 RFS 9 .00 $Q0 VT 
0 Gon AILRc 0 OGO RUDDER o our REFL 6 bbO FT 
REFS 6 0000 FT
 0 0 000 XHRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 000 FT 
ZNRF 0 OiO0 REFL 
SCALE v 0300 SCALE 
DATA MIST COCE V*E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIWSV7 tCC0203] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 109
 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS FOR CONFIGURATION B3NIIW5V7
 






-- 5 -in - 05 Do 05 IS 15 20 25 30 5 4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
SYMBOL ELEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ic1000 MACH 0 260 RIJTFO I DUO REFS 9 buou so FT 
C OG AILRON 0 ua RUDDER a CCU REFL 6 0500D FT 
0 BDQREFS 6 U000 FT 
10DOXMRF a 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 Douo FT 
ZHRP I slap REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALEDATA MIST CODE V*F 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIW5V7 (CC0203) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 110
 





-10 a 6 -4 --2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 IS Is 2; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL E LEVC" FARAHFTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORtHATION 
-10 060 MACH b 260 RPJTFO 1 000 REFS 9 ouOa SO FT 
0 000 AILRON u Uou RUDDER 0 OD REFL 6 Ouou FT 
REFS oaOU FT1000G XmRF .6 6515 REFL 
YMRP , DODO FT 
ZHRF a 0109 RErL 
DATA HIST CODE V E SCALC 00O0 'CALE
 














10 0 l 6 e 4 r 0r 
 2t 4l 10e 1r2 14 16e 1 6l 20,it 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYHB04 ELEVCNI PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Du5 MACH u 26D RFJTPD I DOD REFS 9 000 SQ FT 
Sao AILRON u 055 RUDDER 0 Goo REFL Goa0 FT 
000o REFS 10000 FT 
XHRP a 57S RErL 
Y'RF 0000 FT 
DATA MIST CODE V#E SCA E 10300 -CALE
 
'ICAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllWSV7 (CC0203) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 112 
__ 










L i20 ' i # PIL - 111 1 1P 1~ 1J 1p 1 1 I 1P Y l 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL/t EAEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-­10 000 HACH 0 260 RPJTPO I coo REFS 9 DOUG SQ FT 
II Goo A I R CN OD D R U D D E R u 0 0 0 E F D 6 0 O UD F T 
10 000 XMRF . .575 REFL 
YMRP a U.00 Fr 
Z'RFP 0006 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V CL 0z CL 
0CAIRLSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIW5V7 (CC0203) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 113 
-- -






- a _2 4 6 a 10 ia 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
S-MBOL ELEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
--0 00 MACH v 260 RFJTrO 1 UDD 
 REFS 9 00 SO FT 
0 000 AILRON 0 000 RUDDER 0 Boo REFL 96 OOORtFo 
 oOG  
 FT
 
1 0 D DXMR 
 P 0 8 575 REFL 
Y'RP 0 Goo, FT 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
DAA I5 OD VESCALE 
 D 0300 ,CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11W5V7 (CC0203) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 114 




















-10 a 6 -4 - u z 4 6 8 111 12 14 is Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 	 ELEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
lu 000 MACH a 26, RPJTFO i ollb REFS 9 0O06 so FT 
0 IOG A1ILRON b RUDDER 0 OUG REFL 6 Dava FT 
10 Goo REFS 6 0000 FT 
XHRP 0 $575 REFU 
Y-R0 0 ago_ FT 
ZMRF a a1uo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE VIE SCALE u 0300 CALE 
MCAIR 	LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIlW5V7 CCC0203) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 115 
---









- - 6 - 4 0 2 4 6 a 10 lz 14 16 18 zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
EERENCE INFORMATION 
- 1 0 o o A H D 2 6 0 RP J T F O I 5 OD 
S OL LVON PARAMTRC VALUES 
R E F S 9 6 0b 6 SQ F T 
REFL 6 VOOD FT 0 0 0 A LR ON 0 Doh RUDDER 0 000 
REF5 6 ODOR FT 
. 0 555 RE FLHR p
G~ 

ymRp a 0100, FT 
CAL E 0 3b o -ALE 
DATA HIST CODE YE 

HC6IR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MC BOOSTER B3NlIWSV7 CCC0203) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 116 




















-10 -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVON PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERECE IFORtIATION 
a Du HACH a 260 RPITPO 1 000 REFS 9 U600 Q FT 
ID 000 A1LRON u 00 RUDDER 0 000 REFL 6000 FT 
REFS 6 000 FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0001, FT 
ZHRP 0 0I1SO REFL 
CATA HIT CODE V*E*A SCALE 0 0300 'CALE 
rICAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5V7 CEC0203) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 117 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS SIDESLIP ANGLES
 









-4 a 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 2O 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
S-MBOL 5ETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a MACH 26U I REFS 50Oo $ FT000b 0 RPJTPO DO 94 00 ELEVON 0 u's AILRON 0 Dog REFL 6 o__ FT 
REFa 6 DODD FT 
6005 CANFLP 0 Duo XMRP a 8575 R rL 
. 'Do YMRP a DOUG FT 
ZHRP o 6100 R6FL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI S CALE U3D a 
.0DODD 

, , ALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIJ6W5 [COI03) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 118 
06 










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Y MB O L  

S 5CTA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a0 00 MACN 0 ZGo RFJTPO 1 uo REFS 9 ouuu 5Q FT 
4 000 CLEVON u Uou AILRON 0 Go, RFFL 6 U0Gb FT 
6 o CANFLP 0 Goo REFS 6 00SU PT 







G0060 ZMRF a 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*61 SCALE 0 0300 SALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5 CDC01031 25 MAR 71 PAGE 119 












t0 - - 4 -2 0 2 4 S 8 10 12 14 16 it 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S-HS&L BETA FARAKETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOgMATION 
0 ACH 0 260 RFJTFO I DO REFS 9 0oo SQ FT 
. boo ELEVON a QuO AILRON 0 000 REFL 6 1,000 FT
 
REFB 6 0000 Fr
6 000 CA FS 0 0,000 	 XIRP 0 8575 REFL
a 000 	 YH F a avo FT 
10 000 	 ZmRP 0 00 REFL
 
SCALE 0 0300 CALE
 DATA HIST COVE V*EI 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1J2W5 CDC0103) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 120
 





- - 8 - 6 4 6 a in l4 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Sy.SOL OCTA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a Cou MACH 0 260 RFJ TFO I coo R Fa 9 aoob Sa FT 
4 010 ELEVON 0 000 AILRON a goo REFL 6 Goo FT 
-HRP 6 0 AFF 0GoREF8 U6 090085 5 FTCF­
a 060 YHRP 0 111. FT 
1A L ATRA , Ai zOF REFL 
DATA MIST CL V*I SCALE U 030U S-ALE 
lCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5 CDCO103) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 121
 














- a 6 -4 4 6 a to 1 14 16 to zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYHBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o u MACH b 260 RFJTIO I DUO REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 
4 OD E 0 000 0 su0 REFL 6 001, FTLEVON AILRON 
00XCAMEL; 0 000 X5 , UU0 FT6 u AFF a00REFB 6 REFL 
6 RF 6 000 FT 
to G00 ZCRP 0 1l,3 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI SCALE 0 300 CA LE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MIC BOOSTER 83N11JW5 CDC0103) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 122 








o - --- _ _ _ 
CJU­
-10 - 6 _ _ 4 2 4 19 14 16 is go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SrMBOL BETA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a0 MACH 0.26U rJTp0 L JUL REFS 9 0Duo SO FT 
4 050 ELEVON 0 G0 AILRON 0 00 REFL 6 0000 FT 
6 06 C4NFLP 000 REFO a6 0000 R~rLXMRr 8576 FT
 
S 0O0 
 YHRP 0 COOu FT
 
D 000 ZMRP 0 0100 REFL
 
DATA IST CODE V0E 0CA(E 0 030 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5 COC0103) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 123 



















1t0 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 a 1 4 6 a 111 12 14 is is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a coo MACH 0 26U rPJTPO 1 000 REFS 9 DODD SQ FT 
4 000 5LEVCV a Duo AILRON 0 Ou" REFL &6OulD FT 
. O AF? 000REFS 6 0ooo FT 
8 00 o CNFP Da R'VLFITOOXMRF YHRP 8575ODD 

-ja -O - ZRF 0 010 REFL
 
COOE VAEI AATA
NIST KCALE 030 SCALE
 
CCAIR 3NIIJGW5 CCOI03) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 124
LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS SIDESLIP ANGLES
 









W 2 0 6 a 1t 4 6 8 2 
Ij - ~ - 6 - - O Z 4 6 8 1 4 1 8
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
B O L 

s M BETA FARAHETRIC VALUES 
 EEEC NOHTO
 
Va.O HACH 0 Z6O RpJTFO 1 BU EERNEIFOMTO 
0GO L ON 000REFS 9 Dr SQ FT00LVN 0D AILRON G 056 REFL 6 0DOD FT 
6 GOO CAF4F 0 ODD RUDDER 0 000 REFS 6 DODO FT 
a GOD XNRF 6 8575 REFL
1rZHRF 10coYHRF 
 DOOlo FT
a  REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI 
 $CP LE 0 0300 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER EB3NIIJ6WSVG CDC0I04) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 125 

















- 12 ___ 
- 16 
6 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ZThBOL BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 000 MACH 0 260 RFJTFO Oo1.0000 REFS 9 FT 
4 000 "EVON 0 000 AILRON I 000 REFLREFD 6 0o016 DODO FTFT 
6 00 CANFIP a 0o
,XN OGYRP RUDDER a Dn XHRp 0 85750 5575 REFRE'L 











MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC ROOSTER R3NIIJGWSVG COC 1O4) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 126
 
















-0 -e -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 ±4 16 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
5MBOL BETA 
0 GOD MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES a 260 RP TFO I coo REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 9 nou SQ FT 
. no. EL VON O'D AILRON a Duo REFL f Doa FI 
6 oo00XHRF CANFLP 0 Goo RUDDER u so, REFS Don 575 FT REFL 
0 YMRF a oan FT 
lo DOG ZHRr 0Olo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI SCALE 0usu -CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JSW5VG CDCO04) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 127 






4 4 1 8 1 1 s 2 114 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
pa M 0 26 R-jTPO I coo REFS FT
 
2 
ACH 9 agaa 
4 000 ELEVON 0 bOO AILRON Dug 6 DODDa PT REFL 

Goo CANFLF BCCC RUDDER u coo REFS 005575 FT

XMRP 0 S575 REFL 
06Y 'RP 0 ODou FT 
to coo ZMRP b OSUO REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJBW5VG (DCO104) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 128
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS SIDESLIP ANGLES
 
I *1 

















-1O --6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMIATION 
2 02 0 MACH ELEVON (I 6Be RFITFO tj 00 AIRON 
C' CNLF0000  RDE 
















00 YNRF 0 0000 FT 
o oI DAA OV VE ZMRF 0 0±00 REFL 
AT HI C # SCALE 0 0300 eCALE 
H1CAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1J6W5VS C0C0104) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 123
 













___4___ 1 lzo0 0 8 a 14I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREFS
 
SYMIOL BETA PARAMETR1C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















6 ODOa 857? 
FT 
FTREFL 
a DO YHRP u vaOO FT 
ISDo ZHRPF uWOO RCFL 
DATA MIST COOL v*El SCALE O 0500 S-ALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5VG CDC0104) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 130
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS SIDESLIP ANGLES













Sic 6 4 2 a 2 4 6 8 10 ja 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYVBOL SETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 00o MACH 0 260 RFJTFO i o0 REFS 9 0o SO FT 
4 000 ELEVtN 0 300 AILRON 0 D0 REFL 600DD FT 
6 000 
a 0oo 













DATA MIST CODE V*EI 
ZMRFSCALE 00 O000300 RZFLS ALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5VG COI04) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 131
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS SIDESLIP ANGLES
 
I- I - j - - jF - - ­
- - - - F - - I - I--r-----­







-0 - -0 4 2 24 6 a l0 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE O- ATTACKS ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO0L BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 56 ACH 0 260 RFJTFO 1 000 REFS 9 00-11 $0 FT 
.GoELEVON Ii 000 AILRON 0 000 ANGCAL ATTAK REFL 6aF0000 FT'LPAADELEE 
DO CANFLF 0 000 RUDDER - 10 O00 XXRF 0 8575 REFL000 
DATA BSOCODET VAEI SCAE 0 0300R ALE 
Du I BUD0 FT 
MCALR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3N1IJ6W5VB C010O) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 132
 










-,a 6 --4 z 0 0 4 6 8 LD 22 14 16 10 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
sypa"L BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
DO MACH a 260 RFJFO 1 Goo REFS I oobu Be rT 
.0 Goo ELEVON D ODD5 AILRON C Goo REFL 6 0000 FT 
a Go CANFLF 0 BUD RUDDER - 15 GOO XRF 6 0,570 RF 
1X05 ERF 0 8 T5 REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V E, SCALZ 0 b30U SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJSW5VB CDO105) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 133
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS SIDESLIP ANGLES
 












-10 -O@-4 0 4 6 8 10 12 14. 16 18 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DJEGREES
 
SYN8OL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 0 MACN 0 260 RFJTPO I gUD REFS 9 ULDO $0 Fr
 
E0O 0 hOD AILRON 0 b 6 DOLJL FT
LEVON REFL 

000 CANFL; U Ot, RUDER - ID 'jotR 0 3575 REFL
 
iD 000 MP 0 0O 
DATA MNST CODE VA A SCLE 0 030, CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 243 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJW5VG COCOl05) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 134
 




- --6 - 4 - 0 2: 4 6 a 10 iz 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
V BUD0 MACH 0 Z60 RPJTFO I oSb REFS 9 UODU SQ FT 
4NoGG ELEVON 0 uo AILRON u BUR RFL 6 000 Fr 
0 000 REFS $575
6 600 CANFLP RUDDER - 10 DOU X0RP 06 DOOR FTRErL 
d0ova YHR aDaoo FT 
10 Poo ZMRP 0 oluu REFLDATA MIST CODE V*EI SCALE u U300 bcALE 




r I-,-r*l = * J r r J* r- ,-r r r rLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS SIDESLIP ANGLES 
-, ,-y 


















 a 2 
 4 
 6 






syvaOL OETA ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREESPARAMETRIC VALUES0 o o MDACH O0 26n RFJTFO I Oue REFERENCE INFORMATION4 000 EL V U u AILRON REFS 9 all,0 000 SQ FT 










YHRF0 o A II M1 5 T a 0009 FTCODE V* C l ZHR P a 0109 REFL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIITGW5VG SCA E O 30U CA LECDCO105) 





















-1o -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0o MACH V 260 RPJTPO i 00 REFS 9 0000 50 FT 
4 000 ELEVON 0 00 AILRON a D0 REFLREFS 6 0000 FT0 0000 rT 
SDOD CANFLF 0 DOD RUDDER -Q 1 OU XNRF 0 8575 REFL 
0 000 Ywr 0 000D FT 
Z$RF 0 O100 REF 




DATA MIST CODE V*9x 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJSW5V6 COCOI05) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 137 
___ _ ___ _ _ 

















-i0 - -6 4 2 0 2 4 0 a 10 le 14 is is go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SY OOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 00 MACH s 26U RPJTFO I DUO REFS 9 Obn S0 FT 
4 010 ELEVON 0 00 AILRON 0 0o REFL 6 0000 FT 
Do CANFLF 0 0o0 RUDDER - lb bOU REFSXMRP 6a oo0DS575 FTREFL 
as YMRF 0 OODO FT 
50 00 ZMRF 0 01so REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*cI SCAE b 0300 S-ALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JGWSVG COCOI05) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 138
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS SIDESLIP ANGLES
 
o -r--1l rr-- n-r , .r--,-r- , ,rr--r- rr-r- ,-rr-rfrrl1f,,r-rrj 
-4 
6 
a 6 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL OCTA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 coo MACH 0 260 RFJTFO I Dug REFS 9 ab D S FT 
4 000 ELEVON 0 ODD AILRON 1LU D NFL G 000 FT 
REFS 0000 FT
 
6 00 CANFLF 0 Duo RUDDER a Dbo XMRP 0 575 REFL 
a Una YMRP U 000 FT 
1QDD RE 0alo REFL
DATA IST COE VEI CALE 0 3 0 S ALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5V6 CGC010G) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 139 












10 - - 4 2 2 4 6 a 81 12 14 6 1$ 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BCTA PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFEENCE INFORMATION 
0 00. MAC 0 60 RpJTFQ I Dun REF5 	 9 uDa SO FT 
4000 	 ELEVON 0 U0 AILRO 10 0O0 RCFL 6 0000 FT 
6 057a FOno0 CANFLp 0Do RUDDER a 000R 
S 000 YMRF 0 000 FT 
.0 Do 0RF Slav RFFL 
SCALE 0 050 5 LE DATA MIST CODE VSEI 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J6W5V6 COCOIQ6) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 40
 











to - a -- -- --2-- - 2-4 - 4 6 a i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 BCD MACH 0 Z60 RPJTFO I voo REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 
0 4 006REFS CLEVON 0 Soo AILRON Lo 00, REFL 66 aba0 10TFT 









DATA MIST CODE V*EI SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J6W5V6 CDO106) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 141
 












- -.i . . . . . p'1 S . . a 2 
-10 -O -6 4 2 a 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 1$ 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNSC4 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
u GOO MACH 0 260 RPJTPO oo 9 GOOD FT
I 00 REFS 

4 000 ELEVON 0 Goo AILRON t0 Dug 
 REFL 6 010 F' 
R 0 575 REFL
6000 CANFLF 0 000 RUDDER a 00 
000oo c 0 OOD FT 
10 000 ZMRF 0 1100 REFL 
5 AL 0 0300 CALEDATA HIST CODE V*EI 

-CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJSW5VG COCOlOG) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 142
 




- 04 14 j I 
LL 02 
6 8 10 12 14 16 10 £0
 1 -6 -4 -a a 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SYMSOL SETA REES 9 O00 Sel FPARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 aso RPJIFO 1 000
1.000 MAC l 
 REEL 0 0000 FT




4000 ELEVOM2 5 RF
 
VT
00 CANFLP 0 000 RUDDER 0 





±0 000 SCALE 0 05.1 StALE 
DATA MIST COVE V$EI 
ZMR? 0 0100 

MCAIR LSWT 248 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JBWS COCOIOB) 25 MAR 7] PAGE 
143
 













- a1 6 4 -z 0 z 4 0 a 10 1? 14 10 ISa 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a MACH 2Gb RPJTCO I Oo REFS 9 DO 50 FT 
4 GO0 ELEVON u 000 AILRON t bOO REFL 6 0000 F' 
000 CANFLF a 000 RUDDER 0 Obj RMNF 0 $575 REFL 
8 oo YMRP U DODD FT 
'0 cog 







tCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6WSVS C0CO106) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 144
 













I--0z 10 - -G - 4 - - - __ _ __1__4_618 2 
04 
-US 
ANL OFATCO LH, ERE RU.- 000 F 
4ODD CAEVOP 6 Go ILO 1b ob REELR 6HRDaub RF 
a 000 YHRP 0 OODO FT 
10 coo ZHwP a 10BIO EFL 
DATA MIST CODE V eI SCALE 6 100 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3Nllj6WSVG (OCO1063 25 MAR 71 PAGE 145 







-	 /___ - __ __ 
4 
S - 2 
-J1
LI­
a 4 6 a 10 12 14 is is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0000 MACH 0 260 RFaTPO i ojO REFS 9 Oul0 Q FT 
4 000 ELEVON - o0o0 AILRON D ouo 	 REFL 6 P0OG FT 
REFS 5 DOUG FT 6 00 CANFLp 0 00u RUDDER -	 XHRP 0 575 REFL 
8 DIG Y 'RF a 0000 FT 
10 Goa ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI SCALE 0 030G CALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJSW5V6 CDC0107) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 146
 





















.10~~~~~~A~± . .-.­.4--i-.JI--4 .J-- .­ .. t. . J- C A L~I J~l. I -- - ~ . A A­
-10 -a -6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 iz 14 16 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




















DATA MIST CODE V*El SCALE 0 0300 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6WSV6 COC0107) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 147
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS SIDESLIP ANGLES
 










Z10 a 6 4 2 z 4 6 10 i 14 L6 16 208K 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ODD MACH a 260 RJTFO I coo REFS 0000U $0 FT 
4 000 ELEVON 10 000 AILRON c obC- REFL 6 OOuu FT
 
0 6 00 CANLF 0 0 RUDDER -IR 000 FT
 
5 ODo ZMRP OILJl REFL 
SCALE 6 05O0 SCALE DATA MIST CODE V#EI 












_ L_._._ ..... .

-0 -8 -6 4 -a 0 2 4 6 a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. CEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
: HACH RrJTFO I ODDG00 0 260 

4 OD ELEVC*N - 1D O00 AILRON u D00 







DATA HIST CODE VElI 











REFS 9 00OD SO FT
 
REFL 9 OObL FTREFS 6 DODO FT 
XMRF 8575 F 
YHRF 0 0000 Ff
 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL
 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
 
REFO 60 00 0 REFL 
25 MAR 71 PAGE 149
 















-10 8 - 6 1-4 12 .. a 10 iz 1 4 ... 16 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I FORMATIONw 000 MACH 0 250 RPJTO I son REFS 9 uob_ S FT 
4U.GOO- - ELSVCNANEF - lOGG RUDDER a Boo REFL 6 bUO FT 
RF 5 8575 REFL 
u 1- - Do, AILRON ZUGREFS GOOD
00D GOO UDR 0DDX Y- P 0 FT
DC AFP O D 
0 NGL ALOPO ZHROF REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V LE S SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT M C BOOSTER B3NI0J6WSV6 CO07] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 150
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS SIDESLIP ANGLES


















-o a 10 2 4 1 i 2
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA-ION 
0 GOO MACH 0 260 RFJTPO 1 05 REFS 9 0000 Se FT 
I 0 0 10 000 R 0 0 FTLVON AIRO - REFL 6 0006 
SDREFL 6 cong FT 
S000 CANFLF I 000 RUDDER 10 LOj XHRPF 8575 RErL 
a0 0 ytRP 0 0100 FT
 
10 Goo ZCR F 0 oloo PEFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALEDATA HIST CODE V*EI 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JGW5V6 COCO107) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 151
 






















a-1 a-S - 6 --4 a- a 4 6 a I0 12 14 16 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 G MACH a 26U RFJIPO I DUO REFS 9 Cava SO VT 
A Goo ELEVON -10 DOD AILRON 0 Oull ReFL 0 D G,0 FT 
6 DOD 









a' ATA MIST CODE V*ZL SMALE Uo 3 b 00 ALC 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIIJSW5VG COCO107] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 152
 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 
7 r 
10 - 44 6 a to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
9 0 5 0! A C H 6 60 R J T O I D o c R FS 9 D v Q F 
a 00 RhFL 5 Oulu FT 
REFB 6 Dous FT 
XHRP 0 $575 REFL 
Y"RF a Paco FT 
ZmfiP a Otto REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V#E SCALE D 13co SCALE 
LCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NII CCCO1O1) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 153
 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 
14 I C,-- -r-r-r-- -r- -r r***r trri ,r rrC c lii--­










 ------- r 
0 1 6 4 2 0 a 4 	 6 _ ?1_ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR~tTION 
0 00D MACH 0 260 RPJTFO I coo REFS 9oubl SQ FT 
S005 	 REFL 6soo0 FT 
REFB 6 UG0 FT 




DATA MIST CODE V*E 	 SLALE 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NII LCCOIOI] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 154
 















-05 	 ___ _ 
-10 	 ____ ____ 
2 Z -10 - 8 - s 4 - 2 0 A 	 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFFA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 o MACH 0 260 RPJTPO I oo 	 REFS 9 0bo S FT 
6 oo 	 REFIL 6 0000 FT 
REFS 6 bmOO FT 
XHRF 0 8575 RE L 
YHRF 0 0000 FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 EFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
DATA MIST CODE V*E 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1I CCCO1OI) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 155
 










12 -10 6 4 -2 a 2 4 610 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INrORMAION
 
0 MOD 0 260 RPJTPo 1 D00 REFS 9 OObo SO FT
200 ACH 
 REFL 6 0000 FT
 
REFL 6 0000 FT
XMRF 1 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0605O FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL
 
OATA $18? COE V8E SCALE 0 0303 oCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1I CCC0101 25 MAR 71 PAGE 15G
 










2 -10 -0 01 6 OI 29-4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA DEGREES
 
SYMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHA11O0 
0 Co AC " 0 60 RPJTP 0 I O00 9 ODO S FTREF S o 

REFL 6 ODD FT 
REFB 6 000 FT 
XMRP G657 5 Rg'L 
YMEFP 000, Fl 
ZMRP 0160 R6FL 






MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83N11 [CCO1O]) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 157 















-0z -_____ 6 4 a 2 4_a_10_1_ 
-LIP SID ANLE BEADGRE
 
- 08 _____ 
- 10 __________
 
12 -10 -8 - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SY.0OL ALIA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 000 MACH 0 26C RFJTFO I Due REFS 9 0I00 SQ FT 
cOo REFL 6 0000 FTREFS 6 000 0 FT 
XHRP 0 057S REVL 
YMRF 0 , O0 FT 
ZMRF V 0,u REFL 
SCALE 0 0600 S ALE
DATA IST CODE V*E 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NII CCCO101) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 158
 

















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 000 MACH a 2!60 RPJTFO I coo REFS 9 O0005 50 FT 
a Goo REFL 6 BUBB rT 
REFS 6 O00" FT 
XKR F 0 8575 REFL 
YKRF 0 COU~ FT 
ZMRp 0 OLUO REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SAE 0OO CL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1I CCCO1OI] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 159 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE 
7 
















IEF __ _ ODIN) FT__ 
SIDEANGLE 
DATA SISTCODE VSE 






























Ld - 4 
" 6 






-12 -1 6 -4 a a 4 	 6 8 10 L2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAIION 
0 0go MACH 0 260 RFJTpO ± a00 REFS 9 00 SC FT 
a 100 CANFLP 0 000 	 REFL 6 0000 FT 
REFS 6 0000 FT 
XMRF 0 -575 -EFL 
YOtRF 0 0000 FT 
ZRP 0 000 -EFL 
SCALE a 000 SCALEDATA MIST CODE V*E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIJS CCCO102) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 1GI
 
L 












S1 10 a4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYHBOO ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFGRMA ION 
0 ODO MACH 9 965 RPJTFC, I Cu REFS 9 DODD $0 FT 
8 Ion CANFLF a ova REFL 6 OUGG FT 
REFB 6G OOD FT 
XHRP 0 8575 RE L 
YHRP 0 0000 FT 
ZHRr 00alo EFL 
DATA H15T CODE V*E SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOO0STER B3NlIJG CCCO]02) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 162 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 
0 
. 1 -l--- -1 - -r- - - --- 4 6 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
S-H5OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6 go MACH a ZOO RPJTPO I Dou, REFS 9 ODO SO FT 
&100 CANFLP 0 000 REFL 6 DOUG FT REFS 6 0000 FT
 
X0RP 0 8575 REFl-
YHRPr a Do FT 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V E 
 SCALE a O00 ICAL9 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT NMC BOOSTER B3NlIJ6 CCCO102) 25 MAR 7L PAGE 163
 
THE 	VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 











- IS 	t -10 a 6 -4 a a 4 68 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREFES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOFM TION 
0 050a ACH 0 zoo ReJTFO I BUB RErs 9 OUQU SQ FT 
a 100 CANFLr 0 REFIL 6 U000 FTDo 

REFS 6 OBO FT 
XM~ 85Y5 RSFLYRP 0000 FT
 
ZR0 0 DlUD REFL

DATA H151 COVE VSE 
 SIALE 0 030U SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 93NlJG [CC102) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 1G4
 




















12 ' to 4, i i * ,,, 4, so, IS 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALfHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 00 MACH 0 260 RPJTFO I 050 REFS 9 a001 SG FT 
a 100 CANFLF 0 000 REFLREFS 5 outo6 CUOU FT FT 
XMRP
YHRF 
0 05'50 OOUD RSFLFT 
ZHRF 0 010' REFL 
CATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 
0 0300 'CALE 
NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JG CCC0102) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 165 





S 02 "_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Lix Ol 
G) 
< -Oz _ 
m 
-03 ____ ___ _ 
-04 _ _ __ _ _ 
-. 0512 -10 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
000 MACH 0 260 RPJPO ± 000 REFS 9 ObO0 SQ FT 
8 102 ? Ao FLo a coo REFL 6 000 FT 
REFB 6 000 FT 
IMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 O0 FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALEDATA MIST CODE V4E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1IJG CCCO102) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 166
 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 
r-4 









-12 -to 8 - 4 - 0 4 6 a 10 19 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 HACH 0 260 RpJTFO I bOo REFS 9 ObOv SQ FT 
4 50 ELEVON 0 Do AXLRON Soo REFL 0 SS PF 
6 30D CANFLP 0 oo REFSXHRP 6 00 D0 $575 FTREFL 
8400 YMRP a OUDO FT 
R 0inSo ZHRP 0 SLOG REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0300 CALE 
rCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5 CCCO103) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 167 













LL - 0406 
- 14 
az -19 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8a 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
syms , ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM$ATION 
v IUD MACH v 260 RPJTFO I ouu REFS 9 0000 SO FT 
4 3UU SLEVON 000P AIlRON U DUO REFL 6 OUDO VT 
REFS 6 0 O9a FT6 300 CANFLF C 006 
 XNRP , 8575 REFL 
6 400 YHRP a OUO FT 
1C Soo ZHRPE 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE , 300 'CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5 (CCC0103] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 168
 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 













e -to -8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 0 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 IOD 
















REFB & Goal FT 
630640 CANFLP 5 Goo0 XMRPRP a 85750a5BU REFLFT 
10 500 A ZCRP 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*CE30 SCALE a SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MC BOOSTER 83NIIJ6W5 (CC0103) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 169 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 
6 
S - -to a 6 4 2 2 4 6 a to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
S-MBOL ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IMFORMATION 
0 OG MACH 0 260 RFJTPO 1 fou REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 
4 306 ELEVON a co AIltRO 0 BD REFL 6 Doug FT 
5 00 C"I? UBDREFB 6 0000 FT 50b CNLPDXHRP 0 8576 REFL 
a .00 YMRP 0 COUb Fr 
o 500 ZHRP I B B REFL 
DATA IST CODE V SCALE 0300 CALEF 
CAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT C BOOSTER B3NIIJSW5 CC0103] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 170
 
__ _ _ __ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 
r-t--r
1 ~r--0rrr - -r-.- -,r-- rrr--r--r-rr--,r--rr-- --------- 4

' _+I_, + _ _~~l _ __ _l _ _+l







LL 0 4 
_ _ 
SIESI AE. BEA DEGREESf
 




00 CANF__ GOO__ 
____ 
_____855_E 
4 6 8 10 It1 2 - 0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYHBO ALPHIA PARAMIETRIC VALUES 

REF S 9 0000 $0 FT
0 A H 0 6 0 R JT O ± 00 0 

R F 08F T
4 0 LE V O X D A L R O N C L O 
 6 0000O FT
o ooREFO 
HP 0 b F
 8 400
B 
SCALE 0 9300 SCALE
DATA MIST CODE V*E 





























-12 -10 -8 -6 4 -2 
 0 2 
 4 6 
 8 10 1?
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMOOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 1GO MACH a 26b RFJTFO I Goo REFS 9 Doa S FT 
4 30 ELEVON 0 DbO AILRON 0 boo REFL 6 DDO FT 
REFa 6 001, FT6 30, CANFLF 0 000 a s55 REFL6XNRF
4013 YMRP 90 010 FT
 
to Soo ZHRF 0 0100 REFL
 
DATA MIST CODE V*E
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1IJRW5 CCC0103) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 172
 
____ 















0 40A__ 1a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







AILRON a Do REFL 
REF5 
X-RP 





[ 6 400 YHRP a 0000 FT 
10 Soo ZMRF a alOu REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE a 050b ICALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5 (CCC0103) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 173 





12 -10 -O -6 --4 -- 2 0 2 4 6 2 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SVNSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERECE INFORMATION
 
± HACH 0 26 PFPJTFO I 00 REFS 9 000 SO FT
IO 
 0 LEO 0 000 AILRON 0 000 REFL. 6 0000 FT
REFS 6 0000 FT 
0 6 450 CANFL 0 Duo RUDDER a abo XMRP 0 $575 RCFI, 
[ , 400 YMRf 0 DODO Fr 
I* So ZERP 0 0100 REFL 
SCAL
DATA MIST CODE V*E 


















z z - a 6 4 2 0 4 6 a so 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
- too MACH 0 260 RPJTPO REFERENCE INFOR14ATIONI oo REFS 9 o___ 5o FT 
A 36, 5LEVON a coo AILRCN 6 LOG REFL 6 0UbL FT 
6 400 CANFLP 0 000 RUDDER U ob REFB 6 6000 FT XHRF 0 8575 REFL6400 
 YHRP 0 DOUG FT 
10 50C ZHRP a aloo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE a 05GO SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5VG (CCO104) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 175
 
5 








SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF6RMATION 
a Igo MACH 0 26U RPJTP0 L U50 REFS 9 GOOD SO FT 
4 3VG CLEVCN 0 Goo AILRON a000O REFLREFS 6 Guob6 DOUG FTFT 
, 6 400 CANFLF a DUD RUDDER a coo XHRP 0 8575 RET4 
.6 40010 5  
yHRp





HIST CODE vI SATA A GL300 BCAEE SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJW5V6 CCCOI04) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 17
 







-11-1 -8 -6 -4 - 2 a 4 6 a In lz 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERECE INFRMATION 
a L50 MACH a 260 9PJTPO I OUG REFS 9 Vona SQ FT 
4 3 D ELEVON b oo AILRON 0 DUV REML 6 obb FT 
6 0C C~nUDE Dn UUREPO 0 6000 FT 40 CNFPUCER 00 0 bbXMRP 0 8575 REFL 
a 406 YH P a 0000 FT 
10 Soo ZMRF 0 UiUO R5VL 
DATA hIST CODE V*E SCALE a 03b9 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5VG ECC0104) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 177 














12 -10 8 6 4 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYNSOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 100 MACH 0 260 RPJTFO I 000 REFS 9 Uotj $0 FT 
REFL 0001 FT 
REFB 6 D0o FT 
4 300 ELEVOk 0 Du AILRON u *00 
$ 400 CANFLF C 000 RUDER U 005 XMRF 0 6575 REFL 
8 A YMRP 0 00O0 FI 
10 Soo ZNRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 030o SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJSW5VS CCCO104) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 178
 








II P 111 -4 - 0 a 4 to 190O 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SIHSOL ALPHA FARAMEiRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 IUD MACH 0 260 RFJTPO I ug REFS 9 0000 SO FT 
43ft ELEVON 0 Dob AILRON rl goo R5FL 6 DDou FT 
60U00 CMFF RODR 00REFS 6 DODO F T 4000CNFP UDER 05XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
[ 0 40G ¥HRF a co0a FT 
6 500 ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE a 0300 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5VG CCCO104) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 179
 















012= 1 4 -2 0 4 6 a 10 IS 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
S-MBOL A PHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 IGO MACH b 260 RFJTFO 1 600 REFS 9 GOO 59 FT 
300 -LVN 0 ou -AI- 4 o 4OOD REFL 6 FT 
REFS 9 0o0 FT 
O 400 CANFLP 0 000 RUDDER 001 XRF b575 FL000 
8 400 YMRP 0 0000 FT 
D050 ZNRF 0 0ls0 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0300 'CALC 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT l*C BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5V6 CCC0104) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 180 









SY O 	 ALH PAAETI VAUSRFRNC"NOMTO 
-t 	 f ____ _ __t t l i I iI l 	 I P 

IZ -10 -8 -6 - 4 -0 	 2 4 6 8 10 1?
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMSCA. ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
U MACH 0 Zb6 RFJTPQ 1 1*D REFS 9 OD00 S FT
 
4 300 	 ELCVON 0 u*U AILRON U 1,0( REFL 6 001O FT 
CANFLE 0 DO RUDDER - REFS 6 0o0 RFLFT400 ± 000 XMRP 0 $575 
8 400 YMRP 0ODIN FT 
10 501 	 ZMRP 0 0100 REFL
 
DATA MIST CODE V*E 	 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5V6 tCCO105) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 181
 
08 
















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SyM5CL ALPHA 
0 too HAtH 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 zo grJTPO I Gas 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RErS 9 Goes So FT 
REFL 6 0000 FT 
6406 AFF 005 UDR % ~ XMRF 0 857S REFL 
8 400 YMRF a Does Fl 
10 Sao ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA HiST CODE V*E SCALE ,030 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT M BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5VG (CC0105) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 182
 















0 _ _ --- __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --- - __ _ _ 
10
 
22 -±0 -38 - 6 - 2 0 2 4 6 0 ±o ±2
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA 'ARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 MD Ii260 RFJTPO 1 bba S hjjl FTACH FEFS b ­
42 0 ELEVON 0 000 AILRON 0 000 REFL IOObgj FT
 
400 CANFLP 0 000 RUDDER - 10 bOO RHEF 0000 RF 
[ 540YNRF 0 000 FT 
1050ZNRP 00100 REFL 
DATA HOST CODE V*E $C4LE 0 300 oCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1IJSW5VG CCCOIO5) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 183
 







12 -0a1 a 
_______ z_____ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 10, XACH a 260 RFJTFO I Goo REFS 9 agou Q FT2 0D ELEVON u DUG AILRON 0DUG REFL. 6 GOOD FT 
6 400 CANFLF 0 Goo RUDDER - 10, GOD REFS 6 000, FT
- XMRV G0 85T5 FT8 4O _RP OOD REEL 
10 500 ZMRP 0 alga REELC A L E  

DATA HI T CODE V E S 0 0300 CLE 
ACAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5V6 (CCC0105] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 184 






412 -10 8 6 4 0 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 100 MACH 0 260 RPJTPO $ Duu REFS 9 BUGG SO FT 
4 300 ELEVON 0 Quo AILRON 0 Goo REF 6 0000 FT 
REF6 6 DOUG FT 6 400 CANFLP 0 Got, RUDDER - 10 0001 r 8575 REFL
.IUXMRP

aDYMRP u Ous0a r 
Lo Soo ZoRF a 010, REFL 
SCALE a 03ou SCALEDATA MIST CODE VCrE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V6 (CCO105) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 185
 




















112 -0 -o -6 4 0 2 4 6 a 10 l1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
2 
SYMSO1 ALF"A PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
G 100 MACH G z0I RPJTPO I Db REFS 9 O0D So FT 
A35 CLEVON 0 000 AILRON 0 00n REFL 6 OUbL FT 
ADD CANFLF 0 000 RUDDER - ±0 Dab R 6 DOD0 FT 
00 a 

YHRP a , Vo FT0 
s 50 ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
SChLE 0 0300 CALE DATA DIST CODE V*E 
MCAIR LSWT 248 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGWSVG CCCO105) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 188
 
















012 -40 - 8 - 6 - 4 -Z a 2 4 8 a 1 ta
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
S M5OL At.F$A ARAMETR1C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 lao MACH a Z6O RFITFO 1 000 REFS O0dlb 52 FT
 
REFL 6 0F01 FT
2, : 300 ELEVON I,000 RUDRO - 1000D XNRF 0 8515 REFL 
[REFOD H 6 0000 FT 
SID L P ANGSCALE 0 0300 CALE
 
0 gC Ioo STER J1 (0015 71 187T
LSWTAvgAI24 L RUD - WV 250MR PAGE 

3ICAI LSWT 2A9 3.T PRMTRC VAES REFERENCE O
E 7
 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 
7 















-$2 -W -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 0 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 loo MACH D Z60 R-JTFO I Ob REFS 9 DODO SO FT 
4 300 ELEVON u J0I AILRON 10 00D REFL 6 D00 FT 
6 400 CANFLF u ao RUDDER u ULS REFBXHRP 6 85ug0 8575 FTREFL 
a10 55R RPZHRF 0 0000 a 0100 FTREFL 
DATA HIT CODE V4E SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 

























12 -10 a 6 -4 4 6 810 lz 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 IOU HACH a 260 RFJTFO I Doh REFS 9 SDSC $Q FT 
4 3CO ELEVONI a Sao AILRON 
4D AMLRUDR4 D CAFLUDER 
10 005 
co0D 













i B450 YMRV 0000 FT 
R 0toSo ZMRF 0 0100 'REFL 
DATA MIST CO'DE V*E SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJGW5VG [CC010G) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 189
 













- 05 _____ ____ 
- 10
 
a 2 11 4 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALP9A PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
u IOU MACH 0 ZGU RJTFO I coo REFS 9 0000 $0 FT 
4 00 ELEVON a h00 AILRON le va" REEL 6luou FT 
REFS 0000 FT6 400 CANFLP u Goo RUDDER a cou XmRp 0 6575 Rerl­
a 400 YMRF 0 ou FT 
$0 600 ZCRP 0,0100 REFL
 
ATA~~ H TC[ VESALE a 00 SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 93NIIJ6W5VG (CCC1063 25 MAR 71 PAGE 190
 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 
-J 
.... -4 68In1 
I-

D io MC 626 PJFO IGO RF 9abu so F 
4 300____ ZLVO brs ILON__Dn E__.0bF 
0 m~ SE__ R7-_ 
0 0 LVN bDD ALO 0OORF *~b F 
1ID SLoP ANGLE DEGREESF 0EA
DATA HIDE SLIP ANGLE.ARETA. DEGREES
 
S S I ATIOEANE 0300 

11C I RAC LWO 249 3.0PC JTBOSE B3IJWV CCC16 25F MA 71 ~ PAG 191
 
AMIHT DATAO CODAETI VAE
2CAI 
 LSWT 2AC9 3. 0C 1OSE JWV 5MR PG
RPJTF 000 CCI6 1 9 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 




0... ,I-	 --- ._ _-_-- __ .__ 







2 -10 a 6 4 -	 3 4 68102 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0 101 MACH * 260 RFJTPO I lou __o_ _ REFS 9 so FT 
4 50  ELEVON 0 Duo AILRON 10 nac !EFL 6 Doug FT 
RREF 	 6 0000 FT 
SIDESLIPAG L EA . DEGRE55 RE
 
6 400 0 YARP GOOD FT
 
10 500 	 ZHRP 0 0100 REFL
 
SCALE 0 03GO JCALE
DATA MIST CODE V*S. 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT lMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGWSV6 CCCOIOS) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 192
 













-12 -10 8 6 4 2 0 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 




























$ 400 YHRP u DODD FT 
5a100 ZMRP 0 bloo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0300 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NtIJ6W5V6 (CCO106) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 193
 












C-) 01 ______ _____ 
m 
m 
- 04 ____ _____ _ __ _ _ _____ _ _ _ _ 
-04
 
l2 -10 -a -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 a 10 1? 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 MACH 0 200 RPJTFO I 000 REFS 9 Otu S FT
 
4 300 ELEVON 0 DbO AILRON l om. REFL 6 0O'0 FT
 
REFS 6 0000 FT
400 CANFLP 0 oXoR RUDDER 0u 
 XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
400 YMARP a 0000 FT 
ZMRP 0 aIoo REFLDSlSCALE 
 0 04001 SCALE
DATA MIST CODE V*E
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J6W5V6 tCCO10G) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 194
 
- - -
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 














_e___f_____ i______ i______ _______ _______ _____ 
1t2 -0 -8 6 -4 - 4 6 0$ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALfHA 
 PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
OD MA 0 Z60 I REFS U0. FT
HCH RPJTPO _O 9 SO 
4 200 ELEVO N - l UU 90 AILRON a o n REF B 6 0 00 FT 
6 20 CA"FLP 0 050 RUDDER - 10 DOb XHRF U 8675 R FL 
a 300 YHRF 0 nouD FT 
$0 4DO ZHRF 0 aouO REFLCODE VLIPANGE.BETASATA SIST DEG
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JGW5VG LCCO1073 25 MAR 71 PAGE 195
 












11iz __10 - --64 --2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN ORMA 10N 
a MAHCH 0 260 RPJTPO 1 Ob nRs a DODO DO rT 
0ZO ELEVON -11 U00 AILRON 0 D00 REFL 6 O00b FT 





6{30U YHRP 0 acou FT 
1 4DZMRP 0 0100 :EFL 
OATA MlIST CODE V*C(L 00 tL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V6 CCCO1073 25 MAR 71 PAGE 196 
















- 05 ____ ____ ____ 
- to______ 
la2 -10 a 4 a 4 6 a to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES RErERENCE INFORIAfION 
G ODD MACH 0 260 RPJTFO I DID REFS 9 bDO SQ FT 
4 200 ELEVON - 10 Ob AILRON b ODD REFL 6 OD0 FT 
0* 6 ?0o CANFLP 0 OD RUDDER - lb 0R0FSCDC  6 575 
a 30 YHRF 0 C000 FT
 
10 400O ZmRP a ciao 'EFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 U300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT V*C BOOSTER B3NI1J6W5VS CCCO107) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 197 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 
4-
12 .10 - 6 4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 Ono MACH 0 Z6O RFJTFO 1 B0 REFS 9 0000 S FT 
4 ELEVt G0 AILRON 0 our REFL 6 0000 FT
- o 0 REFB 6 000U FT 
6 200 CANFLP 0 ODD RUDDER - 10 0ur XNRF 0 575 REL 
a830 yMRp 0 0000 FT 
10 400 ZMRP 0 010, REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0300 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIJGW5V6 CCCO107) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 18
 








0 -10 - 6 4 - 0 2 4 6 a IS 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 Olu MACH 0 960 RPJTFO i Bob REFS 9 OOLU SO FT 
4 200 9LEVCN 1- 00 AILROM a Sao R EFL 6 O D FT 
000D - 6 aouo REFL?.oOoXHRP CANFLP RUDDER III GUS REFS 0 575 FT 
0 YMRP 0 0000 FT 
10 400 ZMRF 0 Dolo REFL 
DATA MIST CODC V*C SCALE b OSO SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJSW5VG (CCCO107) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 199
 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 





















-1 9 -10 - -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
000 MACH u 260 RPJTFO 1 0oo REFS 9 0uO SQ. FT
 
4 200 ELEVON - 10 0o0 AfLRON a aCi REFL 6 00 FT 2DDDDCA FL UDE -10D~ 
 XMRP 65 Dou REFL8575 FTCANFLP a Co RUDDERRFB 
YRF 0 0000 FT 
1± 400 ZNRP 0 O± bU REFL 
CATA MIST CODE V9 
8 3GO 

SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
 


















a -$ - -6 -4 - 2 0 9 4 6 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 000 MACtH u ZU RPJTPO I oUo REFS 9 0ob0 Se FT
2 P B 
 6 luou
ZOOELEVON - 10 00 AILRON u ona REFL 6 lOo, FTFT
CANFLF 0 DOD RUDDER - 10 O DU XoR P a 575 REFL 
a 200 YORP a 0000 FT 
10 400 DATA MIST CODE V*e ZNRF 0 110 REEL
 SCALE 0 0300 CALE
 
CAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JGWSVG CCCO107) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 201
 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP ANGLE
 
Ii' -





-1l 8 -6 - 4 - 2 4 6 a lo 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 250 MACH 0 26U RpJTPO I goO REFS 9 Dow" SQ FT 
4 300 ELEV [ , ODD AILRC1 0 ICU REFL 6 0000 FT 
6 0 UD9 aGoREFB 
 6 BUBO FT 4 UC£ XMRF 0 , 575 RZFL 
YMRF a , 000 FT 
ZMRF a BIBB REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0300 SCAL5 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT mmC eOOSTER 93NllWSVG LCCO108) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 202
 












Lii-04__ _ _ _ . _ -- _ _ __ __ _ 
-1 le. L4
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPMA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFE'RENCE INFORMATION 
0 100 MACH U 26b RPITFO 1 000 REFS 9 ubu So FT 
43DO ELEVON U UU0 AILRON 0 aul REFL 6 Dog FT 
9 400 RUDDER a D Rp~ 6 0 -T 
ZHRF 0 liba REFL 
SCALE 0 U300 -'ALEDAA MlbT CODE V*E 

I1CAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5V6 CCCOIO8) 2.5 MAR 71 PAGE 203 













2% -0 - 8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
$YMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 MACH 0 2&, RFJTFO I 0ou REFS 9 bboc So FT 
3 0 EL5VOI U 000 AILRON u 000 REFL 6 0000 FT 
0 40 RUDDER 0 000 REFX14RF 60 bb5008575 FTREri-
YHRF 0 0000 FT 
Z7R P 0 lo0b REF-
DATA HIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0300 aCAl-
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIWSV6 (CC0108 25 MAR 71 PAGE 204 















-- - - 8 -6 - 4 1 6 a In 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
.Y980L ALHA FARAM RIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM TION
 
0100 HACH 0 Z6U RPJTFO I ob REFS 9 000 SQ FT
 
4 350 ELEVON 0 000 AILRN a oco REFL Conn fT0
 
REFB 6 0000 FT
S400 RUDER 0 000 
 IXMR 0 8575 RCFL
 
YIRF 0 0000 FT
 
ZMRF 0 01bo REFL
 
DATA 15T C<C E vz SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
 
NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT t*C BOOSTER B3NIIW5VG (CCOI08) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 205 
__ 












06 4_ z_ __ a __ 4 __ __ 6-02
-i 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFOA PARAHEIRIC VALUES R FtREMLC INFOKMATlQN 
0 0 MACH 0 26 RFJT PO 1 000 REFS 9 u OG SO FT 
4 So. LEVIN U 000 u DUB RoF0 66 UODU0 FTAILlRON REFL Do 
 FT 
a 01, RUDGER 0 00, , a8575XMRP RE L 
YMR0 0 o___ FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 RFL
 
SCALE u 0300 CALEDATA CODA V#E SIST 

CAIR LSWT 2D9 3 0 PCT C BOOSTER 3NIlW5V6 CC0108) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 206
 
______________ 














12l -in a 4 a 2 4 6 a to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 110 MACH 0 Z6, RFJTPv I Gob REFS 9 Goal 50 FT 
4 30w EL9VO I no AILRON 0 DU3 REFL 6 GOOD FT 
RD 6uuu F
8 450 RUDDER 0 00 

XHRF 0 8 575 REFL 
ymgp 1 0 00 FT 
ZMRP 0 aloo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E 
 SCALE a 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 03NIlW5VG CJCCO]O08) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 207 

















 a1 6 4 2 0 4 
 a 01
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
SYMB.1 ALFA PARAMETRIC VALUES
4 31L ELEVON
I ISO MACH 00 0_O




REFS 9 SUDS $0 FTRFL 
 6 OGOU




 6 OG rT









,MCAIRLSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BO0STER B3NIIW5VG [CCOI8) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 208
 
THE VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH SIDESLIP 	ANGLE
0 	 , 
II 
4 	 -I 
u 
±,F F T 
- 2 - 0 - 8 6 4 -	 2 4 6 a to 1 z 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
Sfms L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION v _uu_100 MACH 0 z-I RFJTPO I Ub 	 REFS 9 SQ FT
 
4 20, FLEVON 0 G AILR l 0 Uou 	 REFL 6 0000 FT. 
REFS 6 600G FT 
a41 
 XHRP 0 , 575 REFL 
ZMRP u 0105 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0301 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5 [CC0O109) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 209 























-1012 -__-	 6810_-6___ __ 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYPSOL ALHA FArAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IUD MACH 0 260 RFJTFO 1 00D REFS 9 Gb o $0 FT 
4 ZOU ELEVWN u OUS AILRON a ac" 	 REFL 6 OULU FT 
REFS 6 U00, FT 
a 4Z0 
 XHRF D b575 REFL
YHRP D 0000 ry 
zSAL a luO REFL
 
SLALE U300 SCALE
GATA $IST CODE V*E 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NllW5 CCCOIO9) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 210
 
















i 10 a 6 -4 -2 4 a &Z-z1 0 6 0O 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SIMBOL ALPHA FARAKETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 luu MACH 0 26U RPJIPO I uou REFS 9 COUG Sd FT 
4 205 ELEVCN 0 010 AILRON 5 Uou !EFL 6 U0OD FT 
v 
S40REFS84 XMRF 




YHRF D ouo FT 
ZMRP 0 cluo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE a0300 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllW5 (CCO109) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 211 
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12 -10 a 4 - 0 4 6 1 1 z 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA- DEGREES
 
SYMBOL A1.PHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 50, MACH u 260 R-JTFO I lub REFS 9 0010 SQ FT 
4 200 5-EVCN U CCU AILRO u bou REEL 6 uU.", FT 
0 84CREFS 6 DOUO FT 4 XMRF a 8575 REEL 
YHRF a oouu F, 
RP a Ulbu. RE[L 
VATA M16T CODE V*5 SCALE u 035a SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5 (CCC0109) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 213 
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z 12 -10 6 -4 4 6 a 1o le 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA- DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a ICB MACH 0 260 RPJTPO I coo REFS 9 BUBB .0 FT 
4 ZOO 
9 50 








XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP I olou FT 
ZHRF a aloo RErL 
VATA HI T CO{CE V*E SCALC 0 0300 'CALE 
14CA IR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5 (CCO109) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 214 


















01 -10 -a8 - 6 - 4 - _4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYHOL ALHA PARAMETRIC VLUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D IGO MACH 0 260 RP TPO I "Da REPS 9 coub Q FT 
4 ZOO ELEVON GDOO AILRvN U UOD REFL 6 1000 IT 
6 AUG0 REFS 60DO FT 
XHRP 0 $575 REFL 
YHRP
ZRP0 D GOU~U0OU rFTREFL 
DATA HI T CODE V*E SCALE 0 osou CALE 
OICAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5 (CCOIO9) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 215
 










4 -10 6 - 4 _ -4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SY 450L A LIMA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAT ON 
0 160 MACH b 260 RFJTFO I Dab REFS 9 0000 SQ, FT 
4 305 ELEVON D 000 AILRCN 0 OD REFL 6 Daub FT 
REFB 6 0000 FTA 40, CANFLF 000O RUDDE 0 no, XHRP 0 , 5,5 REFL 
I, SolD YMRP a 0000 FT 
ZMRP a clue REFL 
DATS %¢D VEALE ' a 0300 6 ALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PET MMC BOOSTER B3NllJ6W5V7 CCCOIIO) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 216 
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I ­








0 - 02 





6 4 - _ 	 4 a_ t 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, OEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE14CE INFORMATION 
a to, MACH G 265 RpJTPO I ob, REFS 9 o~ba bQ FT 
4 30, ELEVEN U Duo AILRON b bbb REFL 6 ub~o FT 
64U CN P UGoREFB 6 0060 FTRUDR uco 

40b~M~ RDE 	 R uAFLa ,R875 REFL
0 10 5uo 	 YHRP 0 oou PT 
ZRP S U G RFL 
DATA MIST CODE V LE 	 SCALE ERNC O 'CALE 
0CAIR TC 	 [CCOIIO] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 217
LSWT 249 3.0 PCT BOOSTER B3N11JGWSV7 
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I I	 .F 





--	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
-25 
 1-C D 
2212 -_ 6 	 124 	 a z 4 6 a lo _ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SyKOOL ALF"A FARAHETRIC VALUES, REFERENCE INFORMATION 
G 100 MACH 0 26, RFJTPO I Goo REFS 9 clo $0 FTU 30D ELEVO 0 IOU AILRV 0 GU 	 REFL 6 0 , FT 
REFS OuUU FT
04GO CANFLF 00D0 RUDDER Dou 
 XMRP 08575 REFL 
[] 1 500 YMRP u ugu F r 
ZHR- 0 0oo RCFL
DATA MIST COD VSe S BET00 SCALA SCALE
 
sCAIR LSWT 24A 3 0 PCT MC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V7 CCCO1IO) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 218
 












11n-10 -8 -6 -4 - 02 6810 I
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
3YU40L ALFHA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
100 HACH 0 260 PFJTFO $ 0o REFS 9 DO00 S rT 
430 ELEVCO b On AILRON 0 000 REFLREFS 6 ObOdDOUG0 FTFT 
O 403 CANFLF ULU, RUDDER 0 Goo xHRP 0 8575 RErL 
o 0±  500YRF 0 Gou FT 
ZMRP GI01D REFL 
CATA hIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 03, SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 23NIIJ6W5V7 (CCO1IQ) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 219 
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312 -10 8 - 6 -4 12 10 2 'L 6 a 1a 19 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALF"4 FARAMEIRIC VALUED REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 Ing MACH ' 260 R-JTFO I BUD REFS 9 OGO $0 FT 
4 30, ELEVON U Du AILRON 0 Due REFL 600 FT 
- 4Do CA.F-F 0 oll RUDDER a Do,] REFS 6 bUD FT 
XMRP , REFL8575 

[] 0 5bo YMRr Ue'a0 FT
 
ZMRF a DIED REFL 
SCALE 0 03ba SCALEDATA MIST CODE V*E 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5V7 (CCOIIO] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 220 
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14 -J J rrr I









06~RF _ _____ __ __ _ 6_ FT_ 
10z - -4 a a 4 10 39 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYPSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION C IGO MACH u 260 RPJTPO I ago REFS 9 hub3 SO FT
 
4 so, ELEVON b 000 AILRON 00Db, REFL 6 ocou PT 
8 41v CANFLF D oo RUDDER a Dub xEF D $575 RFL 
[] lo 00 YHRP 0 ODD, FT 
ZMRP 0 ul0v R FL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE a 03ou SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5V7 CCCOIIO] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 221 
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07 	 I 
06 	 4 
05
 















C 2 a___ 4 	 ____0 19 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0 Ica MACH u 26U RFJTFO ± 0I0 REFS 9 1o0D 5Q FT 
4 ELEVON 0 LOU AXLRON 0 000 REFLB 6 00000 1. FT 
O 8 400 
10RP 





ZMRP 0 010 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*C SCALE 0 03D CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JGW5V7 CCCOhIO) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 222 








-- , -6 -4 a 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL *LF"4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 10D MACH4 a 269 RP'7po I pob REFS 9 DODO Sa FT 
30 ELEVN u oa AILRON to Ov REFL 6 Couo FT 
045 AMF ao REFS 6 cool FTa RUDR 
40 D CNFF UDER 0 b XMKF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRr I cUuu FT 
REFL0100 
DATA HIbT CODE V c SCALE U 0300 *CALE 
ZMRPF 
14CA IR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JGW5V7 (CCO11I) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 223 
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14 1 1i jJ FJ I I~ ji I I l l l ~ 
12 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
~I­±0 
08 _ 106 
u 
04 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
(3 2 







12 2_ 6 A - 0 _ z 4 6 a to le 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORpATION 
0 100 MACH 0 Z65 R-JTP I ODuo REFS 9 usco SQ FT 
4 00 E LE V N 0 o o A LR ON 1 6 Goo R E F 3 6 010 0 F T 
a400 CANVF 6 000D RUDDER u Goo XMRP 0 S575 REFL 
YHRF D cou~ FTZR1 0 0100 REFL
 
DATA MSST CODS VPE B30EA SCALE b SCALE
 
CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT M C BOOSTER B3N11JGWSV7 CCOlll) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 224 
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5 ------------ ___. __ __------.. __ _ ._OS 
0 5 
- -a 6 -4 2 0 a 4 6 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL ALFH FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ACH 0 Z60 RPITFO 1 oo REFS 9 0000 Q FT 
4 300 ELEVON 0 a00 AILRON 10 o9 REEFL 6 00bb FT240 
CANFLF 00 000 RUDDER6 0 GLSURF400 6 
YHRP I UDDU FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA N"T CODE V4E SCALE 0 b ZALE
 
H1CAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5V7 CCCO111) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 225
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4101 -10____ a 6 4 2 a a4 	 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYFDOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0 Ion MACH 0 EGO RPJTP0 I Ouu 	 REFS 9 GOOD $a FT 
3.u 	 ELEVCN a Gnu AILRON I', GOO REFL 6 oo0 FT 
Oo CANFLP b out RUDDER 0 on, REFS 60 DOUG$ PTa 	 XMRF RFFL.
 
YHRF , a.. FT 
ZMRP u Glut, RCF 
DATA HIST CODE V*9 SCALE o 030U 5 ALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJGW5V7 (CCC011I3 25 MAR 71 PAGE 226 















6LVN1 30 aGo ALO 1 U 

5F 0 Do uu F
 
Z MR Uiou RF 
-0 ± uMK F
03U 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
5MBOL ALPHA PARAMETR1C VALUES REFERENCE 2NFORMATION
 
D D AH 260 RFJTFO I CUD REFS 9 OObJ SQ FT 
±00 ENLEVC. 0 000 AILPON 'u goo REFL 6 0000 FT. 
S 8 400 CANFLF 0 000 RUDEER 0 CUD XNRE 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF 0 fO O, FT 
ZMRF 0 UlOt, RFL 
DATA MIST CODE V E SCALE 0 0300 ,,CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJSW5V7 [CC01Il) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 227
 












412 _____---_4 6 0 1_ 1_ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SY IDOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a IDS MACH 11 260 RFJfPO 1 Duo REFS 9 bUuO SO FT 
4 300 ELEVON a Uob AlLRVN la DUD REFL 6 0000 FT 
a, OD0 CANFLF 6 DOD RUDDER a CUD REFS 6 DODO FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP 6 COOD, FT 
ZHRP I Diva REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 6 00 3,ALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5V7 (CCO1ll) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 228 
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C-) - _ _ _ - _6-_ 1 
0 4 30 LEO aGo IR_ o R _ __ 6UOU F 
19 b 
MCAIR LSWT 
-10 L -8 -45 2UDE a 
a O AC69 RJ O IBDRF 
DATA HIST CODE V*E 
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-Iz - -0 6 4 0 2 4 6 a 22 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SyS80L ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IRFORMATION 
v IOG MAC" 0 260 RFJTFO 1 000 REFS 9 0001. SO FT 
4 300 ELEVC a Goo AILRON 0 oo REFL 6 UO0 FT 
a 50t, CANFLF 0 060 RUDDER - III CUD REFS 6 000 FT 
XmRF 0 66T5 REVL 
YHRF 1 0000 FT 
ZMRP 0 , IOU REFL 
DATA VIST CODE V* 
 SCALE U 500 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5V7 COCC1121 25 MAR 71 PAGE 230 
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02 -toa a2 1 I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 165 MACH 0 260 RPJTFO I ODD REFS 9 obbu SQ FT 











YHRP a ODD FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 RLFL 
DATA HIST CODE V#r. SAE CL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJ6W5V7 CCC0112) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 231 









05BOAPAARETC _L_ _EFREE N____IO
S 0 If MAC u 26 RFTO IuuRF Jt Q F 
00 _________ _________ ________ _____L__ ______F_ 
-F QUU5F 
- ± 0 RUDDR - 0 bU __A_______ _HR ________ ______ 
1a -10 L -A u -vRUDE - 10 -U 4 68RM2 16 $57 1 
YRF 6 Daub FT 
ZR2 a o00 REL
 
DAT CSDL VAE IIST EALE SCALE 030EA 

24CAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT RC BTFSTER B3NllJSW5V7 CCCOl2) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 232
 










12 0 -1 4 -2 0 z 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMEOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ACH u 260 RrJTPO 1 cO REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 
4 300 ELEVON U G0n AILRON 0 000 REFL 6 00C0 FT 







0 DD0O0 oo FTREFL 
DATA IST CODE V*E SCALE a 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5V7 CCCO112) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 233 
____ 


















-4 - a 4 58 10 l 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 I'D MACH I Z60 RPJTPO I UOU REFS 9 solo SQ FT 
4 365 ELEVON u Do, AILRON 0 Doo REFL 6 00C. FT 
REFS 6 OOGO FT 
c a506 CANFLp 0 DID RUDDER - 10 GbO XMRP a $575 REFL 
YMRF 0 agoo FT 
ZMRP 61jO REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V #*S A E 3 9 C L 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V7 -CC0112) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 234 











12 , 6 , 24S 01 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMIATONS MOL ALHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 10 ACH P zeu RPJTPO I Quu REFS 9 uual' SQ FT 
RF L 6 o uuo FT 
. 3 00 ELEV 4 0 oo AILRON 0 oc u 
XRP 0 5 5 R£ L 
YOFF 6 0000 FT
S500 CANFLP a000 RUDDER - 10O UJ 

zMRF a a100 REFL $ A LE 0 0 30 0 S A L E 
ATA IST CODE: V E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MC BOOSTER 3NIIGW5V7 LCCOII2) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 235 
____ 













<. 02 ____ 
C -0 2 
m 
- 04 
-0152 -10 4 a-6 -2 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0too MACH 0 260 RPJTPO 1 0o REFS 9 OUD SQ FT 
30C ELEVON U CUD AILRON 0 OL REFL 6 DOUG FT 
a SOD CANFLF U CUD RUDDER - 1o0BD0R 5 RFL 
0HRP 0 $5 FL
 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 03u0 SCALEDATA MIST CODE V*E 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJ6W5V7 CCCOh12) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 236
 





±Iz -10 - 6 -6 	 2 0 2 41 6 10 la 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL -ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 090 MACH 1 E60 RF'TPO I DUG REFS 9 asov SO FT 
a zoo CANFLF a Gus 	 REFL 6Go0b FT 
RErB 6 oooo FT 
XHRP 0 $575 REFL 
YMRP 0000bu FT 
ZMRF a GiO0 REFL 
DATA MIST 
 SCALE 0 a0300 SCALECOCE V E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIJ9 CCCOII3) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 237
 










C-) ___ ______ __ 
-10
 
122 -10 - @ 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 8a o 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
51 MBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D Dun MACO 0 Z60 RPJTFO I OD REFS 9 0000 So FT 
a 110 CANFLP 0 Goo REFL 6 Guou FT 
RCFB 6 GOOD0 FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 OOD FT 
ZMRF a cioa REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V E SCALE 0 0300 CALE 
-0CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIIJ9 (CCO113) 25 MAR 71 - PAGE 238
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20 1 Ip IA5 
2 0 - 8 6 2 4 a2 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
symsO ALPHA 
0 UD MACH 
EARAHETRIC VALUES 
0 260 RrJTO I uuU 
REFERENCE IN-CRNATION 
REFS 9 obbo So FT 
a 100 CANFL; 0.000 REFL 600bb FT 
REFB 6 00o FT 
XNRP U 6575 R'L 
YHRP 0 0000 FT 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA NIST CODE V*E 3S.LE 0 030o .CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1lJ9 C0C0113) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 239 





1a 8____ 4____a___4__1__1 ______ _____ 
1
 
- 2 - - 6 -4 2-2 4 6 B 10 ±2
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMSOL ALPH FARANETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
00D MACH 0.260 RFJTFO I OD0 REFL 9 Otj Sl FT
 
8 100 CANFLP 0 DUD REFL 60olbu FT
 
REFo 6 0000 rT 
XNRF a 8575 REFL 
YNRF 0 000 FT 
ZMRF 0 0I00 REFL 
DATA hIST CODE V E SCALE 0 03ub SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ9 CCCO113) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 240
 













20 -- -4 -2 0 4 6
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 000 MACH 0 a65 RPJTPO 1 00, REFS 9 0000 50 FT 
a 1 0 DUD 6 0t00 FTANFLF REFL 

REFS 6 00b FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF 06006 FT 
ZNRF a 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0500 SCALE
DATA HIbT CODE V*E 

ICAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3Nl1J3 CCCO113) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 241
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12 -8 - 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 81012 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREFS
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
v 000 MACH b 260 RrJTPO 1 000 REFS 9 oun SO FT 
8 ion CANFLP 0 0oo REFL 6 000b FTREFS 6 00DO FT 
XMRP 0 $575 REFL 
YHRF 0O00 Fr 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA HIST CODE VSE SCALE 0 030o SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER R3NJ1J9 (CCO13) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 242
 























12 -10 a8 6 -4 -2 0 z 4 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO0L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFER~ENCE INFORMATION 
a 010 MACHI 0 260 RFStTPO I coo REFS 9 bUO $a FT 
a 100 CANFLP o uoo REFL 6 001Db FT 
nRoF 0 OuDo FT 
XMRP D 0575 REFL 
YMRr a 0000 F, 
DATA HST CODE V*E 
ZMRPSCALE 0 01000 0300 REFL SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 23Nii1CC00113) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 243 













-2 -10 8 -6 -4 z 0 2 4 6 a 10 I? 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 MACH 0 260 RPJTFO I Goo REFS 9 cufl SQ FT 
4 306 ELEVON a 066 AILRO4 D OLD REFL 6 0001 FT 
6 00 CANFLP U 00 RErB 6 0000 FT 
XMRP U 8575 REFL 
Y0BF 0 60D FT 
0 500 ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CCDE Vy* SCALE 0 03p0 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83N11JSW5 CCC0114J 25 MAR 71 PAGE 244 
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r 4 











YMF 00060 IGO MACH a 260_ 1 ___TF EF 00 a F 
KSY1O 300 MAgELVO a o IDE BET.aErEE REFERENC IkrORMAT 
---- 0 - -8 - Z- RF 0 0 1 0 R 1rRTP Z Ul0 
SCALE a 03RE SCALEDATA MIST CODE V*E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JSW5 (CC114) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 245
 


















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SIMSOL ALFHA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERE14CE INFORMATION 
0 Iva MACH 0 26U RPjTrO I Ulu REFa 9 0000 SQ FT 
4 310 ELEVON 0 005 AILRON 0 IDD REFL 6 GD FT 
REFB 6 0000 FT 
[ o4V 








is 56, ZHRP a aoaO REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V E SCALE 0 @S30 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ9W5 CCCOlI4) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 246
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412 -1 ) 8 4 6 a 1 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
5-HECL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 log MACH 0 ZOO RPJTrO I O REFS 9 IDOL, SO FT 
. 300 ELEVON 0 CUD AILRON u boo 6 Doa, FlaREF REEL 0000 F7
 
3xNR 0CAL HE $575 REFL 
6 400 YMRF 0 Ubbo IT 
10 500 ZMRP 0 0lO0 REFL 
C TA MIST CODE V4E SCALE a0 300 -CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJSW5 {CC0O114) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 247
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30 3_ 1- E 3____ ____ _ 
(-3




-0 2 a1 - 6 -4 2 2 4 6 8 012
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
sfms lL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 Loa HACH 0 260 RrJTPO I bog REFS 9 050, SQ. FT 
4 SOD ELEVvtN b U00 AILRON 0 out REFL 6 1000 FT 
REFB 6 O0 0 FT 
30S CANFLF 0 XMRP 0 6575 REL400 YHRP a GOOD FT 
-R 50 ZMRP a all, REFL 
COAL VBE SATA SLIT EADG RCALE SCALE 0 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIJSW5 CCCOII4) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 248
 


















a -10 -8 -6 -4 -z 0 2 4 a 10a 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
$Y6OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 100 MACH 0 260 RFjTFO I OU REFS 9 oiOO Se FT 
4 300 ELEVON 0 000 AILRON 0 duo REFL 6 Obu Fl 
6 300 CANFLP 0 000 REFB 60 06085 75 FT REFL 
S 400 YMRP 0 0000 FT 
10 500 ZMRP 0 0100 REL 
DATA IST COPE V B S SCALE U P300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJSW5 CCCOI14] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 249 
________ 
____ ___ _ 
____ ___ _ 























05 rL.~L ~ -. L. L- L .~ .L-. .. 4 k. .t.J... 44 .Lk.. L 
12 to- -- 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 l2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D 100 MACH 0 260 RFJTPCO I 0n REFS 9 Cunu SQ FT 
4 300 ELEVON 0 001 AILRON 0 OCO REFL 6 no0 FT 
6 0 9 FT30I CA LP 6~~xR0 unREFB AFp X~ a 65T5 RLFL 
8 401, YHRP U0 00 REFLZ F t 10 FT 
10 600 
 SAE 0 batYa SALE 
SCALECDATA HIST CODE VO 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N!IJW5 CCCOI14) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 250
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
~ 1 r--rrr-- T,,,---- f --- r---rr040 
















01 15 t 65 0 u to s 
040 Z 5- 5O 51 5Z 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
SYMBOL ALPOA PARA14ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 00 MACH b 260 RIJTTO I hou REFS 9 G960 SO FT 
a 000 rEFL 60oon FT 
REFS 6 onan FTXRF 0 $575 REFL 
YRP u 0000 FT 
ZRP 0 016 REFL 
DATA IST CODE VA L CEFINT SCALE SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3Nll CCCOIO1) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 251
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
20 -r z , ,1	 rr-, ,rr -1-rr '
*lr 	 -i------t--r-r--l1j, 

f 	 I 














1- -10 - -6 -4 2 	 4 6 a 1a 12u 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYYBOoL ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALU96 REFERENCE INFORhATION 
O M5ACH v 260 FPJTFO I coo RE rs 9 0000 sa rT 
an Ol 	 REEL 6 0000 FT 
REFB 6 Goo , FT 
XHRF 6 575 REFL 
YMRF 0 UU00 FT 
ZHRP a , IOU REFlL 
DATA MIST CODE v*9 SCALE a 030, SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlI CCCOIO1] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 252
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK 
040 .,, -..,,, 






-0 3 12 -64i 
m 
LI-f 









J * * 
6 -j-
















005 T 249__ 3.0__ PC 
02b6~ 
BOTR CC ) 2 AR7 
YC 
AG _ __5 
F 
-1Z10 -- 4 20P 
DA A SIDE SLIPVANGLE.LBETA.3DEGREES 

























12Z $ - B - 6 - 4 - 2 0 4 6 io1 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
5 MSOL A PHA 
a coo 
a -Ca MACH 
PARAMFT91C VALUES 
a 260 RFJTPO 1 000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION-~ 
REFS 9 bbo r SQ FTREFL 6 GbG FT 
REFS 6 Uuuu FT 
XmRr , 8575 REFL 
YMRP L ODOO FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0500 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3Nll (CCOIOI3 25 MAR 71 PAGE 254 















(t) _ _ _ _--____ __,___ 	 ___ 
0­
20 15 0 - as 	 as 10 Is 20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
.y.DOL 4LIOA FAFAHCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
G goo MACH a 260 RFJTPO i Gou REFS 9 DODO $ FT 
z oo CANFLF b Goo 	 REFL 6 Gu0b FT 
REFD 6 voo FT 
XMRP O 8575 R9FL 
YHRf a al0D FT 
ZMRF a 0lub RE9LDATA MIST COPE VE 	 SCALE 3 0300 CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT 1C [CCO102) 	 PAGE 255
BOOSTER B3NllJG 	 25 MAR 71 















-19 -10 -8 -6 -4 --2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INrORMATION 











ZNRF 0 U1110 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE VtE SCALE 0 U300 
bCAL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MNC BOOSTER B3N11J6 (CCO102) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 256 



















°4 1 -to-B 
 4 2 0 46 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
5 88L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALLIES REFERENCE INFORMATAON 
G ova MACH 0 260 RPirrO I IOU REFS 9 vallu SQ FT 
a too CANLP 0 Con, REFL 6 olial FT 
REFB 6 0ou~ FT 
XMRF 0 S515 REFL 
ZMRP 0 DOU REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V E SCALE 0 03 , 5.ALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIJG CCO102) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 257 
II 
06 















o -10 a 6 4 a 0 2 4 6 a I0 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ugo MAC" u 265 RPITPO I Vail REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 










0 657500O0 RFL FT 






LSWT 249 3 0 PCT PAGE
0CAIR BOOSTER B3NIIJG (CCO102) 25 MAR 71 6C 25e
 





















,- - 05 




ED_ 15 lo 5O0 as- 10 is 20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY 
SYSOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOROATION 
0CO MACH 0 ESO RFJTFO I Oul REFS 9 goo. 5 FT 
@ 100 CANFLF C lu REFLREFS 6e uUU 6 U0bb FT FT 
xRNRNFL 
YHRP bb~b FT 
ZHRP a 0100 REFL 
DATA HIST CODE Ve SCALE I 031J SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJ9 CCCO1I3) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 259
 









SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREFS
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUE5 REFEECL INFORMATON 
0 goo MACH 0 26, 9,JTPO I bou R9F$ 9 auc $0 FT 
a IOU CANFLF U Uou 	 REFL 6 0000 FT 
RgFB OULU FT 
XMRF U 6575 REFL 
Y'RF 0 OUGO FT 
ZMRP U OIon REFL 
PATA MIST CODF V-E 	 . AE 0 0500 SCA E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJg (CCO!I13 25 MAR 71 PAGE 260
 






___ __ _ _ _ I 
x 020 I , I if K ­
o L _ _ _ _ I --­
0± t 
-II- I -- I 
ue F 
-005 I_Gas 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
$MOOL ALFHA rARAI4ETR.C VALUES I EFERENCE 1NFORMAr,ON2 :b XACH C 26CCoo RFJTFO bREF5 U0btj 5 FT 
REFB 6 01300 FT 
XHRF I] $575 REFL 
YMRF 0 0000 FT 
DATA ZHRr 0 (IOh REFLuST CODE V*E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1IJS CCC0113J 25 MAR 71 PAGE 261
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK 

























2I -10 a 4 -2 4 6 8 1 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SyNOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATIC) 
SG0 HAC u 26D R Jlro 1 000 REFS 9 D0us 5Q FT 









YHRF 0 G00b FT 
ZHRF , 0100 REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V4E SCALE u 0300 C€ALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NllT9 [CC0O113) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 262 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 













0 .0 15 $0 05 o 05 1 05 1 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0 MACH 0 260 RPJTPO I ODD REFS 9 Coui 50 FT 
4 205 
8400 












YHrlE a bollu FT 
-ATA HIS0 CODE VE ZMRPSCALE D 01009 0300 REFLSCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5 CC0109 25 MAR 71 PAGE 263
 




-. 05- •_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Iis 
oo 
-- I0 0 
i ii__ __ __ , i__ __ ,_ l i ___,_i_, _it __ __ 
-210 --6 4 -2 0 246 a 10 le 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
sympOL_ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D 100 MACH 0 Z60 RF.TPO I Goo REFS 9 UuO0 SO FT 
4 20, ELSVOM G CUD AILRON a Doo REFL 6 aouG FT 
S4 REFS 6 bobb FT 
04UXHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP U UUU0 r
ZRP 0 o REFL
 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCAE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1LW5 CCCO109) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 264
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
035 _________ 









-'412 -10 a 6 - 4 - z 4 6 a Io 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 IDG MAC" 0 260 RPJTPO I uou REFS 9 vubb SO FT 
4 ZID ELEVON 0 GOD AILRON 0 Goo REFL 6 Door FT 
S4 REFB 6 obbU FT0 0XR a 6575 REF, 
YHRP 0 0060 FT 
ZHRF a 0110 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V e C 3 AL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5 CCCO109) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 265 
- - - -- 
-- 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF AfTACK
08 08 *... . . .. . . . . . . . . .. I' " ' 
- - -r - n > r -r----r-1r --- 7 ---] 
I- i 
06 	 __________ 

















-12 -10 -8 	 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 1& 1? 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHsTIOW 
0 	 10 MACH 0 260 RFJTFO 1 D00 REFS 9 UULO SQ FT 
200 ELEVOR b bbS AXLRON u usa REFL 6 B00 FT 
8 REFB 6 bObO FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 1 (jUj FT 
ZHRP 0 BIDS REFL 
SALE 0 0300 SCALEDATA MIST CODE V*E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1IW5 CCO109) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 266
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK 

















-0 15 lo as Go a0 15 20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
5 .004 ALCOA FARAMCT91C VALUES ReEREHICE INFURMATION­
0 1 0 MACH U 260 RPJTrO I uoO REFS 9 GUb $a FT 
4 300 ELEVCN 0Duo AILRON a CCU REFL 6 aoub FT 
< 














MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5VG CCCOI08] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 267 







t2 -10 - - 6 - 4 -2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
05.VOL PARAMETRIC VALUES NF05MAT ON
AL A RECRENCE 

0 100 MACH u 260 RPJTPO 1 060 REFS 9 0000 $0 FT 
A 30N ELEVOh 0 coo AILRN 9 coo REFL 6 obun FT 
r 
 6 DUG, FT 
RUDR 0aoXHRP 0 8575 RrFL 
YMRF u obuu FT 
ZMRF a aloo RCFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E 
a Au RUDR QODREFS 

SCALE a U300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MNC BOOSTER B3FNIIW5VG rCCO108) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 268
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 













- 0- I 
< 02 
- 20 
IS12 -$0 4 4 6 8o t1 a IO 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORPA-ION0 0 I ACH a 26D RPJTPO 1 0_0 REFS 9 Daub so FT 
4 3"D ELEVON 0 Ouu AILRON u uG kEFL 6 uuou FT 
8 u UCR bGREFS 6 oal FT 6 b0 RUCR XHRP 0 $575 REFL 
THEP a 0000 FT 
ZMRP a Clog PEFL 
CATA MIST COVE V e SCALE u u3uu SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMCf BOOSTER 93NIIWSVG (CCOI08) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 269 
















-04 12 a_ 4_ 0 __ 24__ __ __ 6s__ __ 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYYOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 in" MACH 0 260 RPJTFO I Goa REFS 9 0000 So FT 
4 300 EL9VON D Obb AILRON a ODD REFL A O~ub FT 















MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIW5VG CCCOI08) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 270
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
r- r r l
















-0 0 _0-_5- __0 _ 10_5 
- 9 0 is to 05 s og 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 110 HACHl U 260 RrJTPO I Goo REFS 9 OOD SG FT 
4 300 ELEVON bob AILRON 10 coo REFL 6 Vogt FT 
8DU 45 ANLP aa06 !FB 6 00b, FT 
HRr 0 ,57S R LRUDE 
RDDR
. 0bo8 00 CA F 0; 
 CH r a 00 FT 
ZHP a 0100 REFL 
DATA MILA CODF vOC SCALE 03C SCALE 
LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MC BOOSTER B3NIIJSW5V7 CCCO111) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 271±CAIR 

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 










SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SIMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 0 b-1 SG FT 0 la 0 ACH U 260 R 'JTO I pou 
n I0LIVI. a ODD AILRON 10 ODD REFL 6 DODD FT 
REFS 6 GOOD FT 
4 CANFLP 0 ODD RUDDER u ODD XRP~ U 8575, REFL 
YMRP 0 GOOD FT 
ZMRP 6 aluo REFL 
DATA HISI CODE V*5 SCALE a 0300 C¢ALE 
rlCA IR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMG BOOSTER B3NlIJ6W5V7 CCCOI1l) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 272 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 









_ _ __ _ _ 
015
Z 




-S'30____ 6 -4 2 a 68101 h_ ______ le 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA DEGREES 
slmsoL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 100 
4 3 0 






8 bl CANFLP b DOD RUDDER b ou XRP 6 u55 F 
DATA HJST CODE VAL S ZMPr Ullbo RFLB DALE $ALE 03AL 

LST 249 3 0 PCT
4CAIR 1FMC BOOSTER B3NlIJ6W5V7 =0111) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 273
 

















- . - -- 4 . . . 4 6 1 a_ _ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
S_.BOL 4L HA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATLON 
G IGO MACH u z6b RPJTPO $ DODO REFS 9 hooa SO FT 
. 300 ELEVON a coo AILROW 0 coo REFL 6 0000 FT 











ZR0 I I Oo REFL 
COSE VI SATAIIST L DCALE 5CALA 03BT 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJWSV7 CCCO1113 25 MAR 71 PAGE 274 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK 











00_ _ _1_-_- 5 00 
LATERAL FOR___ECOEFFICIENT,___CY 











UCDUMRUDE -OSElBBNIGS CCI2D25 HRF AG 7 
F 












2012n -to - 6 -4 z 0 2 4 6 a to t2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AL "A PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
v 100 MACH C, ZED RVJTPO I ouu REFS 9 Coco So FT 
4 500 ELEVON 0 Boo AILRON a 000 REFL 6 00UU FT 
6 boo CA FLF 0 UDDER - 10 600 Rf:FB 6a 000 FT XhRP a 8575 RE L 
YORP 0 UDOU FT 
Z RP , 01I,0 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E 
 SCALE u 0300 5CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIJ6W5V7 CCCO]12) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 276 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS INGLES OF ATTACK
 


















. . .. . .

- 040. 
- 2 0 2 4 68 0 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SM6OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1oU MACH b 26D RPJTPO I O Res 9 bobu 0F 
300 ELEVN 0 000 AILRON G gab REFL 6 00Gb FTa 511, CANFLV U VOLb ROD R - la OLD REFS 6 DouO FTXMRP 
 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 O1, FT 
ZMRP a 0100 REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V E SCALE a 03cl SCALE 






08 T r. . r.r. .. 	 r-,- l----j--r.. ... .rLATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
. . . . . . . .i. r. -. ..r-  . ... ... . r 




























_ _ __0 0__ _ _ _ 2 46 
_ _ l 
21 
zStCALE 
_ O___ CAL___ 
A 	 H ATA PR ET VUE S 
-R 	08 vo FT 





SYMOOL ~ CAT MLISTIPRAETC VAES 	 EEEC NcHT0aon LS 2D PCTGov RUDDER IVC VOSTB 	 25
NT B R 	 1 a2 

2 4AI CANF249 0 PCOT MRU OSTER 10O 3~JWV 	 MA 1 57E-	 2 25 RF P 27F 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 










co 	 - 020 
- 025 
- 030___5___ 
- 20 - 15 . -to - 05 O0 05 10 15 20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
SIVEOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S IOU MACH U 261 RrJTFO 1 oo REFS 9 0'jlO 50 FT 
4 300 	 ELEVG U DUO AILRON U LOU REFL 6 [OO0 rT 
CANFLF RUDDER 0 UU6 REFS 6 8575 rT400 0 [ou 	 XMR? 0 OUDC REFL 
ZMRF a DIDO REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V*C SCALE 0 0i00 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J6W5V7 ECCOlIO) 25 MAP 71 PAGE 279
 
00 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 















10 to 20246 T t 





0 ZOD R JTpo I Duo 
REFERENCE INORMATION 
REFS 90009 $0 FT 











b LDOb Z 
YHRF d 576 0 R EFL F 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT tMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ8W5V7 CCCO110) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 280 
__ 





















1 10 8 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYiBvL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 Io n HACH 0 26U RrJTPO I 00 REFS 9 00b0 SO Fr 
4 500 ELEVON 0 so0 AILRON ' D1, REFL 6 UDLL FT 
8 40L CANFLP U UbL RUDDER U OU, REFB 60 BU5 FT RP U 8575 REFL
o 10 SCO ID50 YaRF 0000 FT 
ZHRF U 0luo REFL 
DATA HIST CODE VE SCALE 0 03bo SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1GW5V7 CGCOI1O) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 281
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 












L 12i - a 6 4 a a 2 4 6 _O 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S$no0 MACH 0 260 RFJTFO 1 coo REFS 9 0U6 SQ FT 
4 300 ELEVON u coo AILRON U BUD REFL 6 0600 FT 
. 46 CANFLP 0 000 RUDDER 0 DOE, REFB 6 'Obo FT 
XHRP V 5T5 REFL 
v]50b YMRP 0 noun VT 
ZMEP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE v* S$,ALE a 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6WSV7 (CCOIIO) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 282 













L 00 - $ 
-0501 150 10 15 zo 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 100 MACH 0 ZGb R-JTPO I bOO REFS 9 coal SO FT 
4 300 CLEVON u vuu AILRON u ouu REFL 6 bub FT 
6 300 CANFLP 0 000 
 REFD 6 Boa FT jaXHRP 1 8575 REFL 8460 
 YmRr 0 oouu FT 
10 Soo ZHRP 0 alou REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5 {CC0103) 25 MAR' 71 PAGE 283 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 
20 i J l i b i i , l I J l l 1ir












20 D 0 AH 00D20 RJP 
_____R_ __F___ 9 _____S __ 
0 160 MAH 020 RPTo IVnRF 9 DbOUG SQT 
10 500 ZYRP a olu0 RCFL -
DATA hIST CODE V* SCALE 0 E1300 SCALEE 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJSW5 CCCO103) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 284 
____ ____ ____ 




















SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 IGO MACH 0 260 rFJTPO I G00 REFS- 9 GOOD SO FT 
4 000REFS3 0 ELEVON a Dab ALISON 0 DOUG REFL 60. UO00 FT 
0X0
30Q CAF~ FRF 0 8575 R.FL 
S400 YMRP b Dabu FT 
10 500 ZMRF a Diva REFL 
DATA tIST CODE V E SCALE u aso0 SCALC 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIIJGW5 CCCOI03) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 285
 














-12 -0 -8 -6 --4 -8 0 2 4 6 8 0 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






u 00N AILRON 63O COLU 
C 00 








8 400 YMRP a CobC Fl 
La SupAL1 
DATA MIST CODE VEE 
0 0 I00 REFL 
MCAIR LSWT 243 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83N11J6W5 CCCO103] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 286 
04 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
















LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
SYMBOL ALPHA 7ARAMETRIC VALU55 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Do M0ACH 0 260 RJTFQ I Dob R6FS 9 DOC.. SQ FT 
300 ELEVN I,Duo AILROW 0 U09 RfFL 6 DOUG FT 
REFS 6 U060 FT 
,46 00 CANFLP 0 uou RUDDER a00G1, XMRF u 8575 REL 
* 40b YMRr 0 DOUG FT 
10 Soo ZMRF u U___ REFL 
SCALE u o5uo SCALEDATA MIST CODE V E 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V6 CCCO1O4) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 287
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 









2 0 --8 -- -4 -2 4 6 1 1"6 " 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL A1_ HA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a loo MACH a 26b FPJTPO I Do, REFS 9 GOOD SO FT 
4 30D ELEVON a ODb A1LRON a Dou REFL 60DODO FT 
4 C FL U00REFB0 0000 FTRUDR 6 
RUGR
4D DDCNFF OOXMRP 1 657 5 REFL
- 405 YrP a aoD FT 
lO 500 ZMRP 0 a10D REFL
DAA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 oao SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIJSW5V6 (CCOIO41 25 MAR 71 PAGE 288
 













U- 50 9 
-0 1 -- 0 -	 __-_-2 468 0 1
 
la a_ -	 4 __ _ 1 1-055 	 2 __ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SY1o0L ALEHA FARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 100 FACH b 260 RFJTFO I UOv REFS 9 000D So FT 
4 300 ELEVON 0 DOD AILRON 0 OO REFL 6 0o0u FTREFO 6 cO0a FT 
6 400 CANFLF 0 O00 RUDDER a OUU XMRE L 8575 RF 
SYRP uuuu FT40 

5GO 	 ZMRr 6 blcip REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALEDATA MIST CODE V*E 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1IJGWSVG [CCO104) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 289
 















LD 0 4 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBCL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a co MACH 0 260 RJTPO 1 000 REFS 0 0000 $0 rT 
4 300 ELEVON U 000 ArLRON a all, REFL 0 UUUb FT 
640 CNL RUDR 0UurEFB 6 0000 FTO
4 D RUde XHRF 0 $575 REFLbDOCAFL Ob 
U YHRP 0 0000 FT 
I500 ZHRF cio0 REFL 
DATA PIST CODE V*E 0 0300SCALE SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJ6W5V6 (CC0104) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 2S0 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
























z L - ZO -	 5 1 ______-05O0 15__ 
-030 
20 -15 -ana10 05 	 10 15 .20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
SYMBOL ALPHA rARAIETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 to MACH 0 260 PJTPO I Goo 	 REFL 9 DbO FS T 
4 309 ELEVON 0 OUO AILRON a 00b REM 6 UUD FT 
REFO 6 D00 FT 
4 6 Db CAN$LY 0 vOu RUDDER - ±O01U XMRP 0 8575 REFL8 4G0 	 YFRP u GOOD FT 
6OG 	 ZNRF 0 0±0O REFL 
-CALE 0 0300 SCALE DATA MIST CODE VtE 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1IJ6WSV6 CCCO105) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 291
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK 
c-i 
D S 
10al -10___ a____ 6 4 2 4 1 
MC0 
640 AFF a D UDR 
- 5 
10L5ZHu0010 

















RP 1 PAGE 2 
SAL 








7OLDh I ____ 0 __0 
SA, 
__JTP 1__RF _____ 
(~ 0±0 2 -4 _____-6 Z46 0 1 
<-035 1 4 2 a 1 1 
3GO 9LEV N a Goo AILRON u CCU 
40 AFF 6DoREFB-RUDDER - 105o0 
- 4000 
40 500 
DATA MIST COPE V*E 






25 MAR 71 
6 Dub 










LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 























0--12 -10 a - 6 -4 a 6 a 104 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 IGO MACH 0 26u RFJTPO 1 000 REFS 9 uuuv SO FT 
4 3 00 ELEVON b oo AILRON U.Dcu REFL 6 OU0u FT 
40 6 . AFFD UDEObCNLP U~e -1 6DDREFSO XMRP 
6 abou 
D S 575 
FT 
REFL 
8 400 YHRP 0 DODO FT 
I D 50 . ZMRF 0 GDOG REFL 
DATA MIST COE V*E SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER e3NIIJGW5VG CC0O105) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 294
 




















o020 -15 - a 05 O0 05 111 Is z0 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY 
SYMBOL A PHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























8 40D YMRr 000boa FT 
IS 500 ZMRP 0 olo0 RLFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 1 DIEU SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGWSVG [CCO1OG3 25 MAR 71 PAGE 295 





























-1 -10 6 -4 2 6 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SyitOt ALPHA PARAM9TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMPTION 
Is MACH U 26' RPJTPO i DUO REFS 9 LO1'r SQ FT 
E300LEVCN 0 0o AILRON ID ULU REFL 6 0000 FT 







4OU YHRF 0 0000 FT 
R 0 Soo ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 1300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V6 LCCO1O6) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 296
 




















4ez- -10 a 6 4 -4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 100 MACH 0 260 RJ TPC I goo REFS G OOD Sa FT 
4 300 ELEVON u uou AILRON 10 OOC REFL 6 GOOD FT 
6400 CANFLF 0 OD RUPME 0 006 REED KMRP 6 OOUO 0 575 FT REEL 
8 40U YHRP D GOOD FT 
10 5ou ZHRFE 0 UUO0 REFL 
DATA M15T CODE V*E SCA L a 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJSW5VG [CCOIO6) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 297 
1 
__________ 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OFATTACK
 



















D -- 20 a 6 4 ­ 20 	 4 6 8 to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, OEGREFS
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INIFORMATION
 
0 lov MACH 0 260 RFJTPO 1 000 
 EFS oubi SQ FT 
4 300 ZL"VQN a DOD AILRON 10 0006 400 CANFLP 0 Goa RUDDER 0 uo_ 	 REFL 1.BUDD FT REFDXMRr 6 575 FT0 OO REFL8 40D 
YMRP DODD FT
 
R . D05 
 ZRr 0 ibo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE u u OuCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJW5VB CCCOIO) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 2 )8 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 










-i 00_______ __ 
0-- 5
 
040 ED 15 ob p I 15_ 0 05 o5 1S0l ED 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
SYMOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORFATION 
0 NOD FACH 0 26D RPJTFO I uou REFS 9 acus SQ FT 
4 aou ELEV.N - ODb AILRON a G0c REFL 6 aubu FT 
6 bb CAFF 1 OLGVRr.FB 6 DbO FT b ~b UDE 
ZOO EAFLRUDER - 0 bOXMRF a 8575 REFL 
8 300 YHRP OUG0 FT 
10 400 ZMRF 0 olo0 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*9 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5VG [CCO107) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 299
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
I I I 
2-4
 I_I_15





n -1 -A - 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL, ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 000 MACH a ZGC RPJTFO I Duo REFS 9 Ob a SQ FT 
4 200 ELEV N -lb GOO AILRON G G0c REFL 6 Cabo FT 
0 Uu AFF l EFS 6 OvuJ FTUDR b2bOD00CAFLRDDR l U UXMRF u 8575 P5FL 
3 0U YMRP a GOOD FT 
to 400 ZMRP a Club REFL 
SCALE b 03G3 SCALEDATA MIST CODE VIE 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5VG (CCC8107] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 300 
035 










0 1 -10 6 4 -a 4
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMB0L A PHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




EEV - DAILON 0O LEO 0ODITON 0DDREFD 









Zo YMRp 0 DOUG Ff 
R 10 400 ZHRF 0 D1CU REFL 
AA lIT €OE SCALE 0 0300 SCAL9 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5VG CCCO107) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 301 
__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ 
_ _ _ _ ___ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 













,ii , , ,_ , _ i_ _t __Jq _ _ _ _, ,,_r t ,i 
-07
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION -
0 00 MACH 0 260 R JTPO 1 ova REFS 9 0000 $0 FT 



















8 300 YMRF 0 O000 FT 
10 400 DATA HIST CODE V* ZMRFSCALE 
a0 ,$Vlu0300 EFLSCALE 
NCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NiIJGW5VG [CCO107) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 302
 









ILL - GasLuLL 
Ld 








-- 040 7 7 
- is5n 05 o 05 to is 20 
LAFERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
SYMBOL ALFHA FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION -
O 100 MACH D 260 REJTFO I DUO REFS 9 Do, SQ FT 
4 300 ELEVON D Duo AILRON a juu REFL 6 D00 FT 
REFS 6 6000 FT 
300 CANFLF Duo 
 XMRF
 0 8575 REFL 
8 400 YHRF 0 U00b FT 
Go 00lo REFL 
SCAL 0 053u SCALE 
5zRr 

DATA HIST COPE V*E 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MNC BOOSTER 23NIIJ9W5 CCCO114) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 303
 










00 8 4 a _______ 46___0_ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 IGO MACH 0 zoo rPJTrO 1 000 REFS 9 CO00 $0 FT 
4 300 ELCVON a COG AILRON 0 a- 0 R rL 6 000- FT 
30 AFP 000REFS 6 u o o FT 
30 ¢NLP 000XMRP 0 8515 REFL 
840D YH PAF 0GOOD FT 
.0 500 Z"Ap 0 ciao REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*9 SCALE 0 030U SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1J9W5 CCCO1l4) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 304
 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AT VARIOUS ANGLES OF ATTACK
 















-- _ _ _12 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1DG MACH 0 26U RPJTPO I DOD REFS 9 ccl', so Fl 
4 300 rl_5VON a ouu AILRON 0 Do REFL 6 COQU T 
REFB 6 GOOD ;T
630, CATNFLP 0 000 XMRF a 8575 RZFL 
to 505 ZHRP 0 Ilua REFL 
CAA 1S CC V{SCALE 0 03uO SCALE 
MCjA!TR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJBW5 CCCOI14) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 305 























- -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 a 4 6 a o 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* lob MACH a 260 RPJTPO I boo 
 REFS 9 OU50 60 FT 
4 300 CLEV.H 0 DOD AILRON a DOU REEL. 6 OGO0 FT 
0DDREFS 6 DODO FT
Agj o
Do CANFLP o 
 XMRF 0 $575 RE LYMRP 0 DOO FT 
10 500 Z_P a 0100 REFLDATA CODE VSE SIST 
 SCALE 03DR SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJgW5 (CC21140 25 MAR 71 PAGE 306
 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJ6W5V6, ALPHA 0
 













-..g 15 ­ - as0 05 10 15 20
 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFCRMATION (EC0104] MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC ROOSTER B3NllJ6W5V6 0 DU CUD KCFS U obup FTOD 0 a 09 60 $ 

{E¢01051 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER S3NliJ6WSV6 -10 O 0 000 U 050 0 Z6V RZFL 6 CuOO FT
(CCOlOT] MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT M'C SOOSTER S3NllJ6W5V6 -10 goo -10 DUO 0 oft 0 260 REB 6 uUU9 Fr
 
XMRP 0 $575 REFL
 
ZM@P a Diou REFIL
 
ALFHA 0 Duo 0 iBo SCALE 0 035o SCALE
 
PAGE 307 











2 1 2n - 1 c a 6 44 - a 0 0 i o I S 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFOR4ATION 
(ECO040) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B50IIJ6 5V6 a Des a0 0 Go 0 26b REFS 9 GoO Be FT 
ECOLS) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT HMM BOOSfER S3N1IJ6W5V6 -100O 0 goo a ODD D 26D REFL 6 o~vu FT 
{E¢0107) MCAIR LSWT 24S 3 U PCT MMC BOOSTER BSNIIJ6WSV6 -10 Gob -10 ago U 000 0 260 REFS 6 0000 FT 
XMRp 0 8675 REFL 
ZMRP a aloo REFL
 
ALPHA c boo a tun 





RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS9 CONFIGURATION B3NIIJSWSV6. ALPHA = 0 













-01n -6 -A a 2 4 _ 10 $2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CLNFIQRATLON DESCRIPTION RUDDER ELEVON AIL, ON MACH REFERNCE INFORMATION 
I E¢o104} Q HCAIR LSWT 249 3 U PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V6 0 ODU a DOD a vob 0 260 REFS 9 UaO0 SO FT 
I ECOIGS) L HCAIR LSWT 249 3 U rCT MH¢ BOOSTER B3NlJj6W5V6 -if, Goo U ODD a coo 0 260 REFL 6 U90t, FT 









ALPHA 0 Gas a 00 ZHRFSCALE u0 "Do5000 REFLS C ALE 
PAGE 309
 
















-12 -10 -8 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 1 1 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
CA-TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ECO.04) 0 HCAIR SWT 249 3 0 pCT MMC BOOSTER E33H11JGd5V6 0 Line a DoO 0 CU D 0 60 REFS 9 ucl. 50 FT (ECO105) ZY CAIR bSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER S3NIIJ6W5V6 -10 one a 000 0 coo 0 260 REFL 6 Dean FT 
(ECO157) 0 MCAIR 5WT 249 5 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 63W1IJ6W5V6 -0 ODID -in coo a Duo 0 260 	 REFS 6 voou FT 
XHRF b S5T5 XCIL 
Y MRP 0 Dean FT 
ZMRP D0 100 REFL 
ALPHA a Duo a 100 
 SCALE 0 0300 SCAL
 
PAGE 310 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJ6W5VG, ALPHA 8























LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LFC0104) C) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 1 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6WSV6 0 000 0 000 u boo 0 260 REFS 9 Dor SQ FT 
FCOS) LI HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BINI1J6WSV6 -±0 0uo 0 000 0 0 0 U 26U REFL 6 OOD FT 
tFrC057) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 0 -10 0 C REFS 00003 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER B5NlIJ6W5V6 -0C0i OG '00 26U 6 FT 
XMRr 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP Li 01,00 FT 
ZMRP 0 blOb REFL 
SCALE 0 033 SCALE 
A-PHA a 300 8 400 
PAGE 311 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJGW5VG, ALPHA = 8
 













- 20I -I - -L-L.-- -a...... l 1 1 tl l l. I 
-12 -in -8 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 19 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFOR1ATION "" 
rC0104) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B5N11J6g5V6 0 D0 0 000 a OG 0 260 REFS 9 0000 S FT 
(FCo±o5) Ll CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NHC BOSTER B3N±iJGJSV6 -to DOG 0 a 000 0 26a REFL FT0a 6 0G0o 

(FC0107 ! MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BS31IIiJ6WSV6 -10 0D0 -tO 00D a 000 0 260 REFB 6 0000 FT
 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL
 
Y4RP 0 0000 FT
 
ZHRP D O100 REFL
 
SCALE




RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3N!IJGW5VG. ALPHA 8
 
035 -­



















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I FC0104) MCAIR 249 3 0 PCT MHC OOOSTER D3NllJtWSV6 0 Do OD 00 9 260 O0DDI so FTLW UO 0 REFS 

I FCOUS) R CAIR T 249 3 0 PCT MhC OOSTER 03NIIJ6W5V6 -10 000 0 000 a 000 0 26U REFL 6 OuOO FT
 IFCO or) 0 MCAIR L6WI 249 3 0 PCT HMC 00STER SaNlIJGW5V6 -IV ODD -10 000 D 000 0 260 REFS 6 hUD FT 
%MRP 0 85T5 RErlL 
ymap 0 000 F T 
zMRP 0 oloo REFL 










____ ____ ____ 
05 
__________ 




b o C-) 
uj 00 
LL -O 







tIGo~~~~ ~ ~ I 
-s -10 -8 -6 -4 ~ -2 ~ 0 2 4 6 8 to $2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFOPMAILO' 
FCOlL,4) M CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER B3NiJGW5VG a 000 0 0UG 0 000 0 26b RFS 9 OLb. SQ FT 
{FCO1lJ5) [ CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BSNIIJWS5V6 -10 0CC D 0 000L 0 260 REFL 6 DODO FT (Fco107) 0 MCAIR LSWT 2t9 3 0 PCT HHC SBOOTER SSNIlJWSV6 -i0 OO -10 Duo 0 coo 0 260 RFB 6 0000 FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP a OubO FT 
ZMRP 0 OlOQ REFL 












_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _-o 


















LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFICUAATION DEsCRIrTION RUDDER EL5VCN AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION­
(ECOIIU) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER D3N11J6W5V7 a GOb a 1310 U goo 0 £60 REFS 9 (poo SO FT 
(EC0112) I% HCAIR LSWT 2.9 3 U PCT MMC BO1OSTER BSNIIJSWSV7 -11 0D U o'U u 0o 0 260 REFL 6 133U FT 
6 0000 FT
 




YHRF 0 0000 FT
 
ZMRr 1 0100 REFL
 




RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJ6W5V7, ALPHA 0 










__-4______46 1 1 
-. 2 12 L..40 ~4'-.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACO REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ECO1lO) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 1 FCT HMC EOOSTER BSNIIJ6W5V7 0 00 D GO 0a 100 0 e6G RES 9 rbbU 5 FT 
(ECO1121 R MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT IMC BCOOTER 53N11J6W5V7 -10 133 U O )1 00 U 260 REFL 6 0cubo FT 
REFS 6 000 FT 
xv~p v575 REFL 
YNRC 000 FT
 
ZMRP 1 0100 REFL
 




RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJSW5V7, ALPHA 0 
-
040 

























__10 a-O - 6 --4 --2 a 4 5 a to 120 12 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFOIKATION 
, E C0110) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJ6W5V7 0 GOD b CIA, a Roo 0 26D REFS 9 004 So FT 
tecolzz) 2 CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC 810STER S3fNIIJ6WSV7 -10 Due 0 Duo u Boo 0 26D REFL 6 als FT 
REFS 6 UUUU FT 
14RPp 8i5 rEFL 
YMRF u DOUG FT 
(fl A 0 ILU ZMRPSCALE u olou0 U300 REFLSCALE 
PAGE 317 













( z -1- a a-- 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICH DESCRIPTION RUDDER ELEVON AILRON 
(ECv110o MCAIR LSWT 249 5 U PCT MMC BOCSTER B3NIIJ WSV7 a boo 0 coo 0 ULU 
ME01}CAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 55NIJBWSV7 -to coo u DOG 0 coo 







REFS 9 O061, SQ. rT 
RrFL 6 UOUD FT' 
REFD a 'DOO FT 
XHKP 0 $575 REFL 
YHRP 0 GOOD FT 
ZHRF D UiOO REFL SCALE 0 0309 SCALE 
PAGE 318 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJ6W5V7, ALPHA 8
 





, L) 005 
C-) 
LI 









z4o s0 1 0-lO-0 O 5 15 zo 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATIONr9(FC,,±±) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NjIJoW5V1 L COD a Ou Li LOD D Z6L REFS 9 Ljul $Q FT 
(;cOlIZ} MCAIR 3 0 -1 0 Goa D 260 REFL 6 ouo rTLSWT 249 FCT MMC SOOSTER B3NIJ6WSV7 oa 0 CU 
REFS 6 JOOD FT 
XMRF 0 a575 REFL 
YMRP 0 GOL FT 
ZRP LI 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALEALPHA S 400 8 500 
PAGE 319
 






-12 -10 -a - 0 2 46 l I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMQOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
lFCOl4o) 
(FCOii±R 
MCAIR LStT Z49 3 0 PCI MMC BOSTER BSNLIj6WSV7 


















REFS 6 U000 FT 
X(RP 0 8575 kEFL 
¥HRF 0 ObOD FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 
ALPHA 8 400 8 500 ScMLE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 320 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJGWV7, ALPHA 8
 












(l - 020 
z 
< 025 ____ __ 
- 030 ____ ____ ____ 
1 -10 4 2 4 610 1t 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIrTIN RUDDER ELEVON AILRON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FC0110) Q MCAUR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BS1J6W5V7 a 000 0 BOb U AD0 0 260 REFS 9 n00" S Fr 
Foiiz) LA XCAIR LSWT Z49 3 U FCT MMC BOOSTER S3NllJbWV7 -10 o00 0 boa 0 0D0 0 Z60 REFL 6 0000 FT 
REFB 6 0000 FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 OBOD FT 
ZHRF U Glob REFL 
A.flA 8 400 8 5UD SCALE 0 C300 SCALE 
PAGE 321
 


















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIrTION RUDDER ELCVON AILROM MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
FcOll') C) MCAIR L$HT 249 3 U PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5VT a Do b 01O0 aO g o 26U REFS 9 DoOa So FT (FC012) LS VAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER S3N~lJ6W5V7 -10 ova a Goo a DoO 0 26O REFL 6 0000 FT 
REFS 6 6100 FT
 
XHRF 0 8575 R FL
Y-RP 0 00 FT
 
ZSRP S AG10 REB
ALPHA a 400 a 500 















LL - 005 






Z40a0 - $5 10 00o05 05 10 15 .20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON RUDDER ELEVON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATICN 
(ECOIIb4J HCAIR LS4T E49 3 0 FCT HNC BOOSTER BSNIIJ6WSV6 0 0oo 0 00 0 u0s 0.260 REFS 9 GO0C SG FT (ECO106C NCAIR LSIT 249 3 0 PCT NNC BOOSTER 33N1IJ6W5V6 1a 000 001, 0 000 0 260 REFL 6 uDOD FT 
RE B 6 O00 FT. 
XHRF b 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 4,b1 FT 
ZI'Rp U 011, REFL 
ALPHA 0 100 SCALE 0 030 , SCALE 
PAGE 323
 











- 2 -10 a____ 4 a 4 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON RUDDER ELEVON HACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{ECO104 ) NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER B3NilJ6WSV6 0 000 OO 00 D a 00 0 Z60 REFS 9 DOOC So FT 
(EC0106 LS MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NtIJ6W5V6 10 ag0 0 ov 0 0D 0 260 REFL 6 0000 FT 
REFB 6 DoDd FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 00DOD FT 
ZMRF 0 010 REFL
 



















____ EF20 6_ 
- 030 
________ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYM480L CONFIGURATION 0SCRIPTION AILRON RUCOER ELEVON HACH REFERENCE INFORMATXOR 
(ECCIO4) MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 FCT MI4C BOOSTER B3N11J6W5V6 C O, 0D 00 0 0U 0 260 RCFS 9 ta~sL 69 FT 
(ECOIOS) G CAIR 249 0 MHC BOOSTER 10 0 0 U 260 REFE 6 FTLI LSWT 3 eCI B3NIIJGWSVS LiGO bOC 000 UOtL 
REFG B bU iO Ft 
XNRIS 0 6575 RTFL 
YNRC 0 0013O FT 
ZHP 0 0100 RZFL 





AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJGW5VG, ALPHA 0






















Sz -10 - -6 - 4 	 4__10 6 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON RUDDER ELEVON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(eCOIU4) Q HCAIR LSWT 249 3 D PCI MHC BOOSTER SNlJ6WSV6 G DODD 0 Gou U UOO U 260 REFS 9 CCU( SQ FT 
(ECOI06) Ll CAIR LSWT ?49 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJS6V6 lu gD a RD u 000 0 26U REFL 6 U000 FI 
Rers 6 0.00 FT 
XMRP 0 $575 REFLyHRP a 0000 17
 
ZHRR a UtOO REFL































04 20 -15 -10 - 05 cc 05 i0 16 go 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFIClENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CC IGURATlCN DESCRIPTION AILROM RUDDER ELEVON MACH REFERENCE INFORMAT O 
QF014MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT HHC BOOSTER 03N llJ6WSV6 0 ao0 0 Sao 0 000 0 Z00 REPS 9 DODO0 s FT 
"FOIU6) L HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MOC BOOSTER B3N1IJ6W5V6 la cou a coa0 O GO 0 S60 RSFL 6 30au FT 
REFB 6 0coo FT 
b " 75 9EFLmrlv
IHRF u a 0 00 FT 
zHaR 0 OtO0 REFL 
ALPHA 6 400 CL OO ¢L 
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12 -10 a 4 - 2 4 _ 18o 1z 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIOURATION DfSCRIFTICN AILRON RUDDER ELEVON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FC0104) CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC SCOSTER B3MI1J NV6 0 Ulu a Goo a UD 0 Z60 REFS 9 obc $0 FT 
(FCo1061 2 CAIR 1-3WT Z49 3 a pCT MMC 8005TEK B3NllJ6WSV6 10 000 a Do 0 goo 0 260 REFL 6 DDU FT 
REMF 6 QDu FT 
XHRP 857,5 REFL 
YHRP OUO0 FT 
ZHR a Ula REFIL 


























1P 000 az4a 
___ 





AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJGW5VG, ALPHA = 8
 




















-- 4 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 





HCAIR LSWV 249 
RCAIR LSWT 2-9 
3 U FCT IMC BOOSTER BSNiLJeW5Ve 
3 0 vCT MHC BOOSTER B3N±LJ6W5VG 
0 0Wa U UUb 












REFB 6 000 FT 
10RF 0 6575 REFL 
YMRP 0 0000 Ff 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 
ALPHA a A0 SCAIE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 330 
AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3N1IJSW5V7, ALPHA = 0 













< - 20 15 Do 05 10 15 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFTCIENT, CY 
CATA SET SYMPOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON RUDDER ELEVON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(£CgO1c) MCAIR LSWT 2A9 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER B34lJ6W4SV7 u 000 0 01 001bo 0 260 REFS SOLB4 S0 FT 
(SCO11I) 2 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B NIIJEWSV7 10 OD 0 Gov Uboo 0 26 REFL 6 DOO F7 
REFs 6 00bo FT 
XMRF 0 8575 RFFL 
YKRF 0 0011 FT 
ZNRF a 0100 REFL 
AbPHA - 0 ±00 SCXLE 0 1310 
SCALE 
PAGE 331 






1 -0 8 -6 -4 4 6 aD 19 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
CAA5TSHOL CONFIGURATION DESCR IPTION 
OA 0 SET 8y MCA R LSWT 949 3 0 PIT HC OWSTER 63Mijj6W5V7 





a ODuo DODU 




REFERENCE IHFCR IATION 
REFS 9 Ubu $9 FT 
RFFL 6 DODD FT 
R9:FB 6 DDODD FT 
X"RI 0 8575 REFL 
AL7 HA 0 lob 
ZMRF 




































- 055 ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ __ 
GAG12n -in 8 6 -4 1z a. 4 6 8 I0 $2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
GAlA SET S-HBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON RUDDER ELEVON MACH REFERENCE INFORHATION 
NCAIR 40 a REFS SO(EcO.OI) M LSWT PCT MNC SOOSTER 0BNIiJGWSVl a 000 00 ODD0 0 260 9 DOOr FT 
I-E 0l)Li HEAlS L.SWT 249 3 U FCT HMC BOOSTER BSNIIJ6W5WV 10 ODD 0 000 0 000 0 Z60 REFL 6 DOCO FT 
REFS 6 0900 FT
 
YMRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 b0O _T
 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL
 
ALPHA 0 00 





















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI O DESCRIPTION AIlROl RUDDER CLEVON MACH REFERENCE INFOOMATION 
(EC011U) MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MMCBOOSTER B3UIIJ6WSV7 a ago 0 0060 o o 0 260 REFS 9 DUG, $a FT 
Irc0$ill MCAIS LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC ROOSTER 8ZHilJ6W5V7 t000G o aO Go aODb 0 26a REFL 
REFS 
66 o0v V 00 FT FT 
XMR P 1 8575 RE m 
YHRP o 0000 FT 
ZMHF 0 100 REFL 
ALPHA 0 ion SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
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AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJ60WV7, ALPHA 8
 





















0 i s- 1 0 - 0 5 0 1 0 i s g o 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILrO RUDDER ELEVON MACH REFERENCE INFORHATION 
IFCO110) R MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCl HIC BOOSTER B3NilJ6W5V7 a 000 0 000 0 GOD 0 26U REFS 9 IUbr S FT 
(FC011 S XCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6WSV7 10 050 0 00r 0 000 0 260 REFL 6 0000 FT 
REFB 6 o0O0 FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP U BUD FT 
ZNRE 0 010 REFL 
SCALE D Szoo CALE 








zI- 5 _ __ _ _ 
100 a 6 
 4 8 1 1 
--j1
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON RUDDER ELEVON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FC0lla) Q MCAIS LSWT 249 3 0 PCs HHC BOOSTER B3Nllj6W5V7 a ODuo 000 0 oo 0 260 REFS 9 agru T 
(O 1 .1 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 POT INC BCOSTER 83N$1J6WSV7 la Gou a Do 0Do0 0 260 REFL 6 GOOD FT 
REFS 6 0000 FT
X-R± 0 8675 REFL 
I MRP U acou FT 
ZSRI S A LO REFL
 




AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJ6D5V7. ALPHA 8


















j 12 1 - 4 a 	 4 6 a 1 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO1. CONFIGURATI" VESCRIFTICN AILRON RUDDER ELEVON MACH REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
FCOIIO) 2 SCAR LSWT ?.49 3 0 FCt MMC SCOSTER 83NilJ6W5V7 0 000 0 000 6 COO 0 260 REFS - Gud Sa FT (FCol1) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER 83NlIJGWSV7 10 Goo 0 COO 0 Do O 260 	 REFL 6 GOOD FT
 
REFB 6 0oo FT
X-R0 0 8575 _EFL
 
"IRF U 0~b Fs
C T
Z-RF 0 Clog REFL 
- LHA 0 400 SCALE 0 30b SCALE 
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SIDE SLI.P ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SFT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AiLRw RUDDER ELEVON MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
VFCC,11 ) R MCAIR LsWT Z49 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER "3NIIJ6W5VT 0 O 0 OU v DO D ?6U REFS 9 OCUO SO rT 
(FC0111) "CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HHC BCO$TER Z3N IJ6WS V7 1 0 Cou 0 DUOD a 06 a 260 REFL 6 0000 FT 
REFD 0 U~uu FT 
XMRP 0 , 575 REFL 
YMRP 0 000 U FT 
IHRF 0,aO REFL 















c - 020 
04 
IS I 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER A14RON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCO019t1 MCAIR LSWT 2A9 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3Nil aa 26026u REFL S6 VQI60a SFT PrE 0. ,CAT LS 49 u Pcr mmc BOSTER S T0SSIIJ6 r 3 
cE¢olu9) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER B3N11W6 0 260 a Duo 0 GUS REFS 6 0000 FT 
'ECOXOD) MCAIR L3WT 249 5 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B5NIIJOW5 0 26U 0Duo a Goa XHRP 0 6575 REFI-
CECO154 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER 83NIIW5V6 a 260 a Goo u Doc 0 Goo YHRF u aou PT (EcolnJ , ¢ R LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOSTER B3NIiJ6WSVG 0 260 D So 0 uaa u U06 ZMRP u Blau REFL 
























sizlZ -10 - 8 -6 4 -2 (1 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEqON RUDDER ALLRON REFERENCE INFORHATION 
I EC0101) M C41R LSWT 249 5 0 PC-.HMC BOOSTER 05N11 U 260 REFS 9 DOCU $a FT 
ECO1 2) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6 0 260 REFL 6 GOOD FT 
t "CO1691 CAR LSW 249 5 0 ECT MHC BOOSTER S3NlIW5 0 260 aDu 0 000 REF3 6 0000 FT
 
lmc0... 'CAIRLSWT E49 5 a 'CT MMC ROOSTER 03N$lJ6W5 U 260 00D D GOU XHRP b 8575 REFL
 
(EC0.00) MCAIR LSWT 249 Z 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 03Nl1wSV6 a 260 a O a u 000 YMOO¥RP a OU00 FT
 
E£COIG4) M CAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT mHC SOOSTEa 1;3Nllj6wSV6 0 260 00 D 0DGo 0 00 ZMRr 0 Ulan REFL 





















-12 -t0 6 4 4 a a 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 MACH EEVON RUDDER AILRaN REFERENCE INFORNATICW' 
(ECO±0±3I HCAtR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MNC BOOSTER 03N11 1 260 REFS 9 DO,!i S0 FT2C0 10) HCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 ECT HNC BOOSTER B3NI±J6 0 260 REFL 6 000 FT(ECOO , 249 3 0 FCT
MCAIR LSWt MC BOOSTER 3NIIW5 a 260 0 000 0 -OO REFS 6 D000 FT
ECCIO3}1 
 NCAIR LSWF 249 3 1 PCT MC BCOSTER BSNIIJ6W5 0 26b 0 o o 0 Do 
 XlRr b 8575 REFL(SCOOS) Ll NCAIR LSW 249 3 D PCT HC BCOSTER 33NIW5V6 0 26, v 0013 a uo 0 DOb Y1RP 0 o0bo FT(ECOJS4) [! NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT XHC BOOST5R B3NIXJ6WSV6 0 260 0 ODO 0 00G 0 0UO ZNRP 0 0100 REFL 





















-4 a0 2 4 6 a IS __ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SSET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION PE5CRAFTION MACH ELEVON RUDGER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(EcOllfl) NCAIR LSW 249 3 0 FCT 11C BOOSTER 83Ni1 0 260 REFS 9 0toj $a FT 
(ECO102) NCAIR -SWT 249 3 0 PCT 11C BOOSTER 03HIIJ6 0 260 REFL 6 0o00 FT (CC09) MCAIR LSWT Z49 Z 0 PCT 1HC BOOoTER S3tIIW5 0 260 0 000 0 000 REFS 6 00o0 FT 
rcFt03} L CAIR L.WT 249 3 0 CT 11C BOOSTER B3N11J6W5 R 260 0 000 0 S0 XIRF 0 8575 RaFt 
0 0 26 YHRP FT1ECO$ ZCAIR L-SIT 249 3 PCT INC BOOSTER 5S3NI-w5V6 0 0 0u 0 000 0 00o 0 0o0 
(EC0104) B LSWT 249 0 PC MHC BOOSTER 63 I1J6W5V6 0 260 0 00 0 00 0 000 ZMRP 0 0100 REFLMCAIR T 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALEALPHA 0 ODD 0 I00 
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LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR BUILDUP OF B3NIIJGW5VG, ALPHA 8
 
















20 00 5 10 15 20
 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATIO3 
(FCOLDI; M CA19 _SWT 249 3 U FCT MMC BOOSTER 83NiI U 26U REFS 9 cUoo SQ FT 
(FC0OIGZ MCAIR "SWT 249 3 0 FCT HHC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6 u 269 REFL 6 OULJ FT 
(FO0109} MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER V3NilW5 u 260 a 000 0 000 REFS 6 C0UV FT 
(FC0103) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MM¢ BOOSTER 83NIIJ6W5 a 260 a aco 0 000 XHRF 0 6576 REFl­
(FCO1CS) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U PeT MMC BOOSTER 53NlIW5V6 a 260 G acu 0BU 0 Duo YHRP u 0000 -1 
(FOO104) M CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6WSV6 0 260 a abo 0 Do a 000 ZMRf a bloo RErL 




LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR BUILDUP OF B3NIIJGW5V6, ALPHA 8
 










21; 1 2 4 6 la 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTI ONACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE IMFCRMATION 
(FC01 01) M CA|R LSWT 249 Z C PCT MMC BO$TE: 03NI1 0 2GO REFS 9 Go0 SO FT 
EFC0102 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC SOOSTER 53N11J6 0 260 REFL 6 LUOU Fl 
EFC0109) M CAIR LSWT 249 3 5 PCT HHC BOOSTER 03NIlW5 a 260 a ODb 0 OD REFB 6 0000 FT 
CFC0103) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER S3NijJ6W5 0 26U a ODD 0 ObU X RP 0 as75 REFL 
(F¢0108) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 1 PCT MHC BOOSTER 03NIiWSV6 0 260 a0D 000 OD 0 aDu YMRP a S0OD FT 
EFC0104) M CAIR LSWT Z4 9 3 U PCr MNC BOSTM 65NiIJ6W5V6 0 260 a 000 v ODD a Gnu ZMRP 0 o100 REFL 




LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR BUILDUP OF B3NIIJSW5VG, ALPHA 8
 
035 ___-I___ 

















1i2 -005 -8 6 4 4a o 
ui 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA- DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1GURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FC01611 MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT HHC SCOSTER B5Nil U 260 REFS 9 vuuc SQ FT 
(Fcoloz}) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC 8005TEK B5NIiJ6 a 260 REFL 60bogo FT 
IFCO1
0 9 ) IA'..LlWT Z49 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 53NIlW5 U zbU a oU a CUD REF5 6 oOO FT F{OIG S MCAR L'WT 24 9 3 B311IJ6W5 26U u0b mRr 8575G PCT MMC BOOSTER a a rMU o 0 REFL 
FCOIO$) HCAIR LSWT Z49 5 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER 83NIIW5V6 a 260 0 uca a oaa D oba YMRP a UUo0 ITO &  

MFO Z49 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER U U DO0 0 DUD 0 REFLCAIF LSWf 53NjIJ6W5Vb z6u 0 DOI ZMRP DIDO 
l PHA a cou 8 100 8 400 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
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LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR BUILDUP OF B3NIIJSWSV6, ALPHA = 8
 
















°1 -10 a 6 - 4 --2 O 4 6 10, 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
[FCO1DI) M CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NI1 0 260 REFS 9 abllo. SQ FT 
tFC0152) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER S3llJ6 u 260 RZFL 6 bbou FT 
(FCoot9) MCAIR L$WT Z49 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B NIIW5 0 260 a OLD a gob REFS 6 uuuD FT 
OOSTER B3NilJGW5 c 260 0 aOO 0 0 XMRr 0 $575 REMLFCOL03) CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC 
cFOlus) HCAIR LS ( 249 3 0 PCT MMC 18CST5R 83HIIWS6 0 260 0 000 0 coo 0 010 YMRP u agog FT 
crco G4l MCHAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC SCOSTFp B3NIIJGWSVG 0 260 a BOB 0 Goa DOD ZHRR a 0100 R rL 



















LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
t-
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAIION DESCRIPTION MACH EL5VON RUDD{R AILROM REFERENCE INFCRMATrON 
( sCo001 ) Q HCAIR LSWT 249 3 r PCT MHC BCOSTER B3N$1 0 26L REFS 3 bba Sa FT 
(ECOIGZ) HCAIR LSWT Z4 9 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER 53NiIJ6 a 260 REFL 6 UlOUD FT 
c co0 0 DDU REFS 6 UGOU FT'ECOZIg) CA.- 'T 249 5 0 PCT HOC BOOSTER B3NIIW5 0 260 
ec.. ;3J HAfl LST 249 3 0 PCT HOC BCOSTER S3NIIJ6W5 0 zb , DUO a Uob XHr F 0 $575 R5FL (£C0110) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCI HOC SCOSTER S3NItJ6W§V7 a0 ue a ouu U 090 YmRP obbo PT0DUO a
Z<RF I G100 R0FL
 











 a 6 4 





6 10 12 
DATA SET SYM50L CONFIGURATIOq DESCRIPTION

Ic 01o0ol 0 MACHMCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 ELEVON RUDDERPCi HCBOOSTER B3NII AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ECOIUZ) Ll a 260AIR 
LSWT 249 3 0 REFS(EC0109 M CAIR LSWT 249 5 D 
PCT MC BOOSTER 83NIIJ6 0 260 9 UULI 50 FT (ECOIG5 rCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1lW5 REFL 6) MCAIR LSWT 0 260 a 0000 FT249 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER 83N lIJ6W Dg BUD REF5 6 ooUu(ECO110) q U 260 c 000 FTCAIR LSWT 249 D OG XHR P a0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V7 575 REFLa 260 a BUD a boo a 000 YHRF 
 D GOOD FTALPHA 
 0 coo a IUD 

SCALE 




LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR BUILDUP OF B3NlIJGSVZ. ALPHA 0
 
040

















-04C1 -10 a -6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 l 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION HACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFOPIATION 
(ECHO±) Q dCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PC MHC BOOSTER BSNI± 0 26U REFS 9 00b SQ FT 
ECO102) MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT NHC BOOSTER B NiJE U 260 REFL 6 0000 FT 
(tC0109) C NCAIR LSWT 249 9 PCI MHC BOOSTER 53NI1W5 0 ?60 0 000 0 UAP REFS 6 ouo FT 
(tC0103 3 MCAIR LSWT 2A9 3 0 FCT NHC BOOSTER B3NIJ6W5 0 260 0 00 L boo XHRF u $575 REFL 
tECOIIal HCAIR LSWT 249 4 0 FCT MC BOOSTER 83NliJ6WSV7 0 260 0 DO0 0 Sob 0 000 YHRP 0 ODS FT 
ZtRP 0 0100 REFL 
ALPHA D 000 0 ISO SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
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LD - 04 





2 -=10 a 5 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a In 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH eLEVON 9UDDER AILRV REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I EC0161 M CAjl LSWT US9 0 CT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1 a 260 REFS 9 0001 SO FT 
lec0I .; HCA R LSqT Z49 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER 83NIIJ6 a 26u R:FL b ouuo FT 
(£Colue) M CAIR L5WT Z49 3 D PCT MHC BOOTER 05NIIW5 0 960 u D0n U DUD REFD - 6 ruou FT 
, ECOIU3} HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 F(T HMC BOOSTER B3NiIJW5 a Z60 U-000 0 Dug XHRP a 8575 REFL 
CEC011 ) MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER BU IIJ60V7 u Z6G a %v 0 Don u DOD YHRP 0 buou FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 PEFL 





LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR BUILOUP OF B3NIIJSW5V7, ALPHA = 8
 


























-00 I . . . . ..
 
-- 04 2 -15s o- 05 DO 102 is 0 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIF7ION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
FC010A) Q MCAIR LSWT E49 5 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 03NII 0 260 REFS 9 UUCP SQ FT 
FCOlOZ) CA CAIR 1.5WT Z49 3 0 PCT VMC BOOSTER 04NIIj6 0 zBQ RLFL b UD1,0 FT 
(FCO109), !a CAIR LSWT 249 5 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER V,3NILW5 U 26U a Duo U 000 REFS 6 ugbO FT 
(FCO003) MCAIR L$WT 249 3 6 PCT HMC BOOSTER 63NIIJGW5 0 26U a CUBa 00D XMRF 0 6575 REFL 
(FcoIlo) HiCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTrER B3NLIJ6W5V7 0 260 6 ObD b0 o BUD YHRP 0 iOua FT 
ZMRF U 0100 REFL 
ALFMA e uuu a ICU 6 4V SCALr 0 , 300 SCALE 
PAGE 351
 












22 -1 0 --a - 4 - a 4 6 a la IS 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{FCO101) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMM BOOSTER B3NlI a 26U REFS 9 DOUE SO FT 
FCOIZ) NCAIR -SWT 249 3 0 PCT VMC BOOSTER 83NIIJ6 a 260 REEL 6 obou FT 
PCO 9 SW--AR249 3 0 PCT HC BOOSTER 83111WS a 26U 0 000 0 000 REFS 6 GOOD FT 
-F0%m) LCI FCT MMC OOSTER B NLIJ6WS 0 loo u ODuo 9RR 0 $575 RLFLST 249 3 0 0 260 
rcF.o£1G MCAIR LSWT 240 0 PCT MHO BOOSTER V5NIiJGW5V7 0 260 0 Sao a Go, OGGD YMRP C DDOU FT 
ZMRP v Olou REFL 
ALPHA a oba a Ito 8 400 SCALE v 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 352
 
040 ,, JLATERAL/DIRECTIONAL,rCHARACTERISTICSl FOR BUILDUP OF B3NI1J6V5V7. ALPHA 8
















 SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OFSCRIT1 O HACH ELEVOM RUDDER(Fcoia 1 AILRON REFERECE INFORFATIONm CA R LswT z4 93 a rci HmCBoosTER 03NIL u 260
FC 01 ) McA R L ST 249 3 0 REFS 9 hcooD SO FTPCT MHC 505 ER 03tlllJB 0 260
F 9 
- IR LG-T 249 3 0 REFL 6 USES FTrCT HMC BOOSTER 8511115 
 a 260 a Sao
1 MC I 0 000 REFB 6 DOSSAF.3 W TZ49 3 0 FTCT MHC BO OSTER 03N11 J6W5-
 D EG 0O u . 09
FCvllo) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 u DOD XMR P u 8 7 R EFLPCT MMC BOOSTER 53WllJ6W5V7 
 u 260 a Obo u U0O0 u b 
 YHRF b oooD FT 
A"-hA 
 a v 0 a IOU a 400 






























04 2 -o 6 A a-
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ec .01, 0 CAIR LSWT 2 9 3 b FCT HMC BCOSTER 53Nll Z60 REFS 9 buou SQ FT 
f coloz) IS CAIR LSWT 249 3 U PCT MMC BOOSTER D30ISJ6 0 260 REFL 6 0000 FT 
F 19 -HAIR LS I Z49 3 D PCT MIMCBOOSTER B314LLWS 5 Z60 GDO0 0 000 REFS 6 GOOD FT 
00) q CA"R LSWIT 249 3 0 FCT M"HC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5 0 260 0 BOB 0 coo XMRP 0 $575 REFL 
(FC,11C) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT F.C BOOSTER 83NllJ6W5V? a 960 0 Dou a coo a OOD ¥HRP a 0000 FT 
ZHRF 0 010D RFFL 




LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR BUILDUP OF B3NI1J9W5. ALPHA = 0 




















0 0 is5 - 0 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 




6WT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER D3NIS 
LSWT 24 3 D PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIW5 
u Zoo 










HCAIRM. . SWT 249 3 D rCT MMC BOOSTER kr3NiIJ9LOWT 249 3 015T -3NIJRW5MMC BOOSTER 0575 D EGOa Zo 01F U 00 D REFSXMRV 60 UUOUD FT 0 
YMRrZERP 0F0 DougCT FTYEFL 
ALPHA DO ESCIP OSCALE ER LF SCALE 
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LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR BUILDUP OF B3NIIJ9W5. ALPHA
 











SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFOINATION( -CO10} MCA LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC OOST5R 8NIi a 26U REFS __ 9 _ i SG FT 
CAaR LSWT -949 3 0 -CT T4CR E3 NIW5 0 aU EFL 6 1000 FT 
ECOI13) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 1 PCT NRC 0OOSTER BZNIIJ9 0 E6 REFS 6 b1O3 FT 
(ECC0'104 J NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NHC SOOSTER BJNiIJgW5 0 260 0 0o 0 000 XMRP 0 8575 fEFL 
YMRP 0 G0 FT
 
ZMRP 0 O0 REFL
 






LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR BUILDUP OF B3NIlJ9VS, ALPHA 0
 























SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIrTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INOFMATION 
(ECO DI) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U eCI HC BCOSTER B5NiI i 260 REFS 9 ouu SO FT 
(ECO169) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 U PCT HMC BOOSTER B3N±IW5 u 26b u OUt U 000 REFL 6 O0u0 FT 
(ECC153, HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER BoNILJ9 U 260 REFS 6 o00a FT 
(CO114) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 ECT MNC BOOSTER 83NIIJW5 0 260 a Go 0 goo XHRF 6 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 COli FT 
ZMRP 0 01bO REFL 




































- Os , ,.,,..,4....,..L-4--- ..JJi i 
 r
 
812° -% - - 6 --4 - 2 0 4 6 8 10 1?
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IECOlbil f MCAIR LSWJT 249 3 r FCT HC.BOOSTER B5NIl 0 260 REFS 9 Goc S0 FT 
CECOI9) .CAR 0 260 0 oo 0 DD REFL 6 DoeU FTLSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1IW5 
(ECOIIZ) 0 MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 U FCT HC BOOSTER ES11J9 0 20 REF 6 DODD FT
 
(CW1i4 [i MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NMC BOOSTER BSNIIJ9W5 0 260 a Dou 0 Duo XMRP U 8575 REFL
 
YMRP U 0000 FT
 
ZMRP 0 0100 PEFL
 
SCALE 0 030 SCALE




8 LATERAL/IRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR BUILDUP OF 83NIIJ9W5. ALPHA 





















- 20 Is in G-5 O OE in E5 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFZOURATION DESCRIrTION MACH EL5VON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORHATIO 
(FC0101) 
(FC01O9) 
C)fl HCAIR LSWT 249 3 C PCT NMC BOOSTER SSNII MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NRC BOOSTER 8NflW5 0 0 260 Z60 0 O0u U 000 REFS REFL 9 6 bo, 0001 SO FT FT 
NrCO113MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT NRC BOOSTER D.NIIJ9 0 E0 REFS 6 000U FT 
fCC414 I] MCAIn LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NC BOOSTER B3NiJ95 C 260 0 0Du 0 001 XNRF 0 0575 RtFL 
YNRP 0 D00 FT 
ZNRP 0 S100 REFL 
ALPHA 0 000 8 IOU 8 400 SCAtE 0 0300 SCAL E 
PAGE 359
 














-l0 -- 4 -E 4 a 10 &Z 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA S5T SYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIrTION MACH ELEVON RUBDER AILRON REFERENCE I50RHATION 
(FCOIO$) MCAJR LSWT 249 3 0 aCT HMC ROOSTER S3N1 0 260 REFS 9 Oulu so FT 
(FCUaI9) H AIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MIC 0OCSTER B3NIIW5 0 260 u 000 0 OBt REFL 6 OU FT 
(Fcoi13) 
(FCOi14I) Uj HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC OSCSTER 63NI1J9 MAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HHC B STER B3NIIJSW5 ' 260 Is 260 0 ng a 000 REFS XMRF 6 0000 0 8515 FT REFL 
YHRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRF 0 010 REFL 




LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR BUILDUP OF B3NIIJ9W5. ALPHA 













I -005 ___ 
DID 
-015 TT O5_7 
-030 
____ ____ ____ 
CD - _ _ _ _ _F 0 0 
-040 L 4C J ~ 4-..4 7 -714W 




DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURAV ON DESCRIPTION MACHl ELEVON! RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE I NFOR HATION
~FCOil C MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PIT MMC BOOSTER 83N411 0 260 REFS 9 000 SQ FT 
FlCOI0S) LA CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PIT INC BOOSTER E3141115 0 260 0 Duo 0 OGti REFL 6 000 FT 
(FCC'11$) a HEM LSWT 349 3 0 PCT 'MCl BOOSTER SSNiIJS u, 261, REFS 6 VO01, FT 
rcolls) IJ CAIR LSI4T 249 3 0 FET MMlE BOOSTER 83N11J915 0 260 0 CO0 b 000 XMRP 0 8575 REFlL 
YNRP U D000 FT 
zIIMiP 0 Diljo REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE


















 0t __ __ __ __ ___ __,___,_ 
2 - 04 
SIE LIAGL,_ET, EGEE 
-. 0 
-12 -0 a0 a -4 -202 4 0 1 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
 
PATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION MACH ELEVON RUDDER AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
FIOI) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NII 0 260 REFS 9 BUr $0 FT 
iFCOI0O) 1 MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 FCT MNC BOOSTER B3N11W5 0 260 a 000 0 BD REFL 6 0BUD FT (FCo1i$) 0' MCAIR L$WT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER 3M11JS 0 260 REFB 6 BO FT 
FC01PCO ) U MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U FCT HMC BOOSTER BSNIIJSW5 U 26, 0 000 U o0 XHRF 0 8575 RtFL 
YMRF 0 Bubo FT 
ZHRP a 0100 REFL 

























LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
symeOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORPATION 
0 %DD MACH U Z6U RFJTrO 1 Duo REFS pubg $ FT 
4 5 9 0 ELE VO Nl 0 D u o A I LR ON U b lMU R E F S 6 0 0 0 F T 
0 00 CANrLP a 009 RUDDER - 10 ova YHRP 65?5 REFL 
[ 6400 YHRP 0 g b FT 
0 0Soo ZRP 0010 REFL
 
DATA IST CODE VFO RCALE C I03EN SCAL
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT M C BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5VG CC0105) 25 MAR 71 PACE 3G3
 











12 -10 a 6 4 2 0 2 4 60 le 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR ATIONl 
a 150 MACH 0 zGD RPJTPO I Doc REFS 9 oubo 50 FT 
4 300 ELLVOM 0 oo AILROR 0 DUD REFL 6 DODD FT 
6400 CAOFLF 0 Goo RUDDER - 1U DUD XRp 00007 EFL
 8 4DU YKRF a 600_ FT 
10 500 ZHRP a 0100 RZFL 
DATA HILT CODE V*E SCALE 0 030b SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V6 CCC0105J 25 MAR 71 PAGE 364
 
EFFECT OF ALPHA ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS. B3NIIJSW5V6. ELEVON 0 
040 








L I S 
z 
Lo - 020 _ _ __ _ _
 0 05 RFL __V_ ___A__N__O 600b F
 
_R RF




-z -o6 -4 a a A 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
L AIHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR14ATIO$ 
0 OU IACH 11 260 iTFJTPQ 1- 0 REFS 9 GO SQ FT 
300 ELEVON 0 DUG AXLRON a cog REFL 6 000U FT 
0 6400 CANFLF 0 ago RUDDER -to UtLjF 08,7 RF 
ZMRE 0 VIGO REFL 
SCALE (i G3u0 SCALE 
R 0oSO 

DATA HOST CODE V*E 















_____, , __ ,_ 
t i ,00tJt 




PARA MTR C VALUE S
SYMBOL ALPHA ODOU $a FTREFS 9 
0 IUD ACH 260 RTJTFO I BOG REFL 6 OUDIJ T 
300 ELEV ON 0 UO AILRON REFB 6 Door FTU rug 
X H P a 5 7 5 R E F L 
0 4D CA N F L P 5 D O D R U DER - 1 0 0 0 0 
 YHRP 0 ab u FT 
4 0 
 ZHRP 0 01IUD REFL 
10 500 1 300 SCALESCALE 
DATA IST C OD V e 
25MAR 71 PAGE 366
MC BOOSTER B3NlIJWVG CCOI05)
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT 

EFFECT OF ALPHA ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, B3NI1JGW5VG, ELEVON -10
 
040frrr 
 r, -r1-r- n l 3 

















o 2 0 is . 10 06 Ou 05 so15 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, Cy
 
SYHBO"
-1 ALFHA 0 MACH PARAMETRICb ago VALUES 1 
_00 REFSREFERENCE 1NFORH\TIONJTO 9DubF 
4 2OU ELEVON - U COD A|LRON u COO REF!, 6 COCO FT6~~~~~ 20UdRAF 1 5 EFU 6 COD. FTID 620 CNL olHDe 0LOIRP 0 557S REFLa 3U6 yHRF a0 00 O FT 
10 460 ZMRP 0 00oD REFL 
DATA "IST CODE V#E SCALE 0 0400 3CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5VG {CC0107] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 367 











100 6 4 2 6 o 1 
oln 6_-_4____1 _________ 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 GOU HAtO 0 2G0 kFJTPD DOBP REPS 9 acuu So FT
 
4 200 ELEVeN 1- 000 AILROM 0 Cap R5FL 6 abou FT 
' O2bDO ANLPUDER- O DOREF8 6 Do00 FT 6 o RDE
AFP 0OO oolXHRF 
 1 8575 PJ FL 
a 300O YMRP a ocuo FT 
10 400 zHRP U Oluo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE U DZU 
t 
SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGWSV6 [CCO107) 2a MAR 71 PAGE 368
 
EFFECT OF ALPHA ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, B3NIIJGWSVG, ELEVON -10
 


















- 2 -20 a 4 - 0 _ 10 lz 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






















SD A00C S CODE ZMI RVFL 
SCALL 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5V6 CCCO107) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 369
 
EFFECT OF ALPHA ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS, E3N1!JGW5VS, ELEVON -10
 
__ II _ I. __ . . _ _ 
04 4 . ' 









r - 036_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
07 p I 
(l-10 6 4 - a 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ova MACH b 260 RJTPO 1 U~b REFS 9 bt-00 SO FT 
4 ZGO E'5VOH - b 500 AILRON a our. REFL 6 DOUG FT 
REFB 6 0000 FT
- 00 CANFLp 0 00 RUBBER - OO I IMRP a $575 9EFL 
30 8Rr 
400 E ZRF 0 0Q0I REFL 
0 4 900o S FT 
SCL a 30 AL 
DATA MIST COE V*C SCALE 0 000 OCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGWSVG CCCO07) 25 MAR 7- PAGE 370
 

















u 020 - 5 05 00 as 10 15 20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY 
SYMBOL ALPHA 
a 1DU MACH 
PARAMETRIC VA UES 
0 260 RFJTFO I oo 
REFERENCE ]NFORmAriom 
REFS 9 00,10 SQ FT 
4 31b ELEVON 
' 
u OBU AILRCN 














YMRP a 0ou FT 
DATA MIST CODE V*E ZMRFSCALE 0 D.O00 030b REF1.SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NiIJ6W5V7 (CCC01123 25 MAR 71 PAGE 371 
I 















SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM TION 
0 101, MACH 0 265 RFJTPO 1 000 REFS 9 OuUG $Q FT 
430, ELEVON u009D A ILROH a Gou REFL 6 00aD FT
REFB & Goat) ITa5ao CANFLF 0 coo RUDDER - 15000D 
 XHRP 0 $575 REFL 
YHRP a GOOD FTZORF 0 bio0 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE a 0300 $CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V7 CCCOII2) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 372 
_ __ 




















-04012 -1 ­ 0 1
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. OEGREFS
 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 an MACH a 260 RJTPO I bOO REFS 0 0011 $0 FT 
4 300 ELEVCI b Duo AILRON a ULU REFL 6 D1 O FT 
REFR - 6 0000 FT8 500 CANFLF 0 00 RUDDER - t0 D00 flR 8575 R9FL0 
YM 0 0000 FT 
ZNRP 0 0100 REFIL 
DATA JXST CODE VE SCALE 0 035 o SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BRNIIJGWSV7 (CC0112) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 373
 
06 
























07 (f4 40 __ __ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SyMOOL ALFHA0 ISO MACH PARAMETRIC VALUESu 260 RJTO I Dub REFERENCE 14FORHATIONREFS 9 Ou" sO FT 






aS£0 CANFL- 0 u10 RUDDER - 10 0o0 XMRP u 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 0UDS FT 
ZMRP 0 Slb REFL 
DATA hIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 03O SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJGW5V7 CCCOI123 25 MAR 71 PAGE 374 
EFFECT OF ALPHA ON 	AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3N!IJ6W5V6
 
0 0 	 j I I I I I 













go 15 a as 05 0±o 	 15 0 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
SYMBO AL-PHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFRENCE INFORMATION 
S 0 iou MACH 6 E60 RPJlrQ I DUD REFS 9 DUD, SO FT 
. zv. ELEVON U 050 	 AILRON 10 OD REFL 6 ravo FT 
RUDR600DD CNF OlREFS 	 6 DODO FT 4 00 0C N LR DD 0 0 X M R v 0 $ 5 7 5, RE FL 
$ 400 YMRF 0 0000 rT 
16 50, ZMRP 0 sDoo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE VVE SCALE 0 0500 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BSNlIJGW5VG CCCOIOG] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 375 
EFFECT OF ALPHA ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJGW5V6
 









12 -10 - 6 4 -z o2 4 6 a to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 goo0 So FT 5 co0 MACH 0 260 RlJTF0 I call 
4 300 ELEVON a gov AILRON lu avu RUL 6 UDUC FT 
64C CNLRUDRabo aOuREFS 6 Gaug FT 4 gOOOCAFLUD 0 0uXMRF 0 8575 RrFL0 400 YMRP 0 00_ FT
 
to SOD ZMRP I g10D REFL 
UATA H16T CODE v* SCALE a 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGW5VG (CC01O6) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 37G
 
EFFECT OF ALPHA ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NI1JSWSVS
 


















-11 -10 -8 -46-2 a 2 4 6 a in ±2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYl5OL ALFHA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF0RHATI U 
ive M 260 RPJTrO I OGU ReFS 9Ooub S FTACH u 
4 3GO ELEVQ4 0 QUO AILRON iu JJ 0 REFL GO'S FTB 66 Ganu FT64GO CANFLF p 000 RUDDER 0 UOU 
 XMRP 0 85T5 REFL 
8 400 
 YHRF Q 0000 FT 
R 10500 AZRP 0 V100 RE L 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALC 0 0300 SCALE 
HCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1J6W5VG (CC5O06) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 377
 






















L - 04 
07
 
12 -10 a-- 0 4 6 a 1 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYFBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION a 1OG MACH a 265 FFJTFO 1 000 REFS % U00 $0, FT 
4 300 FLEVON 0 000 AILRON to06,O REFL 6 0onv FTEFB 6 hObO FT
i400 CANFL 0 o RUDDER 0-4 -2 X0 0 8575 RE L
 
8 4R0G M0 0 Os Q.
FT
 
10 501 ZMRP 0 0l00 ReFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJGWSV6 CCCO1O6) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 378
 

























0 5 10 -5 ;o 15 go
 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORIATION 
100 ACMH 0 260 RrJTFO I OOt REFS 9 50b0 SQ FT 
300 ELEVOtl 0 000 AILON I0 0.O REFL 6 OOt, FTREFS 6 O~bb T 
4) 0 400 CANFLF 0 000 RUDDER 0 009 XNRE 0 8575 REL 
YMRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRF 0 1I00 REFL 
SCALE 0 030u SCALEDATA MIST CODE V*E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V7 ECCOII) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 379
 
EFFECT OF ALPHA ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJGWSV7

















SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 Lou MACH 0 ZGb 9FJ7PO 1.coo REFS 9 I,6n0 $0 FT 
4 300 ELEVON 0 BUD AILRON is aoD REFI- 6 ucuo FT 





YMRP 0 0000 FT 
DATA HIT0 CODE V5E ZMRPSCALE ,0 aI'a0305 REFLSCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BBNliJ6W5V7 CGCOIII] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 380 
EFFECT OF ALPHA ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS, CONFIGURATION B3NIIJGW5V7
 












I 040 1 2 - 2 4 6 a 10 la 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBCL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORFATION 
a IGO MACH b 260 RPJTP0 i Gou REFS 9 oucb SO FT 
4 00 EL9VG4 u 000 AILRON 10 asu REEL 6 0000 FT 
0 0 AFF 000RDE 









YHRE ODDO FT 
ZMRP a Dion REF 
CA',A MIST COD5 VE ...ALE 0 030a SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ6W5V7 (CCO11l] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 381 
















-04 -10 6 4 6 _4 8 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D IO MACH 0 EGO RPJTFO I GOU REFS 9 UVOG SO FT 
4 SOO ELEVON u Goa AILRON 10 ouu Rem 6 000 FT -
REFB DOUG FT 
S40C CANFLr 6 coo RUDDER 0 ac XRP O 8575 RemL 
- R0 0 _ _ 0 FT 
Z-RF 0 8loo Rem 
TA HISY CODE VSE A DCALE $IALE 0BE5T 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT0 M C OOSTFR B3NITJ6WFV7 CCCOll) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 382
 



















O4 5- Bu MH6Fb 
U 
I-- U 6 
u -0 j El__3__ 0__4__ 0__ 5 
_ 7___a9_ 
n-0W4 06 0 7 08u 9 FT 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
YMBOL CANFLP FARAHETRSC VALUES REFERENCE INFORSATION 
- ±5 C BETA M CDE ACHCC RPJTFO ± ELEVOO B3 R$PC CtJC EFL CObREFB 66 OutgO FTFT0 S CCC RCCR LiC~CXMRF Li 8575 FEFLAI1~NQ] SC CCC YMRP C LibibO FT 
ZMRF C sIOO REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V4'E SAE DbO C 
t'CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC ROOSTER B3NIiJ1OW5VG CCCO301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 383
 











-. ,4 , I, I I~ Itt ., .i .l .i .J.f l l i r i 
-20 -15 -s0 -05 00 05 10 15 20 25 30 55 40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
NSHOL 	 CANFLF rARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHMTION
 
15 000 BETA 0 BUD MACH 0 010 REFS 9 SO
5o2, FT 
0O RFJTPC 1 260 ELEVON U OLO REFL 6 000 FT 
0 1 oo RUBBER 0 Duo AILRON 0 UiD XHRP 0 8575 REFL 




SCALE O 0300 SCALE 
DATA HIST CODE V*E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOWSVG CCC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 384
 








- -D-8 -6 -4 - a a 4 6 a 10 12 14 1& 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYO L C NF F PARAMETRIC VALUCS-15 BU BETA u ACH aI REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 9 00O FT
i0 

0 056 RPJTFO 1 060 ELE ON u Doc REFS 6 GO OD T 
15 U o@ RUDDER 0 BUD AILRON 0 uou XHRP 0 $575 FEFL5UD YMRP Uoub FT
 06ZHRF 
 01 00 REF
 
DATA MIST CODE V*E 
 SAE b 0 CL
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJlOW5V6 CCC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 385
 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, NACH=O, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS, 63N]IJIOWSVG
 
14 

















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLp PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
is Goo BETA 0 oo ACH 0b 
 REFL 9 DOUG 5 FT 
0 o ne R P J T O 1 8 6 0 E L E V O N a 0 -11 R E P O 6 , D O U F T 
15 Goo RUDDER u Dou AILRON a OLD XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
-YRP 0 Do FT 
30DGZHRF 0 01ob REFL 
AA 1T O VESCALE D 03UG SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIJIOW5V6 CCC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 386 















-0 8-5 4 - 2 0 t A 6 6 10 12 14 16 1S 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYHCOI CANFLF FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIWN 
I5 000 BETA a Duo IACH 0 000 RES 9 Do SQ FT 










ZNRr 0 ol,0 REFL 
DATA MIST CQDE V#g SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JIOW5VG tCCO301 25 MAR 71 PAGE 387 
















1 2 . 
01 - 2 a _ _0 2 4 	 2 1 1 8 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
SYMBOL 	 CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
16 000 BETA u v00 MACH u Vou REFS 9 00 9 S FT
 
0 000 RPJTFO 1 860 ELEVON U OVD REL 60Uu FT 
0) 15 QD RUDDER a 000 AILRON 00[,0 REFS 6 0050 FT 
XRP 0 S75 REFLn z bou 	 YMRP 0 ,~b1 Tu 
ZVRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE VE SCALE 0 030 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1OW5VG CCC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 388
 












-10 -S 6 .4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
2 
SYMBOL CANFLF FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
s Go0 BETA 0 0,0 MACH u ouI REB&. 9 oin' 5Q FT 
REFL 6 0000 FT
- 0 Goo RFJTFO 1 860 ELEVOL b 
ooG RUDDER XR poE0000F 15 0 Goo AILRON 0 ale XMRp a 6.75 REFL 
3a B D YHNF b ouuu FT 
ZFRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODEY*E SCALC 0 u SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JIOW5VG CCC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 389
 



















05- -8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0150 BETA 0 Dun MACH 0 D00 REFS o1,5 S9 5 FT 
n D0 RFJTFO I 86b ELEVON U Uou REFLCEFO 6 B b6 BUD " FT FT 
C' 15 D0n0000 RUDDER AILRON a ou RP, $575 RCFL 
f 30 OVO YORP a 00 FT 







MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JIW5VB CCC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 390
 












- a a0 5 0 _ 0a 0aa9 1 0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
SYMOL CAMFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFCRCC INFORMATION
- 5 00-A HACH 0 1 0 O REFS 9 DODO a FT 
0 DO. RFJTFO 2 ZbD ELEVON u CUD KEFL 6 O FT 
IS Ga RUDDER 0 GOb AILRON 0 ODUD REro o OUG Fl5 
O 50 DUD YmRP 0 00O FT 
ZMRP 0 0O1 REFL 
DATA hIST CODE V4E SCALE 0 030b SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJlOW5V6 (CC0302) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 391 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, MACH=O. VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS, B3NIIJIOW5VS
 





-20 - 15 -10 - 05 o 05 10 15 20 	 25 30 35 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, Co
 
SYMBOL CANFLF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2 5 o BETA 0DOD MAH 5 RF9 05 S T
a DOD RVJTFO 2 200 ELEVON 2 Doc 	 REFL 6Obba FT 
REFS 6 0000 FT 
15 GOD RU DER a 000 AILRON 5Duo6 XHRF 0 $575 REFL 
30 DOG YHRP 0 abou FT 
ZHRP 0 Oloo REF 
DATA HIST CODE v#£SAE 3c GL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJIOW5VG CCCO302] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 392
 
7 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, MACH=O, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS, B3NIIJ1OW5Vs








a 6 4 a 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYHOL CANFLF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 0 0 BETA 0 DuO MACH u DUD REFS 9 DOUG SO FT 
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I coo BETA D BUD MACH u 260 REFS 9 oub $0 FT2 G RPJTFO 2 200 ELEVO4 0 co 	 REFL UU00 FTIEFB 66 DODO FT o 15 50 RUDDER 00o AILRO a rct 	 XMRP 0 8575 REFL o 30 0 	 YMRP 0 000 FT 
ZHRF J 010g REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE DATA hST CODE V*e 

MCAIR 	LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOW5VB CCCO311) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 470
 














-t 3 -0 2 -0 1 a a 0 1 a z I 3 0 4 0 5 a 6 a 7 a a 0 9 1 a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
5YHBuL CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUIES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15 Goo BETA 0 CDO MACH b z6u REFS 9 uuuu SO FT 
R P J T P 0 a 3 T O E LE V N D u uO R F S G o 0 FT 
RUDDER G 5au AILRCN 0 oau XHRF 0 S5 75 REFL 
YHRP a 0..0 FTZ-RF a _O 0G R FL 
GATA iIST COPE V z0 CL CL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 9 PCr MMC BOOSTER 83NII@IOW5V6 CCC0312) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 471
 





-- 2 -15 -in 05 go 05 10 15 a0 35 AD 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
3 HBOL CANrLF FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1mroR.ATION 
Q 15 BOB BETA , ova HA'H 0 Z60 REFS , " bU So FT 
RPJTPO Z 370 ELEVON a Dos REFL 6 066P FT 
REFB 6 DODO FTRUDDER 0 000 AILRON a DO 
 XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YNRF 0 GOOD- FT 
ZmRP 0 0100 REFl-
OAA I OD V SCALE I asoo SCALE 
ACAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOW5VG CCC0312) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 472
 
---




t , rwUDDER ±U Due _______5__ 
-t­
±10S- --6 -.4 - 0 4 6 8 1 0 12 14 16 iS 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. QEGREES 
SrHROL CAMFLF pARANETR1C VALUeS REFERENCE INFORHdATION 
0 ±5 000 BETA 0 000 HAd-H 0 260 REv-S 9 DUCO 50 FT 
RFJTFCI 2 370 ELEVON U Dbb REFL S O00b v-T 
RUDDER 0 000 AILRON b DbD REF 0 REFLXMRP 85756 0000 FT 
ZHRP a 01o0 REFL 
DATA HlbT CODE V*E SCALE 0 030 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 243 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J10W5V6 CCC03123 25 MAR 71 PAGE 473
 













6 -4 2 a z 4 6 a In 12 14 16 is an 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 















RDE acoIRN 0bnXMRF 
YR F 
0 6575 
a O G 
REELFT 
ZMRP a ciao REEL 
DATA MIST LODE V e SCALE a n3an SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJIOW5V6 CCCO312) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 474 























-PTF 37 0Go 

05 RUDDE DO A RO ub_ 




RFB U 0000 FT 
zHRP a UIUD REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3. O PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlJOW5VG (CC0312) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 475
 
















Ca in 6 a4 6 1 e 4 s is 2 
RFJTFO 2 3- E.VCN 0 oco REFL 6 UL'C FT 
RUDDER u boo AILRON C BELJ ReFo 0 DODO FT~XMRp C 8575 REEL 
CMFbboC FT 
ZRG u 01AA REL 
DATA MIST CODE V AE SCALE a 0NF0 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMO BOOSTER B3NIIJ1OW5VG (CC0312) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 476
 








-_ 4 6 _ a a 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE Y7 ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 























Y0RF a 0000 FT 
CODE VAE AATAGIST A LP0A DCALE ZmRPSCALE 0 atoo REFI, 
MCAIR LSWT 24 3.0 PCT MC BOOSTERF3JITJIOWFVGOCC0312) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 477 
























-­%DO t 8''a- 6 '' _4 ' 2 l 0 a l 4 6 a8 l Oin 12 1 4 ' '16 ' 16 t 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL CANFLF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 15 Gau BETA 0 Dun MACH a 260 RFFS 9 00DDa o ' 
RPJTPO 2 30 EL VON a o o R F 8 6 0 00 FT 






2 HRP a also REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*ECL 0G Cb 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJIOW5VG CCC0312) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 478
 










a 00 D 4 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
SYMBOL CANFLF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
- 5 DOG BETA a 000 MACH a 260 REFS 9 UOU0 59 FT 
) 15 0 o bo RPJTPO 2 640 ELEVON u GOO 
0 0REFB 
RUDDER a 000 AILRON ov57SYOLCAFLPRAMTRC ALESREFEENC NORMAL FOCOF CINT CNAL REFL 6 6 
UDGU rT 
U00C FTINFORMATIL 
YHR0 a U000 T 
DATA MIST0CO AC 0260CAEE 9 0000 5CD T 
JCAIRLSWT 249 3.0 PCT MC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOWVG CCC0313) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 479 




-lJ __ _ _ _ _ 
- I6
_5 G_ _ _ RES _ 94v0 F 




ZMRP a o1us RCFL 
DAA I oP VESCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOWSVG CCC0313) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 480
 





-r-r 4 aT-- -r-r 4-rrr-4 16 ia z
,C
 
R F 9 suSO F 
0 BETA__ a US M CH0-) 6 ______ 
_ REF GOODFT 
is GOD___ RUDE OD AIRN DB"R 
_ 87 
LA- 57 RF 
LiRP -____F 
LI ___Z_________ P_______ R_leo _FL
 
CAAIIT CD CL D CL
 
C-I ST2930PTMC OSE 3IJOSGCC01)2 A 1 PG
 
ANGLAL ATTACK aF SLPCALEGE
 
MC5I LSWT RU49E 3. PCT AMLRBOSE 83Ib lV C03)25MRF 71 PAGE 481 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, MACH = 0.26, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS. 83NIIJ!O 
14n 
Xt ... I 4 
LLI 
- 06 
L3 - O 
-. 14 
6 4 4 6 a 111 12 14 is 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 
 CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Is oG5o BE T A 0 bob
02 v RFJTPO A C H a Z 6 0R 2 540 ELEVON a uor E S9 O c FREFL 6 U_ FT 
15 000 RUDDER 0 000 AILRN a Gull REFS ODO00 FT 
XHRF 0 575 REFL 
YMRP 0 uou FT 
ZMRP a als REFLDATA HIST CODE V*E SCALE b oa SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JIOWSVG CCC03133 
25 MAR 71 PAGE 482
 

















-10 -0 -6 -4 - 0 a 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
s- OOs BETA 0 ocb 14ACH 0 260 REFS 9 UeD so PT 
005 RPJTPO 2 540 ELEVON Do REFL 6 OjO FT 
15 0Db RUDDER a Do AILRON 0 UOU REFB 6 UODO FT 
XHRP 3 8575 REFL 
Y (R30 OU0 FT 
ZNRP 0 010s REFL 
DATA dIST cooE V E SCALE 0 0500 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOWSV6 (CC0313) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 483 





















 a 4 z 2 4 a to 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMSOL CANFLF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




















YMRF 0 O00 Fr 
ZHRP 0 0100 RFL 
DATA MIST CO VE SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1OWSVG CCC0313) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 484
 













1500 RDE CRF (-3 ' IRO DO 67 F RF 
UJ a000 F (MRF a3 0100_E 
DAA11T CD * SAE 000 CL 
MCI ST2330PTMCBOTR8U-lIWV CO1)2 A 1 PG 8 
5TA
1a 0 0IS000 MACH 0 ESAE 9 DODO SOALT 
PC 4
0CILSWT 2PJTP 0 2 CBOSTRB111WV [C0 3 25u ARr 71 PAGE FT5
 



















- -8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLP PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
s- o BETA u 000 MACH b.260 REFS 9 0000 SO FT 
A Goo RFJTFO 2 540 ELEVON 0 DUD REFL 0 0010 FT 
REFS 6 oO FT 
15 ODD RUDDER 0 000 AILRON a coo XNRF 0 857, REFL 
YHRF 0 90OO FT 
ZMRP 0 000 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J1OW5VS CCC0313) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 486 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, = 0.26
 
14­













Ui - 08 
-14
 
-1 0 z 0 0 4 0 5 a 6 07 a9 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, E'03")} MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U PCT HHC BOOSTER B3NIJjj0 I ouu b 260 Bob REFS 9 Oluc SO FT 
(¢0505)Z MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PET MMC BOOSTER 83NIIJ10 1 860 a 260 0 Goo REFL 6 uuc. FT 
IECO0&g MCAIR LSWr 249 3 0 PET MHC BOOSTER B34ilJlU 2 2CO 0 260 0 ago REFB 6 DOUG FT 
(¢C03G8}s MCAIR LSWT 249 S 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJlU Z 540 a 26U 0 000 XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP U 0000 -T
 
z'Rv 0 0100 AFLR 






















IL3 -0 2 -0 1 a a a I a 2 a 3 0 4 0 5 a 6 0 7 a a 0 9 1 0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION' DESCRIPTIONI RrJTPO MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONjC03U4) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PET MMC BOOSTER B5NIIJ1 I Do a 0 00 REFS 9 00DO __ FTSO 

(ECOW5) LS MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HHE BOOSTER B3NIIJI0 I SGU a 26a u Go REFL 6 also FT
 
ECOAuG, < MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCI HHC BOOSTER R3NtlJIO 2 200 0 260 ago REFB 6 006, FT
 
Ce05os U HCArR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NjiJij 2 540 0 260 0 Duo XMRP 0 65T5 REFL
 
YMRF D 1 FT
O00 

Z-RP 0 01.0 REFL 
CA-FLP G oo SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 488
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0.26
 
7 I I I 
4 
L 0 
-120 15 - D - 05 o0 05 10 15 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
20 25 30 35 .40 
DAT, SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTPQ MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
EO34){E ... 5)B 
(EC0306) 
CO030s U 
MCASRLST 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 3MIIJIC 
HAR LSWT 949 5 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JI0 
HCAIR LSWT 24 9 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER 53N IEJ10 










































-- 15 - 10 - 05 0 05 10 5 2 0 25 30 35 40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION RPJTFO MACN BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,ECO304) Q NCAIR I$WT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 63NIJI I 000 0 260 0 00B, REFS 90Bout SQ FT 
(ECC.35) 11 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIIJIQ 1 860 0 260 0 O00 REFL 6 0OLd FT(ECO0C) 	 0 NCAIR LSWT Z49 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER E3N1LJ$0 z 200 0 260 0 0o0 REFO 6 U FT
 
5 MCCC4OS)AIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER BINI1JI0 2 540 u 260 a 0o XNRF b 8575 REFL
 
YNRF 	 0 0000 rT
 
ZHRF 0 01O0 REFL
 


















I - 0 








3 -02 -CA a 0 01 02 03 04 05 06 0? 00a a 10 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
CATA SET SYMBOL COFSFGURATICN PESCRIFEONI gfJTrO MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIO-





MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 
4CAIR LSVT Z49 3 0 
CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 
rCT MHC BOOSTER BSNliJIO 
FCT MHC BOOSTER 5341J1iO 




























YNRF 0 O0 F" 
ZNRF 0 (100 RCFL 
CANFLF 15 000 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 491 













as20i _a an _ _n A_ a_ 35 
4FCO30A MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT PNC BOOSTER 83N11J10 I 000 0 Z60 0 000 REFS 9 OUiG 36 FT 
(rCO045) M LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOCSTER BSNIIJiO 1 860 0 000 6 FTNCAIR 0 ZGO REF$ 00O 
cFC056i NCAIR LSWT 249 3 U PCT HMC BOOSTER BSNIIJIU 2 2O 0 260 0 ODD REFB 6 000u FT 
(CCO307, [ MCAIR L5WT 249 3 0 FCT MNC BOOSTER B3NIIJSO 2 370 0 2 b 0 00 XNRF 0 8575 REFI. 
YHRP 0 UODO FT 
ZRM 0 010 REFL 


























-03 -02 -01 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 0 09 18 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 




"WT Z49 3 I PCT HC O00STR BSNIlJIr 














(aC0306) C HCAIR LST 249 3 5 PCT MHC BOOSTER e3NIIJld 2 200 0 a600 000D REFB 6 0011, FT 
XMRF 0 8575 ReF 
YHRF 1 00,o0 F-
ZMRP I a10o REFL 
CANFLP 3b 1o, SCALE 0 03U SCALE 
PAGE 493
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, K= 0.26
 










is- Is 00 05 10 20 as 30 405 as0 15 35 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CO'NFIGURATLON DESCRIFTION RFJTFO MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, CO043 Q HCAIR LSWT 249 3 6 FCT MMC BOSTER 83NIIJIU 1 000 a 260 a Goo REFS 9 vobc so FT 
("C0305) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER BU1NLIO I $so 0 26U u BUD REFL 6 0000 FT 
(GC0306} MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PeT XMC BOOSTER B3NliJIS 2 200 0 260 0 BOB REFS 6 uuo0 FT 
XMR p a $57$ REFLYHRP a o u v o F T
 
ZMRF 0 oloo REFL 
CANFLP 30 000 SCALE a 03UG SCALE 
PAGE 494
 







1- -O 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION RFJTFQ MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ECO304) fICAIR LSWT 249 3 b FCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIiJ10 I BOB O 260 0 LiEU REFS 9 5OU SQ FT 
(ECO305) 2 CAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83N1IJI 1 860 a 260 0 000 REFL 6 00c FTCECO306 "CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NNC BOSTER B3NIIJIO 2 200 0 260 0 0D REFB 6 0000 FT 
lccOz0O, [ NCAIR bSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BSrIIJ I 2 540 0 ZO0 B 000 XMRP 0 $o7 REFL 
YHRP 0 0000 FT 
ZNRF 0 0O0a REFL 
CANFLF - 15 Boo 















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA 
£EC0304) 0 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 -CT HNC BOOSTER B3NIIJI I 000 0 26U ( 000 
(EC0305) HMCIST24 TIC BOOSTER SSNLIJ10 1 860 0 2eo0 000oC OSO6 0 NCAIR L WT 249 3 0 PCT  BSOSTER BZN1IJI 2z2o 0 260 0 000:CC0SO) [ CAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT IMC BOOSTER B5NI1I4o 2 540 0 Z60 000, 
CANFLF 3 000 
12 14 16 i 2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 00(3 SQ FT 
REri- 6 000L FTREFS 6 D000 FT 
XNRP 0 8575 REFL 
YNRP 0 0000 FT 
SCALE U 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 496 
---




















0 6 -4 -I2- 0 2 4 6 8 0 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 






MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NiIJ-U 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HC BOOSTER B3NIIJIb 
MCAIR LSWT 249 1 0 PCI NMC BOOSTER B.NIIJ 
HCAIR ISWT Z49 5 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER BINLIJt0 
























YHRP 0 o0 FT 
ZHRF 0 olo REFL 
Cis 0o SCA-E 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 497
 
















-10 6 4 2 a 2 4 6 9 so 12 IA is Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAIIcO DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORhATION 
SECO304) C NCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER 0SNIIJlU i 0o0 0 260 0 000 REVS 9 0ba SQ FT 
CECO5) Ll HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT NNC BOOSTER B3N11Ji 1 860 0 260 D 000 REFL 6 0000 FT 
CECOSOG HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER SSNi±JIO 2 200 0 260 0 ao REFB a 0000 FT 
CCCC300) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BaOSTER BSN1IJiO 2 54 0 260 0013 XHRP 0 0575 REFL 
YIRF 0 u000 FT 
ZHRF 0 0lo REFL 
SCALE 0 03(u SCALECANFLp 0 U00 

PAGE 438 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0.26
 















-1 -0 - 4 -z 0 z 4 0 a 10 IS 14 so is zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIPTION 








REFS 9 UU05 50 FT 
(ECCIOS) HCAIR .SWT 249 3 P PCT NMC BOOSTER BINSIJID I 86U 0 260 a So REFL GOiDl FT 
IECCOIO) NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HNC BOOSTER 33NIIJIU 2 zoC 0 20 0 0o0 REFS 6 LO FT 
'CCObs) U MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO 2 54D C 2600 0 BD XMRr 0 8575 REFL 
YNRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRP a GoC1a REFm 
CANFLF - 15 000 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 499
 












6 4 4 6 a IG 12 14 $6 18 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
GATA SET 5YMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTPO MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 





HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PFCT MHC BEOSTER 83NI1JI0 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCI HMC OSTER 8313J1 



















YMRP 0 000 FT 
ZNRP 0 0100 REFL 
CANFLP a 000 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 500 


















 4 6 
 B io Is 141 
 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF16URATION DESCRIPTION 
 RPJTPO HACH BETA
(cc.30.) REFERENCE INFORHATIOU
MCAIR L5T 249 3 D FCT MMC BOOSTER 53LIJ10 I coo a 26D
ECO305) a BDU REFS 9 900 SO FTMCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER BZN11JIU
(CO306} HCAIR L$WT 249 3 0 PCT I SBa u 26D a uOO REML 6 0o0. FT
HC SoB TER 83NIiJiG 
 Z 200 0 260 a BUD
lrco ua) CAR L5WT 249 3 U FCT MMC RFFB 6 DCOO FTBOOSTER 63NIIJ10 2 540 D 260 a Boa 
 KMRP 0 $575 REFL 
YHRP u Duos FT ZHRr 0 aoOU REFL
CANFL - 15 000
F 


















-i . ,W , rJ-l = , = , l = l = , l ,A-A- ,~ a t 
- a - 6 - 4 -2 0 a 4 6 8 1a 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION RPJTFO HACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONEC0304) fl HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIJIO I 00 0 260 a v00 REFS 9 0G00 59 rT(ECOS05) a NCAIR LSIT 249 3 0 iCT MC BOOSTER 83NII1 1±860 0 260 0 bOO REFL 6 0DOG FTCECO306, A NCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT MC BOOSTER B3NjIJI 2 200 0 260 0 000 REFB 60Ubo FTICCO30S)a CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER 53WIIJID 54U2 0 260 0 000 XKRF 0 855 REFL





















aI - 4 - 2 4 6 a 1 LD4 16 is z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
04 TA SET $Y.BOL CC rIOURATION DEScrIPTION RPJTFO MACH 5ETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( CCC04) 2 MCAIR LSVT 249 5 0 PCT MHC DO$TUR B3NIIJ10 1 60 0 260 0 Doe REFS 900 $loFT
IECOO5)S MCAIR LSWT 2AD 3 0 PCT MMC BSTSR S3NtiJI0 1 860 0 260 0 lob RCFL 6 UPU 
Q 
TE 0306) A FTHCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIIJID a Zug 0 260 u noU REFS 6 000 FT
 
(C¢030B) HCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER 03N11J10 2 540 0 ZED
ANGL APAAG JEREE 0 575OF TTAK. U 000 XMRF REFL 
ZMRP 0 U10 REFL
 
CNL Is00SCALE 
 6 03 SCALE
A 503
 










a 6 4 2 a 2 4 60 a 1 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYM5OL CONFIGURATIGN DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH 9ETA REFERENCE INFORHkTION
 
CECO3041 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HHC BOOSTER O NIIJIU 
 I oo a 260 a obb REFS 9 oleo $0 FT 
(ECOa5) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT 4HC BOOSTER 63NilJ19 1 860 0 260 0 ou RFFL 6 0611 FT 
(E¢0306) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER 03NLIJID 2 205 0 26U 0 Duo REFS 6 obou FT 
(CCO06 ) [] HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC SCOSTER 03i111JlG 2 540 a Zoo a oua 	 XMRF 0 65-5 REFL
 
YHRP 0 0000 F2
 
Z-RF 0 ciao REFL














- Ga ,__,_i 	 i i i i l ? 1 w l l [ I l __ _1 i 
04 -­
-so -a -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 1 000 9
(ECC004) N PCT MAC BOOSTER BSNIJI0 0 260 0 0ou REFS oo SO FT 
(ECO305 LS NCAIR LST 249 2 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIEJ1O ± 860 0 260 0 000 REFL 6 oo0 FT 
HCAIR LSWT 3 U0 00b0CE00306) N 249 0 FCT MAC B005TgR DZN±IJ1 2 200 260 00 	 REFB 6 FT 
tCCt306) [] NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MC BOOSTER 6ZN,1JI 2 540 0 260 0 000 	 XHR? u 855 REFL 
YMRF 0 0000 FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL 






LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0.26


















-in 6 -4 0 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRAFTION RFJTPO RACK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
E C04) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 C FCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIiJIG 1 Gou G 260 a ago REFS 9 Pal So FT 
ECO305}) CAIR LSWT 249 3 C FCT 4MC SOOSTER 85Nii I 86b 0 260 a 000 REFL 60000 FT 
CC¢OS G. M CAIR LSWT 249 Z 0 FCT MMC DOOSTCR 03NLIJtG 2 zoo a ZGV a BUD RCF3 6 000 FT 
C'O318 [ MCAIR LSWT 249 3 6 PCT MMC BOOSIER 5311110 2 54U 0 Z60 u 00, XMRP 0 575 REFL 
YMRP 0 a FT
ZxRF 0 IN RFL
 





LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0.26
 











- - -s -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
 10 12 14 16 18 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCMIPTION RJTFO MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FC0304) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI JID I Do 0 260 u DUG REFS 9 0abo SO FT 
FC0L55) A MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOSTER 9SN11J 0 1 80 0 26D 0 1o3 ReFL S 0b0o FT
<rc5jo) 5 0 eCT HC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO 2 200 0 260 U 0O REFB 6 CUOD FT0 MCAIR LSWT Z49 
,CC0307, NCAIR LSWT U9 3 0 PCT MMC BOSTER B-N11JI 2 370 0 260 0 000 	 XHRF 0 8575 REFL 




SCALE 0 0300 SCALE















o0 - OR 
z
 






-10 -8 - 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is 2o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 





MCAIR LSWT 249 
HCAIR LSWT 249 
3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER BINIiJI0 















ICC0SI,7 5 NCAIR LST 249 3 0 PCT MC BSOSTER BSNIIJIG CAIR LST 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NliJit 2 200 2 370 0 260 a 20 0 D0 00as REB XHRp 6 00O0 875 FT REFL 
YHRP 1 0o0 FT 
ZHEP 0 3100 REFL 
CANFLP 15 000 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
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a'ln- 8 - 6 -4 - 13 2 4 1 8 10 12 14 16 is to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYBOL C OFIGURATI ONDESCRIPTION RPJTPO A H BETA 
FC 34) C) HCAIR L$ T 49 3 UFCT MC BOSTER 3NIIlji I goo u26D a D DE 
FC 055 ) ZI CA IR LSW T 4 93 0 C T M C B OOTE R 3N IJ ID 18 60 a260 G0 0 
AF 
0 36 
MCAIR LSWT 24S 3 0 FCT MOC BOOSTER 03N£lJIU a ED 
0 ED& a Dou 
C¢0 07 } 14AIR LSWT 29 30 P T M C B OSTER 0 N 1 I D 2 3 7 9 a 60 a 00 0 





X R P 
YMRF
Z-RPSCALE 
E INF R AT ON 
9 U00 SO FT 
6 uo FT 
6 uOno FT 
0 85 75 REF L 
a ODO F10 9 R FL0 3 0 SCALE 
PAGE 509 
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-0 - 8 -0 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 9 ±0 12 14 16 10 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
GAlA SET SYMBOL COXF16URATION 0ESCR1PTLON RFJTFQ MACH aCTA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(FCO 4) XCHAIR LSWT 240 3 0 rOT Hit BOOYER D3N±1Jt0 1 000 0 200 0 000 REFS 0 0000 SQ FT
 
(FCO3O52 LI CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 POT rIIC BOOSTFR 53N11J10 1 860 0 260 t001.b REFL 6 0000 FT
 
1FC0306, MCAJR LSWt 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3N21141 2 200 0 260 0 000 REPS 6 ObOG PT
 
(CCC'307) [ CAIR L$WT 249 3 0 PCI flHC BOOSTER 53N11J10 2 371. 0 260 0 000 XNRP 0 O5t5 REFL
Li 
yLRp 0 0000 rTDESrIFTON
DATASET YMBO CONIGUATIO RJTF MAC 35T RE PAGNEINO 10TO
ZM2F 0 0±00 REFL
 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, H= 0.28















to - 6s -4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 In 12 14 16 18 ?0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FC0304) C HCAIR LSWT a49 3 0 FCT XHC BOOSTER 83N113i0 I 000 0 260 0 0O0 REFS 9 o0 S FT 
LFCA0HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PET I4MC BOOSTER B3NlJO 1 860 0 260 0 000 REFL 6 Ob0 FT
(FCO 36) C HCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MNC BOOSTER S3NI11JL 2 200 0 260 0 go REFS 6 bOot FT
 
(CCO307) U HMCAR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT lMC BOOSTER 8'NIlJtO 2 370 0 26b 0 Dub XmRr b 8575 REFL
 
YMRP u 000 FT 






















m C 02 
-03
 
-o -a -6 -4 -Z a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMO4L CONFIGURATION DESCRIrTION RFJTeO MACH 95TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 






MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 U PCT HNC BOOSTER 83ONIJIO 
HCAIR L$1T 240 3 0 pCT MHC POOSTER 03I iJ10 



















YHRE 0 0OO FT 
ZHRE 0 0100 REFL 
CANFLP is Qo SCALE 0 0500 SCALE 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0.26
 
a -t ,n-i rrr 1 -r-r, -,---,- -i-i-,- -r----- -r,--, -rr-T r1-r rni rrr- rr­
__4
 
.. . . . . .
 
- 0 6 4 2 a 
__1 I 20 
4I ANE OF A K A
 





G103 - CI t.W6 24 - FC - C 0~OSE53II1 2 60 28 aCD RE24 6 UC 0 F 
ANGLF ALHAEDGRE aFa$TA1K 

ZMRP a 0105 RCFL
 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALC






















S - o06 
C2! 
- 44 z Gso 12 14 is to s 
-

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATItON DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0C0304)HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT NHC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO 1 00 0 26 0 000 REFS 9 0U00 SQ FT 
IAGC)L HCAIR LSWT ?49 3 0 PCT I4MC BOOSTER 83N1IJID 1 $60 0 260 u U10 REFL 6 0o0 FT 
4GC0306) 0 NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MNC BOOSTER D3NIIJID a 21o 
 G 260 0 D0 REFS 6 0000 FT
 
XHRF 0 8515 REFL 
YMRP 0 OOW' F-

ZHRF 0 010D REFL
 
SCALE 0 0300 SLALE















.­- - ' ' 
-SO - S - 6 - 4 - 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 1 I8 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET SYhBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIfTION RPJTFO MACH BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C&CO304) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT INC BOOSTER B3NIiJI I O0 0 260 000D REFS 9 001,0 SO FT 
(0C0305) Ll MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 b CT 98C BOOSTER BSNIXJD ± 861, 0 Z60 0 uu1 REFL 6 00O1 FT 
tOCO306' 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 pCT HMC BOOSTER D3NIJI0 2 C00 0 260 0 Obb REFB 0 000 FT 
XNRP b 8575 REFL 
YNRF Us OUbUl FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
CANFLP So 001 SCALE U 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 515 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP 	DEFLECTIONS, M= 0.26
 
____ __ ,_ 	 _,___._z 04
 












-10 -O 68 -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 t6 i to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA REFERENCE LNFORMATIO 
(GC03C4) 0 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER BMNliJIO 1 000 0 260 0 10 REFS 9 0OO0 S8 FT 
0 NCAIR LSWT 249 3 PCT hMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIG 1 860 0 260 0 D0 REFL 6 0000 FT 
NCAIR LSWT 240 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER 03NIIJI D00 MGO0OG 2 200 0 260 u 	 REFI 6 0000 FT 
XHRF 0 8571 REFL 
YHRF 0 0000 FT
 
ZMRP 0 010I, REFL 
CANFLP 30 DUD SCALE 0 03o SCALE 
PAGE 516 




















o 0 3 
LL­
r 
-s -e - -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 ±2 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA 3ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OCSCRIFTION RFJTFO MACH BETA 
(GCO'4) 0 HCAXR LSWT 249 3.0 FCT MHC BOOSTER BSNllJl I Bob U 260 u 0OO 
(OC0305) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 rCT MMC BOOSTER B5NIIJiO 1 866 0 260 0 bOo 
COCCoOO Q HCAIR LSWT 49 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER B5N*iJ±o z z0o 0 260 0 000 
CANFLF u 000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 bOut $0 FT 
REFL 6 COOL FT 
RCF- 0 buJo FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YNRF 0 OOU F' 
ZNRP 0 01O0 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 517 
____ 





















- - - 6-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 to
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RFJTFO HACH BETA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(GCO3G4) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER BSN1IJ±0 1 Do 0 260 0 000 REFS 9 uoLO 
,GCOOSO £1 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HC BOOSTER B3NlJlO 1 68a 0 Z60 0 o'lO REFL 6 COOP S FT FT 
"OC0506) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIJ10 2 200 0 260 u oo 	 REFB 6 o00 FT
 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL
 
YRF 0 0000 FT
 
ZHRF 0 0 100 REFL
 
SCALE u L3jo SCALE















L - 02 
I- 1 
C - A 
-14
 
-1 Q0 0I 5 00I4 a 5 a 6 0 7 0 a a 9 L' 0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIONt RPJTF0 MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
, ECO5bs) ID MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER B3NlIJIbWSV6 I ODa 0 260 a oo 0 ODD REFS 9 oo SO FT 
(EC051b65 LS CAIR LSWT 249 3 U FCT HHC BOOSTER 83NIIJ"bW5V6 I Ssu a 26U b ubb b BU REFL 6 on) FT (EC0311) 0 HCAIR LSWT 249 Z 0 P T MMC BOOqTER SNIiJIDWSV6 z zou a 260 aOD 00 D1 REFS boon FT 
(EC0313) tjJ CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT M.C BOOSTER SZN1IJI0WSyS 2 54b D Z6S 0 INN 0 000 XMRr 0 575 REFL 
THEP CO _o FT
 
CANFLF - 15 ODO SCALE 0030 SCALE
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503 -0 2 -0 1 0 0 0 1 a 2 a 3 0 4 a 5 a 6 0 7 0 8 a 9 1.0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
CA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI ON ESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE &NFORHATION 
EC03b9) C) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJiUW5V6 I Dug 0 260 a gag 0 000 REFS 9 OGO $0 FT 
|CC0310) L MCAl R LSWT 249 3 0 FCT [IIH BOOSTER S3NllJlrW5V6 1 86U a 26C 0 u's 0 000 REFL 6 GOOD FT 
ECO3 ) MCAlR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER B3NllJiVW5V6 2 200 a 260 a Sao 0 DOD REPO 6 0606 FT 
...0313) [ MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BSTER B5KllJiUW5VG 2 54U a 260 0 Goo0 000 XMRP 0 6575 REFL 
YMR- 0 DOUb FT 
ZMRP 0 ,100 R CfL 









.. i.- ,, , i-__,,___ _,_ _, 

- -05 00 
 15 20 25 





SET SYMBOL MCCONFIGURATIONsT C
84 DESCRIPTIONo 
 RrJTPO 
 MACH DETA ELEVON 
 REFERENCE INFORMATICN
E9MC 3 
 A R L NT 2 9 3 0 P T M C B OO TER S N ji SV I D o a 0
JE
(C0CIIIU .. IA LST 249 0 G0o 0 D OG0 REF S
3 0 FCT iH BOOSTER B3NI~JIbWSV I BOB U z6a 9 D OG $0 FTi EC031 2EC MCAIR LENT Z49 U Bob 0DO REFL 6 DOG F013 [ SW 2 3 0 PCT MHC BOOTER B311JIOWSVG
05C
STE NIIJ105SV6 Z 5460
2 200 a aDuo abb260 U 0 25 XHR 0000 REF,3 a 8575 REFL6 LUGO FT 
YMRF a DODO FTCANFLF - Is OGG ZDRP C F1C0 REFL
SCALE 0 0300 SCAL 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0.26
 
o -r- - -- -r------,-- -rT----r -li- Jit- -,-r-r -r-nr- -- r-r-r ,,,--r-,~i J 
-) 
-d 2 
5a 15 as 05 15 25 35-10 00 10 20 zo 40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
CA TA SET SYVDOL CONFIGURATI ONESCRIPTION RrJTPO MACH BETA ELeVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IEC0309) G) HCAIR LSWT 249 5 U PCT HC BOOSTER B5N11JI0WSV6 I Do0 0 260 a 000 0 000 REFS 9 hboa SO FT 
(ECO310) MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NjIJiOW5V6 1 86D D 260 O 0 00 REFL 6 0900 FT00G o 

EC0311) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOSTER 83NIIJIVWSVG 2 200 0 260 U GDO 0 000 REFB 6 CHBO Fr
 (E¢0313) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BUNIIJlVW V6 2 540 0 260 0 oo U 000 XHRP 0 $575 REFL
 
YMRP G SUBS FT
Z0RF 0 OLSO REFL 
CANFLt a I SCALE a 6300 SCALE 
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L - 04 








-0 0 1 0 0_ aa 0 4 a 5 6 7 a a 0_ a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
CA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH SE A 9LFVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FOQ9 CAIR LSWT s 0 POT HMC BOOSTER B3NIlJI0W5V6 I Goo a 260 a Due 0 000 REFS 9 0000 SO F7 
:F 05io) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 POT MMC BSTER B3NiJjjjW5V6 I SGU G 260 0 090 0 000 REFL 6 SOUL FT 
FCO311) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 POT HMC SCQST5R B3NlijiJW5V6 2 200 0 26D a DOD 0 DUO REFS 6 0000 FT 
(C¢51Z) MCA1r LSWT 249 3 0 POT M9¢ BOOSTER B3N~lJIUW5V6 2 370 a 260 a Goo 0 DOD XMRP 0 a!75 REFL 
(FCV313) MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 POT MHC BCCSTgR 83MLIJIDW5V6 2 54 0 a 69 a Bea a Gnu YHR, 0 6600 FT 
ZMRP a 0100 REFL 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, = 0.28
 









DATA 3ET $YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RFJ TPO MACH 6ETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(FC0369) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER 03NllJlGWS 1 000 0 26C 0 000 0 000 REFS 9 usoa $0 FT
 
(FC035) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 83NtIliuWSV6 1 860 a 260 0 000 0 BUD REFl. 6 0000 FT
 
, FC0311J) "CAIR LSWT 49 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER 03NltJIG145V6 z 200 a 260 0 coo 0 000 REFB 6 ouoo FT
 
, CC03 12) CAIR LSWT 940 3 0 FCT MHC BOOTER 034NilJDWSV6 z sTu 0 E60 a coo 0 000 XMRF 0 85¢5 KCFL
 
(FC 31s) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT RMC BOOSTER 03N$1J OW5V6 2 540 0 260 0 600 c tOa YHRP a 0000 FT
 
Z 'Rp 0 olou REFL 




















NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERFNCE INFORMATION 
9 
GC0310} 
I¢C03 1 1 , 
2GO 
0 
MCAIR LSWT 49 
MCAIR LSWT 049 
CA IR LSW T 49 3 
0 P T M C B OST R Bs N iiji aWSV6 
0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B5NIIJibWSV6 
0 FeT M C BOOST E R B 3 N $ 1 J I W 5V6 
I cue 
1 860 
a 2 0 
26 0 
c Z60 
c Z G G 
B ug
0 obt 
a G o o 
OQ 
0 ODUb 
0 0 0 0 
R F 
REFL 

























LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0.26
 
7 








4ZO~i-1- 5 O 0 O 250 25 0 35 40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
CA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH BETA ELEVOH REFERENCE INFORMATION 
r 66 0 ODD 0 0 00 REFS 9 DODU SQ FTMCAIR L5WT 249 T MMC BOOSTER B3NliJj(MWV6 I sea a 26D . 00 RFL CCU.
:C03G9) . , 3 0 OPT C R I 1WSVG I Duo 0Do 6 F Tc 49 
(GCO311) HCAIR LSWT E49 3 0 POT MMC BOOSTER 33NllJISWSV6 z 2GG0 260 0 D a OD REFS 6 0000 FT 
XMRF 0 $575 REFL
 










LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0.26
IJ
o -rri- -r--r-r -r---r ,-,-r -i-r,- -r---r -,-,r- -rr r r -it-i- ,r-r -- i--r-r










i - -- - A - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 10 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION C5SCRIPTION 
 RFJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I C0N09 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER S5N.IJ0W5V6 1 000 0 Z60 0 00, 0 000 REFS 9 00 SO FT (EC03IOI 2 NCAIR LSNT 249 3 0 PCT HHCBOOSTER 83NIJIW5V6 I 860 0 260 r 000 6 000 REFL 6 00o0 FT(ECOi1 0 NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NItJIOW5V6 2 20 u Z6O u bb 0 b10 REFS 6 001. F.
 
(ECO313) H 3 0 PC7 VHC BOOSTER B3NIXJlOWSV6 Z 540 0 ZpD 0 0go 000 XMRE D 6575 REFL
NCAIR LSWT 249 

YMRMP u 001. FT
 
ZNRP 0 0100 RIFL
 
SCALE . 3. p SALE












-0 -6 - 4 -Z a Z A 6 8 to 1 14 16 so Zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SCI SYMBOL CC IGURATIC DCSCRIFT CV RrJTFO MACHI BETA CLEVOM REFERENCE INFORHATION 
, :039 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U -CT HMC BWSTER B3"lIllWSV6 I Goo a 260 0 Doc 0 DUO REFS 9 UOUD SO FT 
(EC 310) HCAIR LSW 949 3 0 FCT MHC SCQSTER 85111JIDW5V6 1 860 0 260 0 OLD C 000 REFL 6 D FT 
(ECO311) MCAIR LSWT Z49 5 0 PT MMC B00STZR B3NtlJjjW5V6 2 200 0 26U 0 DUO JSDOU REFS 60BDD0 FT {£C0313) [ MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FeT HHC O STER B3N 11JDWSV6 2 540 0 Zee U DUO a000D XMRF G 8575 REFL
 
YHRF b Doug PT
 
RP 0 Clue REFL
 







LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M: 0.26
I j _ _ , 4 
























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
RP JT FO A CH B ETA E LEVON RE FERENCE 1N FO R ATI CH
 DA TA ST STM5OL C OFIGURAT I CNDE S CRIP TI CN aO DU REFS 9 OO so FT
0 U50
LSWT 249 0 PET MC SOOTER 03lJ lW5V6 I Una U 26D ( C09) CAIR 6 0 00 0O000O REF L 6 0 0 0 0 F T ST E R B N l l J $ O W SV 6 1 6 0 D 

49 3 0 FT H C B W T R 5NllJOW V6 a Zug a 60 v CUD
L
C 03 1 ) 2 H C A I R L S WT 4 9 3 0 P C TH C B U UU R EB 5 O DD .1 
c o l) H CAR L ST
e 4C 
v DuE a o o XHRP a85 5 REFL0 ZED 

1 ) U CIR LSWT 49 3 aP C7M C SSTER B Ni J lW5V6 540 
(EC 

YHRP U OUGG F­a Ulan REFL
 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0.26 
141 






















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO 14ACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(EC0599) C) MCAIR LSWT Z40 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER S3NiIJIDWSVG I UUD 0 260 0 000 0 000 REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 
CCO0311) Ll CAIR LSWT 249 3 G PCT MHC BOOSTER SNIiJI6WSV6 1 86U a 260 0 000 0 CCU REFL 6 nD C FT 
I EC311} < MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER E3NIJl0W5V6 e zur U 26U 0 Duo 0 000 REFS 6 0000 FT (ECO313)[ Lj CAIR LSWT 249 3 6 PCT HMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ10W5V6 2 545 a 260 0 DOD 0 DOD XMRP a 6515 REFL
 
YHRF 0 DO FT
 
ZMRF a CLOG REFL
 
CAtN LF 005O 
 SCALE a a500 SCALE 
PAGE 530
 














41 2 a a 4 6 1 10 12 1 4 156 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO HACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{ECO3vg 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 53NllJjOW5V6 I Dob 0 Zoo 0 Qo 0 coo REFS 9 0000 so FT 
(EC03io) LS CAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT VMC BOOSTER B3NLIIW5V6 1 860 0 z6b 0 000 0 CUD REFL 6 noun FT 















YHRP U obbO FT 
ZHRF 0 olc0 AEFL 
CANFLF - 15 GD CL 00 CL 
PAGE 531 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0.26
 
,, l
40 rn-I--clj Tj -rrr 6 -r -I- -1- ,, ,rr ,,r ,rr-r 
404 












_ Y00P OO___ 
-10 a 4 -2 0 4 6 a IS 12 14 16 to zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
(ECC09) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMCBOOSTER B3NIIJIDWSV6 I OB a 260 a U00 0 000 REFS 9 Usac SO FT 
(EC031U) R MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 P~f MMC BOOSTER S3N]IlJI6SVG 1 860 0 26G 0 coo 0 GOO REFL C US--, FT 
(EC0311) <> HCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MMC BO$TER S3NlIJloWSV6 2 200 0 Z60 a Goo a cou REFS 6 GOO FT 
{ECO313) E] AIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT M14C BOOSTER B3HiIJI6W5V6 2 54U 00b a XMRF 8575a 261, DU OO a REFL 
ZHRP 0 Slav REFL 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0.26
 
141 
















to O -6 -4 -2 a E 4 6 a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH BETA 
'ECO309) MCAIR LS3T 249 5 0 PCT AMC SCOSTER SSNIIJi0W5V6 1 0oo b 26b 0 000 
IECC310) 2 VCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MAC BOOSTER B3NILJ1OWSV6 1 860 0 260 0 ODO 
(ECO311) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PeT AMC BOOSTER 85NIJ10W5V6 2 200 0 260 0 JDoG 
(ECO313)) NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT AMC BOOSTER B3NI1J0W5V6 2 540 0 260 0 000 







14 Is is 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION. 
REFS 9 00b0 $0 FT 
REFL 6 00C FT 
REFB 6 Oabo FT 
XMRF 0 875 REFL 
ZMR? 0 00 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 533 














a 6O 4 a 4 6 a s la 1 6 s g 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION -RFJTFO MACHI BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CECC'369) Q ICAIR LSWT 240 3 0 POT NNC BOOSTER 83N11410W5V6 I 000 0 a60 0 000 0 000 REF$ 9 B000 SQ FT
~ECC310) MCAIR LSWT 2 .g 3 rCT MMC BOOSTER 1 0 000u 000 6 FT41 0 B3NLIIW5V6 860 28t.U 0 REFL 6300 

(EC0312X a MCAIR LSI4T 249 3 0 POT HNC BOOSTER B3111iI1W5Vs 2 200 0 260 0 co0 000U REFS 0 Bas0 FT
 
16-03.S3 MCNAZR LSIT 249 3 0 FOT "NC BOOSTER B3NliJiOWSv6 a 540 0 .OO0 00 0U 00OD XNRF 0 6575 REFL
 
vMp 0 0000 FT
 
ZMR 0 0100 REFL
 
CANFLP c o0 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0.26
 













00 - 4 - 4 6 a &a la 14 16 to 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 







KCAIR LSlT 29 3 0 ECT 'MC BOOSTER BSNIIJI'W5V6 
"EA" LSWT 249 3 U FCT MMC BOOSTER SSNIiJIOWSVG 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOStER 831l1jlW5V6





























YMRF 0 0o01 FT 
ZMRP 0 LO0 REFL 
CANFL - s5 QUO SCALE 0 1300 SCALE 
PAGE 535 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0.26
 












0 -4 0 42 a in iz 14 1 is an 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA ELCVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LEC03U91 MCHAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIloW5V6 I DOD a 260 a Goo 0 000 REFS 9 0000 So FT 
LEC03 ' ) 
[ECO311 
CAIR LSWT 240 3 0 PCT MMC BOOTER B3NIIJlOWSV6 















[EZ0S33 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC SOOSTER B3NJJJIUWSV6 2 540 a .6u a DOD 0 coo XMRP a 8575 R5FL 
YMRP O 0000 FT 
CAFL OOSCALE 






_ _ _ _ 





















0 - 8 6 	 0 2 . 4 0 6 11 12 14 016 .1 z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ECO509) Q KCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B NIjiJow5V6 1 000 a 26 0 aO co DOG REFS 9 OULU SG FT 
(EC0310}) Ll CAIR LSWT 249 Z 0 FCT NEC BOOSTER B3NtljjjW5V6 1 860 6 260 u coo 0 00D REFL 6 DOUG FT 
{ECO315} M CAIR LSWT 249 Z 0 FCT HHC BOOSTER B NIIJiGW5V6 2ZU aD260 a ULU 0 000 REFS 6 GOOD FT
 
Z10o315) MCAIR LSWT 249 Z 0 FCT MMCBOOSTER ON11IJIOW5V6 2 54C U 260 a DEG 0 000 	 XHRF a 8575 REFL 
YHRF U OUG0 FT 
ZHERP a Gloo REFL 
CANXF - if 000 
PAGE 537 










Q00 - 2 - 0 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION RFJTFO MACH BETA EL5VON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
¢ ¢OZO.) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT M BOOSTER 53N11JIUWSVO I SIN, 0 Z60 a Goo0 0 00 Revs 9 UU9O 3 FT 
'EC0310) Ll AIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER S3NIIJI(Md5V6 1 860 a 260 0 Duo 0 uou , EFL 6000a FT 
{ECO511) ! MCAIR LSWT 249 3 1 PET MMC BOOSTER S3NIIJIDWSVS 2 ZUD 0 266 0 GDO 0 000 REFS 0000 FT 
E{C0313) U MCArR LSWT 249 3 0 PeT MMC BOOSTER 33NllJl0W5V6 2 540 0 60 a 000 U000O XMRF 8575 REFL 
THRF 0DO Ff)CRP 0-01 REFL 
SCALE 0000 SCALE














ANGLE OF AFTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOLC ONFIGURATION DESCRXPTION RFJTrO MACH BETA ELEVOM REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I FC.309; M CAIR LSWT 249 3 D FCT MMC BOOSTER 03N11JIOWSV6 A 000 0O 0 DD 0 000 REFS 9 Docu AD FT 
, FOOD in HCAIR LSWT ?49 5 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER B3NllJiGW5VG I sea 0 Ego0 000O 0 000 REFL 6 OC90 rT (rC0311) M"HIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT MMC BCOSTER B5NIIJI0W5V6 2 zub a z6 0 ODD 0 000 RErS 6 GOOD FT 
( CC312) MlZIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BWST5R SNtIJI6WSV6 2 37U C BOO 0 CUD a CUD XHRP 0 8575 OCFL 
(CC313) HCAIR I-SWT 249 3 5 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NllJlUW5V6 2 54D 0 260 0 ODD D OC YMRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRF u alga REFL
 




















- - 6 -4 - 8 4 6810 8 4 6 0
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGORATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
(FC03D9) 2 HCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSIER B3NllJlUW5V6 I UD 0 z6u u bgo 0 VOO rEFS 9 DODO 50 FT 
CF0320} MCAIR L$ T 249 3 U PCT MHC 8SSER B3N/IJlOW5V6 1 660 a 26a 0 03, 0 000 REFL 0 Dos~ FT 
IOB1 CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER "HfIIJIDW5V6 2 200 0 260 0 DOD U 000 REF8 6 DOUG FT 
{C11) HC'j, " T 249 3 0 PCT 'MC BOOSTER S3111JIDWSV6 9 570 0 260 0 DUO 0 Doc XHRF a 8515 REFL 
(FC0313) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER B3NllJlOWSV6 2 540 0 260 a ODu 0 DOD YMRr 0 DODD FT 
ZMRP 0 iaoO REFL 





LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0.26
 













-0 -o -6 -4 - a 2 4 6 8 t0 I2 14 16 16 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYXBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA ELEVOR REFERENCE INFORATIa 
(FC0309) M I DUD 
CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOSTER B3NiIJIOWV6 0 260 0 DUO 0 cOo REFS 9 ibbo SQ FT (FC0310) $CAIR LSWI 249 3 L PCT MIC BOOSTER BSNI.JI3WIV5 I 860 ( 260 (3 000 0 001 REL 6 010 FT (FC0321 ) ICAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MNC BOOSTER BS3NI1JIiWVS 2 200 0 260 0 0090 000 REFS 6 0000 FT(,C1A) LA CAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT HIC BOOSTER B314IJIOWSVS 2 570 0 760 0 Go 0 1.O XIRP 0 8575 REFL 
, Mc315 HC BOOSTER SSNI±JlWSV6 2 540 0 260 0 50 a0oo YHRP 0 00o0 FTCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT 

ZMRP 0 04o0 REFL 
CANFLP 15 000 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0.26
 











- ±N0 _____r 
- -s -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 ZG 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH 85TA VLEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FEO309 C HCALR LsWT 249 5 a FCT MMC BOOSTER S3NIIJI0WSVG I 000 0 260 0 000 0 000 REFS 9 01,0 SQ FT 
(FCO310) MCAIR LSW 249 3 0 'CT lIC BOOSTER 63NIJI0W5V6 1 060 0 260 0 000 0 000 REFL 6 hO00 FT 
6FC0311 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PET HNC BCOsTER BSNItJIW5V6 2 200 0 260 0 0bo 0 1,, REFB 6 0bO0 FT 
(CcOSIL) HCAIR LWT 249 3 0 PET MMC BOOSTER B3NIjJIOW5V6 2 370 0 260 0 000 0 000 XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
aCO51 ) NCAIR LSwIr z4 3 0 PET M, C BOOSTER 053N1J1W5V6 Z 640 0 260 0 000 a0o YHRP a 0luo FT 
ZHRP 0 oluo REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALECAIJFLP 15 oa 
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10 - - 6 4 - 2 4 In 12 4 16 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
FCO39) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT 4MC BOOSTER B3NilJI3W5V6 1 BU0D 0 6a 0 000 0 010 RSFS 9 Gone $0 FT 
FC O310 NCAIR LSWT 249 3 C PCT MMC BOOSTER B5WlIJl0W5V6 I 86G 1 260 0 Duo0 090 RSF, 6 Doub FT 
I FCl) M LCSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B301lJL0WSV6 2 zo0 L 26U a bb5 b BUD Rv'FB 6 o0cE FT
 
, clt 11 ) HCAIR LtWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 63NllJlUW5V5 2 575 0 260 0 D u O XMRF 0 85T5 REFL
 
(FC0313} MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B5N1Il0iWSV6 2 540 0 Zb 5u 0 0 000 DI YHRP 0 0000 FT
 
ZMRP 0 01 ,0 REFL
 
CANFLP $5 coo 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0.26
 




















- 0a __ 1a 14 16 is4 6
2 aill a 6 -4 
ANGLE OF ATIACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA 
 ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(FCO3b9) C NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT AMC BOOSTER BSN±1JIDW5V6 Io 0 260 a Dub 0 000 REFS 9 00O SQ FT 
LFCO310), Ll CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 -CT AHC BOOSTEO B3N11JIlWSV5 1 860 0 260 0 bOO 0 000 REFL 6 000i FT 
CFC0311) MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NI1JIOWSV6 2 200 0 260 0 000 a coo REFS 6 0000 FT 
V(C0312) M AIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT AMC BOOSTER B3NIiJtIfOSVi6 2 370 0 260 0 0Ob 0 buo XtRE 0 8575 REFL 
C031, I MCAIR LSWT 249 3 n PCT AMC BOOSTER B3N$JIO,5VS 2 540 0 -60 a 000 0 000 YNRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRF 0 100 REFL 
CANFLF 1 Goo SCALE 0300 SCALE 
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t p __ _,_ __ _I A, ~ l , , , i 1 ___ __ __ __ 
-10 - a -6 -4 -a a 2 4 6 8 IS 12 14 16 To 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DAT SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIFTION RFJTFO HACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORHnTION 
'OC3OJg) 0 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER 53N11J10W5V6 I 0O 0 260 00 0 000 REFS 9 0000 So FT 
(GCO3I) 2 ICAIR LSWT 24 3 o rCT HNC BOOSTER B3NItJIOWSVG 1 860 0 260 0 000 0 00 REFL 9 *1,UL FT 
1G.0311) 0 MCAI LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MNC BOOSTER S3NlIlJW5V6 2 2Uo a 260 u 0o 0 DO REFB 6 (000 FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YARF 0 000 FT
 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL




















-MR ±0 	 _____5 ____ 
ANGLE OP ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION RFJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C6'O309} C) MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER BSNIlJIOW5VS ± 00U 0 260 0 000 0 000 REFS $ B~bE SQ FT 
('CO5I0) / HCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PET NNC BOOSTER SSN±1410W5V6 I 360 0 260 0 000 0 000 REFL 6 BOL.. Ft 
(&C03I11 I NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MNC BOOSTER 838fl4J10WV6 2 lOU 0 Z60 0 000 0 000 	 REFB 6 0000 FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 0000 FT 
ZHFF 0 0100 REFL 
CANFLP zo ODO SCALE 0 0500 SCALE 
PAGE 546
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, f= 0.26
 
40 -'-i---r,-r- -,----r-( ,-,- ,*---r -,-r- -r-,- 1-,- 1rr rr -trr -rrr A 















-o -a -6 -4 
 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTPO NACH BETA ELEVON 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(GCO309) (D CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT IHC BOOSTER 83NI1JIW5V6 I Go, 0 260 a 000 U, 00 REFS 9 U10 SQ FT (OCoflO) S CAIR LSYT Z49 3 U FT NC BOOSTER DINI1JIOWSVS I 86U0 u z6 0 0UDO 0 10 REFL 6 luau FT 
("0311) 0 NCAIR LSVT 249 3 0 FCT HC BOOSTER 8514J141W5V6 2 200 0 260 0 D 0 UU0 REFS 6Colo FT 
XmRP 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 OO , PT 
ZMRP a 0100 REFL
 
















10 -8 -6 -4 -2 2 4 a t 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D5SCRIPTICN RFJTPO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(4C0309) Q MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 C PCT NMC BOOSTER 6SNIIJI0WSVG 1 000 0 260 0 Du0 0 OD REFS 9 D1, SQ FT 
IICOC3) /A CAIR LSWT 249 3 5 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOWSV6 I 860 0 26 0 ao u D RSFL 6 100 FT 
(C0311 0 MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER B3NIJIOWSV& 2 200 0 26P 0 OG 0 000 REFB 6 0000 FT 
XHRP 0 8515 REFL 
YNRP 0 00D0 FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 RFFL 












0- 4 6 a a IS 14 is Is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA- DEGREES 
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIOURATICV DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH BETA 
(¢C0369) MCAM -L$IT249 3 D PC7 MHC BCOSTER SSNllJ10WSV6 I uoD U 260 0 005 
( 603AV) MCA IR LSW T 249 3 D FCT IMHC BOOSTER 53NllJlGW5VD 1 655 uD u Du0 0 






REFS 9 Gala so FT 
REFL 60GODb FT 
REF8 6 0000 FT 
XHRR 0 65T5 AEFIL 










LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0.26
























-10 a 6 -4 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
(GCO3LS) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HHC BOOSTER 83N2IJiW5V6 I 000 0 260 0 000 0 DO REFS 9 u0uo SO FT
 
(GC031 M CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JI0W5V6 1 860 0 260 0 UO- 0 000 REFL 6 0oD; FT
 
CGC0311 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FPCT MHC BOO3TER B3NIIJIUWSV6 2 200 0 260 b 000 0 jOD REFB 6S CO FT
 
XHRF 0 8575 RCFL
 
YMRP 0 a U00 FT
 
ZRP a 0100 REFL
 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE







LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0
 


















1-1 a 2 a 3 0 4 a 5 a 6 0 7 a a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CON FIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 





CAIR LSWT 240 Z 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER 65LIiJtGW5V 6 

















XHRP 0 $575 REFL 
YHRP u OBUD0 T 




































~~~~~~ .. .J .l i , . ,.~. , . ~ ~ ~ * .. e J .* .J .t ., , , ~ .. . 
-0 3 al a a0 0 3 0 4 a 5 0 6 a T a a 0 9 1 a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIFIGURATION DgSCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE rNFORMATION 





SWT 249 3 0 FCT SHC BOOSTER 33NtiJ OWSVS 

















XHRP a $575 REFL 
YHRP 0 Coov Fr 
ZHRP 0 oaoG R5FL 











C-,1 NOMA FORE OEFICENT C 
- 00 3_2 "5 07 a1 
DATA SET S HSOL CONFIGURATICN D56CRIFTI"N RPJTVO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
(CCO301) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HHC BOOSTER B3NjijjOW5V6 1 860 a Goo a coo b QUO REFS 9 UUDa SO FT 
¢032) NCAIR LSWT Z49 5 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3fljiJl0W5V6 2 200 a Goo0 co 0DG OO REFL 6 Goal, FT 
CC Z.3) HCAIR LSWT Z49 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3011J1DW5VO Z 54U0 DUO u OUL V D REFS O~ FT 
XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP U abbo FT 
ZmRF a Uluv REFL 
CANFLF is 00 SCALE u 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 553 













(I) - 02 




o -D 2 -0 13 479 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CC0 0 FCAIR LSWT 2A9 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B3Ni1JIW5SV6 I 860 0 000 a 0oo 0 000 REFS 9 OUOL SQ FT 
'CCO362) NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT INC BOOSTER 65NlJ140W5V8 2 200 0 G5 0 000 5 000 REFL 6 300. FT 
(CCO3S3) MCAIR LSIT 240 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER S3N11JIOSV6 2 540 0 000 0 Vo a oo REFS 6 001o FT 
XKRF 0 8575 REFL 
YIRF 0 0000 FT 
ZNRF 0 0100 RE$L 
CANFLP 30 000 SCALE 0.0500 SCALE 
PAGE 554
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0
 
I i .I -4 
6I go 05 _ Is __ is 20 25 40 
DRAG COT C
 
-~~~~~~H 0 -0 0 0 ±5 2 535 an 65±7 40F 
CAFF - 5gsSCALE 
DRAG CEPAGEINT555 
XNRP 0 ol575 REFL 
0 0300 SCALEPAGE 550 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0
 
o r-,--r---r-r~ b -r--,--r -llr r r r -l,-----r-r- r-rr-- rr-r-	 r--r-rrt i,














C4TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CCO301) Q MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HHC BOOSTER S3Nlljl6W5V6 1 660 0 OUD a cou r 000 REFS 9 Goo, SQ FT
 
CC02) Z CAIR LSWT 249 3 5 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NliJI0W5V6 a Duo c Duo 0 000 REFL . 00 0 FT
LS 	 2 260 
(¢¢030 ) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOv'STER B3NllJlCW45V6 2 540 a Duo0 Goo 0 Duo 	 REFS 6 CUSS FT
 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRF 0 Oupo rT
ZiRP a SIBS REFL
 
SC a 0300




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0
 












BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRITION 
 RFJTPO MACH
ec.301 BETA ELEVON
} Q REFERECE INFORMATI ONMCAIR LSWT 249 3 9 FCT M C BO STER 83NltJIGWSV6
CC36z) 4 MCAIR LSWT 249 1 $ G0 0 Goo a Go 0 OUS REFS 93 0 FCT MHC 00 SO FT
STER B5NIIJIUWV6
(CCO030) 0 CAIR LSWT 249 2 0 0aGOO a Uo 0 0003 0 CT MIC Boos$,ER 8 41iJtOW RVFL 6 uou FTBV6 Z 540 
 0 06 O0 a au 0 UU O REFS 
 6 au o FT 


















CATA SET SYMBOlL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTEON RFJ~rO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCC,0@£ 2 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U FCT MIMCBOOSTER B3NI1JiGW5V6 I 86Q a Dan a Dun a aoB REFS 9 DODO So FT 
(CC0302) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 O PCT M9C BOOSTER B3NIIJIOWSV6 2 BO6 0 Gnu a Goo 0 0OO REEL 6 Oulu FT 
ICC03P} -CAIR _5WT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BTER b5NIlJIOW5V6 Z 540 0 Do 0 Goo 0 000 REFS 5 0000 FT 
XMRP 0 575 RE L 
YHRP a GOOD FT 
2 MRF a Dion REFL 


















- - 6 - 4 - 0a 2 4 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIFTION RPJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERCNC5 INFORMATION 
(CcO3U±) CD NCAIR LSWT 249 3 U PCT MMC BOOSTER 83Nl1J.OWSV6 I 860 00o 0 000 0 000 REFS 9 00O SQ FT 
(CCC,.0) L HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER B3NI1JIOWSV6 Z 200 a OD 0 1D 0 000 REL 6 CO~u FT 
'CCO303, * MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 FCT MNC O0OSTE9 B NIXJIOW5V5 2 540 00 0 O 0 OD REFB 6 ucUO FT 
XMRP 0 8575 RMfL 
YMRF b Do0 P 
ZMRF 0 0100 ReFL 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VAPIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, K= 0
 
A4 1 




1_ S6__ a Doc_ _ _ ago_ 0 _OB_ _ R FS9 0 SO 
_2i MaI 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CA TA SET SYMSOt- CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( 03tol A LSWT 249 3 0 FCT M14C OOSTER 03NIIJIBWSVG 6 0 0 0 ES 905 F 
(CC0302) MCAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER 93NIIJlDW5VO 2 200 a Got, a "Do U 000 REFL 6 clout FT 
(¢C03v3' <> MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BINIIJIDWSV6 2 540 0 Duo 0 bov 0 DO0 REFS 6 sbO0 FT 
XMRF 0 6575 REFt-

YHRr 0 0000 FY
 
ZH'RF 0 aloo REFL
 
CANFLF 5 Duo 
 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
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-4 4 0 Iz 14 15 1 iO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTFO IACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
301M; )C CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MtC BOOSTER BSNIIJILWSV6 I 650 u Uoj 0 OUo D Dab REFS 9 ODUU SO FT 
(CCC0OZ) MCAIR LST Z49 3 0 POT 1HC BOOSTER B3N1iJIVW5V6 2 200 a G00 0 00 0 0O REFL 6 DODD FT (CC)03S) s HCAIR LST 249 3 U PCT H1C BOOSrER BSNIIJiOW5V6 2 540 0 OUa 0 OD 0 GOb REFB 6 OuuO FT 
XIRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP G FT0OO0 
ZNRP 0 0100 REFL 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0
 













-LO - 8 6 - 4 - 01 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO PACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCO301) 1 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HNC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1OW5V6 1 060 0 0o 0 001 0 DO0 REFS 9 oubO 52 FTECCO0Z) l ICAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NNC BOOSTER S3NXIJIWSV6 2 zoo a000 0 050 0 000 REF 6 6L0O FT(cCOI33) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT )4C B0OS'ER BSNiIJIW5V6 2 540 U O0 u 000 0 JOb REFB 6 obUo FT 
XNRP 0 8576 REFL
 
YfRP u 0000 FTZNRF 0 0100 REFL
 
























- , r, i t 4 -2 I 4 T., , , i 0 . .at L1 i 17 T 6 a I 1 to ,1 12 14 ., f t ~ l16 is 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTJC RJTO MACH BETA ELEVOM REFERENCE INFORNATION­(CC0301) 2 MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 CT MMC BOOSTER B3N1JiOW5SV 
 I ago a goo 0 DUO 0DUO REFS 9 UbvO SO FT(CCO5'z ) 
 AIR LSUFT 249 Z 0 PDT MMC BOOSTER B3NlIJlUFRV6 2 200 0 000
(C003) 0 HCAIR 0 o 0 UL REFL 6 00v_ FTLSWT 249 3 0 FCT MC BOOSTER 83NllJlGW5S6 2 540 00DUO 0 DUO0 CCU REFB 6 0000 FT 
XMRP 0 S5T5 REFL 
yRP 0 GO0OD FTZwRP 0 0040 REFL
 
CANFLP - 5 sun 


























In 82 6___ 4 6 2 4 6_24 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA 5ET SVHB0L CONFIWURATIONI DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 





CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOOSTER B31j1JI0WSV6 


























ZMRP a gQoo REFL 
CA L 00SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, l= 0
 
















" -04_ 	 _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE$CRIFTION RrJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CC0G1 MCAIR LSWT 49 3 0 VCT MMC BOOSTER B3NtIJIDW5V6 1 860 0 DOU U UDG 0 Doc REFS 0 Oupu SO FT(5 )I C3 ' L S W T z 4 9 3 a C T _ M C S C S T E F B 3 NI I O W S V 6 2 2 00 a o o o 0__ RE F L 6 O G F T _ 	 0 
(CCO03) 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIIJiOWSV6 2 546 u goo0 O Do 0 000 REFB a DOUG FT
 
XMRF a 6575 REFL
 
YMRF a b Oa F,
 
ZMRP 0 stao REFL
 
SCALE 0 03ou SCALECANFLF "I goo 
PAGE 565
 























- 6 4 2 a 2 4 6 a10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOI DESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH BETAICCC.301) 0 NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER 53N1IJI0W5V6 1 860 0 000 0 000
,CC0302) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NI1J10W5V6 2 200 0 0BU 0 CUD(CCO33) 0 HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER ESNIIJIXWSVE 2 540 0 000 0 000 






14 16 18 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATLON 
REFS 9 U00a 58 FT 
REFL C Coo FT 
REFB 6 0OO0 FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 OUG T 
ZMRF 0 blo REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 566 
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0
 
1 I t .4 
I5 I - ­









to a 6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 a to 12 IS go16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





MCAIR 4SWT 249 3 0 CT HHE BOOSTER B3NiIJlUWVG 
CAIR LSWT Z49 3 0 PCT MHC SOOgSTLR 53LILJIOW5VG 












BUD 0 GOOD 
U 0 000 o 














XKRF 0 O575 R5FL 
YHRP 11 a00. FT 
CARFL -_100 ZHRrSCALE r 01001 03" RCFLSCALE 
PAGE 567
 
















-10 -8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 I0 12 14 16 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION 
(CCO36Z) C MCAIR LSWT 249 5 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B5NiJI0W5V6 














REFS OOjib 5Q FT 
RErL 6 COl- FT 
(CC3363 M CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC BOOSTER BINliJiDW5V6 Z 540 0 000 a 000 0 000 REF5 6 0000 FT 
HRPYHRF 00 8575D000 RCFLFT 
ZMRP U 0100 REFL 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0










-10 8 6 -4 z 0 2 4 6 8 10 19 14 16 18 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH DETA 
 ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, CC0301) NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MAC BOOSTER BSNIIJIDW5V6 1 860 0 Uo 0 01O 0 00b REFS 9 0000 $0 FT 
(CCOO2), NCAIR LSWT 249 3 C PCT 4C BOOSTER B3NI1JIUWSV6 20 0 0U0 u 01g 0 ODD REFL 6 Oo FT 
(CCCSC3) HCAIR LSWT 249 5 U PCI MC BOOSTER BS3NIIJIOW5V6 Z 540 C 001 a Du 0 D00 REFS 6 o0bo FT 
XMRF 0 a55 REFL
 
Y RP 0 000 FT
 
2$RP 0 0100 REFL
























-to~ -o - -4 -z a 2 4 6 8 10 Ia 14 16 10 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SY14B0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPQ MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCOS0t) C) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 13 PCT NMC BOOSTER BINIIJLOW5VE 1 860 0 01,1 0 013 0 13 30 REPS S DO0r) SQ FT 
(CCOSOR)i HCAIR LSI4T 249 3 13FCT NMC BOOSTER SSNIIJIOW5VS 2 200 0 01,0 13 00 0 13101, REFL 6 bO0r. FT 
ICCO3OS) < MCAIR LSI4T 249 5 0 PCI MHC BOOSTER B3NIJ.1W5VG 2 540 0 01,0 0 01, 0 D0b REPS 6 0000 FT
 
XMRP 130575 REFL 
yNRP 0 0000 FT 
ZNRP 0 0100 REFL 



















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH BETA ELEVOM REFERENCE INFORMATION 





CAIR LSWT 249 3 C FCI HHC BOOSTER B3NiIJl0WSV6 

















XMRF 0 8575 R EFL 
Y 'RP 0 1O FT 
ZMRP , 0100 , EFL 
CNL 1500SCALE 0 03 a0 SCALE 
PAGE 571
 


















- ±0 ___ 
o -o - 4 - O z 4 6 a la lz 14 16 is o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORATION 
(CCOS01) 
(CC030Z) 
Q NCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MC BOOSTER B3N11J1OW5V6 
















(CCO03 ) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HMC SOO TER B3Ni1JIVWSV6 2 540 0 00 U OD U 000 REFB 6 OraL FT 
XMRp U 8575 REFL 
YMRF 0 0OU0 FT 
ZMRP 0 0la REFL 
CANFLF a oD SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 572
 














L -~ 	 . .
 
- 0 0 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 1. 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 RPJTPO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CECO31) G MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HMC EOOSTER S3NIJ1045V6 1 860 0 000 0 000 0 000 REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 
COO302) L MCAIR LSWT 24S 5 0 PCT NMC BOOSTER BIN 1J10WsV6 a 200 0 GOD 0 uob 0 000 REFL 6 001b FT(CCOC03) 0 MCAIR LSWT 949 3 0 PCT MHC OOSTLR 53N.IJDWV6 Z 540 0 000 0 0ou U 000 	 REFS 6 IOoc FT
 
XHRP 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 UDo0 FTZNRP 0 0100 REFL
CANFL 5obu SCALE 	 0 0300 -CALE 
PAGE 573
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS. M= 0
 










-602 1 1_4 1 1 2
 
< -04 _ 
-10 
-10 -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 1s 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION CESCRIPTC* RFJTPO MACH BETA ELEVON RCFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCOOI) C 1CAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOW5V6 I 860 0 00 0 930 0.D00 REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 
(CC05z 1. HCAIR LSWf 249 3 0 FCT HMC BOOSTER B3NIiJI0W5V6 2 200 D 000 0 bOO 0 000 REFL 6 COOL FT 
(CCO3OZ, 0 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT 1MC BOOSTIER BZNIJIGW5VG 2 540 a 000 0 00 I 00u REFS 6 0000 rT 
XNRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF L 0001 FT 
ZMRP O 0100 REFL 




LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0
 








3 - 6 4 0 4 6 a to iz IS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO 14ACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCO501) MCAIR L5WT 2A9 3 0 FCT PHC BOOSTER B3NliJiDW5V6 1 860 a BOB a Quo U Ono REFS 9 .,Go SO FT 
(C03Gz) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U PCT MMC OOOSTER S3NiIJl(NdSV6 2 200 0 Do* a BOno 0 00 REFlL 6 0.00 FTI 
(C¢O03) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMCBOOSTER S34lIJtGW5V6 2 540 a Due u Quo 0 000 REFS 6 0ont FT 
XmRF 0 2575 REM 
TZRP 0 - __ Fl 
ZMRP u olob REFL




















-10 - - -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 In 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRrFTION RFJTFO MACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(CCOSl) 0 MCAIR L$WT 249 3 0 POT MHC BOOSTER B3N1IJIOW5V6 ± 860 0 0oo a goo 000 REFS 9 Do0 39 FT 
ICC0Sz) MNCAIR LSWT 949 3 0 pCT MMC BOOSTER B3NliJ10W5V0 2 200 1 000 0 0o 0 00 REFL 0 OUO0 rT 
1CC303) HCAIR LSWT 249 3 a FCT MMC BOOSTER 83'11J14W5V6 2 540 ao0 0a 000 0 000 REFS 6 undo FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YMRF 0 OOD FT
 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL
 















z wI $IZ_ _ 
-Cr 
-0 -4 6 1 14 1 s g 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH BETA 
(CCO301) HNCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT HXC EOOSTER 85N1Ij14 W5V6 1 860 0 Dun L D. 
(CC302) MCAIR L5WT 249 3 0 PC HC BOOSTER 03NtIJ±oWSV 22oo 0 000 0 sGO 
(CC0303 I HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER BJN1flJOW5V6 2 540 a 000 jOD 






REFS 9 ODou SO FT 
RErL 0 uOO FT 
REFB S OD FT 
XNRP $575 REFL 
YMRr LOU0 rT 
ZNRF 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0500 SCALE 
PAGE 577 















00 - 6 -4 z 0 4 6 8 to 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 




MNCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT 14C BOOSTER 63N1J1i0WSV6 
MCAIR LS4T 249 3 C FCT HNC BOOSTER B3NXIJIOWSV6 



























ZHRP 0 01o0 REFL 
CANFLP 3G Soo SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 578
 
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS WITH POWER AT VARIOUS JET FLAP DEFLECTIONS, M= 0
 























IV a 6 -4 a 2 4 6 8 > 1e 14 16 is go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 







ICAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT HC BOOSTER BSNIIJl1W5V6 
HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOWSV6 























XHRP a 0575 REFL 
YHRP 0 GOjO FT 
ZNRF 0 0100 REFL 
CANFF - Is coo SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 579
 
















-10 - a - a - 2 4 6 a In 12 14 16 Is on 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 





MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 FCT MMC BOSTER B3NIIJtaw5SV 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTE, S3NIiJIOWSV6 


























XMRF 0 85 is REFL 
Y 'RP 
ZXRP 
1 1100 0 0100 Fl XtFL 
CANFLF 0 500 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 520
 

















j i- 00 
04 
O-,a a 6 4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 9 LA, 16 to 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCAIFIGURATI ONDESCRIFTION RFJTFO 14ACH BETA ELEVON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCO301) MCAIR LSWT 249 3 G PCT MMC BOOSTER 93NI1JIGWSVS 1 $65 00O 0 0GUn 0 OGG REFS 9 0066 SO FT 
(CC0362) Z MCAIR LSWT 2-9 0 FCT NHC BOOSTER B3NIIJ$OW5V6 2 2GO a Q Do 0 UO 0 000 REFL 6 011OL FT 
(CC03 MCAIR LSWT 249 3 U FCT MMC BOOSTER S N.IJlGW5VG 2 SAO a OGG a Goo 0 000 	 REFS 6 0,00 FT
 
XHRPp U 575 REFL
 
YMRP u 0000 F-

ZMR- a - - REFL 






























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 





HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MNC BOOSTER B3N11J19W5V6 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT NMC BOOSTER B3NItJi0W5V6 























XHRP a 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 6000 FT 
ZNRP 0 0±00 REFL 
CANFLP 30 000 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 582
 





















-0 0 -0 0 0 ? 0 4 0 5 0 6 07 08a 0 9 10a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 
SYMBOL CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






MACH 0 OD REFS 
R FLE  
9 UiDO 




5 0e5 XMR P $ 75 EF L 
o 30 0011Y0 OD F 
ZMRr u 0ibU REF-
OATS MIST CODE V SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 




EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, ZERO AIRSPEED, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS, B3NIIJIO
 
7 









24o - 5 t 05 DO as to i5 go Z5 30 35 .40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
SYMBOL CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 15 DOU BETA b UD0 MACH 0 00 REFS 9 OGDO SO FT 
. I'D RPJTPO 1 860 REFL 6 OUbO FT 
< 15 000 RXFB 6 0066 FT 
30DoXmRP 0 8575 REF6 
I- oo YHRP u OU00 T 
ZMRF 0 DIDO REFL 
CATA MIST CODE V*E " ALE U 0300 SCA E 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PET MMC BOOSTER B3NllJtO CCCO314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 584 









U ] 4 -2 2 4 6 a 10 la 14 16 _ is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15 000 BETA 0 000 MACH a clap REPS 9 U" a SO FT 
PJP L8 EFL 6 00UP FT1 0' 000 RJF o 
 REFS 6 UOU9 FT 
IsGo 
 XRF 0 85T5 REFL 
C 30 OU YHRP 0 pupa F I 
z MRP 0 0110 REF4 
DATA MIST CODE V*E AL 3 AE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JlO ECCO3143 25 MAR 71 PAGE 585
 


























-ia -a - 8 ..L...4 4..4L.~Lt.-6 -t -2 4..... 0 4L.. 2 L.... 4 .L.. 6 a ...- ... J...4 10 12 L 14 t4 - .C 16 k. 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CANFLP FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE VFORMATION 
- 25 uoh BETA 0 hUG MACH u LoU REFS 9 huGG 50 FT 















ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE 03 , 0 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT M4C BOOSTER B3NI1J1O CCC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 586
 






ANGL OFATAC. LHA DGRE
 
1-- ± a - - -











2 15pop DATA FIS COPE *SHAH 0OD 3~JO (C34 5MREFRPAE Q F
syMLCANLFW 4 PRMT hICVALUSTE bP 587TO 
MC5I LSWT 24 C BOTR3NI10 (C34 5MRP 1 PAGE587F 




















C0 6 4 2 a 2 4 6 a I 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLF PARAMETRiC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 0oo BETA 0 boo MACHG D PJPO I6DREFL a DO, REFS 0o0o00000 SFT FT 
Dc RF.JTO 1 060 REFS 6 0 FT 
1> B5 o XHRP 0 857. REFL 
E s0 000 YMRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRF a 0100 tEFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E 
SCALE 0 030D SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER E3NIIJIO tCC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 588 
















to -s -6 -.4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 .8 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYHOL CANFLF rARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 15 o, BETA U UO MACH U UOU REFS 9 0000 S2 FT 
0 oo RFJTO ± 60 REFL 5 000o FT 
s5GOD REFJXHRP 6 O0o00 $575 FTREFL 






SCALE 01000 SCALL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E SCALE I 0300 SCAL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO CCC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 589 
















011- BEA____AH _O EF O~ 0F 
- 01 0 I $s -FTF -L OO F 
'FT
 
REFB 6 snob FT 
0 15 nor. XMRP U 6575 REFL 
[] 50 Goo YMRF 0 DODO F 
ZNRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V E SCALE a 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIldlO (CC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 590 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, ZERO AIRSPEED, VARIOUS POYER SETTINGS, B3NIIJIO
 
14 {.-r 	 .r-l- . .ii-ii . .r,-rr .I-r r .-.. ..r.- .- t .rl--	 r rr rrr. 







- 00 _______ _
Li-
L ­







$-0 3 -0 2 -0 1 0 a 01 2 0 4 	 a 5 a 6 a 7 0 a 09 1 0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
SYMBOL CANFLF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 9 0000 59 FT150 ODD000 BETA 0 000 MACH a couRPJTFO 2 ZOO 
 REFL 6 OO. FT
 
S" o 	 REFB 6 DDOC Fr 
XMRP a 8575 REFL[ ' 0 0 O 
 YHRP a U000 F T 
ZMRP 0 Ol b 9EFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E CL 0 3 AE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO CCCO3151 25 MAR 71 PAGE 591
 




-1 -10 05 go IS la s 0 2 3 35 .4 
I~~~IRA CO F IC E T CD__ ____ __ 
I -4 , 1.1 1 1 1_ , 1 , , I r , l_ I 1 , 1 , 1 1 1 l _a _iI ____ _1 i _ _ _1, , 
- 3 
- 20 - 15 -±10 - 05 00 05 10 15 20 25 30 35 4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CC
 SCAL 1 03 CAL 
SYSSOL CANFLS 2ARA1ETRIC VALUES MGNCE REFE2 INFO 5HATION
- 05OO BETA 0 000 MACH 001,0 IREFS 
2 
9 000 SO FT 
0 RPJTFO 2 200 REVF. 6 00143 FT1 
 REFO O FT0XMRp 55 R
13 30 000 YNR? 000 FOGT 
ZHRE' 0 0100 REFL
DAAh T OSV 
 CALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83N11310 {CC03153 25 MAR 71 PAGE 592
 




- -­6 4 -- 0 2 4 6 0 1 2 14 16 IS 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
S MOL S ANFLP5REF ARAMETRIC ALU ES REFERENCE INFOR ATIONS 9 OD O S F 
0 OD RPJTFO 2 200 REFL 6 '000 FT 
0 15 coo XMRf 0 $575 REFL 
El 30 GOO YRP a DOO FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V#E SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO (CC0315) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 593
 



















- 10 . .-8 . 6 . - 4 . .. - . . ., 0 , , 2 , , 4 I l 6 t a l tO , 2 l 14 16 , is , 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SY.SOL CAOFLF FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Is 000 ODETA 0 ODD MACH 0 OUG REFS 9 GOOD SO FT 
6 OOD RFJTFO 2 200 REFL 6 GOUC FT 
. 15 Doc REFS 6 GOOD FT 
XMRF 0 6575 RVFL 
[ 0 ODD YHF a GOOD F 
ZHRP a D105 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V-5 SCALE U 030, SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJIO {CCO315) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 594 















25 co Ba uD
 
0 DUO -- ---- F 
- 1 
C -) 1 ~ EA b HCf b ES 9OO Q 
MC A NRL 2 PCTAM CVALU E R R E REN E 595
 
-sTo-s - o -4 -2 2o 0 1 2 4 ± ±6 An
 
DATAE sF ATTACK ALPA SCAEGREES SAL
 
;JTPO4 0 5M

















1 0 -8 -6 -4 - a z 4 6 a Is 12 14 16 is 2; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
-15 GUS BETA Duo FACH a DO REFS 9 avou SQ FT 
0 000 RFJTFO 9 200 REFL 6 0005 FT 
REFS 60b FT 
, 5 00 RF 75 REFL 
E] 30 OUD YMRr a 0000 FT 
ZMRF 0 alga REFL 
DATA h15T CODE V*E SCALE a 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1O (CC0315) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 596 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, ZERO AIRSPEED, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS. B3NIIJIO
 










_ _ _L-_ _ _ _w 0 4i 
-o to - 6 4 a -0 4 6 8 l a 14 1 6 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLP rARAMETRIC VALUES 9EFE.ENCE INFORMATION 
- 050 BETA a DuO MACH u 000 REFS, OO0 50 FT 
0 POn RFJTFO 5 2 200oREFS REFL 6 bubJ 6 UUbD FTrT 
5XR0 p a575 REFL 
o 0 o YMRP a coon FT 
ZMRP 0 0Ica REFL 
DATA hIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 03CC SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83N11J10 CCC0315] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 597 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, ZERO AIRSPEED, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS, B3NIIJIO

















15 coo •5 XHR 0 R
-C-02 2 4 6 8 0 12 1 6____6-__ _ 8 2 
1 0' OEA 0 0 MC00O~ SEXRP -0000 0 0001 RFAs FT
 
o] so 050 YHRP 0 OOLJL FT 
214FF 0 0100 REEL 
DATA PIST CODE V*E SCALE 0 0500 SCALE 


























a 3,s -0 z -0 1 •1 " a a i , a z 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 71 a a r a 9 a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
¥MBOL CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I5 O U BETA b cb ACH u ubb REFS b9~t u 6 FT 
RPJTFO 2 370 REFL 6 00ti FT 
REFB 6000D FT 
XMRF 
YRr 
006 575 REF-FT 
ZHRF 0 ilD 9EFL 
ATA IST CODE vE S A E0 D C L 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3-U PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1O rCCO3i6] 25 1AR 71 PAGE 599 





-a is5 In 05 on 05 10 15 20 Z5 3; 5 40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
SYMBOL CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 15 OGG BETA 0 OGG FACH 0 Dug REFS 9 ODUD SO FT 
RPJTFO 2 370 REFL 6 0,000 FT 
REFS 6 0 Oj FT 
XHRP . .'7' REFL 
YHRF 0 OODO FT 
ZHRP I DIDo RZFL 
AA S O VESCALE 0 0300 SCALC 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO (CC0316) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 600
 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, ZERO AIRSPEED, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS, B3NIIJIO
 




- - - 4 -2 n 2 4 6 a to 12 14 16 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAo DEGREES 
SYMBOL CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 5 OG BETA 0 Una FACH a coo REFS GOODG S FT 
RFJTPO 2 370 REFL 60vou FT 
REFS 6 DOUG FT 
XMRP 0 8575 RCFL 
YHRP UUGO0 FI 
ZHRP 0 O0DO REFL 
DATA H151 CODE V*E SCALE a G300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ10 CCC0316) 25 MAR 71 PAGE GO1
 
















1 - 8 -6 - 4 1 4 6 0 is 1, 14 16 to go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 Is GO BETA a Doc MACH 0 UOU REFS 9 uuvu So FT 
RFJTPO 2 370 REFL 6 UO06 FT 
FTG 0000REFB

'MR , 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF 0 aoa0 FT 
ZMRP 10100O REFL 
DATA MIST CODE: V £SAE 5O CL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJtO CCCOS]6) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 602
 






















 6 4 a
-
 a 4 6 a 
 to 12 
 14 16 
 Is 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CANFLP 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Q 15 000 BETA 0 000 MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 boo 












DATA MIST CODE V z 	 ZHRP IDlob REFL 
SCALE 0 030 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJIO CCC0316) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 603
 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, ZERO AIRSPEED, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS,I I B3NIIJIOJFfI 
Go
 














6 4 a 2 4 6 	 12 14 16 18 g0 
ANGLE OF ATTACKo ALPHA. DEGREES
 
sYfOOL CANFLF rARAIETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 15 000 	 SETA 000D MACH 0 000 REFS 9 Dou0 S FT 
RPJTPO z 379 REFL 6 00'10 FT 
REFB 6 000L FT 
XHRp 0 8515 REFLYHRF 0 0000 F(
ZNRP 0 000 REFL 
DATA FIST COD E V* 	 SCALE 0 0500 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO CCC0316) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 604
 













-a-8 s 6 4 -z 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1a g0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 15 000 BETA 0 000 MACH I UO0 REFS 9 bUbO $O FT 
RPJTFO 2 310 RCFL 6 0000 FT 
REFS 6 0000 FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 0000 FT 
ZHRP b 0100 REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V*E SCALE u 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIJO CCC031G) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 605 
08 	Vrrr -.--- ,-----J r-r -1n,- -ri-nEFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, ZERO AIRSPEED, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS B3NIIJIO























 L 	 CANFLP PARAMETRIC VALUES 

15 000 BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
a coo MACH G 00 REFS 9 Duou SQ FTRPTP 30REFL 
 6 	 Ohio FT
RFT0 230REFB 
 6 coup FT 
XHRP a 8575 REFL 
Y,RP a 0000 FT 
DAA OC ZHRp 0 oloo REFLS VESCALE 
 0 "o3 SCALE 
CAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NlJIO CC03163 25 MAR 71 PAGE G06
 
12 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, ZERO AIRSPEED, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS, B3NIIJIO
 














-- 0 a 2 0 34 0 ' 0 6 C 7 0 aa 9 1 ot -i0 40 j-0.2 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
SYMPOL CANFLF PArAMETKIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 5 OGO BETA o o o ACH 0 000 REFS 9 00 0 So FT 
REFL 65u FOT 
REFS 6 U O F T 
XMKP 0 8515 FFL 
y " F a o0a F, 
ZMRP 0 Glut) REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E 
0 all RFJTPO 2 540 

SCALE 0 03ou SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJIO CCC0317) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 607
 













tJ -$ 5 A_________$ ______A_____ 9 00__ 
COEFICIET, YRAP T 
ZMRF 0 010" EFL 
SCALE a 0300 SCALE 
DATA MIST CODE V*E
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIlJIC (CC03173 25 MAR 71 PAGE 608
 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, ZERO AIRqPEED, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS, 83NIIJI0






4 a 2 4 6 8 it) la 14 16 is zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
6YMBOL CANFLF FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOkMATION 















__ Rp u 85TS REFL 
2oRP Cloo RtrL 
DATA HISI CODE V*E SCALE 00300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI!J1O CCC0317) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 609 





















- a1 6 4 - 2 0 a 4 6 a t o 1 2 14 1 6 1 8 z o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBL C4NFLP FARAMFTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 5 000 BETA 0 U00 ACH U Qob REFS 9 v ob Q FTREFL 6 0000 FT
o 0 2 RPJTFO 2 540 
REFS 6 o~o FT 
XHRF a 8575 REF 
YHRF a 0066 FT 
ZHRP 0 010D, EFL 
CAA IS OG VESCALE 1 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1O CCC0317) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 610
 


















o51 00 BEA 0BD OC 0 ES 9bu o F 
-0 On RP - 6 - 4 6 t 1 9EF
544 2 4 6Bob FT
 
REFD 6 000 , FT 
XMRP a 6575 REFL 
yMRF 6 Goan FT 
ZMRF 0 , too RZFL 
DATA MIST COD E V*E SCALE I uu3o S CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 63NIlJIO (CC0317) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 611
 





















0 c os FJ P 2 5 0 
 e . = 
12to - 8 -6 -4 2 0 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 Is 90 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
-MR u100 E 
SYMBOL CANFLP FARAHETR C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 5 coo BETA 1, 005 MACH 0 BOB REFS 9 U000 SO FT 
EF 6 050 FT 
XHRP 0 $575 REFL 
- RP 0 0S0 FT 
C A L EATA HIST CODE0 V*E 0CALE S
M3AC 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 81111J10 (CC0317) 25 MAR 7' PAGE 612
 
0 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION, ZERO AIRSPEED, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS, B3NIIJIO
 
. . . . I . .. .. .. .. . . .' . . . . " 




6 EFB bU F
 
IVA~lI VAUE 0 000 4 6 aRto 12 4CE1FOMAiN g0 
SYOL CAN FLFPAAERCVLEREEEC 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 
INOMT N 
000D RFJTFO Z 4 EFL 01,00o FT 







MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT lMEC BOOSTER B3NI1JIO (EIC0317) 25 -M1AR 71 PAGE 613 
I 
EFFECT OF JET FLAP DEFLECTION. ZERO AIRSPEED, VARIOUS POWER SETTINGS. B3NI1JIO
 


















0n a - oo -4 2 0 4 6 a lo 12 14 16 is 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL CANFLP PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHAT ON 
00O5 BETA 0 000 MACH 0 G0 	 REFS 9 o0bo SO FT0Doc RFJTFO 2 540 	 REFL 6 UJbo FT 
REFS 6 0000 FT 
XMRP 0 $575 REFL 
YtRP 00 a0 FT 
ZMRF 0 010 REFL 
DATA H ST CODE V*E 	 SCALE u 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J1O CCCO317) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 614
 








L - 04 
to 
22 





- -0 2 -0 1 0 a 0 1 0 2 a 5 0 4 a 5 0 6 0 7 0 a a 9 1 a 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 9PJTFO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
NCO0i) CAIR Z49 (b-O-(0 D)CANFLP = -L5 b I Doo U Z60 REFS 9 UDbQ $0 FT 
NC04Ua) MCAIr Z49 (bL~r-OO3)-(5U9-5O4) CANFLF = u a I Goo D 260 REFlL 6 cobu FT 
(NCO03) M CAIR 249 (D-O)(9-4)CtNFLP = IS 0 1 000 a 260 REFS 6 ouso FT 
{N¢O40 MCAIR 249 {0-D-(954 CANFLP = 50 G I too 0 260 xmRp 0 8575 FEFL 
fmRP D 0000 FT
zMRz 0 " bu REFL
 
SCALE D 500 SCALE



















DATA SET SYIHB0L CCNFIOL'RATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO tIACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CNCCJ40I) Q IACAIR 249 ICDI-t13)-(3b9-304) CANFLP -15 0 1 D0t, 0 260 REF-S 9 OUCO $0 FT 
(NCO4CSI B CAIR 249 (D0I-003)-( 09-504) CANFLP 0 0 1 0Db 0 260 REFL 6 003 FT 
CNCO4OS) HCAIR SC9 (001-003).(309-304) CANFLE = 15O 1 000 0 260 RLFS 6 ODIJO FT 
CNCO4OA; [ NCAIR 249 COOI-0--30-3G 04) CANFLI 30 0 1 000 0 200 X'RF 0 0575 REFL 
YNRP 0 0000 eT
 
ZNRP 0 0100 REFL
 


















8-30 6 4 2 a 2 
ANGLE OF 
4 6 8 1 
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
12 14,18 Z 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
MN001CAIR 249 001- U5)-J369-30 ) CANFLP = 
tHC04 ZJ MeAdE 249 ( -0-{9-4 CANFLF = 
(NC0¢03 M CAIR 949 (0-3-39-4 CANFLF = 
(C" 4 U MCA1R 249DO-O- 9-) CANFLr = 















ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 GOOD SQ FT 
REFL 6 UObU FT 
RCFB 6 D0O FT 
XHRF 0 6575 REFL 
YMRP 00OOO FT 
zmRF 0 0100 R ZFL 
SCALE 0 O30U SCALE 
PAGE 617 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIO















-10 -8 6 4 a 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 $4 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(fCO4i) Q NCALR 249 (00I-003)-(509-304) CANFLP = -15 0 1 cn a 26a REFS 9 000 0 FTa 

(NC0402) I CAIR 249 (01-003(53C9-304 CANFLP = D 0 1 000 a 26a REFL 6 bOD rT
 
(NC0403 < HCAIR 2-9 C51i-003)-(309-304) CAFLP 15 0 1 (irl 0 26b REFS 6 0000 FT
0 0
 (NCO404) Ej CAIR 249 ( 01- 03}-(39-3U4) CANFLF 30 j I 000 0 260 XMRW 0 855 REFL 
YNRP a oaoa PTZMRP 0 0100 REPL
 
SCALE a G050 SCALE
 
BETA a Von 
PAGE 618
 













810 - 6 -4 -Z a a 4 6 $ 10 12 14 16 ±8 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION RPJTFO IACH ELEVO RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NCBO) 0 HCAIR 249 (001-003)- (309-304) CANFL? = -15 0 1 Duo a 260 REFS 9 0001 SQ FT 
(NEO4O) 'CAIR (009-003)-(309-304) = I 000 REFL FT249 CAhFLP v 0 a 260 6 000, 
(NC0403) HCAIR 249 (001-03)-(309-304) CANFL? = 15 0 L 00 0 260 RtFB 6 Doug FT 
I$CO404) Li MCAIR 249 (001-003)-(309-304) CANFL, 3D 0 1 000 0 260 XMRF 0 .575 REFL 
YMRF 0 0000 'T 
ZM9FR 0100 RFL 
BETA 0 000 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 619
 


















210 --a 6 4 2 0 4 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANOLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPQ MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(NCO401) (D CAIR 249 (001-03)H309-304) CANrLF = -15 0 1 0o 0 269 REFS 9 DO SO F­
(N C0402) sCA19 249 (01--309-304) CANFLP = 0 0 i.OO0 0 260 REEL 6 Oli0O FT
 
CNCO.03) KCAIr 249 (0b1-003-(809-304' CANFLF = 15 0 1 000 0 260 REFB 6 D00 FT
 
(NCu4D4 MCAIr 249 (VOt-0O3)-(309-304) CANFLF = 3U 0 1 coo 0 260 MXRP 0 8575 R5FL
 
YNRF 0 0000 FT 
ZMRp 0 0100 R9FL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE









U 0 6 
z 
.z 




--o - - 4 -2 0 z 4 6 8 10 1a 14 16 i8 z2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 KPJTPO HACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NC04O) MCAIR 249 (0±-0031-(309-304 CANFLF = -15 0 1 000 0 260 REFS 9 QG.r SO FT 
(NC0402, L MAIR 249 ( I-003)-(09-354) CAaLS = 0 0 ObO a0 260 REFL 6 bocJ FT 
LNCO4043) NCAIR Z49 (00j-03N-(309-304) CAFLFE 15 0 1.000 a 260 REFS 6 0000 FT
 (NC0404) U MCAIR 249 (001-003)-(309-3041 CANFLS = 0 0 1.DOD a Z60 XMRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YMRF 0 0oj0 'T 
ZMRP 0 WIoo REFL 

























-:o - - 6 -4 Z a 4 6 o 12 14 1 e 18 go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET3YVDOL CONFIGURATION OCSCRIPTZON RFJTFO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE 1NFORMATI0M (NCO"P1 0 MCAIR 249 (00P003)-(309-504) CANFLF = -15 0 1 000 0 260 REFS 9 QOuo 6G FT 
(NC0402) MCAIR 249 (00-003 _3D9-504) CANFLE = 0 0 1 DUO 0 260 REFL 6 0000 FT (NC403) M (001-003)-(309-504) CANFLF = ±5 0 1 000 0 260 	 SEES 6 0000 FTCAIR 249 
 0
(NCO404) Li NCAIR 249 (O1j$- 03)-(309-304) CANFLPE 30 0 1 000 0 260 	 X2RF 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 O0 FT
 
ZRp 0 0100 REFL
 
0 0300 SCALESCALE 
PAGE 622 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIO 
14 . . . . J J l , , l i ~ i i l , l
12 IV 














-. 400 24 AN__=-5 
_______ 







































SC 08 0_ SCL 
REFL 
NORMAL~PAGOEFCENCRMA FORCC E ICI T,2O 623 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO,CANARD 410 
I 4 
I I 
-4 ' '___, ,____ , ,_,__+ z l i t ____, _t_ ,_ 
iIi 2 "AIR___ 2 90 	 20 RFS F 
_-.15 	 05 1 05 10 15 20 25 30 35 .40 
CRAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICN RPJTFO MACH ELEVOW RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NC0495 , 249 = -I5 0 0 6 S 9 O0090 5 FHCA (WUL-00)-(310-305)CANFLF 

LNCC06) HAIR 249 (l-O-30-U CANFlLP = 0 G 260 RCFL 6 uaOc F7
 
(C0407) la KCAIR Z49 0 C0105-ANFLP = 15 0 U Z69 RgFB 6 DODD FT
 
iNC"Os)[ U CAIR 249 061-063 - (310-305) CANFlPF = 30 U a 6a 	 XMRF a 8575 RSFL 
YHRP a 0960 FT 
ZKRF 0 allia RErL 
BETA 000 




INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIB 
I4 
41 









CN0I7 -CIRZ43AF-= 1 0RF UO F 
MNC04485 MCALR 249 D1D3-3D55 CANFL-F = -30 0 C 260 RF D 85U SR V 
YmRF a 0000 FT 
ZMRP 0 9100 REFL 
BETA a coo SCALE a 030 , SCALE 
PACE 625 




















t0 8 - 6 4 -2 Z 4 6 100 8 12 14 16 1 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 RPJTPO 
 MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (NCO41,5 HCAIR 249 (oL-0003)-(310-305) CANFLF = -15 0 0 260 REFS 9 Ob0O SQ FT
fNCO4*0S NCAIR 24$ (otLP03)-(31U-305) CANFLP = C 0 20o REFL 6 DO0 FT(NCc407, 0 CAIR Z49 (00t-V03)-(310-305) CANFLF = 15 0 0 260 REFB 6 DOO FTNC0405) 1 MCAIR 249 (001-0031-(31C-305) CANFLP = 30 0 0 260 XMRF 0 8575 REFL
 
MRF 0 0000 FT

ZHRP 0 010 REFL
 
BETA 0 000 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
 
PAGE 626 























-±10 - 6 -4 2 c a 4 6 8 10 ta 14 16 18 Z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RCJTrO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATL N 
1NC0405) G HCAIR 249 (0i-003)-(31--305J CANFLE = -IS 0 0 260 REFS 9 Oub SQ FT0
 (NC0406) Ll MCAIR 249 ( 01-003'-(310-3O5J CANFLP = a a L 260 REFL 6 Uolh FT
 
(tC0407i MCAIR Z49 ( 103>)-310-05 CANFLC = 15 0 0 aGu REFS 6 000 FT
 
(N O )Ls) MCAIR Z49 (01-003)-310-305] CANFLP = 30 0 0 26 XmRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YmRP 0 000 ?T
 
ZRF 0 0Do REFL
 
BETA a coo 




INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIO
 
I 	 -J4 









02 - - 4 	 4 6 a 10 1 2 1 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIFTION RrJTFO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(NCV405) MCAIR 249 (5b -(I-5)CANFLF = -15 0 a 260 REFS 90006 SQ FT
 
(C 04oe) 2 CAIR E49 ( - 3) - 5 CANFLp u 0 a e6u 	 REFL a o b FT(NC 07 a MCAIR Z49 (001-003)-010-305) CANFLF = 15 0 2 60 	 REFS 6 600 FT 

















































BETA 0TT__ OF OEGRECL SCALE 
PTE 629 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIO
 











Do 	 7r 
m0 
as 
-10 - a - - 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a so 1Z 1 16 is ED 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
T I G U R A IDATA SS *YHDQL CONV T GN DE:SCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFGRMATI N 
, NC 161 Q HCAIR 249 (O-O-3 'Q CANFLP -ig a u 26, REFS 9 ao,0 SO FT 
(NC 06; L- MCAIR 249 (0103-(1 0)CANFLF 0.0 0 260 RE L 6 UBOU FT 
I(uc 07) M CA A 249 (OUl-UO3 - 331D5 CANFLF 15 0 260 	 REFS 6 BUBB FT 
(0.061 	 MCAIN 249 (05-00)-51-35 3aAFP 0 260 XHRF 0 85 5 R-FL 
YMRP B 0 Do FT 
Z'RC O 010 REFL
 
$CA-E 0 0300 SCALE
























NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON'FIGURATION ESCRITICN RPJTFO ACH ELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFRATION 
NC0409) Q CAIR 249 ( 1 - 31 6 CAN L F =- 5 0 0 60 REFS 9 Dab S Q T
 
{5 C Ll CAIR Z49 001-U03 - 511-36) CANFLP = U 0 a 60 REFL 
 DauOb FT 
= 15 0 u 260 REFS 6 0bo FT ( ¢041L) !C MCAIR 249 D-05-1-36 CANFLF ( 0 12) LJ HCAIR 249 (0 1 5 ) {1 - 6 } CANLF = 0 U a 60 XHRP 0 8575 RFL
 




SCALE 0 a3vo CALE
 
ZMRF a Ila, 





INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET OOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIO






4 ZO 1 0 a a 	 5 02 3 6 1 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
DArA SET Sy.SOL CONIGURATION DZSCRIrTION RPJTPO MACH 5LSVON RUDDeR REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, NCl49) C) MCAIR 249 (0-D -51- 6)CANFLF = -15 0 0 260 REFS 9 Gana SO FT 
(NC0410) L MCAIR 249 (OUI-003)-(311-306) CANFLm = . a a 260 REFL 6 Goal FT 
8N041 M CAIR 249 (001-003)-(311,306) IANFLF 50O20RF 	 O0 F
 
(0412 [ 'CAIR Z49 (OGL-OG3)-(311-3O06I CANFLP = 30 0 0 26U 	 XmRP 0 8575 REFL 
YmR F 0OGG FT 
ZMRF 0 Olga R EFL 
GOO




INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIO
 
I 	 I 
I 	 I 








-to -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 1 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RrJTFO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NC09) Q MCAIR 249 (C01-UU3)-(311-5L6) CANFLF = -t5 U a 260 REFS 9 buDo SQ FT 
:NCOla NCAIR 249 0UI:U3)-(311-300) CANFLP = U 0 L z6L REFL 6 OBU' FTB(NC41I) MCAIR 249 (O l-00)-(311-506) CANFLC = 15 0 a 260 	 REFS 6 0000 FT 
1NC0412 HCAIR 249 (01-005)-(311-306) CANFL? = 30 0 a 260 	 XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
yHRp 0 0000 FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
BETA 0 OD SCALE 	 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 633 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DIE TO CANARD JIG
 








--- 6 Z, 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VATA ST SYMBOL C FlGURATlCWV9SCIFTjCN 9FJTPO HAC ELEVCN RUDDER REFERENCE INFIORATIONS.C 59 HCAIA 29 {11-13)-(311-356) CAFLF -15 G G 26, REFS 9 _IG6 S FT 
i -CAIR -4 (CI-43 - 21-306) C8FLP = V.0 1 Eel 0L R0 6 S 0 FT
 (4C040 0 NCAIR 249 C50--(±1-56) CAHN F 15 G 0 265 REFS 6 CI S FT
 
cC lz. )CAIR 249 (051-S03 -C311-306 CANFLF 3, 0 2HRF r, 575 FLo.z6s S 
YRF Z.5560 FT 
ZNR; C REFL51.0 
BETA 0 r0 SCALE 603sP SCA E 
PAGE 634 




__ __I ..... 
2O
 







6 10 _____ 1,4 16 s g 
ANGLE OF ATTA'K, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D6SCRIFTION RJTFO MACH ZaEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CNC4G) 0 MCAIR 249 (001-b0U3-3fl-306) CANFLF -15 0 0 26b REFS 9 obit SO FT 
LNCO'10) LX 4CAIR 249 (ObUI-03)Z-0G) CANFLF u1 0 U 260 REFL 0 u'00 FT 
iNCO41I) IHCAIR 249 (0CQ-0 32-C31-306) CANFLP = 15 0 0 260 REFS 6 Ou0 FT 
(NC0412) ] MCAIR 249 (0bi-003)(31S-306) CANFLF - 30 0 0 260 XtRF 0 85 5 REFL 
YMRF 9ounb FT
 
ZMRP lob REFL 
BETA 000 SCALE 0500 SCALE 
PAGE 635
 





















-10 -9 S . -4A - 2 0 2 .4 9 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SyMsOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH ELEVON 
(NC0409)0 HCAIR 249 C001-003)-C3±1-06) CANFLF , -IS 0 C 260 
(NCO41o) L HCAIR 249 (V01-003 )-(3±1-306) CANFLP 0 0 0 2600C.41MCAIR 249 (00±-0 -S)t-30G)CANFLF . is 0 0 260 
("C04±2) HCAIR 249 (001-Ob)-(Sil-306) CANFLF - 30 0 U 260 
85TA 0 00 
12 
RUDDER 
14 10 is 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 0000 so FT 
REFL 6 bOoU FT 
REFS 6 0C0 FT 
XNRF 0 8515 REFL 
YHRP v 0000 FT 
ZNRF 0 0i00 REFL 
SCALE 0 03600 SCALE 
PAGE 636 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD J10 
IA 









-10 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH ELEVON 
(NCCO4O) Q MCAIR 249 (01-003)- 311-306) CANFLP = -15 0 0 260(NCOA10) /3 MCAIR 249 (0±-003)- 311-306) CANFLP = G C 260 
"NC411) MNCAIR 249 (00$-C03)-(31i-306) CANFLR - 15 0 0 260(N0412)l MCAIR 249 (0l1-03)-(311-306) CANFLP = 30 0 0 260 
BETA a GDO 
RUDDER 
14 I6 18 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 uOtu SQ FT 
REfL 6 ObOu FT 
REFS 6 0UG FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 u0o0 FT 
ZMRp a oo REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 637 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD J1O
 
,i,~~ ~ ~ . .i J.. . .l l ...{ .i . .l .a . .f
 I_ _ _ ,_ 1 





















a- 6 -o4 0 E 4 a II 14 16 16 So 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RpJTFO HACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CNCOSO9I MCAIR 249 (001-003)-(311-306) CANFLP = -15 a a 260 REFS 9 Uo0b SO FT 
(NC0410) MCAIi 249 (t0l-003)-(311-3D6) CANFLV 0 0 a 0 26U REFL 6 bOD FT 
(NCO411) NC 249 CANFLF 15 a 2Gb 6 FTMAIR (00i-003)-(311-3O6) = 0 REES Cubb 

cic0412) U ACAIR 249 Of1-GUS- 311-306) CANFLP = 30 0 0 260 XMRP U 8575 REFL
 
YHRP O 0000 FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALEBETA 0 000 
PAGE 638 




______ _ _ _ ________ 
no 
­










- 0 0, MC 6 EF ol Q F 
-NE 0 57 R 
- 10 0REFFo , I
-0 DD~~ 0$ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 0I 00,005 FTI0Z YR 

DATA H ST CODRE I SCALEV 0S00 SCALEVE C 

MCAIR 249 C01-003)-C312-307) CANFLP 15 0 CNC0413) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 639
 










5 - 1 05 o 05 10 15 so I 10 3 4 0 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFvRMATLON 
Q a 000 MACH r 26, REFS 9 0060 SO FT 
r 

REFL 6 OUb FT 
REFS 6 000, FT 
XMRP a 8575 REFL 
YHRP b O0006 F-
ZHP 0 01,0 RF
 
SCALE a bauo SCALEDATA MIST CODE V*EI#C 

MCAIR 249 [001-003)-(312-307) CANFLP =15.0 rNC0413) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 640
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIO 
1 -d 
L­








4 a__ 4 ___ a 1 _ _ l 4 6 Is 
I-1 
-10 - 0 - 6 -4 -2 0 4 6 5 10 12 14 16 10 20
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORPATIONQ 0 00 HACH 0 260 REFS 9 o0 SO FT 
REFL 6 0000 F
REFB 6 OuLO FT
 
XRF 0 0575 REFL 
YHRF 0 juDO Fl 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL
 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
DATA MIST CODE V*EI*C 

NICAIR 249 (001-003J-C312-307) CANFLP = 15.0 CNC0413) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 641 

















.i .,1.i .P .0e .i
II .t .t ., J, 1

- 16 L-l LI 
-IV a 6 - 4 a 2 4 6 8 IS 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SY.00L BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 Ono MAC" a 260 REFS 9 UU00 SO FT 
RErL 6 GODU FT 
REFS 6 o-O FT
 
XMRr 05 55 RZF 
YMRP a O000 F= 
ZoRP a also REFL 
SCALE 0 0306 SCALEDATA H157 CODE V*EI*C 

MCAIR 249 (001-003)-(312-307) CANFLP = 15.G CNCO413) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 642
 
25 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIG
 







a-8 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a io le 14 16, ia 2; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SI.BolO C A FARAHETRIC V LUES REFERENCE JNFOR ATIOH 
0 0 00 MACH 0 26, REFS 9 DOO SO FT 
REFL 6 GbOL FT 
REFD 6 h000 FT 







DATA HOT CDE VEj*C SCALE N a 00 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 [001-003)-C312-307) CANFLP =15 0 CNC0413) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 643
 
00 


















- 06 ___ 
- Os 
-. 0 
-1 - -6 - 4 -- 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 i8 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 000 MACH 0 260 REF$ 9 0000 SQ FT 
REFL 6 DU.J FT 
REFS 6 6000 FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YRF 0 OBUO FTZHRP u Dian REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE DATA MIST CODE V*EI*C 
MCAIR 249 C0Q1-0033-(312-3073 CANFLP = 15.0 CNC0413) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 644 














6 4 2 0 t 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
c) u 00 ACHl I, E6 REFS 9 cuoo SQ FT 
REFL 6 ot ou FT 
REFB 6 U OD FT 
XMRP U $575 REFL 
YMR!! 
zmRj 0 DOUG Glo FT RE2 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI*C StLE 0 0500 CALE 
MCAIR 249 (001-003)-(312-307) CANFLP = 15 0 CNC0413) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 645 












-0 s 6 4 2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is za 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 00D MACH 112GU REFS 9 oago $a FT 
FT5 ODIN,R EFL
REFO 6 auuu FT 
XMRP U 6575 REFL 
YMRF a DODO FT 
ZHRP a 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI*C SCALE 0 asal SCALE 
MCAIR 249 1001-003)-(312-307) CANFLP = 5 0 CNC0413) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 646
 
____ 


















-0 2 -01 00D 01 02 0 3 0 4 0.5 0 6 07 0 8 a39 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 





MCAIR Z49 (00i-0O3)-(313-306) 
MCAIR Z49 (Gbl-0.3)-(313-US) 
CANFLF 
CANFLF 













REFB 6 bOOu FT 
XMRP 0 8575 RErL 
YHRP 00OO FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
BETA 0 GOO SCALE I aaP SCALE 
PAGE 647 












is -1to-1 05 Do D5 to .15 20 25 50 35 40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATI CE$CRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVON RUDDSR REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
NC 414) Q MCAIR ZA9 ( 1- 0 -( 1 - 8 CANFLF = -15 0 a 260 REFS 9 U090D SQ FT
 (NCO415) L HCAIR 249 i001-OV3)-(515-3U8) CANFLF = 6 a u 26a REFL 6 0000 FT
 
REFB 6 Drug FT
 
XmRr 0 $5 o ReFL
YIRL a OOd0 FT 














4 -4 a 0 2 4 6 a 10 1 4___ 1 a 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 RPJTFO MACH ELEVON RUDDER RCFEREN¢5 INFORMATION 
(NC0414) C) MCAIN 249 { -0)(1-Q}CANFLP = -IS G al260 REFS 9 gou5 $0 rT 
(NC0415) 41 CA19 249(0 - )-3 -08 CANFLF' = a a a 260 rEFL 6 0000 FT 
REF5 6 UDOU FT 
XMRP u a575 RErL0RP 0 00 FT
 
ZHRP , "100 REFL
BETA 0 DuO 




INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIO
14 -r,-r-rr-r 1,-r -r-r r-rr -,r -,-r 1. ,rr-I * 1 lr ir, 




















0 8 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 & to 12 14 16 1 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION PESCRIPFION RPJT9O MACH ELEVON RUDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NC0414) Q MCAIR 249 (001-O3)-(31308) CANFLE -15 0 0 260 REFS 9 OboO SO FT
 
(NC0415) H 249 CANFLF G 0 REFL FT
NCAIR (0C1-003)-(313-308) = 0 265 6 uaOu 
REF5 6 OOD0 FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF 0 0000 FT 
ZRF 0 0100 REFL 
BETA r ous SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 650
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIO 











- 6 4 @ 1 z 14 16 la zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
NC0414) Q HCAIR 249 (O- -(1 S CANFLP = -15 0 u Z60 REFS 9 uuuD SQ FT 
(NC0415l Ll CAIR 249 001 -bV3 ­ 313-308) CANFLP = b a 0 260 REF- 5 bloo FT 
REFB 6 0SD FT 
XHRP0RP D 6 575 a 000C REFLFT 
Z.RP 0 1ooo REFL 
BETA Lo A L30A SCALA SCALE 
PAGE 651 












-10 -8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYXMOC CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH ELEVON 
(NCC 14) Q HCAIR Z49 (001-i03)-(313-308) CANFLP -i5 0 2Z60 




14 16 1 20 
REFERENCE INFOkMATION 
REFS 9 DODD So FT 
REFL 6 oCOD Fr 
REFB 6 01100 FT 
XmRp 0 0575 REFLYMRF 0 000 FT 
ZNRF 0 01OU REFL 
SCALE 005o0 SCALE 
PAGE 652 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JIO
 












--a - 6 --4 --2 0 a 4 6 8 10 iz 14 16 18 90
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH CEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NC0414 2 HCAIR 249 (D-0-31-8)CANFLF = -15 5 0 260 REFS 9 UUb SOQ FT 
(NC04S)5 MCAIR 249 0 01-1031-,n13-308) CANFLF = u a 0 260 REFL 6 0000 FT 
REFO G OUO FT 
XHRF u 8 575 RE~l, 
YmRP 0 GOODO FT 
ZmRP 0 0100 REFL 
85TA a 000 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 653
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECTS OF JET DOWNWASH DUE TO CANARD JID
 
< 04 LLI 
~ 








214 1 18 O
0 - - - -
LI AN. DF -----­
C-.0 
01 
RFJTPO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE IN50RHATION 
WHC041.) Q HCAIR 249 001-003;:-{ 3-3D8; CANFLF = -15 0 a 260 REFS 9 U006 SQ FT 
(NC0415) 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION 
HlCA19 24S (061-00 3-(3-508 CANF F = u 0 a 260 RVFL 6 aou FT 
REF$ 6 oo b FT 
XHRP, 8575 REFL 
Y 'RP a GOOD FT
 
ZHRP 0 Lou RFL
 
SCALE O u3o CALE















SYMSuL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOUJRCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q 600 &A!!1LP 15 000 BEtrA 0 000 DtTA$ET FLPJTPO DATASET RFJIFO REFS 9 0000 50 FT 
MACH 0 U0a 	 HC0314 1 860 HC0315 2 ZUG REFL 6 ubub FT 
HC0317 2 54U, 	 REFS 6 0000 FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF Is DOUG FT 
ZMRF 0 0160 REFL 
CL 30 'ADATA MIST CODE V*E*AI 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO CHC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 655
 

















04 06 0s 
ALPHA 
0 000 CANFLP 
MACH 
DATA MIST 
IO 12 14 
FARAHETRI VALUES 













I 86 HC0315 
2 540 
26 28 30 32 34 36 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RFJTFO REFS 9 o00 SO FT 
2 ub REFL 6 UUb.C FT 
REFB 6 ODD FT 
XFRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF 0 ubuO F-
ZMRF 0 OIUO REFL 
SCALE I 030 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJlO CHC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 658 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS,ALPHA=O.M=O.B3NIIJIO
I 
 _ _ _ _ __ . 
1o _ _. ___ ....__ ]___ ... 













- 00- . - .- _ _ -
LI ­
- 4 
014 US as 111 1 14 16 Is 20 22 24 26 29 30 32 34 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 OUG CAMFL 15 000 BETA 0 600 DATASET RPJTPO VATASET RrJTFO REFS 9 BUDD SQ FT 
MACH a010O HCO314 I 86D HC0316 z 200 REFL 6 aw a FT 
H O IT 2 540 REFS 6 0000 FT 
XMRP
YMRP 
0 $5750 oWo REF1. 







NCAIRLSWT 243 3.0 PCT C BOOSTER B3N11J10 CHCO314 25 MAR 71 PAGE 657 





















-.itl4 061 1 81 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 a 2a 2 2 24 2 6 a D8 a 2 4 36 
RPJTPO
 
S MSOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE JNFORMATION 
Q v0 us ANFLP u Quo 'ETA a coo DATASET RPJTrO DATASET RPJTPC REFS 9 0000 $0 FT 
MACH Goa0 HC0314 1 860 HC0315 2 zou REFL- 6.gat, FT 
BC0317 2 540 REFS 6 1060 FT 
XmRF b $575 REFL 
YMRP u a0 1 F;"
ZHRF 0 4O - R 
DATA MIST CODE V E*AL SCALE 0 03OG SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJlO rHC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 658
 












g o . , . .. , , . . e , , , , , , * , . . . . , . . 
0nA 6 0 a 1 O 1 z 1 4 1 6 1 a 2 a 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 a 3 0 3 z 4 3 6 
RPJTPO 
YBL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA S--RCE REFERENCE INFRMATIN 
Q 6DO -AEL15 oo BETA v GIG DATASET RFJTPO DATASET RFJTPO REFS 9 Drab SQ FT 
MACH b Ube KC0314 1 860 He0315 2 2o0 !EFL 6 bbub FT 
HCO317 2 540 REPO 6 DDDO FT 
XMRP,YHRF aa 575oabO REFLFT 
ZRP a JTPO REFL 
$Y48L T g I V AbUE DATASCALE F UEN U SCALE 
ACAIRLSWT 249 3 0 PCT MCC BOOSTER B3NI3I6O CHC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 65T 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSALPHA=O,K=OB3NIIJIO
 











04 06 08 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 000 QNFP u 000 BETA 0 000 DATASET RPJTPO DATASET RFJTPO REFS 9 cOOb SQ FT 
MACH 0 000 HC0314 1 860 HCO0L5 2 200 REFL 6 C0o0 FT 
HCo517 2 540 REFB 6 000 FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 0000 FT
 
ZIRP 0 0100 REFL
 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJIO CHC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 660 
-06 








12.4 B.6 0 a 1 a 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 a 2 a 2 9 Z 4 2 0 2 a 3 a 3 Z Z 4 5 6 
SY 
M B O L  
Q 
ALPHA 
0 Go, CAL 
MACH 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Is U5ou DCTA 
s Ono 













REFS 9 U~wo SQ FT 
REFL 6 DOVD FT 
REFS 6 Soon FT 
XHRF 0 6575 REFL 









MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO CHC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 661 
V 


















06 4 0 6 06 10 12 1 4 1 6 18 2 0 2 2 4 26 2 8 3 0 3 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 00 £ADIAFI 0 000 BETA s Du0 DATASET RPJTPO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 v00 SO FT 
MACH 0 00 HC0314 1 860 HC0315 a 2ou REFL 6 o0,0 FT 
HC0317 2 540 REFS 6 o00 FT.-
XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YNRP a 0o0o FT 
ZHRP 0 1OL1 REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V4E*AI SCALE 0 03D0 SCALE 
1ICAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JIO CHC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 662 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS.ALPHA=O,M=O,B3NIIJIO














0 6 0 6 1 2 14 16 18 2 0 2 4 26 2 8 0 3 2 4 36 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 Goo CANF - 15 000 BETA Gu ATASET RPJTFO DATASET RPJTFO REFS 9 DUBE, SQo0b FT 
MACH a091, HC0314 I a60 HC0315 2 ano REFL 6 uobl FT 
HC0317 2 540 REFB 6 0000 FT 
XMRP 0 $575 REFL 
yjRF a 0000 Fr 
ZHRF 0 Blob R5FL 
DATA hIST CODE #E*Al SCALE 0 030, SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJlO CHC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 663
 







Lo 0 4 
4 06 a I 12 14 1 6 0 22 2 4 2 3 4 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
G ao CAEL 0 goo BETA 0 Duo DATASET RPJTPO DATASET RPJTFO REFS 9 bUDD So FT 
MACH a 000 HCO514 1 86U NC0315 z BUD REFL 6Doug FT 
HCOL72 40REFS 6006b FT 
HC37250XMRP 
 U 8575 A. L 
YNRF 0 Duos rT 
ZMRP a 01 0 REFL 
SCALE 0 35- 'CALE
 
DATA MIST CODE V*EAl
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1O (LIC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 664 
---
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS,ALPHA=O.=O.B3NIIJIO
 
_ 












-04 0 s'2 t 4 1 4 26 g 
RPJTPO 
sy.0c, ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 000 CAMF 15 IOU SFTA 0 ODou DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 coub SQ FT 
MACH 6 00 HC0314 1 86a HCO315 2 200 REFL 6 0000 FT 
HC03i7 Z 540 REFS 6 OU0 FT 
XKRP a as75 REFL 
YHRF 0 O000 FT 
ZHRF U UlbU REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*#Al SCA LE 0 03ou SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJ]O CHC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 665 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS.ALPHA=O.M=O.B3NIIJ!C 
4 

















- 4 c 6 0a tO1 1 2 t4 1s is aa 22 24 a26 2 8 3 0 3? 3 4 306 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
00 CETA DATASET 0000 50 FrC) on ANFlL u GI 0 OGG DATASET RPJTFO RFJTFO REFS 9 

MACHI 0 000 HC0314 1 860 HC03IS 2.200 REFL 6 DOUG) FT
 
FC37 $ 0000 FT
250REFS 

HC3150XMRF U,8575 REFL 
YMRF 0 0000O FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E4AI CL 00 CL
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J1O CHC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 666
 
__ 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSALPHA=OM=O.B3NIIJIO
 











04 06 06 1a 1 2 14 16 08 a2 24 26 2a 3a 32 34 36 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION 
























XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRF 0 013 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*ZAI SCALE 0 030 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1IJ1O rIc0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 27 






















06 08 10 Ia 14 16 18 a0 2a 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 ODD CANFLP 15 000 BETA 0 000 DATASET RPJTFO UATASET ArJTPO REFS 9 0OD S FT 
MACH 0 000 	 1C0314 ± 860 IC015 2 200 REFL 6 800L FT
 
ICc316 2 370 REFB 6 0D00 FT
 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 0000 F 
ZNRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA H,$T CODE V*E*Al SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ10 CIC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 668
 
05 





.. .... .. 
4 a6 a8a I 1 2 14 1 6 18a aD a2 2 4 2 6 aa 3 0 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE 
5 600 CNF.P is BOB STA 0 ale CATASET RFJTfO DATASET P&TPO REFS 9 
04 IC0314 20S2C4ALE2 IC0515MACH 0 van 01 0 1 3 16 iS 1 860 2 ZOO REFL 30 a 
IC0316 2 37U 

BATA MIST COPE V ETAI 








32a 4 3 6 
INFORMATION 
0000 SO FT 







-Z P 01 REFL
 
S $ 0000 SQALT 
25aIC0314)MAR 71 PAGE F69 













- O2 ___ 
o 




SYM$OL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERrNCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 000 CAMWLP 15 Dab BETA 0 Oub DITASET RPJTPO DATASET RFJTPO REFS $ 0oob 50 FT 
MACH 0 000 IC0314 1 860 IC0316 2 20 REFL 6 0001 FT2 T 

2 70 XHRP 0 6575 REFL
 
1C36 EFS 6 Dust FT
 
YARF b BDS FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
DATA HIST CODE V*E4AI 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO tIC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 670 







0 ,4 0 6 a a I I E 1 4 1 6 1 a 2a 2 2 2 4 2 6 28a 0 a 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO 
*I.BQL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORATION 
0 0 15C0 CAL is CDC SETA 00 CATASET RPJTFO DATASET RrJTFO REFS 9 obDo 50 F1 
HACH 0 Goo IC0314 I Goo IC03is e Eno REFL 6 CID rT 
IC0316 2 370 REFS 6 DODD FT 





C A SiSCALE E V u U300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO CIC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 671 
07 
I--i 

















SYM OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 o CANFL; 15 000 BETA 0 DO DATASET RPJTPO CATASET RFJTFO REFS 9.0000 SQ FT 
MAC 0DOC IC0314 1 860 1C0315 0 200 REFL S Obsb FTIC0316 2 37, REFS 6 0oo FT
XHRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 0000 FT
 
ZHRP 0 00 REFL 
SCALE 0 03,10 SCALE 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AIA
 
NCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT M-C BOOSTER B3NIJlO CIC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 672
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSALPHA=OM=O,83NIIJI0
 









4 0 6 06 1 a 1 2 1.4 1 6 1 8 z 2 2 2 4 2 6 28 5 a 3 3 4 36 
RPJTPO 
SYMOOL ALPhA 
0 '005 CANFLF 
-ACH J 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
3b Duo0 FTA 
OD_60 






JC0315 RFJTPO2 guo 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9olbo SO
REFL 9000 FT FT 
















MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT M2C BOOSTER 83NIIJIO WC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 673 
- -














-$ 4 6 a 6 1 a 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 a 2 a 2 a 2 4 a 6 a a 3 A 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOR 1ATIONI 
C 5010 CAFL
MACH 


















REFS 6 GOU FT 
XMRP
Y 00 0 85750 -_ov REFLFT 
ZHRP 0 ciao R9FL 
DATA MIST CCCE V*E*AI CL 00 L 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 93NIIJ10 [CC314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 674 












2% - . . . . . 
115 LiEo -B- _ __ - - - - - - - - - - - _T 
4 a 6 aa 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 8 2 0 22 4 2 6 28a 0 3 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOR ATION 
a 11bU AN 30 000 BETA 0 Guu DATASET RrJTPO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 90boDu SO FT 
ACH a 00 J 0314 1 860 JC0315 2 200 REFL 6 GOOD T 
XMRP U 8575 REFL 
YMRF 0 D 0 FT 
Z'RP 0 a00 R5FL 
DATA MIST CODE V*VAl 
 SCALE a 03aoU SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1O CJC0314] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 675 












014 06 08 10 12 14 16 18 20 2 2 24 26 28 3 0 32 34 36 
RPJTPO
 
SYmBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 DOI, CANFLP 30 000 BETA 0 000 DATASET RrJTPO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 0OD0 SO FT 
MACH 0 00 JC0514 1 $60 JC015 2 200 REFL 6 0tC F7 
RE O G 0Do FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 [joO -r 
ZHRP 0 010 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
DATA MIST CODE V4E*AI 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJ1O CJC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 67G 















- 0 - - - - a- - a - 1- -1- 1.4-- - -,a- , - Z'- -' 4 6-- Z, ,1 ' ­, I- 3 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBO ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
Q 0 000 CAFL 35 010 BETA a alro DATASET RPJTPO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 Doao SQ FT 
HACH 0 Dag JCO314 1 66D JC0315 z 200 REFL 9 olll FTREF0 6 0000 FT
 
,HRF 1 65 75 REFL 




DATA MIST CODE V SE*AI SCALE 0 00 C
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J1O (J00314) 25 MIAR 71 PAGE 677 
- -
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS,LPHA=O0M=,B3NIIJIO
 
I IF. II-- .4F 1-I 
07 --



















04 06 08 10 12 14 16 108 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 
RPJTPO 
SYHDOL ALPHA rARAHETrIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 00 CANFLF 30 00 BETA a bUO DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RVJTFO RErS 9 ODIC SQ FT 
MACH 0 000 JC0314 1 86 JC0315 z 200 REFL G 0000 FT 
REFB 6 COI, FT 
XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YNRP 0 0U00 FT 
ZMRP 0 1l0 REFL 
DATA *115T CODE V**AI SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIlJIO CJC0314) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 678
 







MACK6 8 0 12LEO 14 16D O1 1DBe 2 2 6 2 50F 6200 4FT
 
REFB 6 Guou FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP a Doug FT 
ZMRF 0 ulb5 RLFL 
GAT MIST COD E V Ei SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
RUDDER 0 DOD AILRON 0 Gas OC030B 2 540 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0e PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOW5V6 CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 679
 








a 4 0 I 164 1 6 1a 2 0 R 24 2 6 2 8 30 3 2 4 a 6 
RPJTPO
 
syvs L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q a Ono CAFL 0 ao BEFTA a VIG DATASET RFJTFO DATASET RPJTF0 REFS 9 asou SQ FT 
MACH 0 ao ELEVON a Goo HcoSoi 1 860 HC0302 2 200 1=13 6 0.00 FT 
RU VOC9 u gu ILRON U 05D C0303 2 540 RFa 6 75O F 
YH!F a0000 FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA 4IST CODE V*EI SCALE 0 030U SCALE 
























04 06 06 10 1? 14 t 6 18 20 22 24 26 20 30 32 34 36 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALSHA PARAHTRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 00 CAaLF 15 o0 BETA 0 000 DATASET RFJTFO DATASET RFJTFO REFS 9 oal SO Fr 
MACH a Duo ELEVON 0 DUO HCO3i sa 2 zou REFL 6 0o FT1 86I C0302 
RUDDER 0 00 AILRON i bu HCO 53D 2 540 REPS 6 Do FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YNRP 0 s000 FT
 
ZMHe 0 Oi O REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E1 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.G PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOW5VS CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 681 

















SYH&OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0OD CANF P 3G Lao BETA 5 UD VATASET RPJTPO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 DODO SO FT 
MACH G 000 ELEVON 0 BOB HCO301 1 860 HC0302 2 200 REFL 6 CODE FT 
RUDDER 0O AILRON O LD HCO303 2 540 REFB 6 DODO FT 
XHRP a 8575 RCFL 
y Rp 0 DODO FT 
ZHRP I DAUB REFL 
DATA MIST C0D6 V*EI 
 SCALE 0 03UU SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOW5VG CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE G82
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EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,M=O, B3NIIJIO5VG
 
I I -t 
I I ' 
KrH
Lli 











-at 4 0 6 0 8 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 8 2 0 2 2 4 2 6 R 8 3 0 3 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO 
SYBL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 







0 ago HC050i 
00o HCO503AIRN aOGXMRP 
1 860 
2 540 












ZHRp 0 Do Oa 0 0100 FTRFL 
DATA HIST CODE V*EI SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJIOW5VG CHCO301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 683 
















0 6 0a I0 12 ±4 i ±8 20 22 24 26 24 30 32 34 36 
RPJTPO
 
SYHBOL ALFHA FARANETRIC VALUES DATA SOJRCE REFERENCE INFORMATION Q 0 000 CANFLF b oo SETA a 013 DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RFJTFO REFS 9 g01, S3 FT 
MACH 0 01O ELEVON 0 000 HCO301 1 060 NC0302 2 200 REFL 6 000 FT 
RUDDER 0 000 A1LRCU 0 Do1 NC03 2 540 REFB 6 00g FT 
XHRP 0 8575 R FL 
YHRP 0 buoo FT 
ZNRP 0 0loo REFL 
SCALE 0 0360 SCALE
DATA HiST CODE V4EI 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NILJ1OWSVB CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 684
 












S- 9t a a 0 3Y2 34 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
syHs" ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q Goo CANFLP 15 BO BETA 0 CUD DATASET RFJTPO DATASET RPJTFO REFS 9 0u0 SG FT 
MACH I000 ELEVON 0 0O HC031 1 860 HC0302 2 zo2 REFL 6 0ou4 FT 
RUaDeR 0 0 AILON u o HC0303 2 540 REFS 6 U000 FT 
XMRP . 8575 R5FL 
YHRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
SCALC pi 0500 SCALEDATA 1116T CCODE VSEI 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1JIOW5VG CHCO301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE G85
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,M=O, B3NIIJIOW5VG
± 4 rr' r,. .. -.... .. . .. ...-. ..-..r.--r-. -r"-r- .
J -

















41 0 6 08a 1 1 2 14 1G6 1 2 0 229 4 2 6 2 8 3 a 3 a 34 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMSCL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUSS DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 rob AN 30 oou BETA 0 GOD VATASET RPJTP0 DATASET RFJTFO REFS 9 GOOD $a FT 
MACH 9 Ono ELEVON a DOD HC0501 1 860 HC0302 2 200 REFL 6 GOOD FT 
RU CER 0 CUD AILRON D HCO3D3 2 540 R r 6 5 5 F 
THEP a hUOD FT 
ZHRP 0 alou REFI. 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI S A E 0 0 0 L 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 93NIIJIOWSVG CH00301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 686 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHArO.M=O, B3NIIJIOWSVB
 
35 --	 _ __ __ _I .. 3 



















04 06 a8 I 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 6 a 3 a z 4 36 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE 1NFORMATION
 
Q 0co 	 CANFL - 5 DUO BETA 0 S0o DATASET RFJTPO DATASET RFJTPO REFS 9 0ab SQ FT 
MACH 0 000 EISVON 0 000 HC0501 1 060 HC030 a ZOU REFL 00o1' FT 
RUDDER 0 0D o ou Z 540 XHRF 6 REFLAILRON NC0303 REF? 8575 FT
 
YHRf 0 o00 FT
 
ZHRp 0 D10 REFL 
DATA VLST CODE VtEI SCALE a 030 SCALE 
mCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MiC BOOSTER S3N1IJ1OWSVG CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE G87
 














- 15 ___ 
24 06 08 10 12 14 '1 1-8 £0 2 £4 26 28 30 32 34 36 
RPJTPO 
SYMSOL ALPHA FARAMETRC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 a l00 CANFLP 0 DOD SETA 0 0oo DATASET RJTO GATASET R.JTFO REFS 9 0000 5 FT 
MACH 0 000 CLEVON 0 000 dCO3l 1 860 HCOStz 2 200 REFL 6 Duos FT 
RUDDER 0 o AILRON a DOD HC0303 2 540 REFSXNRF a0 00508575 FTREFL 
YHRF 0 OOui FT 
ZmRP a 0100 KEFL 
DMA 41ST COE V*EI SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3,qllJIOWSVB CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 688 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=OM=O, B3NIlJIOWSV6
 
40 fl--r- f -rr l i - -n-J4 -,r-r -ri- -- ,-- -t-rr -rrj -r-, ,-- rrr,, -r 




4- 6F 01 a , I I 1t 2I I 1 4 1 6~ 1 8r 2l al 2 a6 2a II 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE I6FORHATION 
0 a 010 CAFL 15 Boo BETA 6 0 0 DATASET RFJTFO DATASET RFJTF0 REFS 9 Uuou SO FT 
MACH 0 noo EL V ON 0 coo H O 30i 1 6 0 HC 002 2 oo REF S 6 cloOO FT 
R U D D E a 0 0 A I LR O N H C 0 3 3 0 0 0 2 5 A O R P 6 57 FRE " 
YHR2 0U FT 
ZMRP 0 01DO REFL 
SCALE 0300 SCALE 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOWSVG CHC03011 25 MAR 71 PAGE 689
 

















0 0 5 	 U 
00 0 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 z 30 3? 34 36 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 Q 0 0o50 iLP 350 505 ZETA a bob DATASET RPJTP DATASET RFJTO REFS 9 o500 SQ FT
 
MACH a 000 9LEVON 0 ago HC031 ± 860 HCO3b2 2 200 REFL 60 DbO FT
 
RUDDER 5 coo AILRON ul000 HCQ3S5 
 2 540 	 REFS 6 0000 FT
 XMRP 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 a0go FT
 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL
 
DATA MIST CODE itEs 	 SCALE I 0300 SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1OW5VS CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE G90
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=OM=O, B3NIIJIOW5VG
 

















14 06 08 10 12 14 16 1a a0 a2 24 25 28 30 3t 34 a 6 
RPJTPO
 
SY5OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INeORHATION 
Q 0 000 CAFL - 15 Go0 BETA u OO DATASET RFJTFO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 Joull SO FT 
MACH 0 000 ELEVON 0 on-, NC031 1 80 HCO302 2 200 REFL 6 DCOD FT 
2 540 REFS 60 00 FTRUDDER 0 oo AILRON 0 HCO03 XKRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 0000 FT 
Z$mR 0 loo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE VOEI SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JOW5VG CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 691
 






1 4 1 0 . 2 2 2 4
1 d
0 2- .1 

-. 08 
°4 6 a sN 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 I s 2 0 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 3 0 3 2 z A 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL AtPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION Q 0 DD CANFLP 0 con BETA D 00 DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RFJTFO REFS 9 BDD 5Q FT 
MACH OD ELEVON u g00 HCO3L $ 060 HCO032 2 200 REFL 6 ODO FT 
RUDDER 0 000 AILRON 0Val, KC0303 2 545 REFS 6 G00 FT
 
XHRP 0 8575 REFL
 
YMRP 0 00 FT
 
Z RF 0 0D0 REFL 
SCALE a 0300 SCALE DATA MIST CODE V*CI 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.C PCT MMg BOOSTER B3N1IJOW5VB CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 692 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR..ALPHA=O.M=O. B3NIIJIOW5VG
 























C 04 - - __ __ - ­
-. 08 
- 0 
1 %.4 100 SA 4 16 1 8 2 22 24 26 2a 3a 32 34 36 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALfHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0GOD L 5 D BETA a 0I5 DATASET FrJTPO VATASET RPJTO REFS 9A0NR SJ FT 
MACH 000 ELEVON 0 000 HCO3ZO I 86 HCO302 2 200 REFL 6 00o0 FT 
RUDDER 0 Goo AILRON 0a0DU HC 303D 2 540 REFOXIIRF 6 00008575 FTREF. 
YHRF a 0000 FT 
ZMRP 01 00B REFL 
DATA MIST CODE VEI SCALE 0 030U1 SCALE 
'CAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J1QW5VG CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE G93 













&Z 0 4 0 6 a a 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 a a 0 a a E 4 2 6 2 a 3 a 3 2 3 4 3.6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) Go CANF 35 ODD BETA 0 Goo DATASET RPJTPO DATASET RFJTPO REFS 9 cool SO FT F L  

MACH 0 Duo E evom u BUD HC0301 1 860 HC03UE z zou E 6 a60, FT 
RUDDER 0 BOB AILRON 0 cal HC0305 2 540 REFS 6ODOU FT 
XMRP 0 8 575 RZF-
YHrP a 0000 FT 
ZMRP 0 Blau REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V~zl SCALE 0 03t]U SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.C PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JIOWSVG CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 694
 












o---1 -­ --.- - __ - -
_. 4.4.. .. .....LL L...I 4... .-- . . ....L...
. a4. ....4.. .. . J...J... ut.... 4 4.... J..J.~ L.... . . 
±2 a6




SYF.OOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOUFCE REFERENCE INFORMATION Q 0 00 CNFLF - 15 00, BETA 0 000 PATASET RPJTFO DATASET RPJTFO REFS 9 0000 So FT 
MACH 0 OD ELEVON 0 000 HC0OS1 1 860 HC0302 2 2a0 REFL 6 D0ou FT 
RUDDER 0 OvD AILRON 0 ODb HC0303 2 540 REFS 6 ObO FT 
XHRF 0 8576 RCFL 
YMRP 0U00 FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA hST CODE V*EI SCAL U 0500 SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N1IJIOW5VB CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 695
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHAOM=O, B3NIIJIOWSVS
 














0 A 0 6 0 a 1 0 1 z 1 4 1 6 1 8 2 O 2 a 2 4 2 6 2 a a a 3 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
symaoL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 on u DO TA 005 RPJTPO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 GODO SO FTCAMFL bSE 0 ATASET 
MACH 0 EEVON 0 000 MC0301 1 660 HC05DZ 2 zou REFL 6 uvba FT 
RUDDER 0 COG AILRON 1 "J0 HC0303 2 540 REFS 60OD FT 
XHRF 0 6575 REFLYHR a0000- PT 
Z0RP 0 0100 REF6 
DATALIST CODE V AEI SCALE 0300 SCALE
 
LSWT 249ACAIR 0 PCT0 C BOOSTER B3NIJIOW5VG CHCO301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE GG
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EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR..ALPHA=O,M=O, 83NIIJIOW5V6
 
f 












SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMNATION
 
Q 0 Dos CANFLP 15 Duo BETA 0 0UD DATASET RPJTPQ DATAS5T RFJTPO REFS 9 1,000 SQ FT
 
HACH 0 O00 ELCVON 0 000 FICOSOI 0So UCO5OS 220go REFL 6 OS1JC FT
 
RUDDER 0 000 AILRON 0 00., SfO00 2 540 
 REFO 6 0000 FT 
.HR2 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 0o00 F-
ZNRP 0 0100 REFIL 
SCLE 0s050 SCALE
DATA MIST CODE V*EI 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JIIJW5VS CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 697
 












2 YmR , O F 
04 06 08 ±0 12 
 14 1 6 12 20 22 
 24 26 28 30 
 32 34 36
 
SYMBOL 
 ALEHA PARANETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOR.ATION
Q 0 000 CAFL 30 000 BETA a Gon DATASET RFJTFO DATASEX RFJTO FT
REFS 9 0000 SQ 
ACH 0 000 ELEVO4 0 000 HICOO I 800 RPJTaCIPOF 6 0000 FTHCOSDZ 2 200 REFL 
RUDDER 0 000 AILRON a aij C303 
 2 540 
 REFB & O0t, FT
 
YRR 0 IjUO FT
 
ZMRF 0 0±00 REFL
 
DATA HIST CODE V*EISCALE a 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JIOWSVB CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 698
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EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHAZO,M=O, B3NIIJIOWSV­











--04 06 08 10 ±2 ±4 16 18 20 22 24 26 26 3 3 34 36 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL AISFIA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIOXQ 0 000 CNFA - ±5 000 BETA 0 000 DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RPJTEO REES 9 0000 30 FT
 
MACH 0 000 ELEVON Li000 HCOSDI ± 860 HCO3U3 z zoo REEL 6 0004 FT 
RUDDER 0 000 AILRON 0 00j HC 0 2 540 FEES 6 0000 FT 
XNRF 0 8575 REELYNRF 0 tO00 F 
ZNRP 0 0±00 REEL 
AF5 15 UOD BETA aOSCALE 9 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT BOOSTERDMCB3NZJIOWS (HeO3O1) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 899
 





















0 4 a 6 0 a 8 I 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 a 2 a 6 z 2 2 4 2 6 2 a 3 0 3 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMS L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
u o CA E 
 a ago BETA O.U09 QATA6ET RFJTPO VATASEI RJTPC) 9REFS U000 SQ FT
 
MACH 0 Duo ELEVON 0 D MC0301 $60
1 HC026 z 200 REFL 6 BULB FTRUDDER 0 ago AILRON 0 OLD HCC3D3 2 540 REFS 6 006b FT 
YMRP 0 oo o FTZ)R F a 0109 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*ZI SCALE 0 0006 SCALE 
NCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJlOW5V6 CHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 700
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- 4 - 08 - 1-2 - - 1-- --4 - - 2- - -4 2-06 10 - 1-4 - 2 6 - I- I---
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORFATION 
U bGO CANFLP is UUD BETA U DbO DATA$ET RrJTPO DATASET RrJTPO REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 
MACH U Duo ELEVON a Do HC0301 1 860 HC030Z 2 2uc REFL 6 QGDC FT 
RUDER 000O OO COb3 0REFS 6 FTILON UU00 
RUDR 0OGaOoAIRN Hc~a a5UXFRP 0 6575 REFL 
YHRP a ubDo FT 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA 01ST COPE V*C 
 SCALE U 0 0 S CALE 




EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,=O, 83NIIJIOW5VG
 






















-­ a 4,06 a a 8a I 2I''14 1 6 16 2 0 2 24 G 28a 3 2 a 4 6 
RPJTPO 
SYMBO ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUgS DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
u DOU CANFLP 30 ubD EETA u Do VATA$ET RPJTPO DATA5ET EFJTPO REFS 9 ubbs so FT 
MACH u vuu ELEVON 0 coo HC03UI 1 866 HC0S02 a zoo REFL 6 U0bb FT 
RUDCCR a DUD AILRON a uDu HCO303 4 540 REFD 6 DODD FT 
XmRF 0 $575 REFL 
YMRFZRP - u 0 , a010- FrREFL 
DATA hIST CODE V*EI SCALE 0 0500 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NllJIOW5V6 rHC0301) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 702 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,MzO.26 B3NI1JIO
 
- - I 
4- ­
z 






 , IC030 IrODD1 , I l F, , , t 'CO D 1 , , , 
 , i ,
D4 B0 % 4 $6 100 20 Eau I2, ,o RE B 0 6 o4 FT 
HAC b260IC50 I DD 1C3D5 I 60 RF a605U5 F 
YHRP 0 0010 F-
ZMRF 0 Ul 0 REFL 
DATA N Sl CODE V*E*AI SCALE 0 030 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllIO 11C0304) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 703
 










2 220 00 54 RFS 6 00 FLC3i 

- J 
04 0 09 10 12 14 10 1 20 22 24 20 2 30 32 34 36 
RPJTPO
 
5Y1430L ALFNA ?ARANOTRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORIAATION Q 00j CAFL 0 000 BE'A 0 OO D ATASET RFJTPO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 0000 SO FT 
NACH 0 260 1C0304 1 000 ICoSO5 J $6Q REEL $ 0000 FT 
1C0306 2 200 iC0SOS 2 540 REES 6 0000 FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 OOD0 FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 -CALE 
DATA HIST CODE V*EAIA 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J1O ClC0304) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 704
 























 6 EZD C5 Z 4 EB oo F
 
trHOL 	 RPJTPT 
YDATAHPHA CODE RI VE ALUE 	 SCALER0F30CaORC A CNOLE
 
XNRP 0 8575 REFL
 
MCIRLWT24H 
 0PCT MM0C0 BOSE B3N1J1 (C004) 25 MARF 71U PAE T0
 
DATA MIST CODE V*ECAI 
 SCALE C 030Oh aCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 63N11J10 C1C03043 25 MAR 71 PAGE 705 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=OMO.26 B3NI1JIO
 























04 06 00 12 14 ±6 ±8 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Q 0 00 CANFLP 0 oo BETA 0 BD OATASET 
MACH 0 260 IC0304 
IC006 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER E3NIIJ1O 




1 BUD IC0305 
E 200 ICOus 
(IC0304) 
26 28 30 32 34 36 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RPJTPO REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 
1 869 REFL 6 000 FT 
2 540 REFS 6 0000 FT 
XHRr 0 8575 REFL 
YRP 0D0000 FT 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
25 MAR 71 PAGE 706 
-10 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=0O,=0.28 B3NIIJIO 










_ _5_ _ - - -_ 
_ 
A, 0 6 08a I 160 A2 8 24 9 6 28a 0 3 a 6 
RJTPO 
SYMB04 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
000 -AF RFJTPO REFS 9 abou 5Q FTCO 15 DOU BETA b ublf DATASET RPJTPO DATASET 
MACH a ZOO IC03U4 1 DOD IC055 1 860 REFL 6 000 FT 
tC03a6 2 ZOO IC0308 2 540 REFS 6 0000 FT 
XmRP 1, 8575 REFLY5RF 0 0950 Ff 
zH~r I u1oo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E-AI SCALE a U00 SCAL 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI]JIO [C0304] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 707 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,M=O.26 B3NIIJIO
 
40 I~ -rr-r- -,--r-r- -r-,- -r--r -F-F-I rrr -rrr -- IrI -r--,- rrr -lrrr l 









-C -x 05 ___ 
0 10is 
24 06 08 10 12 14 16 16 20 2z 2 4 26 a8 30 3 54 36 
RPJTPO
 
SYMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 00 CANFL 0 000 BETA 0 l00 DATASET RFJTFO DATASET RFJTO REFS 9 0000 so FT 
MACH . 260 iC0304 1 000 ICO3os 1 86 REFL 6 0O0U FT 
XCoS03 2 200 IC0308 2 540 REF8 6 0000 FTXNRr 0 8575 REFL
 
YMRp 0 0000 FT
 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL
 
SCALE 0 030 SCALE
DATA HIST COD6 V45*AI 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1O ClC0304) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 708
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=OM=0.26 B3NIIJIQ














Q 0 00O 
06 0a 10 12 14 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CANFLP -± 000 $ETA 
MACH u 060 

















26 28 30 3 4 3 6 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RPJTPO REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 
1 86U REFL 6 0000 FT 
2 54U REF 6 OOOC FT 
YMRP 0 4000 -T 
ZNRr u Uo0 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BO0STER B3NIlJ1O ClC0304Y 25 MAR 71 PAGE 709
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=OM=0.26 B3NIIJIO
 








- _--04- -, 
-10
 





SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOPNAFION
 
Q 0 000 CANFIP 00su BETA I 00o GATASET RPJTFO DATASET RPJTFO REFS 9 0o01 SQ FT 
HACH 0 zo 4C0304 I 100 lCO5U5 1 s60 REFL 6011c0 FT 
1C0306 2 200 iC3OS 24540 REFB 6 000 FT 
a575 REFL
 
YMSF 0 0000 Fi 
ZHRF 0 010 REFL 
DATA HST CODE V*ESAI SCALE 0 0310 SCALE 




















 0 a 1 0 1 2 
 4 
 6 
 1 - a 
­ 4 2 6 a -a 3 4 3 6 
SYMBOL ALPHA RPJTPOPARAMETRIC VALUES 
06 DATA SOURCECAONF 15 Cal BETA a Goo REFERENCE INFCE ATIONDATASFT RPJTFO 
 DATA ET 
 R JTPO REFS 9 OU00MACH 
 0 260 SO FTIC0504 
 I Eau 
 IC03b5 
 i eb REFL 
 6 000 FT
 
io 0o 
 cl 4. XMRP U 8575 REeL 
YMRF a ODUO FT 
DATA ZMRPMIST CCOE V*E*AI DIEUo REFLSCALE U 03u, 5CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJO (IC0304) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 711
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,M=0.26 B3NIIJIO
 






0 4 0 6 aa 1 0 a 1 4 1 6 t8a 20 2 2 4 26 2 8 Z0a 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q b Coo CAFL b coo BETA D DUB DTASET RPJTPO DATAS5T RPJTFO REFS 9 au~u SO FT 
MACH 0 260 IC0304 I 000 IC0306 1 860 REFL 6 0Duo FT 
IC0306 2 200 IC03as 2 540 REFB 6 BUBB FTXRP 0 57S REF 
YMRP 0 ouuu F I 
ZHRP a bloo R EFL 
DATA MIST CODE V E*Ar SCALE .0 300 SCALE
 
MCA]R LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1O ClC03043 25 MAR 71 PAGE 712 








a8 4 8 1 a 14 t6 o8 -6 20 22 24 26 2 a a 3 A 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 0 000 CArL 1 5 UOU EETA 0 goo DATA$ET FPJTPO DATASET RFJTFO REFS 9 ofou SO FT 
MAC" a goo 1CO04 I Goo ICO305 1 ago REFL 6 00.0 FT 
1C0306 2 200 iC08 Z 54D REFB 6 UOU FTX0RP 0 a 5 RCFL 
YMRF 0 u00 FT 
DATA CODE V-AI -IST ZMRP a poiO REFLA
 
MCAIP LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NllJlO CIC0304) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 713
 



















- 04 t 
a I 1 16 2 34 64t 0 6 a V 4 I8 20 2 24 2 6 3 a 3 0 3 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 000 CANFLF 0 0o0 BETA 0 000 DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RFJTFO REFS 9 0go0 $ FT 
MACH 0 260 1C0304 1 000 ICO35 1 86 REFL 6 DUD" FT 








YMRP u 0O00 FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 
CATA llsr CODE V4E6AI SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MtC BOOSTER 83N11J O CIC0304) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 714
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=OM=0.26 B3NIIJIO
 
1
. I I. F.. F .. . . 




04 0.6 08a 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 8 a20 2 2 2 4 2 6 as 3 0 3 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTP 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 000 iANFkF 15 000 BETA 0 060 DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RPJTPO REPS 9 000 SQ FT 
MACH 0 EGO 2CO3b4 I 01.0 2C0305 1 860 REFL $ 001.C F T 
2C0306 a 200 2C0307 2 370 REFS 6 0000 FT 
XNRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF 0 boo0D FT 
0HF0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 243 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ1O C2C0304) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 715
 
















04 06 08 0a I 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 0 32 a4 36 
RPJTPO 
SyBOL
Q ALPHA D000 CANF PARAMETRIC VALUES 15 0UD BETA 0 u00 DATASET DATA SOURCE RPJTFO DATASET RPJTPO REFERENCE INFURMATIOU REFS 9 0000 SO FT 
MACH 0 260 2C0504 1 oo ZCO3u5 1 860 REFL 6 Dbtj FT 






YHRP a 0000 -T 
ZHRF 0 0lo REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V4E*AI SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIi#lO C2C0304) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 716 

















 SYBOL ALPHA 
0 0 0 C A FL 
PARAMTRIC VALUES 
is 0 0 B E T A 0 D U G DA T A S T 
DATA SOURCE 
RPJ T O D A T S E T R F JT F O RE F S 9 O O S O F T 
A C H 92 6 0 2 C O04 
ZC0306 
1 0 0 0 
2 2a0 
C O B O 5 
2C,507 
1 8 6 6 
2 370 





XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
D T A I S T C OE V 4 E A I 
YHRp 
IMRFS "L E 
0 QUOO 
0 Oloo 




CAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MC BOOSTER B3NIJlO C2C304] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 717 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,M=0.26 B3NIIJIO













C - 02 
­
- "­
-6 0a 10 1 2 14 16 18 20 2 24 a 28 30 5 34 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 000 CAF1LF 15 000 BETA 0 000 DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RFJTPO REFS 9 U000 SQ FT 
MACH 0 26b 2C03054 I Do0 C0305 I 860 REFL 6 066b FT 
ZCO3Ob 2 2II Z 370 XMRP 6 0000 FT2C0307 REFO 
 0 8575 
 REFL
 
YMRP 0 noun F7
 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL
 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AJ SCALE 0.0300 SCALE
 
HCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT 'MC BOOSTER B3NI1JIO 2C0304) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 718 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING 	ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O.M=O.26 B3NIIJIO
 













a4 0 6 a 6 1 0 1 2 14 16 1 8 2 0 22 2 4 2 6 2 8 a 3 2 3 4 S 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 00, 	 CAFL Is Dob BETA a GOP DATASET RrJTFO DAIASET RrJTFO REFS 90 OG So FT
 
MACH 0 260 ZC0304 I Do 2CO305 I $so REFL 600Do FT
 
2CO06 2 EGO 2C0507 2 37U 	 REFS 6 60060 FT 
xmfzP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRI U UUU9 FT
-iRF 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE D003UG SCALEDATA HIlST CODE VtEAI 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MNC BOOSTER B3NIIJIO C2C0304] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 719 
I 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHAO,M=O.26 B3NIIJIO
 








-05,4 06 0 8 10 1 2 1 4 1 6 z8a 2 2 24 2 6 aa 3 0 3 9 4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAVEIRIC VAl-UES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0Dv AN 15 060 5CTA a 000 DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 GOOD SQ FT 
MAC" a ZGU ZC0504 I ova ZC055 1 SOD R L- 6 ucb FT 
2CO06 a 200 2C03b7 a 370 REFS 6 GOOD FT 
XMR P D 8575 RtFL 
YHRP 0 0000 Fl 
ZHRF 0 ulbb REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI SCALE U D300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIIJ10 C2C0304) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 720
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,M:O.2G B3NIIJIO
 
7 , 







4 06 08 10 12 14 16 i8 20 22 24 26 28 50 32 34 5 6 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUeS DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.000 CANFLF 30 000 BETA 0 000 DATASET RFJTFO DATASET RPJTiO REFS 9 000, SQ FT 
MACH a 260 3C0304 1000 3305 860 REFL 6 OOO FT 






YMRP 0 1,1uu Fr 
ZMRP 0 0 IUD REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V4E#AI SCALE 0 0350 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JIO C3C0304J 25 MAR 71 PAGE 721
 













 2 9 4 Z 6 2 8 3 0 Z 
_ _ 1 4 1 6 1 2
- 04 4_ 0 6 a I 
RPJTPO
 
DATA SOURCE REVERENCE INFORHATIC'N 
C) a Coo CA FL 3 1 Duo BETA a CD DATASET R JT O DATASET R JT O REFS 9 h OOD $a FT 
MACH 260 
,,951L ALPHA PAKAHETRIC VALUES 
5C03U4 1 000 3CO3D5 1 860 REFL 6 GOODO FT 
3C03UG 2 aso REFB 6 Doo FT 
XMRP 0 8515 REFL 




U SCALTR3r N SCALE
 DATA ST C KE V VE*Al 

25 MAR 71 PAGE 722
C BOOSTER B3NIJlOC03040 COMCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHAZO,M=O.2G B3NI1JIO
 











04 05 us 10 12 14 1 6 Is 20 22 24 26 28 3 0 3Z 34 306 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHIA FARANETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q a 000 CAEELE. 30 0go BETA 0 GoO GATASET RPJTPO DATASET RF4TPO REFS 9 t,000 SQ FT 
MACH u e6c 3CO504 I ~oO 3C03J5 ± 66 RErL 6U~o FT 
3C0306 za0 REFS 6 0000 FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YI4RI 0 0000 FT 
ZIVRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA IJST COVE V*E*AI SCALE: a 0300 SCALE 
MCA]R LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MM-C BOOSTER 83N11310 (3C03043 25 MAR 71 PAGE 723
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. tHAR.,ALPHAZO.M=O.2G B3NIIJIO
 
04 










4 0 6 0 8 1 1 2 14 1 6 1 8 P 0 22 2 4 2 6 28a 3 a 3 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA IARAHLTRC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0 DUO CAFL 36 DUD BETA 0 Goa DATA5ET RPJTPO DATASET RPJTFO REFS 9 Oulu $O FT 
MACH a 260 3C0304 I Dob 3CO5b5 1 869 REFL 6 DOO FT 
3C0306 p 2DO RZFB 6 DODD FT 
XMRF 9 8575 REFL 
¥MRP a DODO FT 
ZMRF IO EFL10 

DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI 
 SCALE 0 03ou SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJ10 C3CO3043 25 MAR 71 PAGE 724
 







-c I0 4 6 2 1 6 8 0 2 4 6 84 1 2 2 2 2 2 30 3 Z 3.6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0DGo D BETA D RFJTFO RPJTFO REFS 9 SO FT3ouD ATASET 
MACH 0 260 3CO304 1 000 3CO305 1 860 REFL 6 Do o FT 
SC0306 2 200 REF6 6 0000 FT 
XNRP a &575 REFL 
YHRP a UOUD FT 
ZMRP a albu REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*A1 SCALE 0 030D SCALE 
5AF I,lo DATAS5T Douv 

MCA]R LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJlO (3CO304) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 725
 



































COPE V #*AI 

RO 
1618C20 22A24 26 28 0 2L4 
$55 
DATA SOURCE REFRENCE I 
0 ODga DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RPJTrO REFS 0000 
3C0304 1 WaG SCOSO5 1 860 REFL 6 000 
3C0306 TISPOEG*Ea zoo REPS 0000 
%MRP a asr 
ZHRP Li01Db 
SCALE 0300 





























0'4 a 6 I2 I I6 IS 2 28Ig4 2 6 2 a 3 0 3 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO 
SYMBO 
0 L ALPHA ova ,NJ PARAMETRIC VALUES - 1 00 BETA a OGG DtTASET DATA SOURCE RFJTPO DATASET RPJTO REFERENCE REFS 9 INFORMATION 000 SO FT 
MACH a 260 ELEVON b ODuo C0309 1 GDo IC0310 1 $60 REFL 6 aou0 FT 
RUDDER a Gnu AILRCN a Vol %C03i1 2 zoo IC0313 Z $40 REFS 6 0000 Fr 





noun 0100 FTRCFL 
SATA HIST COD VeA D S3R SCALE E SCALE 
ACAIRLSWT 249 3.0 PCT 00CSTERB3NICJO OW5VG 0IC0309) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 727 
'
 







4 0 6 0Ba I 1 2 14 16 1 20 2 2 24 256 a8 3 3 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a0 00 CAL v coo BETA 0 Gus DATASET RFJTPO DATASET RPJTFO REFS 9 DODO SO FT 
MACH 5 260 ELEVON 0 Dob IC0309 1 DOD IC031b 1 a6u REFL 6 "OD FT 
RUDDER 0 DUO AILRON u CD 1C0311 a 200 1C03L3 a 541, REFS 6 OoUc FT 
XHRP 0 857, REFL 
YHRF a DODO rT 
ZHRP 0 oluc REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI 
 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT NMC BOOSTER B3N11JIOWSVG ZIC0309] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 728 
--











C - 02 
1­
(-I 
ILIu - 08 
- o 
o 26 - - - 1 4 15 18 20 2 204 a 	 3 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIL VALUES ATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE IFORATI O F
CAN 15 DUD 	 9Q 05 	 JLF BETA 0 Dou DATASET RPJTPO DATASET RFJTPO FEFS UDUD S F 
MACH 0 260 ELEVON a DUD 1C05U9 1 Uou IC0310 I asu REFL 6 Uuou FT 
RUDDER 0 Uou AILRON D DUD LCO31t 2 20D IC0313 2 54U REFS 6 CDUL FTX-P 0 8575 REFL
T
 
YRF a u F0U 

ZMRP a 0100 R FL 
DATA HIST C009 V E*AI SAE O00 CL 
MCAIR LSWT 	249 3 0 PCT MHC BOOSTER B3NllJIOW5VG ClC03093 25 MAR 71 PAGE 729
 
___ 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,M=O.2G 23NIIJIOW5VG
 
14 - jr-TlI- I,-I-1It- Irr iI- rr -rr -rr pr-i-I- If --......-


























SYHSOL ALHA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q Ono CANFLP a DOD BETA 0 000 DATASET RFJTPO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 obb SQ FT 
MACH 0 260 LLEVON 0 000 IC309 1 DOD IC0310 1 860 REFL 6 0000 FT 
RUDDER 0 000 AILRON 0 090 IC0311 z 200 IC013 2 540 REFS 6 0000 FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REEL 
yHRp 0 OOD0 FT 
ZNRP 0 0100 iEFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI SCALE b 0301 SCALE 















-29 4 0 6 0a 1 0 1 Z 1 4 1 6 1 a 2 0 E 24 2 6 a 8 3 3 2E 4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 OD CAFL -5 DOD EETA 0 000 DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RFJTPO REFS 9 GOOD SG FT 
MACH a 260 ELfIVON 0 ODD IC0309 1 000 1C03la I 6B REFL 6 DO FT 
RUDDER aD on AILRON a DOD IC0311 2 2oh 1C0513 2 54U REFS 6 DODD FT 
%MRP 0 8575 RFFL 
YHRP a ObUO FT 
ZHRP u CLOG REFL 
DAA[SCALE5TC VE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11JlOW5VG ElC0309) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 731
 














2% 8 1 a Z 14 16 i 8 2 B0 2 24 26 a 30a 3z 4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOLQ ALPHA-1 --- PARAMETRIC VALUES.5 - - Dg BETA- - DATA SOURCL REFERENCE INFOiHATION- 0 DATASET R-JT-O ATAT RPJTO REFS 9 OODU SQ FT 
MACH a 260 ELEVON r 000 IC059 1 coo IC0310 1 460 RVFL 6 ounu FT 
RUDDER 0 BUD AILRON 0 000 IC0311 2 200 IC0351 2 540 R9F8 6 000b FT 
XNIRP 0 2576 RFL 
YHRP , 0 BU FT 
ZMRP BIBBO REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIJOWV6 ClC0309] 25 MAR 71 PAGE 732 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR..ALPHA=O,=O.2G B3NIIJIOWSVS
 












6 a a B B 1 2 
 1 4 I s i s 
 2 0 2 2 B 4 a 6 a a 3 0RPJTPO 3 2 3 4 3 6 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 BOB 46NF DATA SOURCE
,,LP 15 ObO 
 BETA REFERENCE0 coo VATASET I NFORMATIONRPJTFO
MACH DATASET RPJTPO 
 REFS




a000O AILROW I a 6b REFL
0 GOO IC 031i 6 BUDD FT2 2ba 
 IC 33 
 2 540 REFS 6,0000 FT
 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI ZHRP 
 0 0100 REFL 
S CA 0 0300 SCALELE 











Oz ----------- -'°-4- ---------- _ 4 26 28 ______ 
L)) 
RUDDR 0000co~lILRN 2 DO C033 2 40 EFB DOG F
0Duo 






_EA DAT MIT CD 
 CL 000 CL 
MCLj ST293. C M OSTRBNllWVG(C39j5MA 1 PG 3 
-HR 04 k55 RF 
-------- Z-------
4~~~YR 0 6U6 0 61a a222426 FT 
Q 0Go CATAL aISooE OrTA G u AAE FTO DrST R ESL 9 05000 SOAFT 
71 F3T
SW 2930MACH ZOOHH BLEOOSTER0B3N03J9OW VG(1C00) 25 86AREF PAE 

















2 a 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
$YMSCL ALrHA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 O00 rANFLP - 15 DUO BETA 0 DUO DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RFJTFO REFS 9 GOOD SQ FT 
MACH 0 260 CLEVON a OGG IC009 1 000 ICOl I $60 EF 6 0"0 FT 
RUDDER 0 Do AILRON ICOSIS 2 IO iCOSIS 2 54 REFl 6 OD, FT 
XXRF 0 -575 REFL

YHRP 0 0000 F-

ZMRF 0 0lU REFL
 
DATA MIST CODE VOE*AI SCALE 0 1300 SCALE
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3N11J10W5VS C1C0309) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 735 

















-0 4 06 0a 10 12 1.4 16 1S 20 22 24 a.6 28 0 3z 34 36 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 DO £AFIF 0 000 BETA 0 000 DATASET RFJTFO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 0000 SO FT 
MACH u 260 ELEVON a Unu 1C0309 1 LOO SC03b I 860 REFL 6 000 FT 
RUDDER 0 D0D AILRON 0 Do 1C0311 2 E00 IC0313 E 540 REFXMRF 00$500 S575 FTREFL 
YmRr 0 C0o0 FT 
ZNRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI SCALE 0 0320 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NILJ1OW5V6 CIC03093 25 MAR 71 PAGE 736 
- -
---















.4 06 a8a 0 1 1 4 1 6 1 a 2 a 2 a 4 z 6 a8a 0 9 34 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 009 CANF - 15 UUU BETA O oo DATASET RPJTPO DATASET RFJTPO REFS 9 GO FTDou 

MACH 0 Z60 ELEVON 0 BUD IC0309 1 ago SC0510 1 860 REFL 6oulb FT
 
RUDDER 
 u ago AILRON U OLD IC0511 z zow IC0315 Z 54U 	 REPO 6 00' FT 
XPRP U ,5 . REPL 
YMRP 0 U00 FT 
ZRP a B10B REFL 
SCALE 0 030o SALEDATA P15T CODE V*E*AI 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJIOW5VG ClC0309) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 737
 
- - - -
1 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,MO.2G B3NIIJ1OWSVG
 









0:0(-3L - - - - - - - - - ­






-0 4- 06 0 O 1 4 1 6 18a 20a z2 2 4 2 6 z8a a0 ag2 a4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0) DOo u BETA 0 gob DATASET RPJTPO DATASET RFJTFO REFS 9 ocau so FTANFL 0BU 

MACH 0 Zoo ELEVON 0 coo 1C0309 1 Goo IC031U 1 86D REFL 60000 FT
 
RUDDER a Ono AILRON 0 Ban ICO311 2 200 IC0313 Z 54b R rB DODO FT
 
XMRF a $575 REFL
YRF 0 0000 FT
 
ZRP P BIPO REFL
 
DATA ST CODE VBETAA REAS S Coi SQ Ft 
LSWT 249 3.0 PCT OOSTER B3NIlJ2OWSV0 C1C03309
DCAIR OC 25 MAR 71 PAGE 738
 






















4 a 6 a8 10 2 1 4 1 6 1 8 a a z 2 2 4 2 6 2.8 3 a 3 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYHBL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 Q b DO 	 CANFL 15 ODD BETA L 1,D DATASET RFJTFO DATASET RFJTFO REFS 9 00O 50 FT 
HACH 0 ?60 ELEVON 0 ODD 2CO309 1 O0D 2C0310 ± 866 REFL 6 0000 FT 
RUJDE 0D Ob AILRON a C11 2 E0 2C0312 2 370 REFB 6 001o FT RUDDER 54a n(MRF 
 a 6575 REFL
Ymrp 
 0 DODD 
 rT 
ZMRP a 0l, REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
DATA H15T CODE V*E#AI 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIlJIOW5VS C2C0309) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 739 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,=O.2G B3NIIJIOW5VG
 


















-16.'. G'. I8D 1 14 1'6 a '20 22 24' Z'S 2V 30 a 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a Von0 CANFLF 15 CCU BETA 0 GD DATASET RFJTFO, DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 Doug SO FT 
HACH 0 260 ELVON a Duo 2C0309 1 aoD 2C031b 1 $60 REFL 6 GOOD FT 












yMRPZ-RF u DODO0 0600 FTRErL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI SCALE 0 030a SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3Ni1JIOWSV6 (2CO309) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 740
 
35 









% 4 06 10 I 1 8 2 28 6 28a 3a 3 2 3A 3 6 
RPJTPO 
$THBOL ALPHA, rARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 DUD CANFPL 15 DUD BETA 0 ODo OtTASET RPJTeO DATASET RFJTFO REFS 9 01O3 50 FT 
MACH 0 260 ELEVON 0 aD 2COSO9 1 00 2CO3SI 1±60 REFL 6 O,1 FT 
RUDC5R 0 cOO AILRON a ODu 2CO311 2 zo 2C0312 2 370 REFS 0000 FT 
2C0313 2 .4U XNRF 0 575 RECL 
YHRF a LbU FT 
Z 0RFoDi REFL 
DATA MIST CODE VE*AI SCALE 0 0 $CALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJIOWSV6 C2C0309) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 741 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=9Od O.26 B3NI1JIOVSV6
 
I I. .. .. ... . - -.... . . . .. .. I' '_












t ,1 , 1 1 I m I I pz 1 II p1 IIIIf It l Ii pi r 
" 0 4'- 016 a8a I 1 1 4 1 6 18 2 0 2z 2 4 6 z 8 30a a2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORIAT ON 
0 0 coo CAFL 15 Goo BETA 0 000 DATASET RFJTPO DATA597 RPJTPO REFS 9 0000 So FT 
MACH 0 260 ELEVON a coo 2C03C9 I Goo ZC05 6 1 S60 REFL 6 UG0 FT 
RUDDER Go A0ILRON SOL 2C0311 ? 200 2CO31Z 2 ,370 REFS 6 0000 FT 
ZC0W13 B 540 XORF , " 75 REFL 
YmRP 0 Do9 FT 
ZNRF 0 Glob REFI. 
DATA HIST CODE V*E*AI SCALE 0 03GO SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NllJ1OW5V6 C2C0309) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 742
 











04 06 a& ±0 12 14 16 is 20 22 24 26 2.8 30 32 34 36 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOqMATION 
Q 0 000 CAMP 15 DUE. BETA U 0D0 DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RPJTFO REFS 9 ob0b SO FT 
MACH 0 260 ELEVON 0 00D 2C309 0coo 2CO31 ± 86b REFL 6009 FT 
RUDDER 0 Ul0 AILRON u tob 2C03A1 2 2U zCOia Z 370 REF9 6 00o0 FT. 






ZMRL 0 0100 REFL 
DATA VIST CODE V*E*AI SCALE 0 030a SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NI1JlOW5VE t2C0309 25 MAR 71 PAGE 743
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,M=0.26 B3NIIJIOW5V6
 












4 06 0 a I -41a 106 10a a 2 a 4 z6 2a 3a 3 34 36 
RPJTPO
 
sY.BoL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6 00b CANFL 15 GOD 9ETA 0 LOU DATASET RPJTPO DATASET RrJTFCO REFS 9 ubuo $0 FT 
MACH 0 260 ELEVON 6000 ZCO3U8 1 GD0 2C031D i 860 REFL 6 OULU FT 
RUDDER 0 VOO ArLRON a Do 2C081i 2 200 2C0512 2 570 REFS 6 DOUG FT 
2C0313 Z 540 XMRP 0 85 75 REFL 
YMRF o uooo rTZHR, < 010D RFL 
SCALE a 63ou SCALEDATA HIST CODE V*E*AI 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT ±4C 8OW5V 25 MAR 71 PAGE 744
BOOSTER B3N C2C 309) 






4 a6 a8a 1 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 8 Z 0 2 2 4 2 6 28a :0 3 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYBOL ALPHA PARAETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOR-ATIN 
P Gaou CAFL 3u uuc BETA b WIG DATASET RPJTPO DATABET RPJTPO REFS 9 uuuu 5Q FT 
MACH 0 260 ELCVON 5 oc 3C0309 1 050 3CO31D 1 B60 REFL 6 auua FT 
RUDDER 0 uou AILRON u Do, 3C0311 2 200 	 REFP 6 ou00 FT 
XHAP 0 8575 REFLYMRP a h000 FT 
ZHRF 0 U109 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*Z*AI SCALE u 0360 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3NIIJlOW5VB C3CO309) 25 mAR 71 PAGE 745
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,M=O.26 B3NI!JIOW5V6
 

















4 06 8 1 a 2 1 4 1 6 1 8 2 0 2 2 2 4 2 6 2 8 3 0 3 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 a coo CANFL 55 bOO BETA 0 000 DATASET RPJTFO DATASET RFJTFO REFS 9 DO00 SO FT 
MACH 0 260 ELEVON 0 000 3C30S9C DCD 5CO0I 1 860 REFL 6 ObbC FT 




ZHRF 0 Oluv REFL 
DATA $17 CODE VE#AI SCALE 0 03G0 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER B3Nl1J1OW5V6 C3C0309 25 MAR 71 PAGE 746
 











L1 L, ., ., ., . ., L,. . ,. 
4' 0 6' 0 8' 1 0' 1 2 '1 4 1 6 1 a 2 0 2 2 Z 4 2 6 2 a 3 0 3 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 00, CAFL 31 coo BETA 0 GOO DATASET RPJTPO DATASET RPJTPO REFS 9 CEBU SQ Fr 
MACH 0 26U ELEVON u ODD 3C0309 I UOD 3C0310 1 860 REFL 6 0oUU FT 
RUDDER 0 DG AILRON 0O0O0 3C0311 p goo R2FB 6 0000 FT 
XHRP a 6575 REFL 
YMRP u GOOD F-1 
z RF a 01bo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*Ar SCALE D 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NIIJIOW5V6 (3C0309) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 747 
I 









I' ' 6 a 6 1 a . . ,l 4 1 6 1 8 a 0 2 2 Z 4 9 6 2 a 3 0 5 2 3 4 3 6 
RPJTPO 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 






































MCAIR LSWT 249 3.0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83NllJIOW5V6 C3CO309) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 748
 
EFFECT OF JET POWER SETTING ON LONG. CHAR.,ALPHA=O,M=O.26 B3NIIJIOW5VB 
I .. 
- - _ _---.i ­












4 06 as 10 12 14 16 16 20 22 24 26 as 30 32 34 3 6 
RPJTPO
 
SYMBOL ALPH4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 O CAFL 3D UOO BETA a GOO DATASCT RFJTPO DATASET RPJTVO REFS 9 uuv so Fr 
MACH U 260 ELEVON u Duo 3C0509 1 cou 3C031U I 86u ReFL 6 00"O FT 
RUDDER 0 DUO AILRON 0 DUO 3¢0511 2 200 R FB OD0D6 FT X2RP 0 8575 REFL 
YHR-0 00D FT 
ZRJ a 0TPO REFL 
DATA HIASTLACODE V SCALE 0 SCALE
L*AE R3E 

MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT ECBOOSTER B3NllJOW5VC03093 CO 25 MAR 71 PAGE 7F9
 


























syH O- ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) 0OD CAF 30 OLD EETA 0 D ATASET RPJTPO DATASET RrJTPO, REFS 9 U00 SQ FT 
MACH a 260 ELEVN 0 ODDO 3C0509 1 coo 3C0310 1 860 REFL 6 GOU FT 
RUDR0OG IR Doo 3C0511 2 200 REFS 6 0 0 FT 
RDE D 08575 REFLIRNXMRF 
YMRF vuoo FT 
ZMRP 0 Suu REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*A! 
 CL Sl CL
 
MCAIR LSWT 249 3 0 PCT MMC BOOSTER 83N11J10W5V& f3CO309) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 750
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH
 
S .. . . . . ........ .. ...... ........... .... ....































0 O01 ACH 
DATA H.ST 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 260 RFJTPO 
CODE V*EI*C*C 
1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 
I goo 
a 7 0 a a 9 1 a 
REFERENCE INF09HATION 
REFS 9 Doug $Q FT 
REFL 6 UUUbI FT 
REFS 6 ODUO FT 
XHRF 0 8 575 R EFL 
¥MRP I lobo FT 
ZMR0 a al_0 RLFL 
$CALE 0 03ba SCALE 
MCAIR 249 C001-0033-{006-004) CNC0417) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 751 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH
 








55 a 	 DO 05 11 15 20 25 30 35 40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
SYMBOL SCTA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 coo MACH a 26, rFJTFO I Goo 	 REFS 9 O000 SO FT 
REFL 6 0060 FT 
REFS 6 Goo , FT 
XMRP a 8575 R5FL 
YMRF a 0000 FT 
ZMRP a BIBB RCFL 
AA IS C VEICS 	 CALE 0 03co SCALE 
MCAIR 249 (001-003)-(006-004) 	 CNC0417) 25 MAR 71 PACE 752 





44 1 9 1- 1 s g 
-, 1 
- d10 - 0 - S - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 10 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 o HACH 0 260 RPJTPO 1 Oa REFS 9 0000 So FT 
REFL 6 000L FT
 
REFB 6 CuOO FT
 
XHRP 0 0575 REFL
 
YHRPF 0 0140 F-

ZNRP 0 0100 REFL
 
DATA MIST COVE V4EI*C SCALE 0 0300 SCAL
 
MCAIR 249 (001-003)-(006-004) CNC0417) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 753 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH
 



















-so - a - a - 4 - 2 0 2 4 S 10 ±2 14 16 16 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMOL BETA rARAVETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Q 0 Dav MACH 0 260 RPJTFO I 0a0 REFS 9 000 SQ FT 
REFL 6 DOW FT
 
REFB 6 Do FT 
XMRF 0 8575 RFFL 
YMRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 RZFL 
DATA MIST C009 V*EI*C*C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
 
MCAIR 249 C001-003)-C006-0043 CNC0417) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 754
 




I I -4 










-o a -O -4 - 0 2 4 0 ' 1S 1 10 g01a ±4 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
aYMBOL OCTA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q GOD MACH 0 20 RFJTFO I o0 REFS 90O1.0 50 FT 
REFL, b bb1C FT 
REFB 6 000c FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF 00 F7 
ZMRP a alb REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI*C*C SCAL 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 COO1-003)-(006-004) CNC0417) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 755 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH 













6 - - 2 0 2 4 6 6 10 ±z 14 16 18 2010 a 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMsoC SETA rARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFvAMATION 









REFS 6 0OD FT 
XHRF u $575 REFL 
YHRF 0 .OO FT 
ZNRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V*EI*C*C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 (001-003)-(006-004) CNC0417) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 756 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH 
I . 
09 ___,--­ 10 
a -
Ltj 0 4 
-j 0 2 
-D 
0 a_ 4_ z 8i _G _o z 
-. Z 
0 0€ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL0 BETA0 coo MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES0 260 RPJTF0 I OUL 
REFERENCE INFORMATION REFS 9 L,O0 SO FT 




















R EFLCA g 
MCAIR 249 1001-003)-(006-004) CNC0417) 25 TIAR 71 PAGE 757 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH
















10 a 4 2 a 2 4 6 a t0 1? 14 26 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA iPARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
REFS 9 Obuo SO FT0 0 050 HACH 0 260 RPJTFO 1 Dou R FL 6 bu." FT 
RFB 6 u000 FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFV 
YHRF b O0 FT 
ZHRF 0 OlOu REF 
SCALE -00voa SCALE 
DATA kIST CODE V*E1*C*C 

MCAIR 249 C001-0033-COOG-004) rNC0417) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 758
 


















D 1 2 0 3 0 4 5 a 6 0 T 0 a 0 9 L 0 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
a Do MACH 0 260 RFJTFO I vaDQ REFS 9 FT
LJVo 

REFL 6 00UG FT
 
REFB 6 000 rT
 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL
YMRP 0 Dan, r1 
ZHRP a DIUO REFL 
SCALE 0300 SCALE
DATA MIST CODE V*EItC*C 

MCAIR 249 (001-003)-CO16-015) CNC0418) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 759
 








a_Dos MAC 20 R_ I _ _ 9 -Fo o IESF 
liREj 6 UU_____ FT____ 
DATA VIST C oZ V#si#c c 


























-10 -a -6 4 2 a 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16 18 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMS6L SETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
) V (c0 MACH t 260 RPJTFO I 0ob REFS 9 UI3UO $0 FT 
REFL 6 OubO FT 
REFB 6 " DU FT 









DATA H.ST COPE V4EI*C*C SCALE 0 05DO SCALE 






















6 - 4 2 2 4 ! a 12 14 1_ _ _ i 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 OD MACH 0 ZEL RFJTPO I 0OD REFS 9 0000 s, FT 
REFL 6 0000 FT 
REFS 6 0O0 FT 
XmRr 0 8575 REFE 
YNRF a DODD FT 
ZNRF 0 0lQO REFL 
DATA MIST COE VtEI*CtC SCALE 0 300 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 COO1-003)-CO1S-015) CNC0418) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 762 
--
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH
 
40 rrtrr ,rt -It-rj -rr-r- rrI f-rr-i-r-rrprt-rr.lj1rT---- r-r 

















- 15 r_ 
i
 
2-0 ._ ._ ._ . . . . . _._ . . . . .. 
-to a0-0 -4 - 2 0 2 4 $ 10 12 14 tO so D0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5YMDOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INfOMAtION 
Q 0 000 HACH 0 260 RFJTO 1 00 REFS 9 obva SS FTS9 

IEFB 0 0000 FT 
XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHR r 0 LOu U FT 
ZMRP a 010 , REFL 
DATA MIST COBE V4EI4C*C 

REFL 6 VO FT
 
SCALE 0 0350 SCALE
 
MCAIR 249 C001-003)-L016-015) CNC0418) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 763
 

















< - 04 
-00 
-10 -8 6 -4 - 2 4 6 8 $a 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S..BOL BETA FARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 005 MACH 0 26U RFJTFO I 0D REFS 9 00D $ FT 
REFL 6 ObbO FT 
REFS 6 UOD00 FT 
XMR? 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF a 0000 FT 
ZHRP 0 0lu, REFL 
SCALE 0 03bu SCALEDATA MIST CODE V*EI*C*C 
MCAIR 249 C001-003)-C016-015 CNC0418) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 764
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH
 







u 0 6 








6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20
- to a 6 - 4 - 0 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE NFORATION
SYBOL SETA PARAMERIC VALUES 





REFS 6 Da0n FT 
XMRp b 9575 PEFL 
YMRP a 0006 fT0EFL
0 0100 
SCALE I , 500 SCALE 
2HRP 

DATA OIST CODE V*CI*C*C 

MCAIR 249 (001-003-(016-0153 [NC04183 25 MAR 71 PAGE 7G5
 




























• " 02 
03
 
-0 -8 -6 -4 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 26 1$ 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA 'ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
0 O00 MACH 0 260 RPJTPO I Duo REFS 9 GOP, SQ FT 
REFL 6ovvb FTREFI 0000 FT
 
XHRF 0 85T5 REFL 
YMRF 0 000 Fl 
ZMRF a DIOD, REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*Ei C C 
 SCALE a 030h S CALE 
MCAIR 249 (001-003)-1016-0153 CNC0418) 25 HAR 71 PAGE 766
 



























a -0 2 -0 00 0 0 03 0 4 05 06 0 7 08 0 9 10 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 Goo MACH a 260 RPJTFO ± 000 REFS 9 DODO SQ FT 
REFI 6 OUOjb FT 
REF 6 0ObO Fl 
. P 0 85-5 REFL 
YMRF 0 0000 FT 
ZRF 0 01bb REFL 
SCALE u 0300 SCALE 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI*C*C
 
MCAIR 243 COOI-003)-CO14-013) CNC0419J 25 MAR 71 PAGE 767
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH
 






-20 -15 - o 05 DO as to Is 20 25 30 35 40 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
SYMBOL BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 Duo MACH b 260 -,PJTPO I Goo REFS 9 GOOD so FT 
rErL 6 vobo FT 
REFB 6 CUD FT 
XHRP 0 2575 REFL 
ZLR a ___oo REFL
 
SCALE D v5uG SCALC
DATA MIST CODE V*EI*C#C 

MCAIR 249 (001-0033-(014-013) CNC0419) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 768
 






-0 -8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a III LZ 14 16 IS zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SETA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERE14CE INFORMATION 
S 0 Goo MACH u zou RPJTF0 1 Wou REFS 9 ao~b SO FT 
REFL I UUCP FT 
REFS 6 uoaD FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 POOP FT 
ZMRr 0 DI1UG REFL 
DATA MIST COPE V*EI*C*C SCALE u Pu 5 CALE 
MCAIR 249 C001-003)-(014-013) CNC0419) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 769 
_____ 
--




















-to a 6 -4 -2 D 4 6 8 1 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BCTA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATION 
Q 6" MOACK 0 abu RrJfpO I Lug REFS 9 go., SQ FT 
REFL 6 O'Ca FT 
REF5 6 Bugg FT 
.MRp . 8Sr5 REF 
YMRP , 'Duo F1, 
ZMRP a Vigo REFL 
BAIA H:ST CODE V¢gr c c 
 SCALE a 030, SCALE 
MCAIR 249 C001-0031-C014-013) CNC04193 25 MAR 71 PAGE 770
 
_ _ 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH











0 L t_ 	 _2~I~ 
- 10 a - 6 - A 2 D I 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 00 MACH 0 260 RFJTFO I 0BN 	 REFS 9 G11, SQ FT
 
REFL 6 0O1 FT
 
REFB 6 D0DO FT
 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
Y"p 0 Go000 FT 
ZNRF 0 ol1 RtFL
 
0 0300
DATA MIST CODE V*EI#C*C 	 SCALE SCALE 
MCAIR 249 COO1-003)-(014-013) 	 CNC04193 25 MAR 71 PAGE 771
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH
"~~~~ . . . . . .. . ..I.  I"I I .. 
r10 i rl1_ J ­











-10 8 6 -4 -Z 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA FARAMETrIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 DIU MACH U 26U RPJTFO I 01, REFS 9 oon SQ FT 
REFL 6 0000 FT 
REFS 6 0000 FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YNR? C 0000 FT 
ZRF U U1O REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V4EI4C*C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 C001-003-C014-013 CNCO419) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 772
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH 











-12 - - - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 g0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 000 MACN 0 260 RFJTFO ± 000 REFS 9 o0,O SQ FT 
REFL 6 ubH O FT 
REFS 6ODaub FT 
XHRP a 8575 REFL 
YHRF a S0 FT 
Z'RF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI1C*C SCALE 03o SCALE 
MCAIR 249 1001-003)-(014-013) CNC0419) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 773 

















4 - 2 4 6 8 AD 12 14 16 Is 20 
-- a - 6 --




R E F S 9 0 0 0 5 o F T 
SYMBOL BETA 
9 O O 0 A H a Z60 R F J T F O I c o o 
Q 
REFL 6 Do Ub FT 
REFS 6 0000 FT 
XMRP a 6575 REPL 
YMRP u bouO FT 
ZMRF 0 GAUD REFL
 
SCALE 0 030 D SCALE 
DATA MST CODE V EICC 

HCAIR 249 C00I-003)-[014-013) CNC0419) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 774
 
iNCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH
 
144 




















- 00 4____ 0 5 a aI' a D2 
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CN 
C .BOL OCTA PARANCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOKMATIQN 
C) ODU MACH b 26D RrJTFO I oul) PEFS 9 uOub SQ FT 
FEFL 
ReF0 6 out 
r 
6 0000 Fr FT 
X-RP a 8571 REFL 
YMRF b UGUO FT 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI*C*C 7HRF$CALE 0 , 000 6.0U REFLSCALE 
-CAIR249 1O01-0)-O1O-Oll3 0NC0320) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 775 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH
 
5 









SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ODD MACO 0 26U RrJ PO I ova REFS 9 bUDb $a FT 
REFL 6 Goob FT 
REFS 6 1000 F7 
XMRP a 8575 REFL 
YMRF 00000 FT 
ZMRF a Dino REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI*C*C 'CALE 0 O00 SCALE 










_ _ _ _$ 
- 8 - 6 - 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a In 12 14 16 to ?D01 

ANGLE OF ATACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ova MACH 0 26D RPJTPO I BUD REFS 9 Dula SO FT 
REFL 6 OaOG FT 
REFS 600CO FT 
XHRP a $515 REFL 
YMRF a noun FT 
..Rp a CO.~ REVL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI*C#c SAE 00, CL 
MCAIR 249 (001-003)-(010-0113 CNC0420) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 777 
___ 
___ 
















-±6 O-4 - 0 2 4 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 





0 000 MACH 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 26, RPJTFO I D 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 UU00 SO FT 










ZNRI 0 Goo RFEL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EI*C*C SCALE U300 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 001-003)-(010-0113 (NC0420) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 778 


















- 8- - e6 -- -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
0 000 MACH 0 26 RPJTFO i D REFS 6 000! SQ F 
REFL 6 (jt, aT 
REFs 6 0000 FT 
XMRr 0 8575 REFL 
YMRPZMRF 0 DOt0 0100 FT REFL 
DATA hIST CODE V*EI*C*C SCALE i 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 COO1-0033-CO1O-0113 CNCO420) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 779 
__ 





















-08 __ _ 
- 6 -4 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA FARANETRIC VnLUES REFERENCE INFORgATION 
0 000 MACH b 260 RPJTFO I ODO REFS 9 1Do0 SQ FT 
REFL 6 ODOL FT 
REES 6 0DUD FT 
XHRF 0 $575 REFL 
YNRF 0 DO0O FT 
ZMRf 0 01 EFL 
DATA HIST CODE V*EI4C*C SCALE 
, " SCALE 
MCAIR 249 COO1-003)-CQOO-O11) CNC0420) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 780 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF CANARD DOWNWASH
 









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
5Y.5OL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0 Du0 MACH 0 Z60 RrJTFO I og~i 






REFS S 01100 FT 
XMRF U 8575 RCFL 
VMRF a 0000 FT 
ZMRL 0 01011 RCFL 
DATA MIST CODE VTEI4C*C SCAL E a N3O A LE 
MCAIR 249 C001-003)-(O10-O113 rNC0420) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 781
 


















-t a 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 S0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 SO, MACH 260 RFJTPO I Duo REFS 9 Stub SO FT 
REFL 6 ubu FT 
REFS 6 0000 FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF 0 Do , FT 
ZHRP 0 Olou REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EJ C*C SCALE 90 Oou SCALE 
MCAIR 249 (001-003)-(010-011) CNC04203 25 MAR 71 PAGE 782 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS 












- SCALE 0300 SCALE 
< - 025 
A-030000 
-MR 01 8575 REFL___ 
- 0P 
-20 - 15 - 10 -05 00 05 10 15 78 80 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY 
DATA SET $SYM9OL CONFIGURAIC)N DESCRIPTION 
NCO4ZI ) 0 MCAIR 349 (CCOID4-CCOIOS) ALPHA 












RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RErS S ODUG SQ FT 
REFE 6 thOII FT 
REFB S aO0 FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 0000 Fr 
zHlRr I OtbO REFL 
ALH 0O SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 783 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS 
















- 20 _51 - 10 - 05 00 05 10 15 .20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY 





(CCOIU4-CCOIUJ) ALPHA =4 



















XHRF b 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 oo0 FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 





INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 
040rir r r rr -rrr-T---­
_ _4_ _ _ _ 
_ __' 


























o 0 -15 - 10 05 Go05 10 15 2O
 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYM60L CONF:GURATIOX DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH 
 EL9VON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(NCO426) t (CCO104-CCOi0() 1 DOu 0 0bO 9 bOtib S FT
MCAIR 249 ALPHA =8 0 260 REFS 

CNCO4Z7)L HCAIR 249 (CCOflO-CCQ1O)3 ALPHA =8 I D0 0 260 0000 REFL 6 Oauo FT
 
Rcro 0'uOO FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YRp 0 nDOu FT 
ZNRF 0 0100 RFL 
SCALE 0 0300 -CALE




INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 



















-0020 -15 in0 05 aO 05 la is .20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATASET SYMBOL C0NFlGURA7.CN DESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH ECeVON RUDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(N¢Czs) Q VCA,1R Z49 (CCOIG4-CCOIC3) ALPHA =10 I coo a 260 0 Goo REFS 9 ouv SQ FT 
(NCC4-29) L CAIR 249 (CC0110-CL0103) ALPHA =iQ i uva0 M a6 ooD REFL 6 b3GO FT 
REFS 6 0030 FT
 




ZmRF I -1G F'
REFL
 




_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 

















-12 -10 a 6 4 	 4 6 %a 12 
SIDE SL-P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
NC421) Q HCAIR Z49 (CC0164-CC01r3) ALPHA =0 I Gob a 260 1 Ulu REFS 9 DODO0 Q FT 
Nco4) C 249 C 13 ALHA00i 1C~ 0 Z60 0 DOG 	 REFL 6 cage FT 
REFB 6 RolO FT 
XMRP 0 0575 9EFL 
YHRP 0 000O rT
Z0RF 0 Gib REFL
 
'CALE 1 03U SCALE




INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 
firfl[ 	 .. 't'
040 . . . . . . . . . n j r . .. 	 n 
0351 
















It - og5 	 ___ ______ 
015C/ 
<f -025 	 __ 
-035D___ 
0401t, -t0 a J. 6 -L4 -.. a z 4 4 a l o it 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORqATION 
INC042i) C MCAIR 249 (CC0104-CC01u3) ALPHA =0 1 000 U 260 000 REFS 9 Obl' SO FT 
1NCO4Z2z) L CAIR Z49 (CC 1lO-CC01iD) ALPHA =0 I 000 0 z60 ) 00 	 REFL 6 0900 FT 
REFS 6 000D FT 
XMRP 0 8575 RtFL 
YIRP 0 0000 FT 
ZRF 0 0100 REFL 






_ _ _ _ _ _ 




















S -z -1 42 A o 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CAT SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH ELEVON RUODER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
r b 
I NCO421; 2 MCAIR 949 CCC0104-CC01U,) ALPHA =U I Goo 0 26D a o l REFS 9 Poca SQ FT 
INCO422) MCAIR 249 (CC0110-CC0103) ALPHA =0 1 goo 0 260 0 005 REFL 6 0000 FT 
REFB 6 b0o FT
 
XMRF 0 8575 RE L
 
-HRP a o___ FT 
7 RF 0 0100 REFLA ALPHA = 10 SCALL 0 300 CALC 
PAGE 789
 





±12 0 - 4 a 2 4 6 tv- e 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONZ RFJTFO MACH CLEVON RUDDER REFERENCE " FORMATION 
ANCO lJI MCAIR 249 (CCO1D4-CCOP%03; ALPHA =U 1 ODO 0 260 0 Goo REFS 9 ao,0 SQ FT 
I NCO422) Z MCAIR 249 (CC0110-CCO03} ALPHA zO I Duo0 260 0 Doh REFL 6 DOUG IT 
REFB 6 coca FT 
XMRp U 557 iEFL 
YHFP 0 GOD0 FT 
ZMRP 0 also 2CFL 




INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 










- 04o - 08 06 
- to 
-14 
- 12e -0 -8 -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 0 1 l 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTPO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
, NC04211 MCAIR 249 (CCO104-CCO13) ALPHA =0 I 000 0 260 0 000 REFS 9 0000 SQ FT
 
(NCO4Z2) 2 MCAIR 249 (CCOILO-CCOIO3) ALPHA =0 Ia0b U 260 0 0Db REFL 6 0o00 FT
 
REFP 6 0000 FT
 
XNRP b 8575 REFL
 
YHRI 0 Unt0 Fr
 
ZHRF 0 010o REFL
 
ALPHA , DOD 




















- t5 ISI _________ 
- Is 
-12 -10 8 6 4 -2 2 4, 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFI6URATON DESCRIPTION RFJTPO 4ACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CNC0421) Q HCAIR 249 (CCI0C4-CCO103) ALPHA =0 1 000 0 260 0 ao REFS 9 bOUn So FT
 
(HC0.2) MCAIR 249 CCCOI0I-CCO0C3 ALPHA n0 1 g 0 20 0 000 RCFL 6 IoDC FT
 
REFB 6 O00 rT 
XMRP 0 85f5 REF, 
YHRP 0 0000 FT 
ZHRP 0 Clio AESL 




INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS





- e2 -- 6 - 4 _ 4 6 a__ 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJ rO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(N00421 2 HCAIR 249 (CCO104-CCO115) ALPHA U I t o a 26U a Gnu REFS 9 OUDO So PT 
(NCO422) L MCAIR 249 (¢C0111-CCOL03) ALPHA 10 1 Glro I 26D 0 Gnu RE L 6 urac FT 
REFS 
xILP 
6 uo o0 6575 FTREFL 
Y 8p 0 F f 1200 
ZHRP a Gina REFL 
ALPHA U ob SCAE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 793 
1 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS 











D I A 
2 -to__ a 24 _4z aIQ 1 

































12 V - a0 6 -4 -2024 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 RPJTFO MACH ELEVON RUDDER 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
HCA1R 249
G NCO4zI) (CC0104-CCOIO3) ALPHA =0 I Gnu 0 260 u 000
(NCO422) LS MCAIR 249 (CCOIIU-CCOi0) ALPHA =0 REFS 9 GOOD Sg FTI Qou 0 260 0 000 
 REFL 6 iC00 FT
 
REFS 6 noro FT
 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YNRP b 00DO FT
 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL
ALPHA C DOG 























12IZ -10 B 6 4 2 02 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIXON DESCRIPTION RFJTrO MACH ELEVON 
(NC042I) C) HCAIR 249 (CCOIO4-CCO.03) ALPHA =0 I c00 0 260 0 000 
(NC'422) L/ NCAIR 249 (CCOIIO-CCOIOS) ALPHA =0 1o0 0 260 0 uga 





REFS 9 000 s5 FT 
RLFL 6 G000 FT 
REFS 6 OOD0 Fr 
XMRP 0 8575 rEFL 
YHRF 0 0000 Ff 
ZHRP 0 0100 REVL 
$CALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 796 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS 
u1li-f 












-12 -10 a 4- 1 2 4 6 8 012 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOV Q HCAIR 249 (CC01C4-CC0105) ALPHA =4 
Ll CAIR 249 (CC0110-CC0103) ALPHA =4 










RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 UuUU so FT 
RE L 6 6bou FT 
REFS 6 09Z o FT 
XHRP U $675 REFL 
YMRP U D6O FT 
ZMRP a DIOU REFL 
SCALE a U300 SCALE 
PAGE 797 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS


















0412 _0 6 - 4 . 0 	 6 10 12 n 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CNCO4Z3J G MNCAIR 249 (CC01--,CCOIj3) ALPHA =4 1 DUO a 260 000 EFS 9 OODu 56 FT 
(NCO4A4) Z mCAIR 249 (CCOIIO-CCOI0) ALPHA =4 I ODD 0 260 0 UDU 	 REFL 6 UDOU FT
 
REFB 6 bcOu FT
 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YNRf 0 0 00 FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
ALPHA 4 000 
PAGE 738
 






















01 -10 -a - 6 -4 -- 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION RpJTFO MACK ELEVON 
Q KCAIR U9 (CC0104-CCOjr ) ALPHA =4 1 DoQ 0 ?60 a Duo 
MCAIR 249 tCCOlU-CCOIU5) ALPHA =4 1 Duo u 26U 0 UUD 
ALPHA 4 005 
6 
RUDDER 
9 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 DOUG $ FT 
RMr 6 LUUL FT 
Rera 6 GODO FT 
.HRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF a D-100 FT 
ZORP 0 albu REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 799 




- I -- r 
LJ 
S S A B DEGEE
 
01 




ZHRP 0 olu0 REFL 
A PHA 000O SCALE 0 03,0 SCALE 
PAGE 800
 






U - 00 
I-1 
- 14 
1 2 1 1 8 aw 4 
a a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SY BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI ON R JT O 
ACH ELEVON 
Nc Z3I CAIR 2 9 (CC0104-CC01 CZ ALPHA 4 1 coo0 abZu 0 
COO 
(N¢0 4 24 ) CA I R 9 (C C O I I O -CC0 1 3 ] AL P H A =4 1 o G2 6 0 0 G IN, 
- PCDPAGE 
-. 1?~AG 
6 a 1 1 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFO RATION 
R F S 9 uuu S O FT 
REF L 6O U 0 9 F T 
REFS OUDD FT 
XMRF 8575 REFU 




INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS 













____ _ ___ 
Kmai 
-110:Y2 -a 0 2 4 £ RE 
AAT 
(NC0424) 
YOLCONFIGURATION DESCP]PTIONQN02)[ CI 4 (CC0104-CC0103) ALPHA 













RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 0000 SQ FTREFL 6 1.060 FT 
R B 6 1.000 Ft 
0HP8575 REFL 
YMRF u 0000 FT 
ZMR 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 03DO SCALE 
PAGE 802 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 
o~~ ' 














-12 -10 -a -6 -4 a0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION RFJTFO MACH ELEVON 
(NC04Z3) Q HAIR 249 {CCD4-CC0103) ALPHA =4 2 DUE U 260 0 -100 




8 10 1? 
REFERENCE rFORMHATIOH 
REFS 9 Ouno S FT 
PEFL 6S GD FT 
RCFD 6 p00 FT 
XNRP 1 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 DODD FT 
ZHRF 0 10G REFL 
S00CALE 0 03o SCALE 
PAGE 803 






07 ------- t__t 
u 
Z o • 
-10 
-8 6 a 4 __ 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
04 TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 










RUDDER REFERENCE INFORATfON 
REFS 9 ob, Sa FT 
REFL 6 01, FT 
REFS 6 Wtoo FT 
XHRP 0 S575 REFL 
ZHRI 0 aluo RFFL 
ALPHA 4 000 SCALE a 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 804 










-$0 a 6 4 - a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYMB.L CCNFIGURATI" DESCRIFTICW. RFJTF0 MACH ELEVON 
Q MCAIR 249 (CCQ104:COJU3) ALFHA =4 1 DD b 260 0O DD 




a 10 12 
REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
REFS 9 hOUC $a FT 
REFL 6 001. FT 
REFS 6 0,00 FT 
XHRP U 8575 FEFL 
uHR DOUG0 FT 
Y.R r 0100 REFL 
SCALE U0 30U SCALE 
PAGE 805 
____ 
____ ____ ____ 
















- 00< -02 




-12 -to - -6 4 a 2 4 6 a 10 19 
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIfTION RFJTFO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE 1?FO*MATION 
(NCO4ZS) MCAIR 249 (CCOIU4-CCO'03) ALPHA =4 1 006 0 260 0 S0 REFS 9 uOcc SO FT 
(NCO424) L NCAIR 249 CCOI0I-LCOI3) ALPHA 4 ± Goo 0 260 0 oo RCFL 6 UOOt FT 
REF5 6 Q00 FT 
MRF 0 S57Z REFL 
YMRP [ 000 FT 
ZMRP 0 9100 REFL 












DATA SET SYMBOL 
=0C426) fDNo427)1 
-0 - 6 4 -2 a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVON 






REFS 9 ov-J, se FTREFL 6 mocaFT 
REFB 6 GOOD FT 
X"RP 0 8575 REFL 
"IF 0 DODD0 FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 
0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 807 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS 
















0 4 2 - 1 0 a-8 6 - - 24 6 8 1 0 1 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 





NCAIR 249 (CC0104-CCO13) 


















REFS 6 COCO FT 
XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YNRP 0 0OOD FT 
ZNRF 0 0100 REFL 
ALPHA a coo SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 808 
--





















SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SCT SYMBOL COAFIOURATI O DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH ELEVON 
(Nco42) MCAIR 249 =8 a 260(CC0IV4-CCC01 5) ALPHIA I GOD 
 b as 
NC0497) 2 AAIR 249 (CCOI$O-CCOiU3) ALPHIA =6 I boa a Z60 a bOo 





, . . .
 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ES 01 OF 
REEL 6 uuou FT 
REFS 6 Ou'u FT
 














a 16 4_A -0 -B 6 - 8-_ _I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RpJTFQ MACHf CLEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORtHATION 
NCO Z6) Q MCAIR Z49 (CCOIP4-CCOiG3) ALPHA =8 1 000 0 aou0 0060 REFS 9 OCOU SO FT 
(CO04Z7) Ll CAIR Z49 (CC0110-CC0103) ALPHA =8 I vou 0 0 DOG REFL 6 UQG' FT 
REF 6 000,0 FT 
XMK , 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 GOOD FT
 
ZHRP U a _1a REFL
 
SCALF 0 0300 SCALE
ALPHA a cc, 

PAGE 810 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 



















12 -in 8 -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSOI, CONFIGURATI ON DESCRIPTION RPJTFO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:NC04Z) Q CAIR 240 CCOI04-CCOiD3) ALPHA =a I Do 0 z6D 0 Due REFS 9 bub SG F 
NCC427)L MCAIR 249 (CC0110-CC0505) ALPHA =8 I Doh a 26U 0 coo REFL . D-JOb FT 
REFB 6 UGUO FT 
XHRF a 8575 RCFLT
 
YcRP 0 CoS F 
Z-R0 0 UIOV REFL 
ALFA c GOD SCALE 11 U3ba SCALE 
PAGE 811
 














-f6 -10 -6 -4 2 I 2 6
4 8 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTFO HACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATIONCNCC4S$, HCAIR 249 (CCO104-CCO10 ) ALPHA =8 
 1 000 a 260 u Du REFS 9 000 SQ FTHNO477) HCAIR 249 (CCOii-CCO1U3) ALPHA =8 
 I 000 0 Z60 0 00 
 REFL 6 00O FT
 
REFS 6 0000 FT
 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 000 F1
 
ZHRF 0 '±00 REFL

ALPHA 6 OD 









z -- a 6 4 2 4 6_1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVO 
(NCO4z6) HCAIR 249 (CCO04-CCO103) ALPHA =8 1 000 0 265 u 005 
CNCa27) 2 XCAIR 249 (CCOI-0-CCOIQS) ALPHA 8 1 000 0 260 a .O 
ALPHA 3 Gov 
RUDDER REFEREMCE I0ORHATIuN 
REFS 9 hbUOI $0 FT 
REVL 6 jOL FT 
REFB 6 00O FT 
XmRF 0 8575 REFL 
YNRP 0 0000 FT 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0500 SCALE 
PAGE 813 










12 -1 a a4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVON 
NCO4Z6) 0 MCAIR 249 CC0104-CC¢05) ALPHA S 1 000 0 260 U 010 
nN2) MCAIR 249 ¢C0115-ILC0103) ALPHA 1$ 1 goo 0 260 0 goo 
ALPHA a ace( L0D 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 UOOL $0 FT 
REFL 6 300OU FT 
REFS 6 O0000 FT 
XMRP U 857,5 REFL
YZRP 0 DOUG FT 
ZSRP S ANLo REFL 
SCALE 0 SCAL 
PAGE 814 














6 -4 Q 








r $75 EFL 








SIDE SLIANGLE BET. 
I0CL 
EGEE 
26 aGuRESL 9 6000 SoAFT 
8D5 














12m -10 -8 -6 -4 -e 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVON 
0NC048Z) Q HCAIR 249 (CCOI4-CC03)ALPHA =8 1 000 0 260 0 D0 
IN0427) /A MCAIR 249 CCOIIL-CCOI03) ALPHA =A I vOu 0 as! a0a" 
ALPHA z 000 
6 
RUODER 
8 10 53 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 bOOv SQ FT 
REFL 6 *Oo FT 
REFB 6 0000 FT 
XHRP b 8575 REFL 
YHRP C 0000 FT 
ZMRP u 010 REFL 
SCALE 0 03UO SCALE 
PAGE 818 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 
. . . . 1' ' ' ' , 
I­










DATA SET SYHBOL C NFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
RFJTPO MACH ELeVON RUDDER
(NCOA20) Q 1LH116 0 000 REFERENCE IN5ORHATIONCAIR 249 (CCOIO4-CCCUSZ) ALPHiA 









 0 00o REFL
 
ALPHA to 50 




























1- - 1 0 a 6 4 -	 4 6 a l o 1 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO4 DESCRIPTION RPJTFO HACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I4AIR Z49 ALFHA =10 0 000 FT(NCQ4Zo) C {CCC404-CCOIC5) I 0o 0 260 	 REFS 9 Dou0 SQ 

(NC0429) 5 HCAIR 249 (CCOIIU-Ct101) ALPHA =10 I 000 0 Z60 0 D0 	 REEL 6 boGb FT
 
REFS 6 0o50 FT
 
XHRP 0 8575 REFL
 




SCALE 0 U00o SCALE





























SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SyH8OL C~IFiOGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVON 
Cl MCAIR 249 lCCOOt4-C0O) ALPHA X0 1 000 0 260 0 000 
a HCAIR 249 (CCOIl'-CCOIO3) ALPHA =1O Ot, 0 26(3 g U 
ALH 000SCALE 
AAHA 10 oo 
RUDDER REFERENCE LNFORHATION 
REFS 9 tbi,0 S FT 
REF. 8 tgi0 FT 
ItEFB S autO FT 
XHRP 0 8515 atFi-
YMRF 0 0b00 FT 
0HP0100 REFL 
0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 819 
9 

















-10 6 -4 2 a 2 46 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
S-MSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO'N RFJTPO MACK ELEVONMCAIR 249 (CC0104-CC0103 ALPHA =10 I CCU a 26U 0 coo 
MCAIR 249 (CCOIiU-CCO103) ALPHA =10 I DDU U 260 U CUD 
ALPHA 10 000 
RUDDER 
a 10 z 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 9 buor S_ FT 
REFL 6 SOLO FT 
XmRP a 9575 REFL 
YMRP 0 oulla TZHRL 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE a 030U SCALE 
PAGE 820 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS14 ,,r 1T-,-rt 
- 1--r 
14j 















._. . .. . . ... . . . ... 
-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -? 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION RFJTPO MACH ELEVON (NC04ZV) HCAIR 249 (CCOI"4-CCO1C3) ALFHA =b I0 0 260 u OU 
INCS29) L MCAIR 249 (CCOLIG-CC 0 3) ALPHA =±0 I Goo 0 zoo a co0 
ALPHA 10 00u 
6 
RUDDER 
t o0 12 
RErEREtCE INFORHATICN 
REFS 9 ous0 5 FT 
REFL 6 GOOD FT 
REFS 6 UO.0 Fr 
XMRP C 8575 REFL 
YHR? 6 GO0D FT 
ZHRP 0 Dion REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 821 














- 10 ___'_ 
go12 -10 -6 -4 2 0 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVON 
NC048) 2 MCAIR 249 [CCO04-CCOOZ5) ALPHA =10 1 000 0 260 0 000 
(NCO4S9) MCAIR 249 CCCOZIO-CCO103) ALPHA =IG I 000 0 a6G 0 bOo 
ALPHA ±0 0o 
6 
RUDDER 
8 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 bOO0 SO FT 
RE-L 0 00b FT 
REFS 6 0100 FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YORP 0 0000 FT 
ZmRP 0 DIVO REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 822 
-4 






-12 -10 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMB 
(NC 424 ) 
(NC29) 
C0NFIGURATI N DESCRLPTION 
MCAIR 249 cCC0104-CCoiS) ALPHA =I, 










RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 o04o 3R, FT 
REFL 6 G30 FT 
REFS 0 Uao0 VT 
XNRP 0 8575 REFL 











INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 
-4 
0 	 I 




06 -10 6 4 	 2 4 6 a II la 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CcNFIGURATICVDESCRIPTICV RPJTFO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NC0428) M CAI 249 (C0 4-CC0103) ALPHA =10 I cap a 260 0 O0s REFS 9 DOUG $0 FT 
M 0429) CI 49 I 0 a COG 6 FTR 	 .1 CCOI1U-CCO163) ALPHA =10 OGO 260 REFL DODD 
REFB 6 0 Duo FT 
XHRP 1 1575 REF 
YMRP 0 DOUG FT 
ZMRF 1 Dion REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE














CaR a Coco 'T 
1-
- 8 
- 6 4 
_ 4 6 6 10a_ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RFJTPO MACH CLEVON 
{"C428) Q MCAIR 249 (CCOIG4-CC103) ALPHA =10 I DUD 0 260 acooO
.,0429 ) L MCA r 249 (CCOL1-CC013) ALPHA =10 i DUD 0 260 0 CUD 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORH 
REFS 9 DODD 
REFL 6 LOUD 











































-2 -10 - - 6 4 - 13 2 4 6 $ 10 12 
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RPJTPO MACH ELEVON RUDDER REFERENCE INFORAAIION
 
CNC04ZS) Q HCAIR 249 (CCUWJ4-CCOID3) ALPHA =O IDO) 0 2660 u Ui REFS 9 Ltb $2 FT
 
CNCO49) CAIR Z49 (CCO110-CCOi'3) ALPHA =lb 1 Goo 0 26a0 a 00 REFL & Goal FT
 
REFO 6 0110 FT
 
XHRF 0 875 RErL
 
YMRP 1 0009 FT
 
ZHRP 0 000 REFL
 
ALPHA ID G00 
 SCALE u b3o0 SCALE 
PAGE 826
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 
0355 
















0 2 0 - $ 5 - o - as 	 5 i n 15 20a s 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
SYPSOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0 6 DID MACH 1 260 RJ__O I GO_ 	 REFS 9 GOOD 5Q FT 
ELEVON 0 Goo AILRONI 0 coo REFL 6 COO, FT 
CAFF abaREFS 575 FT
o 	05XRP 6 G0O REFL 
TMRP u vuOO Fr
zMRP Olu0 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*5AI*C SCALE u 030a SCALE 
MCAIR 249 CCCO104-CCO103) ALPHA =6 	 CNC04251 25 MAR 71 PAGE 827
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 










00 -10 - a I I4 - a 0 6_ _ 8a _ 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SIMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 One MACH a 260 rPJTPO I ago REFS 9 0000 So FT 
ELEVOK I oo AILRCN 0 aOD REFL 600DUO FT 
CAFF aDoRErB 6 000O FT CAFP OOOX"RP 0 85 75 REFL 
,.IF I Dean FT 
ZHRP 0 Dina REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI*C 0 03GOSCALE SCALC
 
MCAIR 249 CCCO104-CCO1033 ALPHA =6 (NC0425) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 828
 
0 

















I0 -A 6 - 4 - 2 0 _ 6_ _ _4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 000 MACH u 260 RFJTPO I Db REFS 9 0o0 $0 FT 
ELEVON 0 o00 AILRON 0 000 REFL 6 00C0 FT 
CANFLF cOOREFS XMRF 
YMRF 
6 0bO0 35750 0000 
FT 
REFLFl 
ZMRF 0 010b REFL 
DATA IST CODE V*E*AI*C SCALE 0 051, SCALE 
MCAIR 249 CCCO104-CCO1033 ALPHA =6 CNC0425) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 829 
____ _ _ 
____ 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 
____... . . . . . . .. ____ ' I '_ ' ' . . . .. __' _ ' ' r ,O 

























- iz -10 -8 - -A -2 0 2 4 6 8 Ia 1? 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYNOOL ALPHA PARAHMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 0o0 MACH 0 260 RJTPO I 00 REFS 9 00o SO FT 
ELEVON b coo AILRO a Duo REFL 6 0o0 FT 
CANFLF 1C R0FGCOE 0 FT 
XMRr a 8575 REFL 
YNRP a 0000 FT 
ZHAP 0 0100 REFL
 
DATA MIST CODE V*ESALC 
 SCALE a 05D0 SCALE 














10 -8 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 S 10 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYN&OL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFO-tATION 
6 006 MACH 0 260 RPJTPO 1 0ab, REFS 9 000b, $0 FT 
ELEVON 0 0o AILRON o GOO REFL 0010 FT 






YmRP 0 DOG FT 
ZHRF a±130 REFL 
DATA KIST CODE V*E*AL*C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
CAIR 249 CCCO104-CCO103) ALPHA =6 CNC0425) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 831 













0 - o 







1I -in - -6 - 4 -a 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 




SYMBOL ALPHA ARAMETRC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6 000 MACH 0 26, RPJTPO I oo REFS 9 000 So FT 
ELEVON 0 ODD AILRON u ObDo 	 REFL 6 0000 FT 
REF5 6 0DO FTCANFLF 0 000 	 XNRF 
 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 D0n FT 
ZHRP 0 O10 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE VtE*AI*C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
 
MCAIR 249 (CCO104-CCOI03) ALPHA =6 	 CNC0425) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 832
 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 













Li~ 40 6____ 10__ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PAR.METRI- VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 Don MACH , 60 RPJTFO I Dou REFS 9 0000 Sa FT 
ELEVON 0 vou A.LROV a QUO REFL 6 uvuu FT 
CANFLP a D REFS 6 ouuu FT 
XMRF
YR0 0 85750 0 Do REFLFT 
ZHRP 0 0100 RCFL 
DATA MST CODE V DESAIIC SCAL 0 03BEA SDALE 
MCAIR 249 CCOR04-CCOI03) ALPHA = CNC0425R 25 MAR 71 PAGE 833 








--0 a 6 A --a 	 a 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 Doe 	 MACH b 260 RFJTFC I OD REFS 9 (OCJ $0 FT 
ELEVON a Do AILRON u DOD REFL 6 PICO FT 
0 OEFB 	 RAFL 6 0000 FT 
CAFP UDIRP a 857 5 REFL 
YMRF 0 agoo Fl 
ZMRp u Oloo REFL 
DATA M-ST COPE VIE*AI*C 
 SCALE 0 930O SCALE 
MCA]R 249 [CCC0104-CCO103) ALPHA =6 	 CNC0425) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 834
 
















_ ,,_* t , . . ..
 
Z 0 4 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SI.POL ALPHA MACH rARAMETRIC VALUES I OUb6 00 1 26b RPJTPO REFERENCE INFORMATION
REFS 9 Goan SO FT 
ELEVON u 09U AILRON D DOG REFL 6 O0000 FT 
CAMFLP b oo REF9 6 bbbJ FTXHR2 0 8575 RCPL 
Y 8RP0 cluo FT 
ZHR? 0 057O REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V*E*AI8C SCALE U 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 ECC0104 CCO103) ALPHA -6 (NC0425) 25 MAR 71 PAGF 835
 















--2 -10 -- - - 2 0 2 4 6 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA rARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOPHATIOM 
0 6 00D MACH 0 ?6, RFJTFO 1 000 REFS 9 0000 SQ Fr 
ELEVON 0 00 AILRON u 000 REFL 6 0u r 0 FT 
CANFLP 0 obo REFB 6 o0u FT 
XmRF 0 OST5 REFL 
YMRP 0 0000 Ff 
DATA MIST DCOD VtE*A1*C ZNRFSCALE 
0 U400 0 0300 
REFL 
SCALE 
NCAIR 249 [CC0104-CC0103) ALPHA =6 CNC0425) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 836 
INCREMENTAL EFFECT OF TIP FINS
 
_ __ __ _ _ 
















12 -10 a - 6 -4 2 a 2 4 610 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SykPOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOQA'ION 











YNR? 0 3001 FT 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL 
DATA VIST CuDE V*E*AI*C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 














[- - 005 ___I­





- : - 025
 
- 030 
-040 _______20 15 -0 -05 00 05 10 15 t0
 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON ACH RPJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
(NCO43O) M 249 (CCOIOS-CCO104) ALPHA =U V6 0 050 0 260 1 0Db 0 GOU REFS a Doug $0 FT
NCAIR 
(NCO431) ICAIR 249 (CCOIIZ-CCOLIO) ALPHA =U VT 0 Do0 0 260 1 oOb 0 bOO REFL 6 'bol FT 
REFB 6 0t t FT 
XHRP U $575 REFL 
IHRF 0 O10 FT 
ZHRF 0 01g0 REFL 




















-20 15 o10 -05 00 05 10 15 20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COHFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVON MACH RFJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NCO43Z) Q MCAI 249 (CC0O5-CC0104] ALPHA =4 V6 0 D0 0 260 1 000 0 000 REFS 9 DOpi SQ FTINCO433) n MCAIR 249 (CCO12-CC0biIU ALPHA =4 V7 0.000 0 260 1 000 0 DOU REFL 6 0000 FT 
REFS 6 01,0 FT 
XmRP 0 8575 REFLYHRF u u0o Fl 
ZMRP 0 U100 REFL 















7i - Gs 
-025 
035 
go0 -- 5 - 0-05 00 us I0 is 90 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ELEVON MACH RPJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 























u 01B5 prREFL 
ALPHA a 000 SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
PAGE 840 









SID SIPANGEBEA, EGEE 
-2 -in - -6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 a ITT 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI&URATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RFJTPO 
NCCA3G) R MCAJR 249 (CCO105-CC0LJ4) ALPHA =u V6 0 000 0 260 1 Oab 
CNCO431) NCAIR 246 (CCOI1Z-CCOXIL) ALPHA =W VT 0 0UG 0 260 1 000 





REFS 9 O05U 8Q FT 
REFL 6 bOQI FT 
REFB 6 DOG FT 
XNRP 0 8575 R-FL 
YMRP u U000 FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL 


























0 4 tic' *--a' - 6 -4 -L- 0 4 a sto 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET S-PSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RFJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORHATION 
N0430) 0 MCAIR 249 (CCOILI5-CCOI04) ALPHA =0 V6 0 DjO 0 260 1 DUO 0 DO REFS 9 OOUL SQ FT 
NC0431) HCAIR 249 CCOI$Z-LCOIXC) ALPHA =b V7 a aou 0 26U 1 00-1 0 000 REFL 6 n0u FT 
REFS 6 coc0 FT 
XNRP U 8575 REFL 
YMRF a o00 FT 
ZNRF U 0±00 REFL 























_ _ __ _ _ 
-z 10- 2a2A6a 20 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYDOL CONFIGURATION Ot$CRIrTlON El-EVON MACHl RJTPO AILRON R~EFERENCE INFORMATI0N 
INCO4$0 
CNCO431) RA 
FICAIR 249 CCCCJO5-CCOIO4) 
























RE5 6 "on FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 0000 FT 
zNRF 0 01006 RtFL 




III 	 . . . I 
4 
uI 
4 _ 	 , 
-	 -4 
-J 
Iz -iD - - 6 - 4 - 2 D 6 	 a 10 la 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONHFIGURATI N DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON MACH RPJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NCO 30) Q MCAIR Z49 (CCOL05-CC0104) ALPHA =5 V6 0 ODb 0 Zee I ago U 060 	 REFS 9 ucob 50 FT 
'N O;3t) n CAIR Z49 (CCWIlE-CC Ol1) ALPHA =0 VT u aoD 0 260 1 Dug 0 DUO 	 REFL 6 o0c FT 
REFS 6 DOUGO FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 Oboo FT 
ZHRP a blue RCFL
 
ALPHA 0 GOD 





. .. . . . .. . ... i. . . . , . ,... ,,... 















1 -10 a 6 - 2 2 4 6 - la lz 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
C Th SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICNI DESCRIPTION CLEV'CM MAC" RPJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION (NCC4301 MCAIR Z49 (CCO10S-CCO104) ALPHA =0 V6 6ODo M 16ODD b ODD REFS 9 ubbo SO FT 
(NCO4311 L MCAIR 249 (CCO112-CCOlIO) ALPHA =0 V7 a ODD a e6a I DUD U DUD ReFL 6 ubqbo FT 
REFS 6 Docu FT 
XKRF U 8575 REFL 
YORP u oug FT 
ZMRI u 01-1 REEL 





















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTrO AILRON REFERENCE IFORMATION 
:NCQ4ZC) G) MCAIR 24(3 (CCC'lU-CCOIU4) ALPHA =b 06 0aab, b01 1eI,0too 00 REFS 9 uLur) SQ FT 
INCO4311 LS NCAIR 2493 CCVIIZ-CCOII0I ALPHA =5 V? Li ub u 26D 1 1,00 UihU REEL S Is0tJ FT 
REFB 6 0000 FT 
XMRP U,$575 REFL 
YMRF 0 01,00 PT 
Z r 0 1,100 REFL 
SCALE a 01 SCALE









-121 -L - -4 a 6D t- 6 -20 4 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RFJTrO AILRON REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
(NCu430) Q MCAIR 249 (CC0165-CC04) ALPHA D VS n on 0 26, 1 GOO b 600 REFS 9 our, so FT 
'MCC431) L.1 FCAIR 249 (CC0iIZ-CCOIIU) ALPHA -U V7 0 cia 6 260 1 300 0 000 REFL 6 OuG- FT 
REFU 6 0900 FT 
XMRP a s ,75 RCFL
YHRP a DOOO FT
 
ZMRP 0 IOU0 REFL
 
















1 z -10 6 -_4 p _ 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON HACH RPJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NC.431) CAIR 949 ( C0165-CC0IO4) ALPHA =0 V6 0 000 0 260 1 010 0 BUD REFS 9 0000 $a FT 
CNC04351) 2 CAIR 249 (CCO112-CC0110) ALPHA =0 V7 a BDg 0 26V 1 uou 0 j6U REFL 6 USOU FT 
REFS 6 ovao FT 
XHRF a 6575 REFLYHRP 0 00o FT 
z F 0100 R 1F2 





























- 12 -1 a - 4 2 2 4 6 0 to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA $9T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELFVON MACH RPJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(COZa} 2 MCAIR Z49 CCOIU5-CCOI04; ALPHA U V6 UO U EU I DDV U Uou REFS 9 UUUU SO FT (NCO431 /. MCAIR 249 (CC0112-CC0115) ALPHA 0 V7 Duo 0 ze 0 500 REFL 6 b900 FTb D IUU 

-EFS 6 _OLR FT 
XHRP a 575 REFL
Y-RF 0 0000 FT 
zSRD S ANLE0 REFL 























0NO41 CAIR___24 CCIZCCLS APA 0 7 020 1 0 6aco F
o 000REL 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
OATA SE SYNSOL ccit4I6URArIoN DESCRIFTION ELEVON MAEHI RPJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATI4 
CNCC'430) HCAIR 249 (CCOIOS-CCOJ04) ALPHA =0 Vs a Oco 0 260 i.000 0 000 REFS $ 0001, SQ FT 
4NCC'4±) LA HCAIR 24$ (CCCI±Z-CCOI1O) ALPHA =0 V7 0 000 0 260 1 000 0 000 REEL 6 0000 FT 
REFB 6 1,000 Fr 
XIIRE 0 0D75 REFL 
YNRP 0 O000 FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL
 

















1 . . . 014
-* 2 -0 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
GATA ET SYMBOL CGFIGURATION DESCRPTION ELEVON MACH RFJTPQ AILRON REFERENCE IN ORMATION
 
(NC043Z) MCAIR 249 (CC0105-CC0"4) ALPHA =4 V a0D a 26D I Ouu DUG0 REFS 9 
 DOG6 SQ FT 
(NC0433) 2 HCAIR 249 (CCOlZ-CC01") ALPHA =4 V7 DU 0 260 1 bDO 0 000 RErL 6 LOUL FT 
REFD 6 DOUG Fr
 
XMR F 0 8§75 REFL
 
YHRP 0 0000 FT
 
ZHRF a 0100 REFL
 


























____ ____ __ __ 
-040 1 -10 -a - -4 -4 6 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONUFICURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RFJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NCU432) ~3 MCAIR 249 (CCC105-CCO,04) ALPHA =4 V6 a Gob U 260 000 REVS 9 SQ FT1 ova eve* 
a MNCO43j (CCO112-CCOII) ALPOA =4 V7 0 go 260 1 Oa 0 000 REFL a 00o FYNCA R 249 

REMS 6 boob FT
 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF 0 0000 FT 
ZhRF 0 0100 iEFL 















La co 	 4 a to 
- 7 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SCT SYMOOL CCWNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTPO AILRON REFERNCE INFC 
HC.4 2) MCAIR 249 (CC01U5-CC04) ALPHA =4 VG a 000 0 26U i oba 0 CUU REFS 9 ODUL 
(NC0433) MCAIR 249 (CC01IZ-CCOli) ALPHA =4 VT a Go, a 260 1 UU0 U UUO 	 REFL 6-0900 
REFS a O.O 
XHRP U 8575 
YHRF 0 GOou 

ZMIRp U D GO 


































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO EUVON MACH RPJTPO 
(NCO432) Q MCAIR Z49 (CCO105-CCOI 4) ALPHA =4 VG a GOO 0 260 t DOG 
CN C0433) a CAIR 249 (CC0112-CC0110) ALPHA =4 V7 a aoD I Z6a 1 .00 





AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
9 ODD REFS 9 oval, SO Fr 
0 ODD RE-L 6 Dob FT 
REFS 6 Grua FT 
XHRP 0 0575 REFL 



























- z 060 4____ z____ 0 4 a to 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTIO3N ELEVOW MACH RFJTFO 
, NCC-32Z , MCAIR 249 (CC06-CC01G4) ALPHA =4 VG a Duo L 260 1 Do 
,NC 33'] R CAIR 249 ICCO119-CC011O) ALPHA =4 V7 a OGG c 26G I Gob 





REFS 9 uuuu 50 FT 
REFL 6 ODO0 FT 
REFS 0 uuoo FT 
XMRF 0 85(5 REFL 
YMRP 0 0000 PT 
ZHRP 0 0100 RErL 











12 -10 s 6 -4 6a 1 I 
-C 00O~ F 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SEI SYMBOL CN FIOURATIOM DESCkIFTIt.€ ELEVON MACH RPJTPO 
(NCV432) F.CAIR 249 CCOI05-CCOI!34) ALPHA =4 V6 a goo 0 260 1 gDo 






REFS 9 GOODO $0 FT 
REFL 6 ooG FT 
REFB 6 Dbub FT 
XMRP 13 8575 REFL 
Z-RP 0 OU REFL 





I F I I I I 




-1 -a aA 20 46 1 s 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SCETSYMDOL C<OFIGURArION DESCRI=Tro 
(NCO435 Q HCAIR 249 (CC01Ob-CCO1e4) ALPHA 
















S4QREFS 9 boo FT 
REFL 6 bOo, FT 




























08 -1_ 6 - 4 -a 2 4 6 88 12 
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVEN MACH RPJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NCO43Z) MCAIR 249 (CCO105-CCOI04 ALPHA =4 VS a BU D a 6a 1 030 a BD REFS 9 ocou $0 FT 
iVtO4533 hCAIR 249 (CCOlIZ-CCOtlD) ALPHA =4 V7 u 000 0 269 L Obo 0 BD REFL 6 1.00 FT 
REF& t UU FT 
XMRP a 8 7 5 REFL
THEP 9 0000 FT
 
ZHRS S ANGLE RBFL
 








", I " . , ,T 























-2 0 4 








REFS 9 0000 S FT 
REFL 6 0Goa FT 
REFB 6 0ob FT 
XHRF a 8575 REFLYMRr U OUG FT 
ZMRP 0 00 REFL 

































-IS -10 - - - 4 -Z a 2 4 6 a t0oa 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SyNSuL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVON MACH RPJTFO AILRON REtERECE INFORMATIN 
(NCO45J M CAIR 049 (CC045-CC0104 ALPHA =4 V6 0 000 0 260 1 0Db 0 000 REFS 9 006c Se FT 
LA HCAIR ?4S CCO112-CCOLI0) ALEHA =4 V7 0 000 0 260 1 000 b DOb 	 RCFL 6 OOLt FT 
REFS 0 09DU FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YHRE 0 000 
ZfRE 0 0100 REFL 


















12-0 -8 -6 -4 - 130 2 4 6 a lo IZ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYmSOL CONFIGURATIC0; DESCM IFTICN 
c N 0435] MCAIR 249 (CC0165-¢C0104) ALPHA =8 
(NC043 S; L2 MCAIR 249 (CC0iiZ-CC01lG) ALPHA zS 















R rERENCE INFORHATION 
REPS 90DO SQ FT 
REFL E b001 FT 
REFS 6 uouu FT 
XMKP 0 3575 REFL 
YHRP b gOGG FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL 





























- 0 e r 7' 
' 
',e 
040 2 -10 -8 
, 
-G 4 2 0 2 4 a 0 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET 3YMOL CONIOURATIXN DESCRIPTION EL6VON HACH RFJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NC0435) (D NCAIR 249 (CCO105-CC0104) ALPHA =a V6 0 000 260 1 00 0 000 REFS 9 0b1. SO FT 
CNCO436) 5 'CAIR 249 (CCOXIZ-CCOII) ALPHA =8 V7 0 000 0 260 L 0o0 0 000 REFL 0 00o FT 
REPO 6 0Oo FT 
XHR 0 5575 REFL 
YHRP 0 1 b0 FT 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 






















- s -10 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 a 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION ELEVON MACH RPJTFO 
(NC 2435) MCAIR 249 (CCOISO-CCOtC4) ALPHA 0 V6 0 000 0 zoo 1 ao {NC0436) LA NCAIR 249 CCOlIZ-CCOiIO) ALPHA 8 V7 0 000 0 260 1 000 





REFS 9 oG0li SO FT 
REFL , urjC FT 
REFB 6 0000 FT 
XNRF U 8575 REFL 
YNRP 0.0000 FT 
ZMRF 0 000 REFL 












DATA SET SYMBOL CCVFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVQ MACH RPJTPO AILRON(NC045j) MCAfm 249 REFERENCE INXORMATION
(CM95-¢CC0D) ALPHA 6 V5 
 a Bob U 26CL i booNCO436) MCAIR 249 (CC0112-CCOIXOk ALPHA AD VT U coo REPS 9 uu SQ T
-9 bun 0,260 1 Bob 0 0,0 REFL d JGDD FT 
REFa 6 ocom 
 FT 
XMFf a SS75 EFL 
YM9P a 09D Ff 
ALPHA a Goo ZMRP u Dino REFL



























-t2 -$0 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 19 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH rJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
KNC0435) C MCAIR 249 CCCOIbS-CClC4) ALPHA =: V6 0 000 0 260 1 bOa 0 oo0 REPS 9 00b So FT 
lNCO43o) Ll NCAIR 249 (CCO11Z-CCOXO) ALPHA =8 V7 0 000 0 260 1 0ob 0.0O0 REFL 6 bOO FT 





0 bOO6 a100 
REFL 
F'REFL 
ALPHA eago0ALE 0 030 SCALE 
PAGE SS 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS 






















2 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTrON ELFVON MACH RPJTFO 
MCAIR 249 (CCOIS-CC0104) ALPHA =8 V6 0 OD 0 260 i DtJ 
MCAIR 249 (CCOQ12-CCOIIO) ALPHA =8 VT 0 DO 1 260 1 0(bO 






REFS 9 bOO 50 FT 
REFL 6 bbC FT 
REFB 6 0o0 FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRr '30 00 FT 















- 8 -6 
-
01 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
NCO436 
tNCO436) 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREESCONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTFO 





REFS 9 bObO SQ FT 
REFL 6 jbbit FT 































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SE- SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RFJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CN0435) MCAIR 249 (CC0105-CC010,4) ALPHA =8 V6 u 000 0 260 1 no, 0 ODD REFS 9 oobu SO FT 
.NCO36) MCAIR Z49 (CC0112-CC0110) ALPHA =8 V? 0 GOD 0 260 1 Pau 0 000 REFL 6 0oo, FT 
REFB 6 °Obb Fr 
IMRF a a ,75 REFLYHRP a00oO FT 
-0RF a Glob REFL 
HC 2 OLPHA 0 2SCALE S O06o SCALE 




_ _ _ 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
 



















-10 12_ a a246 a 




SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 










REPS 9 uuO S FT 
INCO436) /- NCAIR 249 (CCO11?-CC01IO) ALPHA =8 V7 0 O 0 260 1 0o 0 OD REFL 6 0D0t FT 














____ ____ ____ 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
 















12 -10 - - 6 4 -e 0 2 4 6 8 10 1 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATIJN DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(NC0435) M 249 V6 0 260 0 000 9 000 FT
NCAIR (CC0105-CCOI04, ALPHA =8 	 0 000 1 000 REFS SO 
(NCO$) MCAIR 249 (CCO112-CCO1I0) ALPHA 0S V7 0 00g 0 2GO ± ov0 0 0o 	 REtL 6 0ooo FT 
REF 6 0030 FT 
XHRP 0 855 RCFL 
YHRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRp 0 0100 R9FL 


















L- - o05 
IL 
uJ 
F-i rj- DIG 
z 





-*0 20 - ±5 - SlQ 05 00 05 10 ±5 20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
SYMOOL ALPHA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERECC INFORMATION 
Q 6 000 MACK L 260 RPJTPO I OD REFS 9 00Li SQ FT 
ELEVON ' 000 AILRON 0 050 RErL 6 bubo FT 
REP 6 G0ob FTCANFLP 0 Gas 
XHRP 0 8575 REFLYHP 0 0000 FT 
ZMHRF 0 Div REIL 
SCALE 0 b30b SCALEDATA MST COCE V*E*AI*C 











LL - 005LLLda 






-040 2<- 15 -005 IS IS . 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 10 000 MACH U 260 RPJTFQ 1 000 REFS 9 obob SQ FT 
ELEVON 0 000 AILRON 0 o00 REFL 6 Co5L FT 
REFS 6 0000 FT
CANFbPF 0 o 
 XmRP L 8575 REFL 
YIRP 0 Ioti FT 
ZMRP C 0101 REFL 
DATA PIST CODE VEtAI*C SCALE a 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 (CCO105-CCO1043 ALPHA =10 V6 CNC0437) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 872
 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS 
201 -rrr-** -1"-i-- -r---r rrrl crrn 
I 







-1 t - ­ - 4 ____ - a I 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYNDOL ALPHIA PARAMETRIC VALUES RErEME0C% I"FRMATIoN 
6 000 0 260 RF JTPO I 000RMACH 
 Db So F
 
ELEVON 0 0o0 AILRON ai on 	 REFL 6 DO" FT 
TES 6 o , Fr 
CAFL 00F 0 657S REFL 
YMRF 0 0000 FT 
ZNRF 0 bloc REEL 
DATA e'IST CODE V4E*AI*C SAE 000 














-1 8 - 6 4 -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAHETRIC VALUES 




DATA HAST CFaE V4AIC 
MCAIR 249 CCCH105-CC01O4) ALPHA =6 V6 CNC043TU 25 
_4 
MAR 
18 _0 1 a 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 ag SQ FTREFL 6DOUG FT 
REFfi 6 oUUU FT0 857- REFL 
YHR--4 U 0 'T 



























0 1 2 -10 a 6 4 4 6 a- 0 102I
 





O L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 000 MAC" a a6c RFJTFO 1 Dob REFS bbDu $0 FT 
ELEVON 0 coo AILRCN 0 Dou REFL 6 "ho FT 
CANFLF DUGO REFS u~bo FT 
XMRP 0 575 REFL-
YMRr 0 000 FT 
ZMRP 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI*C SCALE 00310 SCALE 










- -10 -8 - -4 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMEOL ALPHA ARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 coo HACH a 260 RPJTPO i Goo REFS 9 noun $9 FT 
ELEVON a coo AILRON a DOD REFL olro FT 







YHRP a O000 Fr 
4HRF a al " REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI*C SCALE a 0300 SCALE 
























- 12 - a 6 4 2 0 4 6 a 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 000 MACH 0 260 RPJTPO 1 Goo REFS 9 0000 So FT 
ELEVON 0 ODD AILRON a DUG RcFL Z O C~ FT 
CANFLF 0 ODD R EFS 6 1000 FT
 
IMRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YMIP O GINN, FT
 
ZNRF 0 GIGO R rL
 
DATA HIST CODE V E*Al C SCALE 03UG SCALE
 













-- 1 ___5_ 
-s.o -1 0 2 4 a0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SyMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) 6 000 MACH 0 260 RPJTPO I 00l REFS 9 OULO 50 FT 
ELEVON a 000 AILRON U ODD REFL 6 0OU FT 





YR C u0o FT 
ZhMP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA jUST CODC V*E*AI*C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 











"- - a 6 2 4 6 812 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 G00 MACH 0 260 RPJTFO I Gun REFS 9 0o0 SQ FT 
ELEVeN D 0OD AXLRON 0 OO REFL 6 0000 FT
 
CANFLP u 000 
 REFS 6 oU u FT
XNR P 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 b000 FT 
ZHP u 000 RaFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI*C SCALE u 5Ub SCALE
 















-05 _ _ _ _ __ _ 
0
 
. 0 a -10 4 It a 2 _6 4 . . . 6 _a_ 12 
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, OEGREES
 
SyMB ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 oo MACH a 26U FPJTPO I sob REPS 9 Gobu SQ FT 
CLEVON a Ova AILRON a Dou REFL 6 oubv FT 
CANFLP 6 oua REFB 6 0Ocu FT 
XHRPYHRP 0 $575000 REF1.-0 
Z01R EF0 SOF 
QATA MIST COVE V*E*AI*C SCALE 0 0500 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 C0C0105-CC0104) ALPHA =6 VG CNC0434) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 880 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS 










C - 04 
- 08 
-a -e - 4 - 2 0a 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMEOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6 000 MACH 0 26b RPJTFC, i OD REFS 9 O00D SO FT 








YMRF D DObO FT 
ZMRF v OtbO REFl 
DATA 41ST CODE VAE*AI*C SCALE 0 OSbO SCALE 





j_ _ I_ _I I_I~ I 









X - 03 
In asl 
- 04 ___ _____ 
- O4- -4-L---]~...- ~4L.4.L 44 L.L 
-12 -to - - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a in 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6000 HACH 0 26D RPJTFO I r00 REFS 9 once SO FT 
ELEVON 0 000 AILRON a Cal REFL 6 DiUti FT 
REFB 6 0o0b FT 
CANFLF 0 060 XRP 0555 REFL 
YNPFF WIDU F7 
ZMRP ul100 REFL 
DATA $IST CODE V4E4AI4C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 




20 ---- i- r i- __ _____r- __ __ __ ,I__ **1-*-*,*- rr 1III 











~ 1 L 4 - 2 4 6 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 1o GOO MACH 5 260 R-JTFO I DUO REFS 9 UUOO Sa FT 
ELEO~ 0DOO ALRN EFL 6 Qool FT
ELVNIRN 0or 0GOR.FB 6 0000 FTCAMFL 000O 
 XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 VOID FT
ZR0 U U 00 RLF4 
DATA 1127 CODE V-EsAI- C SCALE a 03 CA0LE 






030 	 __________ ____ ____ 
025
 
o o 	 I_____________ 
-

010 	 " 
z 










012 -10 - 8 -6 -4 2 0 	 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYSCL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3 1 000 MACH a000 rFJTO i Goo 	 REFS 000 sG FT 
REFL 6 0000 FTELEVON 0 000 AILRON a 000 
CANFLF 0 000 	 REFB 6 0000 FT 
XHRP a 8575 RFFL 
YMRF 0 OOD FT 
ZHRF 0 olou REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALEDATA MIST CODE V44A1*C 





























- 05 -_ 







8 -6 - 4 - 2 6F 0 2 4 6 0 10 12R 0 57 
-MR SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 0007F
 
SYMBOL ALF4A 
 FARAMETRIC VALUES 1VFEREICC3 INFORATION4
Q ±0 000 HACK lJ 260 RFJTPO I 000 REFS S O00 SQ FT 
ELEVON 0 000 AILRON 0 O00 REFL 6 O~ifl FT 
CANFLF 0 soc REFO 6 0000 FT 
XNRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRF 0 QOQ FT 
ZNRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA luST CODE V4EAI*C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 













fli 6 4--t8 so 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 0 Oo ACH 0 OGG RFJTPo I DouO RCFS 5 ODDS SQ FT 
ELEV" 0 Dun AILRON 0 000 REFL 60DDOU FT 










Z-R4 0 0100 RE1L 
ATA MIST CODE VEAI C SCALE a 036F SCALE 



























-10 -a - - 4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
tARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH 0 a6D RFJTFO 1 000 
CLEvO 0 O00 AILRON G 000 
CA MFL ? 0 D0 00H 
DATA MIST CODE V*ESAI*C 
6 0 10 1? 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 0ODO SO FT 
REFL 6 OOD FTPO 8 5 5 F 
REFB 6 00 FT 
YHR? 0 0000 FT 
ZMR? 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 (CCO105-CCO104) ALPHA =10 VS CNC0437) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 887
 






















21U -4 10 _o a 6 4 2 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE LNFORMATJON 
15 0Do MAC" 0 260 RFJTPO 1 coo REFS 9 Doug SQ FT 
FLEVCN 0 Coo AILRON 0 uoa REFL 6 Oub" FT 
CANF 0 CDC REFB 6 6 00 FT 
XMRP 1 $575 REFL 
YMRr a 000 FT 
2M r 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST C GE V*E*Al C SCALE 03 SCALE50 








= -B -6 A 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 1z 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SYMROL ALPHA FARANCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATICN 
Q 1G 05U MACH b 266 RFJTPO 1 Duo REFS 9 uovD Sa rT 
ELEVON 0 Duo AILROW u Dob REFL 6 JLUO FT 








a oleo FTREFL 
DATA HIST CODE V* *Al*C SCALE a 0300 SCALE 










0 4 -10 4_ 4 _ 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 in Goo MACH 0 260 RFJTPO I Doc REFS 9 UbaU SO FT 
ELFVON 0 Doc AILRW 00 REFL 6 5BUD FT 
REFB 6 OUCH) FT 
CANFLF a Doc XMRF 0 8575 RrFL 
YMRF a coca F, 
ZHRP u G1SO ACFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI C SCALE 0 D3a0D SCALE 


















12 4 2 0 2 410 t 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Q I0H 000 z RPJTPO I Dug REFS 9 Duo, SQ FT 
ELEVON 0 00 AILRON 0 D0 RFL 6 0vuo FT 








YMR 0 0DOU G T 
ZHR 0 100 RCFL 
DATA MIST CODE V4E*AI*C SCALE a 0300 SCALE 
























x -t -10 - 4 a 4 6 a to 19 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE NFORMATION 
Q 10 000 MACH u 260 RPJTr0 i boa REFS 9 BOu SO FT 
eLEVON 0 Goo AILRON u BUD REFL 6 060, FT CANFL- a oo REFS 60DODO FT
 
HRL 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 0000 FT 
ZNRP 0 0lob REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V*E*AISC SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 
MCAIR 249 (CC0105-CC01043 ALPHA =10 V6 CNC04373 25 MAR 71 PAGE 892
 






























HC4R 249 (CCC ±U-CC0104) ALPHA =i 
HCAXR 249 (CCOI1I-CCO11a) ALPHA =0 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY 
ELEVON HACH RFJTFO AILRON 
VG u 0u0 0 260 1 ubb 
V7 a goo 0 BUT I 000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS a c00 s" FT 







YHRP u coca FT 
zMRr L 0ulog REFL 



























L000 5 00 i s2 
-010 1 RF
- 00±5F YHRP 

- 035 
- 040 20 ' '-' 4-- . 'I.L ' 'k .. . 
-0 - 15 -i$0 - 05 00 05 10 ±5 20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. LY
 
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGUJRATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACHl RPJT9O AILRON REFERENCE INFaMHATION 
(NCC'440) fl HCAIR ass (¢C01DE-LCOIO4) ALPHA =4 VS 0 000 0f 260 1 000 PEPS 9 0000 59 FT 
(NCO441JZ NCAIR 249 (CCOII-CCO~i0) ALPHA =4 V7 0 000 0 200 ± 000 PEr. 0 h000 FT 
REFO 6 0000 FT 
XNRr 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 000 Fl 
tARP 0 0100 REFL 




























U40 o 15 -D- 05 o as 10 - 20 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION4 DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RFJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
NC0,4 ) Q MCAIR 249 (CC4ID6-CC0L04) ALPHA =9 V6 a00b 0 260 1 Goo REFS 9 onr SO
 
0C0444) MCAIR 49 CCOill-CCOIU) ALPdA =6 V7 0 Goo a 260 1 B D REFL 6 ocuo FT
 
REFS 6 UUDJ FT
 
XHRr 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF b a , D FT 



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURArION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RFJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(HC0 38) MCAIR 249 (CCO06-CCO104) ALPHA =U V6 0 BUD 0 zeb i Ogg REFS 9 DODD Sa FT 
(NC04m)Z HCALN 249 %CCO$li-CCO%110 ALPHA =0 V7 a goo 0 260 1 goo REFL 6 GOO FT 
REFS 6 DODO FT 
XMRF a 8575 RUFL 
YMRP 0 0000 FT 
Z0RP U 010, REFL
 
$CALF 0 0300 SGALE


























o 12 -in 2 _ _ 4 6 0 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
OATA SST SYNBOL CONfLOURATON DeSCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFCRMATIOK 
:NC0438) 
{NCOa39) 
Q MCAIR 249 (CCOI06-CC0104) ALPHA =b 






















YMRF 0DPOO FT 
ZMRP 0 a1o REFL 



































- OS -80 - t 6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 IZ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBuL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RJTC AILRON REFERENCE INFORHATION 
NC0438) NCAIR 249 CCOXO-CCOIO4) ALPHA z0 V6 a 000 0 260 1 0o0 REFS 9 UO1O 30 FT 
(NCO439) NCAIR 249 (CCO111-CCO11O) ALPHA =U V1 a DUO 0 260 1 O0 REFL 6 OuDO FT 
REFS 6000, FT 
XHRP 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRF 0 0000 FT
 
ZNRP 0 0100 REFL
 












- 21 -1 6 - 4 2 a 2 4 6 0 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYHBC, CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(NCO438) MCAIR 249 (CCO166-CC0104} ALPHA =0 
(NCO39) MCAIR 249 (CC0111-CC01IO) ALPHA =0 












AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 U000 54 FT 
REFL 6 a0a FT 
REFS 6 acou FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP u UU00 FT 
Z MRF 6 0100 REFL 






























21 -10 61- 4 2 	 6 o 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DEBCRjPTjOH 	 ELEVON MACH RPJIFO AILROM REFERENCE INFORMATI O
(NCC)3 ) MHCAIR 249 ALPHA =0 V6 _CC_0_6CC01O4I Uou 0 260 1 Soo 	 REFS 9 ou__ SO rT
 
(NC0439)LR CAIR 249 (CC01IL-CCOilb) ALPHA =G N7 0 o 0 60 1 coo 	 REFL 6 6 00 FT
 
REFS 6 obb FT
 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL
 
YHRP 0 U000 FT
 
ZHR0 0 010, EFL
 







35 ... .. .___ "-"1... __ I I' 

I J 4 









12 o - - 6 -4 - 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON HACH RPJTPO 
{NCOA3S) C NCAIR 249 (CCO10-CCO104) ALPHA =0 V6 U OU C 260 1 CDO 
CNCO39 2- MCAIR 249 (CCOIII-CCOISU) ALPHA =0 V7 U 000 C 260 1 CoU 
ALPHA 0 005 
6 
AILRON 
a IQ 12 
RErERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 Outio So FT 
REFL 6 o11bb FT 
REFS 6 00L0 FT 
XNRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF a 00 FT 
ZMRP a 0100 REFL 









- 1 -10 4 6_ _6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA- DEGREES
 
C TA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTION ELM~N MACH NPJTTO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CN¢O 38) MCAIR 249 (CCOIU6-CCO104; ALPHA =G VG U aoD 0 26D L ao REFS 9 GOOD SO FT 
("C"39) HCAIR- 249 (CCOIII-CCOliO) ALPHA =0 V7 a coo a 260 1 00a REFL 6 bO00 FT 
REFS 6 0000 FT
 
XMRP a $575 REFL 
YHRP 0 GOOD FT 
ZMRf a 0100 REFL 
ALPHA a Due 













-1~ 02 _____T 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
VATA SET SYM50L CONFIgURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTPO 
NC436) Q MCAIR ?49 (CC006-CC104) ALPHA =G V6 a coo a 260 1 agMNCC43) LI HCAIR Z49 (CCOIIL-CCOII) ALPHA =U V7 a UGG 0 260 1 Dou 
AILRONI REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ES ao oF 
REFL 6 O00-1 FT 
REFB 6 aoull FT 
XMFF 0 8575 REFL 




















S- Os ____ 
- 00 ____ ____ ____ 
- jo 
l12 -10 - ­ - 2 0 2 4 6 8 1 I2
 
SIDE SLID ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION GESCRIFTION ELEVON MACH RPJTPQ AILRON REFERENCE INFORMAIION 
(NCO438 Q HCAIR 249 (CCQIO6-CC0104) ALPHA =0 V6 a 000 0 260 1 000 REFS 9 0OCO S0 FT 
(NC0439) t NCAIR 249 (CC0111-CC010) ALPHA =0 V7 0 oo 0 260 i 000 REFL 6 Cla0 FT 
REFS 6 CoCO FT 
XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP 0 0000 FT 
ZMRP 0 0a00 REFL 


















x -0 aci 6 A 2 2 4 6 a 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION 
(NC043S) MCAIR 249 (CCO166-CC0104) ALPHA =0 
(NC439) 2 CAIR 249 (CC0111-CC0LID) ALFHA =0 












AULRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 ouub SO FT 
REFL 6 DOES FT 
REFS 6 DEC , FT 
XHRP 0 8575 R5FL 
YHRP a aco0 FT 

















212 -10 8 - 4 - 2 0 2 1 1 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
PATA SET SYMBOL CCNFI URATICN DESCRLPTICN ELEVON VACH RPJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NCO440) I 4 (01-CC01l4 ALPHA =4 V6 0 GOD a ?.60 1 Doc R EFS 9 DODD SQ FT (NC 41 Z MCAIR Z49 (CCO106- C 1 t0 ALPHA =4 V? a BUD 0 Z60 1 Doc REF 0000
 
REFS 6 DuO, FT 
XMRF a a575 REFLYHRP U 0000 FT 
zmgP 0 0100 REFL 















lz--O4a256i 0 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE BETA- DEGREES 
DATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVCON MACH RPJTPO 
NCC440) MCAIR 249 (CC0,105-CC0,104) ALPHA =4 V6 0 Do a 260 1 GOD 
NC0441} L MOAT 249 (CC01 "-CC0110) ALPHA =4 V? 0 GOD a 260 1 Do 
ALPHA 4 000 
AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 ODUO SQ FT 
REFL 6 oouu FT 
REFB 6 USING FT 
%HRP 0 8575 REFL 
YorP a 0000 FT 
Z-RP 0 0100 0FL 


























-CD0 z -1 -8 6 - -_ _ 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIC FLEVON MACH RPJTFO 
CNC044D) MCAIR 249 (CC0106-CC04) ALPHA =4 V6 a000 a 260 1 DUG 
(NCO441) 5 HCAIR 249 (CC0111-CC0110) ALPHA =4 V7 0 Goo 0 260 1 000 
ALAHA : 0 00 
AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 0000 SQ FT 
REFL 6 u O0 rT 
REFB 6 GOOD FT 
X-RP 1 8575 0EFL 
YMKp U O U F'ZSRP S ANLE REFL 








SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATASET SYMBOL CONIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTFO AILRON REFERENCE lNFOR ATION 
CNC0440) 
(NCO44i) Z 
M CAIR 249 
MCAIR Z49 
(CC06-CC0104} ALPHA =4 















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA,-DEGREES
 
S -a -1 4 z02 a l 
SATA SET SYMBOL CON0 1GURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RFJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
NCO0440) f: MCAIR 249 (CCO106-CCO104) ALPHA =4 VS a Goo a 260 1 vou REFS 9 aboa SQ FT 
{NCO44L ) LS HCAIR 249 (CCO11$-CCO110) ALPHA =4 V7 0 000 u 260 1 SOS REFL 6 UGU- FT 
REFS 6 roo0 FT 
.HE , 0 $575 REFL
 
YMRP 0 0000 FT
 
ZMRF I al 00 REFL
 
SCALE a030CO SCALE

















- 10 -10 a 0 - 4 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIQURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTPO 
(N4O440) MNCAIR 249 (CCOI0S-CC04) ALPHA =4 V6 0.010 0 260 1 u0I 
(N0441) 2 MCAIR 249 (CCOLI1-CCOII) ALPHA =4 V? C 000 a B60 1 000 
A HA 4 DUO 
6 
AILRON 
a 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 L00 SO FT 
REFL 6 0013 FT 
REFB 6 DODD FT 
NKRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHR F a ODO FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 










 A 4 6 a so 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH PPJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
INCO40 0 Q NCAIR 249 (CCOIO -CCO10) ALPHA =4 V6 0 000 0 260 1 000 RErs 9 COOO 50 FT 
VIC04414) LA MCAIR 249 (CCOItI-CCOIO) ALPHA =4 V7 0000 0 260 I Dub REFL 6 0000 PT 
REF6 6 0030 'T 
XMRP 0 8175 RErL 
YHRF 0 OOD FT 
ZMRr 0 0l0o REFL 
SCALL 0 0300 QCALE




AILERON EFFECTIVENESS I__II__II__ 
i a 5r , r r-- r 
Ld 0 4 LLI
 
0 . . . . . . . . 
-0l a -111 a 6 - 4 - 2 D 2 4 6 a so 1 9 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, OEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RrJTPO 
(NCO440) Q MCAIR Z49 fCC02U8-8COI04) ALPHA =4 VS 0 ODD 0 26D I Duo 
.NC0441} MCAIK 949 (CC0S11-CCOI1W) ALPhA =4 V1 O.UOD U 26U I OuO 
ALPHA 4 800 
AILRON REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 9 DO00 SQ FT 
REFL 6 aOuO FT 
REFS 6 OCUU FT 
'MAP u 657,5 REFL 
YMRP a Dual FTZ 0P 0 olux) AEFL 




















00 10 6 --4 2 2 4 6 a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICM DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RFJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFO94ATION 
NCON G) HCAZR 249 (CCO106-CC0104) ALPHA =4 VG 0 DG 0 26b I 000 RCFS 9 0000 Sa FT 
WtCO41 ) Ll HCAIR 249 (CCO111-CCO110) ALPHA =4 V7 a coO 0 260 1 000 REFL 6 JOt. FT 
R PS 6 DODO FT 
XNRF 0 $575 REFL 
YNRF 0 0000 FT 
ZHRt 0 0100 REFL 











LZ-____ a__ 6 4 - a a a4 6a & 
-0 0
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SC0440 SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONl DESCRIPTIONMCAIR 249 (CC Ib6-CCO104_ ALPHA =4 V6 ELEVON0 coo MACH RPJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
_0____ _obREFS 9 bUu so FT 
(M041 CAIR 249 ICC00111-CC01 1 0 ALPHA =4 V 0 Dou 0 26, 1 Goo REFL 6 GCDO FT 
IREFB 6 DODD FT 
XHRP 0 $575 REFL 
YHRP 0 DOUG FT 
Z'RP 0 010, ,EFL 
A, MA 4 GUO $CA LE 0 03 00 SCALE 
PAGE 915 
AILERON EFFECTIVENESS 


















So __ _ .__. . . . . 
- -10 a 6 4 a 4 
, SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1GURATION DESCRIFTION ELEVON HACH RPJTPO 
IN10445) MCAIR 249 (CCO106-CCO1041 ALPHA =8 V6 000 0 260 ± 00o 
1N"0444) $CAIR 249 (CCO111-CC0±I0) ALPHA =8 V7 0 OD 0 260 1 b 
ALFHA a .00 
6 
AILRON 
__a 1o 2 
R9FERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 9 U000 $a FT 
REFL 6SobO FT 
REFB 6 bOUG FT 
INRP 0 8575 REF. 
YMRP 0 UOO FT 
ZMRF U 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0500 SALE 
PAGE 916 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
 
















_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ 
030 
-12n -in a-8 6 -- - 0 a 8 In02 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBCL CGFIGW ATOf DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NC0443) 0 HCAIR 249 (CCOiG6-CCOIU4) ALPHA =8 V6 b 0OL 0 260 1 UoD REFS 9 IOGL S0 FT (NC0444), HCAIR 249 (CCO111-CCO110) ALFH? =8 V7 0 000 0 260 1 0o REFL 6 0000 FT 
REF 6 Oubo FT 
XMRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMRC 0 OUD0 FT 
ZORP 0 clO REFL 
























- 12 -D a 6 4 -0 4 6 a 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOUAA1T4 DESCRIPTION ELEVUN HACH RFJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{C 453I (D CAIR ZA9 (CCM06-CCO1041 ALPHA =S V6 b Dun a 26D 1 Don REFS 9 6000 SQ FT 
4 Ll0Z MCAIR 249 (CCOLII-CC0110) ALPHA =a VT a 00D 0 E60 1 00 REFL 6 UDUO FT 
REFB 6 O0000 FT 
XMRP 0 6575 REFL 
YMRF 0 O0000 FT 
ZHRP 0 a1go REFL
 
ALPNA 0 Duo 









- 1 2 -1 0 a 6 - 4 2 a 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
6 a I S 1 9 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
=N0443) Q HCAIR 249 (CC01061CC0104) ALPHA =8 
(NC0444) HlCAIR 249 (CCOlil-CCOIJU3 ALPHA =8 







a 260 1 ODU 
0 260 1 DUg 
-XMRP 
AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 ODIN, 5 FT 
REFL 6 0-00 FT 
REFS 6bboul T 
0 8575 REFL 
¥MRF 0 a000 rT 

















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RFJTPO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{C0443) MCAIR 249 C0I16-CC0104) ALPHA -8 V6 0 ODuo 260 1 ao REFS 9 DOO S FT 
."CO444) 2 CAIR Z49 (CC01l -CC0OI U ALFHA =8 V7 0 D .0Z60 ODuo REFL 6 G OD FT 
REFS 6 uoo FT
 
XMRP 1 8575 REFL
 
YHRF 0 0000 FT
 
ZMRP 0 UtUG REFL
 





















La-t -10 8 6 A 4 
SlOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET V5MN0L CONFLeURATICNDESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTPQ 
NC0443) Q NCAIR 249 (CC0106-CCO1041 ALPHA =$ VG 0 OCo 0 260 1 000 
(N.C444) n CAIR 249 (CCvIL -CCOIOIU ALPHA =S V7 u ob0 0 260 I 00 
ALPHA a 0o 
AILRON 
a 1 12 
REFERENCE INFORHATrON 
REFS 9 oc0 5Q FT 
REFL 6 0oa FT 
REFS 6 U00 FT 
XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP 0 u00n FT 
ZMRP 0 0100 REFL 









-120 -10 - -6 4 a a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBOM CONFIGURATI ON DESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(N¢0445}) MCAIR 249 (CCO166-CCO1D4; ALPHA =8 V6 0 000 0 260 1 Oro REFS 9 a0u0 $o FT 
MNC04441 Ll CAIR 249 (CCOIII-CC0110) ALPHA =8 V7 0 a ZO 1 000 RCFL 6 vou FT 
REFS 6 OL FT 
XMRP 0 8.75 REFL 
YMRP C0 zDo F 
ZHRF 0010u REFL 










C o 0 6 a____1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 




MCAIR 249 (CC01G6-CC0L04) ALPHA =8 












AILRON REF6RENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 9 UD00a SO FT 
REFL 6 01.09 FT 
REFS 6 UOUD FT
-IRP 0 as575 RFFL 



























-14 -- 6 4 0 4 6 a 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATIO"NDESCRIPTION ELEVON MACH RPJTFO AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NC0443) 0[ MCAIR Z49 tCC0106-CC0104) ALPNA =6 V6 a ODD 0 260 1 Ono REFS 9 Wuob SQ FT 
(NQ0444) S MCAIR C49 (¢COIII-CCOLIO) ALFHA V7 co 60 9eFL vouaS 000 0 1 000 a FT 
REFS 6 OoO0 FT 
-HRF 0 8575 REFL
 
YMAPF 00000 F
ZSRp S ANGLE REFL
 
SCALE 0000 SCALE 
















-03 m 0575 RE
 
- 04 ____ ___ _ 
I Ca MCAIR 249_ (CO16-C__4 ALH 8_6aDo__EO 
____2 U EF 






-05P, .. tx .. 4 -t~ JL - I uu F 
-
J -4.L,4 , 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES ATI CNI HFOR




CNFI OJRATI C4CESCRIP I ON RE S S OGO SQFT
 OAT SET SYMBOL 0 00 0 aGO O tO 
=8 V E FT
 
(NC 4 3) 0 NCAIR249 (CC~tO G-CCOO4) ALPHA 0 00 0 0 260 1 00 RE L 6 OCO C T
LS CA R 249(CC 0±1±-CC10J AL HA 8 V ( 4C4) 

REFS 
 6 000U FT 
XMRP 0 c575 T
000 REFL





























-030 	 ______ 
- 035 
0 - Is -0 05 00 05 s0 is 2a 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
5YMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 00D ACO L 260 RPJTPO I Uou REFS 9 000 SO FT 
REFL 6 00Db -TeLEVON 0 000 CANFLP a 00 
REPS 6 DOUG FT
 
RUDDER C bDo 	 XMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRP a COb' FT 
ZMRP 0 0150 REFL 
SCALE U 000 SCALE 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI*C 




















F00 6 __ _rT 
-D -15 -10 -05 0 05 10 15T0 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
SYIMEuL ALEHA F~kAi4ETRIC VALUES REWEREN E INFORMATIONQ 10 D0D 144CH 0 260 RPJTeO i ODD EE S DODD SQ FT 
ELEVON 0 000 CANFLF a 0 REFL 6 001 FT 
RUDDER 000 D T 
XMRF 8575 REFLTMRF 00 bbiO0 FT 
Zt.RF U 010') REEL 
DATA MIST CODE V4E*AI*C SCALE 0 0301, SCALE 


















"2 1 I 4 -2 0 4 6 8 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
5YMSL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q a coo HACH 0 goo RPJTFO I Duo REFS 9 0000 60 F1ELEVO a Do5 CANFLP a Duo REF 600 u FT 
RUDDER D Duo 
 XHRP 0 8575 REFL 
YHRP a Obo FT 
ZmRP a 0100 REFL 
DATA HIST CODE V*9*AI*C 0 0300SCALE SCALE
 














SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMOOL ALPHlA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 000 MACH 0 260 RFJTF I9 co0g REFS 9 0u00 50 Fr 
9LEVON 0 000 CArOFLF 0 000RF 6Dug F 
RUDR 0DoREFB 6 0000 FT 
FUOE 0OuXHlRF U 8575 REFL 
YMRF 0 0000 FT 
ZMRF 0 dittO REFL 
DATA MIST CODE VtE*AI*CSCL a30 SAE 


















-j -0 __ _ _ __5_ _ _ _
 
- 06 
-MR 0u 0 R 
__ _ REFS_ GOOD FTa co 

- 01 ____________ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
MYNDOL AL2A ARAC0 T1 VALUPS RrERECE 1N2ORAAT1GN Q 6 001, $ACH 1' 260 SPJTFO ± 000 REFS 9 0000 60 FT 
ELOVON 0 000 cANF 0 000 REFL 6 O000 FT
~U0n 000REFB 6 0000 Fl 
YXRF 0 0000 FT 
ZHRP 0 OhiO R6FL
 
DAAHSIC CALE0 0 0300 SCALE 






-1Z -10 - - a 2 4 6 a 10 is 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IWFORMATION 
Q 60G HoACH 0 260 RPJTFO I Goo REFS 9 DODD SO FT 
ELEVOW a 000 CANFLP 00O REFL 000OC FT 
RUCE DDXMRP 0 8575 REFL 
YMRF a FTO00 

ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E Al#c SCAL 5 0000 SCAL 














- 12 _________ 
- 2 10 8 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 I0 It 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFPA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 6 000 MAC"I a 260 RFJTFO 1 Duo REFS 9 0O0 SQ FT 
ELEVOJ a DD CANFLP G 000 RFFL 6 000G FT
 
R5FD 0000 FT




YMRP 0 o000 FT
 
ZMRF 0 0100 REFL
 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALE
 DATA MIST CODE V4E*AI*C 














SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAM4ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6 00 MDACH 0 260 RPJTFO I coo REFS 9 OODo $0 FT 
ELEVON 0 DG CANFLP a coo REFL 6 0600 FT 
RUDDER a 000 REFS 6 0000 FT 
XHRP 
Y3RP , 8575 0 0000 REFLFT 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*9*AI*C SCALE a 0360 SCALE 









12 - 6 -4 4 6 a so la 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFMA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 6 000 MACH 0 260 RFJTPO I coo REFS 9 voQc IG FT 
EL-VON 0 Duo CANFL_ 0 oo REFL 6 OUU FT 
RUDDER a Doc REB 6 000 FT 
XNRF 0 5575 R9FL 
YNRF 0 0o0 FT 
ZHRF 0 0100 REFL 
SCALE 0 0300 SCALEDATA MIST CODE V*E*AI4C 














-12 -10O a 6 4 -2 a 4 6 8 10 la 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6 BOB MAC" u 26a RFJIPO 1 000 REFS 9 O000, Sa FT 
ELEVON 0 abo CANFLP OG0 REFL 6 DODO FT 
RUDE OOREFS 0 loco FT 
RUDR 0DoXHRP t 8575 REF1 
YMRP v Doug FT 
ZVRF 0 aluo R&FL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI*C SCALE 0 030h STALE 













-12 -10 6 -4 2 4 6 a 10 la 
SIDE SLIP ANGLEr BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6000 MACH 0 260 RPJTPO 1.000 REFS 9 0000 SQ Fl 
ELEVON 0 co0 CANFLP a Du0 REFL 6 00u1 FT 
REFB 6 0001 FT 
RUDDER Duo 
 %HRP 0 8575 REFL

YHRp 0 0000 FT
 
ZHRP 0 0100 REFL
 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI*C 
 SCALE 0 030, SCALE
 






















12lz -10 a 6 -4 2 2 a i o 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INIFORMATION 
0 600Go MAC" u 260 RPJTFO I ago REFS S U000 SO FT 
ELEVON 0 INC CANFLP a Sao REFL 6 bbou FT 
REFS 6 0 DUG FTRUDDER b 000 
YHEF a bu~b F T 
ZHRF a 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*EAI*C SCALE U G0500 SCALE 












2Z -$0 a 6 4 2 0 2 4 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRC VALUES REF5RENCE IN ORMATION Q l 005 MACH 0 265 RFJTFO i Goo REFS 9 GOOD S FT 
5"V N 0.000 CANFLP 0 CIO REFL 6 DOUG FT 
RUVDE- oCRF 0DOR FPS a GOODO REL6 875 FT 
YHRF a GOD FT 
ZHRP 0 214O R1 FL
 
DATA HSST CID E VSEIPNLC B A DEGCALE SCALE 
















u Di --005 
_ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 










2 %- 4 
____ 4 6 8to 19 
SIDE SLID ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION Q 10 000 MACH a 26 RFJTPO I ov0 RCFS 9 ObO 30 FT 
ELEVON 0 000 CANFLF a 0Gb REFL 60 ubO FT 







YHRF 0 0000 FT 
ZHRP 0 00 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*A*C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 






























-,a2 -10 a - 6 - 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a IV 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10 000 MOACH 0 Z6O HFJTFO I Due REFS 5 GOOD SO F T 
9LEVON 0 coo CANFLP a 004 REFL 6 0ooo FT 
UXM RUDR 0DDREFS 6 GOOD0 W5 FTREFL 
Y-RP 0 uvoo FT 














SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 10 Too MACH 0 260 RPJTFO I Goo REFS 9 DODD SG FT 
ELEVON 0 abo CANFLP b Goo REFL 6 Doo 
r 
FT 





YMRP a Coco FT 
ZMR P u CLOD REFL 
DATA MIST CODE Y#r*AI*C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 






M - O2 







- B - a6-	 4 6 a 1a 12 
SLDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 0 000 	 MACH 0 DEC RPJTFO I Goo REFS 9 coua SO FT 
ELEVY a 0M CANFLP 0 000 REFL 6 INOR FT 
RD 0 REFs 6 DOUG FT 
RU0E D 	 XHRF a 8575 REFL 
0 R 0 UOO FT 
ZMRF 0 u 00 REFL 
SCALE 0C00 SCALE
N
DATA AIST CODE V=EoAVC 















12 -10 -8 6 -42 0 2 4 6 8 i± le 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYKBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q I0 Go MACH a 260 RPJTEO 1 O0 REFS 9 Daub SQ FT 
ELEVON 0013 CANFLP 0 DUB REFL 6 00O FT 
RUDDER 0 00 REFSXHRP 
YMRR 




ZNRE 0 0100 REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V4E*AI*C SCALE 0 0300 CALE 
MCAIR 249 CCCOI0S-CCO104) ALPHA =10 VG CNC0445) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 943 
AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
 
aC 	 I 
.q .. .~ .t .. .r , 12i.
*l*~ 	 ,. ~ , 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) 10 00O ACH 0 260 RPJTPO I Goo REFS 9 0 bb SO FT 
ELEVON 0 BOB CANFLP 0 BOO EEFL 6 ObUD FT R6FB 6 6000 FT
 
RUDDER 0 Go 	 XMRP 0 $575 R6FL 
YMRP 0 0 , 0 FT 
ZMRP a 'I U0 R ML 
SCALE a 0300 _CALE 
DATA MIST CODE V*E--AI*C 






C - 0 
Li2
 
-l -1 6 4 ­ 01 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 LO BO MACH 0 260 RPJTFO 1 LLD REFS 9 0000 SO FT 
ELEVON u So CANFLP a oQu RamL 6 aoO FT 
RUDDER 0 BOB REFB 6 gou~ FT 
XHRF 0 8575 REFL 
YMPF 0 uvoO FT 
ZHRP Ubalua REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI*C SCALE 0 0300 SCALE 












Li - 04 
- o 
- 06 
< -04 a_ 4_ __ 	 __ _ _4__as 
- 10 
SIDE SLiP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION Q 10 000 MACH 0 260 RFJTPO I DD REFS 9 3o00 SO FT 
REEL 6 OU FT 
REFB 6 00o FT 
RUDDER 00U 	 X0R 0 6575 REEL 
YNRF 0 obo0 FT 
ZNRP 0 0100 RFL 
SCALE 0 0300 CALC 
ELEVON 0 Duo CANFLP a 000 
DATA MIST CODE V*E AI4C 

























C 1 -10 a 6 4 2 a 4 6 a La 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10 O00 MACH 0 260 REJTFO i D00 REFS 9 00ss SO FT 
CLEVON 0 G CANFL 0 roo REFL 6 O0o Fl 
RUDDER 0 069 REFB 6 uo0U FT 
XHRP 0 8575 R5Fr 
YHR? 0 0000 FT 
ZRF 0 oo REFL 
DATA MIST CODE V*E*AI*C SCALE b D300 S.ALE 
tCAIR 249 CCCOIOG-CCO104) ALPHA =10 V6 CNC0445) 25 MAR 71 PAGE 947 
